Questions without Notice
Wednesday, 15 December 1982
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grlmwade) Itlook tbe chair 'alt 11.3 'a.m.

and read the prayer.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DUTY
BILL

This Bill was 'received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy), was read a first
time.
. WORKERS COMPENSATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister
for Economic Development), was read
a first time.
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WYPERFELD NATIONAL PARK
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (Nortth Westtern

Province) -I direct a question to the
Minister of Forests concerning a fi're
that is burning in the Wyperfeld
National Park in north-western Victoria
and which can be seen for more than
70 miles. Is this fire, which is estimated to have burned over 10000 hectares al'ready, under control or is it
still out of control? What special resources are being channelled to that
area by the Forests Commission in both
equipment and manpower to deal with
the fire in very dry country and is the
fire threatening adjoining fa'rming properties at this time? If so, what action
is the Country Fire Authority taking in
that regard?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE .(Mlin-

ister of Forests) -There is a bad fire
at the Wyperfeld National Park that
has already burned 19 000 hectares of
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
land. The Forests Commission has been
working very diligently on the fire.
There are certainly men involved and
CURRENT ACCOUNT
there has also been six bulldozers. We
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Moo'as'h are very fortunate that only two weeks
Province) -I direct a question to the ago we purchased a special articulated
Minister for Minerals and Energy in his tractor for use in that country and that
capacity representing the Treasurer. vehicle is being used to a great deal
With the Minister's deep interes't in of advantage.
financial management, I am sure he is
I am pleased to report that the comaware of the Statement of Financial mission has now almost established
Transactions of the Current Account a perimeter and it is hoped that the
for October 1982 which was issued 're- fire will be under control by lunchcently and which indicates that revenue time today. So far as the Country Fire
through October is up by 25·3 per cent Authority being involved, to the best
over the equivalent period last year. of my knowledge, private property
Will the Minister be in a position to owners are not threatened.
advise the House, before the House
According to the latest reports that
rises, what is the outlook for the
Current Account for the remainder of have come through, I cannot tell how
many men are involved but they are
this financial year?
certainly assisting the commission.
I am sure the Minister is familiar
I also wish to report that in the past
with the financial management tech24
hours, 24 fires have started due to
niques of having four months actual
and eight months estimate. It would be lightning strikes. This gives an indicahelpful to have the forecasts of where tion of the problems facing the comthe Current Account is going for the munity during the fire season.
remainder of the year.
RESTRUCTURING OF WATER
The· Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minli'Slter
INDUSTRY
for Minerals and Energy) -,1 will take
up the matter raised by Mr Hayward
The Hon. J. L. DIXON (Boro11lia Prowith the Treasurer and provide him vince)-I ask the Minister of Water
with an answer in due course.
Supply what steps does the Government
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intend to take to deal with the restructuring of the water industry in the
Upper Yarra area?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister

of Water Supply)-Following representations from both the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works and the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the restructuring of the water
industry in the Upper Yai'ra area was
referred to the Water Resources Council which prepared a report for distribution in the Upper Yarra area and that
report has been distributed. Replies are
being sought from the bodies affected
by the proposed restructuring, which
includes bodies such as the Upper Yarra
River Improvement Trust and a number
of other bodies that are responding to
the paper which suggests that, for a
number of reasons, that area should
be taken over by the Board of Works.
Local members are welcome to participate.
The Government expects responses
from the bodies by 31 December with
a view to. the Government making a
decision in respect of these areas by
31 January, with the exception of the
Healesville Waterworks Trust which is
anxious to become part of the area but
a Government response in respect of
Healesville will be made later this
week.
ASSISTANCE FOR INVENTOR
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawadii·ng
Province) -Did the Minister for Economic Development see a report in the
Sun of Saturday, December 11 entitled,
"Genius inventor may go"? Is he aware
that a Mr lain Saul has been described
as a genius and has won a top prize
on the television show The Inventors?
He has a small factory in Noble Park,
which has been the cradle for the birth
of a number of inventions including,
amongst other things, frog-monitoring
radios, timber joists detectors, micro
"spy" radios and some of the world's
most advanced aviation instruments. He
wants to stay here, but because of lack
of finance it seems that he will have
to accept a major offer from a large
American aircraft manufacturer.

Questions without Notice
My question to the Minister is this:
Does he have a section in his department that is investigating high technology potential within this State in
terms of the contribution it will make
to economic development in the provision of jobs? If so, has an officer from
that section visited Mr Saul and investigated his needs and requirements?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development) -I
first should say, "Welcome back. You
were sadly missed". .In reply to the
very important question that the honourable member asked, I did notice the
article and I came to the same conclusion. Steps should be taken to investigate the matter and, indeed, steps
have been taken along those lines.
APPOINTMENTS TO
WATER COMMISSION
The Hon.. K. I. M. WRIGHT (Nl()tI'ltn

Eastern Province) -I direct a question
to the Minister of Water Supply and
I refer to the fact that the former
chairman of the Water Commission
retired some months ago, and vacancies
exist for a commissioner and a chairman. I understand that advertisements
were circuJated throu~hout Australia
to fiJl the position of chairman. Although the acting commissioners are
proceeding satisfactorily, naturally it
would be preferable if permanent
appointments were made. Can the
Minister inform the House what stage
the appointments of chairman and commissioner have reached?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (M'illl:S!ter
of Water Supply) -The former chairman, Mr Bromfield, retired on about 30
September. Mr Rogerson was appointed
Actin~ Chairman of the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, and the
secretary, Mr Roy Bird, is an acting
commissioner of the commission. A
number of advertisements were placed
throughout Australia. The Chairman of
the Public Service Board, in conjunction with Mr Little from the Public
Works Department, and the retired
chairman, Mr Bromfield. were asked to
prepare a short list from among the
applicants, and they will be presented
to the sub-committee of Cabinet and

Questions without Notice
interviews will be conducted in the near
future with a view to appointing a
chairman of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission.
VICTORIAN CONSERVATION TRUST
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province) - I direct my question
to the Minister for Conservation.
Recently the Victorian Conservation
Trust held a luncheon in the Treasury
Gardens to which press and distinguished guests were invited. Was
the purpose of this luncheon to celebrate a decade of the trust or was
there some other purpose behind it?
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade)--I lam not sure thlCllt the
question relates to Government administration.

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for .Conservation) -The Victoria Conservation Trust comes within the control of my Ministry for Conservation
and, in fact, there is some funding from
within my Ministry for its administration, but the bulk of the money used
by that trust is raised by the trust
from private sources, mostly in the way
of properties that are donated to the
State and administered by the trust.
Churchill Island is one, and Xavier College is another. The trust has been in
existence for ten years and has done
an excellent job. The luncheon was to
celebrate that ten years but, more importantly, to invite guests and to
announce the fact that donations to the
trust are now tax deductible and
it is hoped that that will encourage more generous gifts from
members of the public so that
the trust may increase its ownership of valuable historic properties.
Yes, there were two purposes, and it
was a most successful function.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION LEVY BILL
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -Can the Minister for Minerals and Energy advise whether the
Government will exempt public hospitals from the provisions of the Energy
Consumption Levy Bill passed by this
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House yesterday, with certain improvements, and, if so, whether other institutions will be similarly exempted?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -The Energy
Consumption Levy Bill was initiated by
the Treasurer and 1 handled- that Bill
as the Minister in this House representing the Treasurer. I therefore look forward to taking up the matter raised
by the honourable member and providing hitn with an answer in due course.
OLYMPIC PARK
COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne
North Province) -Can the Minister of
Lands inform the House of any proposal
to reconstruct the Olympic Park Com.mittee of Management?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Mmister of Lands) -I wish to say that 1
regret the passing the day before
yesterday of the chairman of that committee, Sir Maurice Nathan, who had
been Lord Mayor of Melbourne, was a
Past President of the Victorian Football
League, founder of the Moomba Festival and a great contributor to this
community. I am sure the House joins
me in an expression of sorrow at the
passing of a citizen of Sir Maurice's
stature.
No dramatic restructure of the committee is envisaged. However, over a
period of time there have been some
resignations. The Olympic Park committee is a fairly large committee of
twelve
members.
Two
members
resigned in April this year-Laurence
Kerr and Michael Winneke. Since then
Richard Gosper and Merv Lincoln have
retired for personal reasons, one because he was no longer located in the
city. Councillor Eddie Best has .been
acting chairman because Sir Maurice
Nathan could not attend over the past
two years owing to his continuing illness. Since that time, two new members
have been appointed to the Committee
-John Howie, a solicitor and a former
A grade hockey player, and Ken Redwin, a secondary teacher, an Essendon
City Councillor and an A grade hammer
thrower.
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MASSAGE PARLOURS
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronlia
Province) -Can the Minister for Planning advise whether it is the intention
of the Government to introduce more
effective legislation to provide control
over the establishment and operation
of massage parlours? Does the Minister
accept that it is the responsibility of
the Government to provide proper
legislation regarding the existence of
massage parlours, whether they are
to be legalized and, if so, the conditions
under which they should operate? The
present planning legislation does not
allow councils to mount valid planning
arguments against massage parlours
apart from the moral implication-The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grlm.wade)-Order! Mrs BaylolfS'hould
know very well that neither questions
without notice nor answers to them
should be read. Sufficient of the question has been asked to warrant a reply.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -I am happy to respond to the question because massage
parlours have caused concern to me
when considering planning implications.
The Ministry for Planning has prepared
a report for me, including certain
recommendations. However, the essential question is one for Cabinet determination and, in due course, I will
introduce the matter to Cabinet, and
it will make a decision on planning
aspects.

senting the Minister of Education.
From time to time, individuals in the
education system develop, either privately within the system or in private
enterprise, projects of high educational
value. For example, the Alternative
Energy Technology Centre near Wangaratta, run by a private individual, is
currently attracting the interest of the
Department of Minerals and Energy.
However, there is no procedure in the
Education Department to allow the
secondment of individuals to further
develop the educational values of such
schemes, and yet the owner provides
on the one hand valuable education
experience, while on the other hand
needing to gain sufficient income.
Will the Minister raise with his colleague the possibility of supplying a
limited number-say five or ten--of such
operatives on an initiative basis within
the Education Department because of
the educational value and service
offered?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -I am interested in
the question and I will refer the
essence of it to my colleague, the
. Mini~ter of Education. The honourable
member did not indicate whether the
alternative energy centre at Wangaratta
wa~ within the technical and further
educational area.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-Ilt ,is priV1alte.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-In due
course, I will be happy to make the
information available to him. Many
initiatives have been taken within the
post-secondary education system. I
instance colleges such at the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology
where extraordinarily good initiatives
have been taken by academics. These
initiatives have a real relevance to the
development of industry in Australia.
I can inform the honourable member
of one or two of those initiatives. I
will take up the basis of his question
with the Minister of Education as soon
as possible.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province) -My question is directed to
the Minister for Conservation, repre-

RECYCLING OF WASTE MATERIAL
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland
Province)-Will the Minister for Conservation advise whether the Victorian

The committee has recommended two
persons for me to consider for
appointment. I have also written
to the sports federation and put
forward names to that committee because it is a very important committee
in view of the fact that the sports
centre' will be open shortly. It now becomes a large complex and will require
people with a wide range of managerial
and entrepreneurial skills. It is hoped
shortly to bring the committee up to
full strength.

Questions without Notice
Chamber of Manufactures offered the
Victorian Government a limited sum of
money to assist in the promotion of
recycling of waste material? If so, what
is the response of the Government?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (MdntisJter
for Conservation) -Prior to assuming
office, the Australian Labor Party had a
number of conversations with the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures about
litter, deposit legislation and other
related issues. It is true that recently
the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures
approached me with a proposal similar
to that which was put into effect in
New South Wales, where moneys were
made available for anti-litter programmes to be run by the Government.
The proposal included an initial
amount of $200000 and required significant staffing arrangements by the
Ministry for Conservation. At present,
1 am not able to accept the offer, but
1 am pleased that good co-operation
exists. The all-party Parliamentary
Natural Resources and Environment
Committee has a reference, which
covers this issue in a broader sense. I
have pointed out to the Chamber that
it would be premature to accept the
offer prior to a recommendation from
that committee concerning action the
Government should take regarding
litter, packaging, deposit legislation and
so on. Therefore, an approach has been
made, but the Government has not
accepted it.
PROBATE DUTY
The Hon.. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province) -I direct a question to the
Minister for Minerals and Energy representing the Treasurer concerning the
Government's modern management and
accounting techniQues in which it takes
~nch pride. On - 21 September, the
Treasurer furnished me with an answer
to a question on notice and stated
that the Treasurer's estimate of the
prospective receipts from probate duty
wa~ $34 million. The next day, the
Budget Papers were tabled with an
estimate that the receipts from probate
duty would amount to $36'7 million.
That represents a difference of $2·7
million or an increase of 8 per
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cent. That is over $500 million
in relation to total Budget expenditure.
This must have been an error. I ask the
Minister whether he has found the
causes of such errors, whether they
have been prevalent in the estimation
of the Budget receipts, and whether he
can give an explanation to the House
for that large discrepancy?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Min~stter
for Minerals and Energy) -In respect
of the question addressed to me in my
capacity as the Minister representing
the Treasurer, I shall try to find an
answer and provide it to the honourable member in due course.
ALBURY-WODONGA
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province) -I address my question to the Minister for Economic
Development, in his capacity of jurisdiction
for
the
Albury-Wodonga
Development Corporation. Does the
reference by this 'House yesterday to
the Public Bodies Review Committee
enable that committee to overview the
total operations of the AlburyWodonga Development Corporation or
is it restricted to the Victorian corporation only?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development) -I am
advised that it is confined to the Victorian corporation.
NOTICE OF MOTION
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern

Province) -By leave, I move or, if
refused, I move as a matter of urgency:
That the Standing and Sessional Orders be
suspended to the extent necessary to enable
me to move Notice of Motion, General Business,
No. 1 forthwith.

The ground of urgency relied on is
that this notice of motion relates to a
matter listed for discussion in the
Council later this dav and, unless my
motion is dealt with' forthwith. it will
be stale and after the event, which will
have passed. If my motion is to take
effect,- it is urgent that it be considered
now, although I am aware of the unfortunate and sudden illness of the
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Treasurer and will make a proposal to
deal with that when discussing the
substantive motion.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development) Leave is refused.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-In that case,
I desire to move the motion on the
grounds of urgency.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development) This is yet another disgraceful political
stunt by the Leader of the Opposition.
I understand the problem of the Opposition due to the lateness of the session.
If, in fact, the Opposition were serious
in terms of this objectiveThe Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-On a point of order, the
remarks of the Leader of the Government should be made on a substantive
motion, not on the question of urgency.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for' Economic Development)-It
seems to me that this place becomes a
charade if it is used in this way.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I ask the
Leader of the Government to speak
on the question of urgency in response
to the Leader of the Opposition.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOUIt seems to me that if the Treasurer
is not available, the matter can be
addressed when he is available. If the
Leader .of the Opposition were serious
in the pursuit of this objective, he
could have experimented with it when
he was Leader of the Government; it
was suggested to him m'any times. The
question of urgency does not arise because, as I understand it, widespread
publicity has been given to the undertaking made in the Legislative Assembly earlier today by the Premier at
the request of the Leader of the National Party to have a conference with
all party Leaders.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-On a point of order,
I refer to Standing Order No. 309A
in which it appears that the Council
must decide upon the motion, without

Notice of Motion

notice or debate other than a statement by the mover of the p'articulars
claimed to establish urgency. I suggest
that the Leader of the Government is
out of order in debating the matter.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade)-In response to the point
of order, I indicate that Standing Order
No. 309A further states:
Provided that no such motion shall be
allowed where the President declares that in
his opinion the case could not reasonably be
regarded as one of urgency.

I have made up my mind on the matter
and intend to put the question without
notice or debate.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE {Minister
for M-inerals and Energy)-On a point
of orderThe' PRESIDENT-There is no point
of order. I have made a decision.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-I am asking
for an explanation.
The PRESIDENT-I am giving the
explanation. The Minister will resume
his seat. The Council will proceed under
the question of urgency decided under
Standing Order No. 309A. The question
shall be decided by the Council upon
motion, without notice or deba'te, other
than reasons for the urgency. I have
heard the Leader of the Government
on this m'atter and intend to put the
question that Standing Orders be suspended under Standing Order No. 309,
and that the matter of urgency be
decided under Standing Drder No. 309A.
The motion was negatived.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on the table by the
Clerk:
Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust-Report
and accounts for the year 1981-82.
Lands-Report of the Department of Crown
Lands and Survey for the year 1981-82.
Railways Board-Reports for the quarters
ended 30 June and 30 September 1982.

Dn the motion of the Hon. HADDON
STDREY (East Y.arra Province), it was
ordered that the reports be taken into
consideration on the next day of
meeting.

Workers Compensation (Amendment) Bill

WORKERS COMPENSATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development)-I
move
Tha,t ,this Bill be now read a seoond time.

The present Government has inherited
a workers compensation system which
is in a mess. Delays in hearing contested
cases are approaching two years and
the backlog of unsettled claims is ever
growing. The Minister of Labour and
Industry has been deluged with complaints from individual workers, from
trade unions, from small businesses,
from big businesses, from employer organizaHons, from the medical and legal
professions and from people in the welfare field. They 'all complain about various aspects of our existing system.
We believe that these complaints
stem largely from past neglect not only
of the workers ·compensation system itself, but of the preventive side-an adequate occupational safety and health
policy. Announcements have already
been made regarding steps being taken
to improve thi,s.
With regard to workers compensation, the Government believes a complete review of the Vi,ctoriansystem is
required. We are at present 'considering the format, terms of reference and
composition of such an enquiry or review and should be able t'O announce
these early next year. In the meantime, however, there 'are several urgent
issues which need to be addressed. First,
to reduce the backlog and waiting time
for hearings in C'ontestedcases, we have
announced our decision to appoint a
sixth division of the Workers Compensation Board. The new board is expected
to take up duties early next year.
The present Bill addresses itself to
two other major problems. The first of
these is the current level of the lump
sum benefits payable for specifi-c injuries under section 11 of the Workers
Compensation Act-payments under the
"Tahle of Maims" 'as it is commonly
if ungra'cefully called. In addition to
the payment of hospital, medi,oal and
like expenses, the Workers Compensa-
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don Act provides for two types of compensation-<ieath and weekly benefits
payable under section 9 of the Act and
compensation under the table of maims
which provides for set amounts of compensatiOn, payable in a lump sum, for
a number of specified injuries.
In 1979, the former Govern.ment
amended the Act to increase the death
and weekly benefi ts payable under section 9 and to provide for the annual indexation of these benefits in accordance
with the movement in average weekly
earnings. However, the amounts of compensation payable under the table were
not increased at the time. These amounts
have rem'ained at their existing level
since 1975. As a result, the value to the
injured worker of compens'ation under
the table has been drastkally eroded by
the effects of inflation during that period.
In addition. during that period, all
other States have, either by a form of
inde~ation
or by direct legislative
amendment, increased the. equivalent
amounts payable in those States. The
-result is that the maximum amount
payable under the table in Victoria is
now the lowest in Australia. Not only
that, it is almost $7000 below that of
the next lowest State, South AustraUa.
This Bill provides for increases in the
amounts of compensation payable for
specified injuries based on the movements in average weekly earn in-gs
since these a.mounts were last 'adjusted
in 1975. Because of the shameful length
of time since these amounts were last increased, the increases provided for in
the Bill are steep. However the Government believes it is necessary to restore the value of the benefits for these
disabilities to their 1975 levels. In addition, the increases have the effect of
bringing these benefits into line with
those in other States and of restoring
the relativity of these benefits with the
weekly and death benefits payable under section 9 of the Act. It should also
be noted that payments under the table
represent only tabout 9 per cent of t'Otal
workerscompens'ation payments. For
this reason, the effect of this change
on premiums will be small.
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The Bill also provides for the amounts
contained in the table to be indexed
annually from 1 July 1983 on the same
basis -as that on which the weekly 'and
death benefits under se'ction 9 are currently adjusted: that is, in line with
the movements in average weekly
earnings for the twelve months to the
December quarter preceding the relevant
adjustment.
This will mean that the value of the
benefits for specified injuries will be
maintained, as are the values of other
benefits under the Act, and that increases in the order of those currently
proposed will never be required in
future.
As well as providing justice to injured workers, it is believed that raising the benefits in the table to a level
where they provide adequate compensation will also have the effect of encouraging settlements of claims without
recourse to a hearing before the board,
thus helping to reduce the delays to
which I referred earlier.
As is the case in .other States and
in accordance with existing practice in
this State, the Bill provides that the
amount of compensation payable under
the table of maims in 'respect of an
injury shall be the amount payable in
respect of that type of injury which
applied at the date of the injury.
The second problem which the Bill
addresses relates to the provisions of
the principal Act dealing with indust'rial
deafness which were inserted into the
Act last year by the former Government. These provisions govern the payment of compensation under the Act
for industrial deafness and, in establishing clearly the basis for and the extent
of liability to pay such compensation,
the provisions overcame long-standing
problems relating to this area.
The Government, then in opposition,
generally supported the new prOvisions
but with some reservations. One such
reservation related to the irrebuttable
presumption, established by section 25G
(2) (b) of the Act that the loss of hearing of a worker aged over 50 years is,
to the extent of one-half of a decibel
for each complete year of his age over
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou

50 years, to be attributed to presbycusis or age-related hearing deterioration.
This attributed hearing loss is excluded
for the purposes of calculating the loss
of hearing of the worker in respect
of industrial deafness irrespective of
whether or not, in any particular case,
presbycusis did actually contribute to
the worker's deafness.
The National Acoustic Laboratories
of the Australian Department of Health,
notwithstanding the fact that they have
produced tables designed to enable percentage hearing loss to be calculated
taking this form of correction into
account, have advised that it is, in fact,
incorrect and have recommended that
it should not be used.
The National Acoustic Laboratories
have advised that the effects of ageing
on hearing do not simply add on to
and therefore should not simply be
subtracted from the effects of noise
on hearing. They have pointed out that
this has been recognized internationally
and is about to be incorporated in an
international standard.
The Government has received a number of submissions arguing that the
current provisions are unjust to injured
workers and that a correction for
presbycusis should not be applied automacticaIly. The Government accepts
these arguments and, accordingly, the
Bill contains a provision which has the
effect of repealing section 250 (2) (b)
of the principal Act.
However, although this will mean
that a correction for presbycusis will
not be made automatically, presbycusis,
is, by definition, not industrial deafness
and it will still be open for employers
or insurers to argue and seek to establish, in particular cases, that age was
a contributing factor in measurable
hearing loss. It would be open to the
Workers Compensation Board to take
presbycusis into account, as it sees fit,
in those cases where it is shown to be
appropriate.
A consequential amendment will be
made to section 251 to ensu're that in
any cases where industrial deafness
sufferers have received awards of
workers compensation which specify
leave to appeal in the event of an

Workers Compensation (Amendment) Bill

appellate court decision or legislative
change, they will be able to seek an
amended award in line with the new
provisions.
In accordance with the Government's
commitment to consult with employer
and trade union organizations, the Minister of Labour and Industry made
available a draf.t copy of the Bill to
members of the Victorian Labour Advisory Council last Monday. Discussions on the Bill took place yesterday.
The Government believes these are
urgently required but financially responsible amendments. I commend the
Bill to the House.
The Hon. CUVE BUBB (Ballarat
Province ) -The Opposition supports
the Bill for, as the Minister for Economic Development said, the upgrading
of the table of maims is long overdue.
It must be said that workers compensation premiums are probably the
most substantial cost facing empioyers
at present and are infringing on the
ability of employers to provide muchneeded jobs. There is a need to examine
the whole structure of the make-up of
workers compensation premiums in Victoria and to determine why these costs
are dearer than costs in other States.
The Opposition supports such an inquiry.
In one respect, it is unfortunate that
the matter relating to hearing loss by
workers will not assist the cost of
workers compensation premiums in
Victoria. It is obvious that the benefits
in Victoria are now leading New South
Wales, which previously had the 'most
advanced provisions ,relating to hearing
losses for workers. Despite that, the
provisions in the Bill do have some
advantages.
In the second-reading speech, the
Minister stated that the National
Acoustic Laboratories had produced
tables designed to ena~le percentage
hearing loss to be calculated. It would
have been a fairly simple matter for
those tables to be published and made
available to the Workers Compensation
Board. The board could use them to
calculate the percentage of hearing
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loss that could be attributed to presbycusis on hearing loss as a result of
the ageing process.
The Minister stated that the board
would still be able to take account
of hearing loss attributed to the ageing
process, but it is back to front in that
no discretionary power is given to the
board other than to wait for an employer or insurer to argue that presbycusis should be considered, in which
case the board has the discretionary
power to consider it. It would have
been better had the question been left
open so that the board had discretionary power to determine whether the
hearing impediment of a person over
the age of 50 years claiming for hearing
loss was caused by his employment
or was a result of the ageing process.
Even though employers will no doubt
put that argument, the board is hamstrung in not being given that open
dis'cretionary power.
I reiterate that there is an urgent
need to examine the costs of workers
compensation. Perhaps the subject
should be referred to a Parliamentary
committee of inquiry. Regardless of
how the Liberal Party tried, when in
government, there was always the position of people seeking to protect their
own interests. Insurance companies
were interested in protecting their
workers compensation business, employers were interested in gaining maximum advantages and other people, barristers, and so on, involved in it were
all interested in protecting their own
interests too.
As a result, one could never come
to terms with the basic cause of the
high cost of workers compensation because everyone blamed everyone elsethe medical profession, hospitals, barristers, and so on-and everyone
seemed to think someone else should
reduce their sha're of the cake and thus
reduce the costs' of premiums.
A Parliamentary committee conducting a public inquiry into the costs of
workers compensation in Victoria
could perhaps recommend to Parliament
how some im provements could be
achieved at least in bringing Victorian
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industry back to a competitive basis
with other States on costs of workers
compensation.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province) -The most encouraging aspect of the second-reading speech
of the Minister for Economic Development was the undertaking that there
will be an inquiry into workers compensation in Victoria. It is certainly not
before time. Workers compensation
premiums are continuing to escalate
wildly. They are probably the greatest
impediment to additional employment
in Victoria.
Any employer carefully considers
the prospective employee but that is
only the beginning. He is then saddled
with high workers compensation premiums, particularly in some industries
and certainly in the timber industry.
Those premiums are extremely high and
it is unbelievable that they could be
of such magnitude. In other industries
which do not face the same degree of
danger as the sawmilling industry, the
premiums are still quite extraordinarily
high for no apparent reason.
Over the years, the system has been
abused not only by the workers but
also by the medical profession, employers and, to some extent, insurance
companies. A wide-ranging inquiry will
clear the air and, I hope, disclose some
of the inefficiencies in the presen t system to enable the implementation of a
more equitable and cheaper substitute.
If this is not done, employment prospects will further diminish because
employers will continue to bear this
sort of burden at the rate premiums
have been increasing over the past few
years.
Yesterday, a country employer quoted
some figures to me and he was only
one case. His premiums had increased
from $18000 to $72000· for only
thirteen employees. It is beyond belief
that they are so high. I, at first, did
not believe those figures but the employer was able to produce statistics to
indicate that that was the situation.
Employers cannot continue to meet
those sorts of increases and still maintain the same work force. Therefore, I

look forward to the early establishment
of the committee and trust that it will
get on with its task and bring down a
report and recommendations with the
minimum of delay.
I support the upgrading of the socalled table of maims benefits, which
have been eroded bv inflation. It is
incumbent on Parliament to bring it
up to date occasionally. I am not so
sure about the amendments to the provisions that deal with deafness but I
am prepared to accept the advice of the
Commonwealth Department of Health
and the acoustic laboratories that the
present system is inappropriate and
should not be used. I would not like
the amendments to the Act to be used
as yet another measure of increasing
awards when the industrial environment may not be the full cause of the
deafness of an employee.
No doubt exists that the companies
involved will use the provisions to
mount a counter argument to the
Workers Compensation Board. The
National Party supports the Bill, but
urges that the inquiry envisaged is set
under way without delay.
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley
Province) -It is with great pleasure
and honour this morning that I take the
place of the late Tony -Van Vliet who,
unfortunately, due to illness and consequent death, did not have the opportunity of representing the constituents
of Waverley Province. I take this
opportunity of thanking all the people
who were associated with the byelection campaign, in particular the
family of the late Tony Van Vliet-his
mother and close relatives-who offered
me all their good wishes and support
during the campaign.
On behalf of members of the Labor
Party, I am proud of the result we
achieved which has undoubtedly proved
that John Cain and the Labor Government in Victoria now hold the complete
and total confidence of all Victorians.
I have digressed a little from the Bill
because I wanted to convey those
appreciations to the House as they are
thoroughly justified.
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I support the Bill and suggest that
workers compensation in Victoria has
been in a mess for some time. Workers
in Victoria constantly face severe
financial hardships and, at times, have
even faced bankruptcy because of injuries sustained during their employment.
Financial difficulties are faced mainly
when the insurance companies assess
the claim and then deny liability. A
case then needs to be mounted Oat a
workers compensation board and delays
occur, which range from two to three
years in many instances. One can well
imagine what financial position a family
is placed in when that burden is placed
on them. People who have financial
commitments, mortgage repayments.
bank loans or whatever, are then faced
with the possibilitv of no income for
long periods.
I t is only right that the trade union
movement in Victoria has been extremely concerned about the problem,
as has the Victorian Branch of the
Labor Party. As a member of the Victorian Branch of the Labor Party's
Industrial Affairs Policy Committee, I
shall express its attitude to the problem
by saying that it fully supports the
investigation announced by the Minister
for Economic Development this morning. During the inquiry and investigation, the committee will be presented
with evidence. The majority of evidence
will centre around eliminating as much
as possible the costs that are incurred
in workers compensation.
Workers compensation premiums
place a burden on employers when they
are faced with the decision of hiring
new labour, particularly in this day and
age of economic gloom, when employers take extreme care before making
a decision to employ new labour. The
employers must consider all the costs
that they will have to bear, one of
which is workers compensation preunions and employees are blamed for
members that Quite often the trade
unions and employers are blamed for
those increased costs by their demands
for higher payments, higher reimburse-
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ments and increased compensation payments for injuries they may have sustained during employment.
One of the major causes of increased
costs in workers compensation premiums is the legal argument mounted
before the various boards. The legal
profession in Victoria has transformed
the workers compensation area into a
financial bonanza. A few years ago, the
trade union secretaries, organizers or
people who were appointed as workers
compensation officers went before a
board once or twice a week and
handled the claims of their members.
In more recent years, that situation
has changed and many reasons exist for
that change.
Industry has changed dramatically
with modern technology, and the handling of new and unknown materials,
namely, toxic materials, on which there
has often been no research or there is
no knowledge of the toxicity of the
materials before workers are requested
to handle or work with them. All those
new innovations have caused the
arguments that are put to the
workers compensation boards to become more sophisticated and complex.
Because of this, the legal profession has
jumped onto the bandwagon, and I hope,
arising from this inquiry, people will
realize the costs that are incurred and
that we will receive an itemized assessment of the legal costs of claims before
workers compensation boards. If these
horrendous charges can be eliminated,
we can go a long way towards reducing
the over-all costs of workers compensation.
The committee of which I am part,
in conjunction with the Minister for
Employment and Training, the Minister
of Labour and Industry and the Treasurer, will be consulting constantly on
this matter, and when the measure
comes back to this olace at a later date
I shall be pleased -to make those submissions to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
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years 1981, 1982 and 1983. Instead of
substituting a specific figure each year,
it is proposed to use the formula that
has been used in the oast, namely the
depreciation limit used bv the income
tax commissioner to determine what is
a prestige car in that case.
If an anomaly arose producing a
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that breakdown in the use of the formula
they make the following amendment in the for some purpose which is not now
Bill:
anticipated, steps would have to be
Clause 4, page 6, after line 10 insert:
taken to look again at the current Bill
",and
which it is hoped will form part of the
(d) in relation to a motor vehicle purchased
legislation.
However, we believe the
or first leasp.d or hired by the employer
current
formula
used by the income
during any financial year after 30 .June
1983-the amount of the motor vehicle tax assessor has been useful in the
depreciation limit under section 57AF of oast. If it is incorporated in the legisthe Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 of lation, it will have -the effect of obviatthe Commonwealth apolying in respect
ing the need to come back to the
of the deoreciation of motor vehicles
House each year to set a figure for a
under that Act in that financial year."
By leave. the suggested amendment prestige car.
was withdrawn.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
The Hon. D. R, WHITE (M'i'Illistter Province) -I think it is only fair to
for Minerals and Energy) -In place of point out to the Committee that the
the sugJlested amendment that has just formula under the Income Tax Act
been withdrawn, I move:
referred to bv the Minister has a quite
That it be a suggestion to the Assemblv that different purpose from that under this
they make the following amendment in the Act. Under the Income Tax Act, the
Bill:
formula determines the maximum limit
Clause 4. page '6, after line 10 insert:
of depreciation that can be deducted
"and
in tax. Under this Act, we are seeking
(d) in relation to a motor vehicle purchased
to set the value of a car. We acknowor first leased or hired by the employer ledge that whatever we do is going to
during any financial year after ::\0 June
1983-the amount which is equal to the provide an arbitrary value, but it
motor vehicle depreciation Hmit under seems strange to set the value of a car
section 57AF of the Income Tax Assess- as the amount which may be claimed
ment Act 1936 of the Commonwealth
ap.plying in respect of the depreciation of for taxation purposes by way of
motor vehicles under that Act in that depreciation upon it.
financial year."
Nevertheless,
Treasury
officials
By wav of exnlanation to the Comassure
me
that
that
is
precisely
what
mittee and to the Leader of the Opposition, I !loint out that the suggested the Government intends. The value of
amendment is desi~ned to ensure that the car shall, for practical purposes, be
there is a clear definition of what con- deemed to be the maximum amount
stitutes, under the Pay-roll Tax Act, a that could be deducted by way of
prestige car. To assist in that process, depreciation upon it for income tax
the Government is using a definition purposes.
used by the income tax office that sets
We now understand that that is
a depreciation limit that defines for exactly what the Treasury intends and
income tax purposes what is a prestige exactly what the. Government intends
car in other' cases. The Government has to put into operation, and the change in
borrowed that formula for the Pay-roll wording makes that position clear.
Tax Act.
Although we do not like the clause or
In the past, that formula has been the provision which this new addition
used to provide specific amounts which now extends, it gives effect to the
are already set out in the Act for the Government's financial policies. In
PAY-ROLL TAX
(FURTIlER AMENDMENT) BILL
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 4
(Beneficial loan arran~ement) and of
the Hon. D. R. White's suggested
amendment:

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill

those circumstances the matter is on
the Government's head, and we are not
opposing it.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province)-I am not certain
that I fully grasp the intent of the
amendment, the,e;Minister's explanation
and Mr Hunt's "'comments thereon, but
it seems a reasonable means of setting
the amount to be taken into consideration under this Bill from year to year
instead of bringing an amending Bill
back to Parliament each year. On that
basis, I am satisfied with the suggested
amendment as redrafted.
The suggested amendment was agreed
to, and the clause was postponed.
The remaining cl'auses and the schedule were agreed to.
Progress' was reported, and t~e suggested amendment was reported to the
House and adopted.
It was ordered that the Bill be returned to the Assembly with a message
intimating the decision of the House.
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
(ADMENDMENT) BILL
The House went into Committee for
the consideration of this Bill.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Repeal)

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -On clause 2, I should
like to make a few comments on the
second-reading speeches made by honourable members last evening and I
hope to respond to some of the pOints
that were raised. May I indicate, to
begin with, that I appreciate the
amount of work that Mr Chamberlain
has done over the past several
months on this issue. His comments
last evening indicated that he has a
good grasp of the entire matter, and I
listened with interest to his comments.
He gave the Chamber a good background to the issue, and it has had
an interesting background. Probably
this issue has given rise to some of
the best debates that have occurred
in this Chamber in recent years and
Mr Chamberlain has contributed well
to those debates.
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Mr Chamberlain began by indicating
his personal commitment and the commitment of the Opposition to the need
for such legislation and especially to
the need of Governments to a~tively
support owners who find themselves
owners of historic buildings, and he
made several strong points at the beginning of his speech last evening in
that regard of which I have made some
notes. I indicate to Mr Chamberlain
that I have made notes of the suggestions he has made in this regard,
including his points on the re-use of
existing buildings, tax deductibility, the
need to accelerate permits, the real
prospect of effecting the long-term
loans programme and so on. I will not
go through all of those points again,
but I have made notes and I accept
the points that Mr Chamberlain has
made.
Mr Chamberlain commented on the
difficulties of churches in regard to the
maintenance of historic buildings
generally, and I do not want to mix
this up with the specific issues involved with the churches that caused
some difficulty in June of this year.
However, Mr Chamberlain made the
point that the Historic Buildings Council has to make up its mind in relation
to churches. It is either an expert
body or it is a body that is representative of the community.
Mr Chamberlain gave an idea of the
sort of composition that might occur
for such a body if it were to be seen
to be simply as expert. It really must
fulfil the way it is constituted, that
is, it must have some expertize but
in other regards it has to either express
or reflect community opinion at large.
I simply respond by saying that it
must do both jobs.
Mr Chamberlain commented on the
incorporation of the Government Buildings Advisory Council and he indicated
that the Bill is better now that it has
had some rewording, and I agree with
him. However, Mr Chamberlain asked
a specific question in regard to proposed new section 28 (4) and he
wondered whether there was any consistency in determining public and
private buildings. If Mr Chamberlain
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looks at section 26 (7) of the 1981
Historic Buildings Act, he will find that
precisely the same situation exists for
private buildings. I guess he has found
that out!
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-Which
Act is that?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-The 1981
A·ct. If Mr Wright looks at section
26 (7) of that Act, he will discover
that the matter that Mr Chamberlain
referred to in regard to Government
buildings has its counterpart in regard
to private buildings. It relates to what
mayor may not be done. It is a section that allows certain alterations and
works to be done on buildings under
certain conditions. However, I indicate
that the comparison and equality exists
between the two types of bUildings.
Mr Chamberlain spoke about the
situation in regard to the churches and
their concern about liturgy. It was
never the intention of either the Government or this Bill to enter into
reli~ious matters, and I made the point
at the time. However, alterations and
amendments have been incorporated in
the Bill to meet the requirement~ of
the churches in thi~ regard and they
have been reassured.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-It was the
result of a misunderstanding.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes.
However. the churches have now been
reassured of the intent of the Government and I foreshadow amendments
which, if adopted, will consolidate that
reassurance.
Mr Chamberlain indicated that there
were some difficulties in regard to
buildings that are under investigation
but not on the historic buildings register. Mr Chamberlain said that the Historic Buildings Council has a listing of
approximately 350 buildings that are
worthy of consideration and the
National Trust has indicated that well
over 1000 buildings are of that description. That means that there is a good
deal of work ahead of the Historic
Buildings' Council, but, considering the
manner in which it must work, which is
with great care, it will take some time
before a backlog of that size can be
worked through.

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill

The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Many
years!
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Many
years of work is inherent there. However there is some reassurance for
thos~ people in the community who
worry about registrations of buildings
occurring too rapidly. Those persons
should be reassured that the process
is such that it just cannot happen
too rapidly. There are measures that
can be taken where a building does
not need to be protected and it has
not yet been registered. The Bill incorporates provisions for interim pre. servation orders and procedures to be
issued.
Mr Chamberlain mentioned conservation studies that have been undertaken
but where there has been no inclusion
yet in planning schemes. He made
quite a deal of comment about the
Ballarat situation and what I would
call the "Nuttall Proposal". That is, the
proposal of the city engineering and
planning officer of Ballarat, and I
listened to that proposal with some
interest.
The Hon. N. B. Reid-He is a capable
man.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes. However, Mr Chamberlain did not give a
very fair impression of the fact that
around the State already there is a significant use of planning schemes as a
protective device.
Mr Chamberlain will also be pleased
to know, and I announce it here, that
prior to Christmas it is my intention
to effect a con~ervation area interim
development order in the metropolitan
area-the nearer city suburbs and in the
city-to provide protection on a conservation· area basis through the Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme.
I intend that it be an interim development order. The alternative is an
amendment to the olanning scheme. In
either case, I should like the provisions
to be effected quickly so that the normal exhibitions and submission process
can occur and the public can comment.
The Government is on the verge of
announcing that planning scheme for
the city and near city areas. The planning schemes that exist. especially the
Melbourne
Metropolitan
Planning
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Scheme, will be used to establish conservation areas such as exist at present
in Hawthorn and in some provincial
areas of the State.
Mr Chamberlain then went on to
Epeak about the Melbourne interim development order, the centre-city interim
development order, and he asked questions in regard to notable buildings.
The planning scheme that is now in
effect in the city centre does offer
direct protection not only to registered
buildings but also to notable buildings,
certain notable facades and streetscape
buildings. Mr Chamberlain wondered
whether there was a certain double
jeopardy inherent in that planning
scheme.
We were at pains with the centrecity interim development ord.er not to
bring about a double jeopardy situation.
If Mr Chamberlain reads carefully
the interim development order, he will
discover that the Historic Buildings
Act take precedence where buildings
are not registered. Where buildings
are now registered, they will be directly
under the Historic Buildings Act and
not under the interim development
order. If the building is not a registered building, it will be protected
where the provisions of the interim
development order apply. We were
conscious of the prospect of double
jeopardy, and it is true that it could
exist in some areas, for example, in
areas such as Beechworth and Maldon, where they have provisions in
them and where registration exists.
When Mr Chamberlain brings those
points forward in that way, I suggest to him that the Government
will examine those other circumstances
because I do not believe it is good to
have what he refers to as double jeopardy existing in the historic buildings
area. Mr Chamberlain made comments
about our heritage guidelines in the
provisions of the interim development
order and said that it might oppose
the Historic Buildings Council, and I
think I have answered him in that
regard.
He asked when buildings will be
registered, and it may be proper
to say that they will never be regis-
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tered buildings. They are noted as notable buildings or streets capes and they
are noted in that fashion because they
are probably that important. There are
provisions for 'allowing for demolition,
or addition, or change and it happens
in the central business district interim
development 'order, where we have
elected to make it· necessary to use
the planning channels to make that
change rather than make it subject
to permit. Therefore, that certainly now
exists and it means that we will not
have the difficulty of demolitions being
decided or determined 'by the 'Planning
Appeals Board. That is an important
point to make.
With regard to planning appeals processes, Mr Chamberlain had some
critical points to make and some concern to express based on the Age
report. I indicate that the Age report
was not an entirely fair one.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-It
appeared twice.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-It appeared to directly quote me and some
of those things that were put in quotes
were not real quotes. However, I wish
to comment on the Planning Appeals
Board and the Age report.
There will be a new division of the
Planning Appeals Board-it is referred
to in the amendments-to handle
historic buildings matters. That is a
great step forward. However, it means
tha t we will need to be conscious that
the spread of part-time members available to the board is such that there
are people expert or experienced in
matters to do with historic buildings.
I certainly intend to make some
nominations in the near future to extend
the capacity of the chief chairman to
choose people suited to that position.
That whole area is an improvement
over the orevious provisions, which
gave the - chief chairman certain
responsibilities.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-What
did you actually say to the Age then?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I shall
refer to that in a moment. I must be
careful about that because I am not
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capable of total recall. It has been
some time since I spoke to the Age.
However, I indicate that the Age reported my remarks as verbatim when
they were not verbatim. However, the
gist of the report is correct. I - have
made two new senior appointments.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-A job
at $53 000 a year is a good job, is it
not?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-They are
also good people and I am delighted
to say that the two persons I had at
the top of my list to invite for the
positions both accepted. In other words,
there is no sense in my mind of any
compromise having been made. Dr
Renate Howe 'and Mr Stuart Morris
were both willing to take positions
on the Planning Appeals Board and
I am sure they will enrich and
enhance tWe body. I expect them to
undertake some significant work and
their appointments begin as at 1 February next year.
My comments about judicial 'appointments improving the Planning Appeals
Board were also mentioned. As Mr
Chamberlain would well know, the
Planning Appeals Board has, since
reasoned
amendments that
were
brought in by the former Government
were made into law, improved its operations considerably to cover -a number
of other appeals boards, such as drainage, environment and so on. I have
no complaints about the Planning Appeals Board Act but I believe the board
is not yet constituted comprehensively
enough to competently handle the
spread of issues that now come before
it.
With regard to the policy of the
Government of the day, on two occas.ions I spoke to the senior and fulltime members of the Planning Appeals
Board about the role that they must
play and I have in no way attacked
their neutrality or the importance they
hold as an arbitral body. However, I
was at pains to say that, when a Government of the day changes, it is important for bodies like the Planning
Appeals Board to be conscious of the
general spread of the policy of the
new Government.
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It is correct to say that a board
of that kind must be no~-political
even apolitical--:but it is also correct to
say that it should have an interpretative
job or role to play. For instance, its
decisions may be based on, say, a planning scheme that ·may exist and, as
honourable members would know, many
planning schemes in this State are
simple. I,t means that the board of
the day must try to interpret the needs
of the community or, in some cases,
the policy of the Government of the
day. It is also true that the Minister
for Planning has, at any time, the
power to call in 'an appeal and the
understood basis as between parties on
that matter is that, if a matter of major
Government policy is involved, it will
be seen to be the proper basis for
the. Minister for Planning to call in
and determine an appeal.
In fact, in discussions with members
of the Planning Appeals Board, it was
around that issue that we debated the
knowledge that they ought to have as
members of that body of the policies of
the Government of the day. It is not
true to say that decisions of the board
can, at any time, be non-political. They
can be administered by people who are
neutral in their style and intent but
it is not true to say that Planning
Appeals Board decisions can ever be
non-political. It is important for those
members of the board to understand
the Government of the day and, in
general, to support the existing planning schemes and their intent. Of
course, they must also understand the
existing poliCies on environment and
other areas encompassed by the board.
I wish to ease the concern of Mr
Chamberlain with regard to the quotes
that appeared in the Age. I was not at
pains to try to politicize the Planning
Appeals Board-far from it. With those
comments, I say again that the contributions of Mr Chamberlain were excellent. I was Significantly pleased that
he quoted a number of examples of
buildings of my own, two of which I
thought were rather good. I believe Mr
Chamberlain has done his homework
very well.
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Mr Wright did not speak for as long
as Mr Chamberlain, but he indicated that
he could have. I was extremely grateful
to him that he did not endeavour to go
across much of the ground that Mr
Chamberlain covered, because that
coverage has been made. However, Mr
Wright asked a couple of questions on
which I wish to make specific comments.
I refer particularly to his comment that
he could not understand parts of the
second-reading speech. I suppose one
ought to apologize for what was apparently complex language. In fact, the
intent of the language was quite simple,
so one should have used more simple
language, and that is true. The concept inherent in the piece quoted by
Mr Wright, however, was not complex.
Mr Wright also referred to the deletion
of the word "economics". He suggested
that the present amendments and the
present Government wish to remove the
matter of economics from the business
of designation of buildings.
I wish to spend some time discussing
this matter because I want Mr Wright
to be completely reassured that the Government pays real attention to the economic factors involved when designation of buildings exists or is to happen.
The 1981 amendments that have
been administered in hearings since
June have worked. The Lieberman
amendments of 1981 have meant that
the hearings on the designation of a
building, and the economic factors
which are allowed to be considered in
the Act being administered, have cost
people time and money because of the
complexity of arguing an economic
case. In most cases, it is not necessary
to argue the economic factor because
it is not related to a proposal. It is
difficult to argue an economic case. It
was our view that even though an
economic case was well argued, the
owner of a registered or designated
building may, in two or five years
hence, demolish it or seriously alter it,
and the arguments that had been made
two or five years previously of an
economic nature would have to be
remade because the economic climate
had altered. There was a consensus
that there was a good deal of unnecessary work, and it was our view that
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when an owner wanted to demolish a
registered building, that was the time
to debate economics.
The second point is that if a designation hearing is occurring to register a
, building, and the owners of that building at that time have plans to demolish
it or wish to alter it significantly, then
these amendments make it competent
for the Historic Buildings Council to
hear both matters concurrently. The
same hearing will handle both the
economic factor and the architectural
and historic matter. In my view, that
answers the major difficulty that Mr
Wright brought forward. The Government is not unaware of the economic
factors and Mr Wright will notice from
the foreshadowed amendments that we
are at pains to ensure that there is not
an upset of an action.
In discussions with building managers and other people involved in real
estate, we have been made aware of
some vexatious or mischievous activity
undertaken by people who use the law
and try to frustrate it. The hearings
that will occur will not need to be
economically based in the first instance.
It is important to register buildings
for their architectural and historic
merit; that is the first job to be done.
Where it is necessary to take economics
into account, it can be done parallel
and directly, but where it occurs at a
time when the owner wishes to change
or demolish the building, that is the
time to argue it and that is the way
the Government intends that these
amendments should apply.
I hope Mr Wright is reassured that
we are not unaware of the economic
reality but we do not wish parties to
incur great costs, as every hearing
costs a fortune to all oarties. It is done
within a vacuum when there 'is no
definite plan to demolish or to alter a
building. It does' not make much sense
that the 1981 amendments should prevail, particularly since some experience
has been gained since June on the
matter.
Mr Wright mentioned a letter that
,he had received from Monsignor Jones
in June. He is aware that we have had
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a great deal of negotiations with the
churches. I, personally, have been involved in at least two or three meetings,
but several others have occurred with
members of my department and representatives of the churches and their
legal advisers. They have been held in
an attitude of co-operation and optimism
to the point where I have with me
today a- letter from Corr and Corr,
representing the churches, making it
clear that, although the churches do not
whole-heartedly agree with all the
amendments, they are happy with them
to proceed.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain---Qn the
basis of certain assurances. .
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes. And
I also have a letter from the Building
Owners and Managers Association to
the same effect. They are not necessarily
in agreement with all the amendments
but, because of consultations that have
occurred, they are happy. for us to
proceed on the understanding that
within the next twelve months significantly more work will be done. In
other words, they are happy with the
way we have been proceeding and they
do not want further alterations to
occur forthwith. I have given them an
assurance that we will continue to
negotiate with them for improvement
to the Act.
When I introduced these amendments
in May of this year, I was at pains to
say that they were a package of early
amendments because I believed action
needed to be taken quickly and
that a major review of the Act was
being undertaken. A lot of work has
been done since then, but there is still
more to do and the Act will be reviewed from here on. These amendments will become the new Act, and
assurances will be given to churches,
building owners and managers, and
other interested bodies, that we will
continue to negotiate with them because there are still improvements to
be made.
To summarize Mr Wright's comments, he indicated that the National
Party takes issue, particularly on the
matter of registration of buildings,
with what he called the deletion of
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economic factors. In no way have
economic factors been deleted. A more
sensible approach has been taken and
it reflects the difficulties that owners
of historic buildings have.
Mr Lawson wanted a definition of
"historic". I found that an interesting
request. I would have thought that the
existence of the Historic Buildings
Council as a properly-constituted council meant that the definition of historic was not necessary. The Government accepts the judgment of that wellconstituted council in determining what
"historic" means and I do not think it
can do other than that. I do not think
Mr Lawson should expect that a date
can be put on a building, perhaps by
saying that prior to 1900 a building is
historic and since 1900 it is not. That
would not be acceptable. It is not
possible to determine "historic" in an
Act such as this. A modern building is
important to the architectural and
historic content of a city. I would think
that some of the major new buildings
in Canberra, such as the art gallery
and the High Court, may already be
considered important to Canberra, and
buildings that should be protected.
Therefore the definition of "historic" is
not an age factor only.
The Government has put together the
best body it could and asked it to
determine that sort of issue. Mr Lawson went on to say that I may find
myself in an historic house. He was
complimentary to say that, because if I
lived in it, it might be historic. It is interesting to note that the house in which
I live was designed by a Christopher
Cowper at the request of Dame Nellie
Melba, so it is an historic house.
It may well be that some day somebody will want to put it on the register.
If the Historic Buildings Council ever
visits my house and decides that it
should be seen to be an historic house,
I should be delighted. I do not know
that the council would approve of all
the internal renovations I have made
but I would be happy and proud to
live in a house that was registered as
an historic building. I do 4not believe
that such registration would be a threat
of any kind, but Mr Lawson spoke as
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though it would. On many occasions
in this House, Mr Lawson has asked
me questions about historic buildings
and has appeared to be critical of the
fact that I might have been approving
of the demolition of such buildings. 1
know that not long ago Mr Lawson
went on the programme Mastermind
and his subject of special expertise
was "Beautiful Melbourne". He was
supposed to be an expert in understanding the background of Melbourne,
but, as I understand it, he got only one
answer right. I was surprised that he
should now be critical of the Government for endeavouring to preserve the
best of our built heritage. Mr Lawson
says that churches are not in the
museum business but in the religious
business. What an inane comment that
is! The Government is not in the
museum business nor the religious business; it is in the business of making"
proper provision for the preservation
of our heritage. This city particularly
is well endowed with buildings that
should be preserved. In the past, such
buildings have not been too well protected and we have lost many of them.
All parties should agree on that point.
A complex set of amendments will be
moved on this Bill by three parties. I
invite honourable members to endeavour to follow closely the two Acts, one
Bill and three lots of amendments. Mr
Chairman, 1 wish you well. It should
be interesting.
The clause was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN (the HoD. W. M.
CampbeU)-Order! Prior to proceeding,
I wish to refer to the points raised
by the Minister. Before the Committee
are 42 amendments from three sources.
It will therefore be necessary to change
the normal proceedings used during
Committee. The reason for those
changes is to ensure that the rights of
all honourable members are preserved.
The procedure in relation to this Bill
must not be taken as a normal procedure for other Bills.
Clause 3 (Transitional provisions for
Classification Sub-committee.)
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western
Province) -This
clause
deals
with
the
operative
date
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of the proposed legislation. It was
dawn up at a time when it was proposed to negate the operation of the
1981 Act which came into operation on
1 June 1982. Part of clause 3 deals
with the transition from the Historic
Buildings Preservation Council to the
Historic Buildings Council and, in so far
as this clause does that, the Opposition
has no objection. However, proposed
section 2A (4) has the effect of giving retrospective operation to this
amending Bill and to that extent the
Opposition opposes it. That sub-section
reads:
Where the Minister receives a recommenda·
tion under sub-section (2) he may act on the
recommendaltion as though it was made by the
Council under this Act except that the
sions of sections 21 to 25 inclusive 0 this
Act shall not apply to the recommendation.

rrovi-

That could have been appropriate if
this debate had taken place in June but
in the circumstances I move:
Clause 3, ,page 3, lines 7 to 9, omit "except
that the provisions of sections 21-25 inclusive
of this Act shall not a'pply to the recommendations".

Under the 1981 Act, rights have
accrued since 1 June and those rights
should not be removed retrospectively.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) - I preface my comments
by indicating that Mr Chamberlain
offered me his series of amendments in
time for me to· consider them and 1
am pleased to indicate that in a number
of instances I have no objection to the
amendments that he wishes to make.
However, this is not one of them
because its effect would be to require
all designations commenced under the
1974 Act, that is prior to 1 June, to
have rights of appeal. The purpose of
including the transitional cases, which
include hearings begun under the 1974
Act, to be concluded under that Act
was to prevent requirements for rehearing and additional hearings .. The
Government was conscious of that. All
the relevant cases have gone one. step
further, by addition to the register.
The effect would be to undo all of those
designations. Any owners so affected
could have applied for removal from
the register under the 1981 Act and
thereby obtained consideration of economic factors as well in their review.
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With one exception only, they have
chosen not to do so. In other words,
the rights were not withdrawn as Mr
Chamberlain suggests. They were maintained by the new Act in that, if
desired, owners could have applied
under the 1981 amendments for removal
from the register and even economic
factors would have been considered.
They have not done so. The case that
Mr Chamberlain makes has technical
substance but no practical substance.
The Government does not believe the
amendment should be accepted.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -Can the Minister
indicate, in relation to the appeals that
have been heard between 1 June and
now, that the rights under the 1981
Act in relation to sections 21 to 25 will
be preserved? I am referring only to
the hearings that would have been
heard in that period, which would normally have relied on the provisions of
the 1981 Act. I agree 'that we should
not go further than that.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -The rights are not pre, served as of previous right in a retrospective sense as in the 1974 Act. They
are preserved on the basis of the 1981
amendments coming in in June, allowing for application for removal from
the register for people who were in
the transitional sense. The Government
determined that it was better to do it
this way than to allow those cases to
have retrospectivity. It causes us all
difficulty. They are all now designated
buildings. There are not many of them.
There is no withdrawal of rights as
such, but there is a change in that the
rights are not now to be exercised
under the previous Act but under the
1981 amendments. Those cases have
been treated fairly and only one has
moved in that direction.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I am happy to
be defeated in relation to the amendment.
The amendment was negatived, and
the clause was adopted.
Clause 4 (Amendment of No. 9667
s.1 (4»
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I invite honourable
members to negative the clause. By
way of explanation, I point out that the
omission is consequential on amendments Nos. 12 and 27.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) -Will the Minister
provide a little more explanation? The
amendment refers to Government
buildings and private sector buildings.
Can the Minister indicate a little more
of the principle behind it?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -It is only a heading, as I understand it, because the
later amendments of the Minister will
change and re-number all the provisions. This is taking away that heading
which is now superfluous.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -That is correct. To reassure Mr Wright, I point out that
amendments Nos. 12 and 27 will be
explained in due course. This is really
directly consequential and has no content of its own other than to correct
the situation.
Mr Wright need have no fear that the
matter will not be debated. It will come
up for debate in due course.
The clause was negatived.
Clause 5 (Amendment of No. 9667
s. 3)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -With the approval of
the Committee, I move:
Clause 5, paragraph (c), line 34, omit "29"
and insert "328".
Clause 5, page 4, line 32, omit "28" and
insert "32A".

The first of these amendments is of
the same kind as the previous one and
is in fact consequential upon amendment No. 16 which has been circulated
in my name and which will come up
for debate later.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon.. W. M.
CampbeU)-Is it necessary to the Committee's understanding of tlie matter
for the Minister to explain amendment
No. 16 at this stage?
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The HoD. E. H. WALKER-I hope ment are not included. As I understand
not; if it is, I shall have to do so it, the definition is tightly written so
that it does not infringe any level of
twice.
government or a committee of manageThe amendments were agreed to.
ment that manages Crown land, so it
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN is a positive definition and section 4 of
(Western Province) -I have a question the Crown Land (Reserves) Act deals
for the Minister in relation to the with those buildings that are excluded.
definition of "Government building".
The Hon. B. A. ChamberiaJn-That
The Bill provides that:
is only part of the question.
"Government building" means, subject to
section 29, any building on Crown land or on
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I thought
land vested in any Minister of the Crown or that was the important point.
on land vested in any public authority but
does not include a building on any Crown land
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
which is permanently or temporarily reserved
(Western Province) -The Il)atter is
pursuant to section 4 of the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act 1978 and which is vested in important because the definition extrustees or is under the control of a commiUee cludes all buildings that are managed
of management pursuant to that Ad.
by other arms of government. The
Are buildings which are reserved follow-up question is whether those
under section 4 of the Crown Land buildings are subject to the provisions
(Reserves) Act exempted from the pro- of the Act.
visions of this Act, or are they treated
The Hon. E. H. Walker-The answer
as other buildings?
is, "Yes".
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
The clause, as amended, was agreed
for Planning) -I cannot answer that to.
directly without legal advice. The wordClause 6 (Amendment of No. 9667
ing is complex and Mr Chamberlain s. 5)
asks a question that I am not comThe Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
petent to answer in the legal sense in
which he asks it. I suspect that he (Western Province) -I move:
Clause 6, page 5, line 5, after "historian"
has the answer.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-No. It
can be argued both ways, and it is
important.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
CampbeU)-Under those circumstances
this may be an opportune moment to
suspend the sitting.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-That
would be helpful, Mr Chairman.
The sitting was suspended at 12.53
p.m. until 2.3 p.m.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Before
the suspension of the sitting, Mr
Chamberlain asked for a comment on
the definition of "Government building". It reads in a complicated way.
However, it is a positive definition
which excludes all of those other pieces
of land that are permanently reserved
under section 4 of the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act. For instance, I gather
that town halls and buildings that are
managed by a committee of manage-

insert "selected from a panel of three names
submitted by the International Council on
Monuments and Sites (Australia)".

An examination of the composition of
the council reveals that all of the experts are to be nominated by the Minister. For example, section 5 (1) (d) (i)
of the principal Act provides that one
member of the council shall be a person having knowledge and experience
in town and country planning and shall
be selected from a panel of three
names submitted by the Royal Australian Planning Institute (Victorian
Division). That concept runs throughout. I believe the Minister should
accept that type of approach. Whether
the International Council on Monuments and Sites (Australia) is the
appropriate body is a matter for debate,
but it has been put to me from a number of quarters that that body is
appropriate. It is affiliated with the
United Nations Economic, Social and
Cultural Organization and was connected with the establishment of what
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is known as the Burra Convention,
which impinges on this area. I suggest
to the Minister that this is a reasonable
amendment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I believe it is a reasonable amendment. Nevertheless, I have
some difficulty with it because the
International Council on Monuments
and Sites (Australia) is a national
body and is not incorporated as a State
organization. I have some difficulty with
the notion of getting a national body
to nominate. I understand Mr Chamberlain's point. If there were a suitable
body, I would not be unhappy about it.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-There
is also the Council for the Historic
Environment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-It is not
properly constituted either. I thought
about that body, which is certainly
reputable and good, but it is not incorporated in a way that makes it
possible for the Government to use it,
or in the way that a normal professional body is incorporated.
There are not many architectural
historians, so there is no professional
body as such to equate to the Australian Institute of Architects or the
Institution of Engineers.
I am positively inclined to what Mr
Chamberlain says and I am willing to
debate the matter with him and to
look for a suitable organization. For
the reasons I have given, I am not
keen to nominate either of the bodies
he mentioned. If Mr Chamberlain will
accept that the Government will not
move ahead with his amendment simply
because we have not yet made a good
enough definition of the nominating
body, I shall be happy to discuss with
him, with Mr Wright and with anyone
else' who wishes to talk about it after
today, a suitable way of nominating a
panel from which the choice is made.
We were not able to determine it
because there is not a body that
equates to those other professional
bodies. I do not accept the amendment,
but I accept its intent.
The HoD. R. J. Long-How is an
architectural historian defined?
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I will
answer that later.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Eastern Province) -In my view, the
provision is unduly restrictive. Throughout Australia and Victoria, there are
other historians who would be interested in serving on the council, although they are not necessarily involved with the organization that Mr
Chamberlain has mentioned. Although
I do not know a great deal about the
matter, I believe the clause is too
restri ctive.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South
Eastern Province) -I am of much the
same opinion as Mr Wright. Architectural historians have crossed my path
only about three or four times throughout the whole of Australia, and I do
not know which one the Minister is
considering appointing to the council.
I understand that a panel has been
suggested by the Royal Historical
Society of Victoria
which will
provide an historian. It has a
wide selection of people throughout the State upon whom to call.
The real question one should ask is
whether one requires -a person selected
from a panel of three names submitted
by the Victorian Public Service Association.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon.. W. M.
CampbeU)-Order!
The honourable
member should be addressing his remarks to the amendment to clause 6 proposed by Mr Chamberlain.
The Hon. H. R. WARD--I will return
to the point I was making in a minute.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -An architectural historian is a well defined person; Mr Ward is
correct in that regard. There is no recognized course for this profession in .
Australia and qualified architectuml
historians tend to come from North
A!merka or Great Britain. Nevertheless,
dozens of people are defined that way.
Because of the 1974 Act, we have an
architectural historian, namely, 'Mr Alan
Willingha,m.
The HOD. K. I. M. Wright-I have
one in Mildura.
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER-There
are such people. It i'5 a newish discipline
and there is no professional body to
whom those persons may belong. With
respect to the general history, that matter is covered. There is another category
and that is also covered. Mr Chamberlain underst'ands the discipline because
it was debated in this pl'ace a year ago.
I prefer that the choice be left to the
nomination 'Of the Minister but note the
comment of Mr Chamberlain that the
Government should exam'ine ·a way of
providing a list fro·m which the choice
is made.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (Sou'th Eastern
Province) -Clause 6 provides that the
Victorian Public Service Association
gets into the act. Will the Min.i,ster explain why that association is to be included? Why could not the Victorian
Teachers Union be included because
members from that union would
probably be more qualified in dealing
with buildings than members of the
Victori'an Public Service Association?
The council is becoming demonstrably democratic and growing larger.
It will provide the Government with a
headache in the future. I would have
thought that the council would al'ready
have had sufficient members. Does the
Minister suggest that representatives
from the train drivers' union should also
be included? Why not appoint Mr George
Seelaf because he probably knows more
about the ,matter than anyone? I am sure
the board does not require such a large
membership.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-The 'proposal t'O
increase the numhe,r of members of the
council from twelve to fifteen has not
really been .justified. T wonder whether
the council is becoming t'Oo unwieldy?
The ,council has had difficu1ties in the
past in assembling a Quo-rum. As a consequence of the increa£e in membership,
the quorum will rise from seven to eight.
In endeavouring to embrace all the
disdplines involved, is the Government
getting awav from the concept of' a
decision-making body? I understand the
Minister wIshes to include the Victorian
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Public Service Association. Although I
do not feel strongly about the matter, I
cannot really see the reason for including that association. With fifteen
members, will the council become more
unworkable than it sometimes is?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -Sufficient answers are
available for all the questions asked. In
reply to Mr Ward, the Government
Buildings Advisory Council is being incorporated into the Historic 'Buildings
Council. The position of these two bodies previously was similar except. that,
because the Govem'ment Buildings Advisory Council involved Government
buildings, it had representation from the
Victorian Public Servke Associati'On. In
incorporating the advisory council into
the Historic Buildings Council, it was
right and .proper to continue that representation. A vast number of buildings
are now brought within the purview of
the Historic Buildings Council. All other
disciplines on the advisory council were
represented, but the main user body of
Government buildings was not. Therefore, it will now be included and this
does not Fepresent a rap from the railways or whatever Mr Ward mentioned.
Mr Chamberlain asked why the council needed to be so large. In their discussions, churches have been keen to
state that they believe the 'Suh-·com'mittees of three or four members are too
small. The council forms many important sub-committees. The Bill now provides for sub-committees of seven members with a quorum of five members.
The council needs the resources of
people to f,orm 'Sub-com'mittees and the
churches were keen to have the subcom'mittees enlarged so that they were
more representative. The council is not
too large and the additions are understandahle. They follow comments made
by the Premier and me prior to the election. A representative from the Victorian
Public Service Association and an architectural historian have been added to the
council, as well as a nomination by the
Minister. That is not unusual.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-What is the policy
of the Govem·ment on appointments to
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semi-statutory authorities? Last week,
the Minister for Economic Development
refused point blank to have any designated nominations to the Victorian
Tourist Commission, which seemed to
be a similar case to those proposed in the
Bill before the Committee. The Bill
seems to be perpetuating this type of
appointment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (M'inister
for Planning) -It is not 'correct to exa,mine the appointment in a similar light
to those appointments in earlier Bills.
Members ,of council receive a sitting
fee, which is meant to cover costs. The
appointments on the council will not
cost the Government much ,money. I believe me,mbers receive $41 for half a
day.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-Plus
travelling expenses.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes.
Therefore, it was really an intention to
cover out-or-pocket expenses rather
than create appointments with high
remuneration. In that regard, the 'membership is not expected to be a major
stl'lain on the funds of the Government.
The clause was agreed tO,as was
clause 7.
Clause 8 (Amendment of No.
9667 s. 9)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I move:
. Clause 8, paragraph (c), line 37, omit "31"
and insert "32D".
Clause 8, ,paragraph (d), line 40, omit "32A"
and insert "32F".

These are consequential amendments
whkh will have to be made because of
changes to be made l'ater in the 'Bill.
The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as W'a'S clause 9.
Clause 10 (Amendment of No.
9667 s. 11)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for IPlanning) -I invite honourable members to vote against this clause. Honourable members will realize that this is
necessary when the matter itS deaU with
later in the Committee stage.
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The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell)-Order! lit ~s ,imp{)l1'ltantt Ithat
honourablememhers understand the
reasons for the omission' and I ask the
Minister to provide an explana tion.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-The Bin
omits various sections of the principal
Act. The com'mittee is dealing with two
documents, firstly, the 81 amendments,
which represent the original Act and,
secondly, the BiU as presented in June.
Changes have had to be made to the
Bill to either subtract or add provisions.

The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-A're these
to do with registration?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-lit is
related to amendment No. 28 standing
in my name, which seeks to insert the
following new clauses to follow clause
92, which states, inter alia:
'BB. Section 10 of the Principal Act shall be
amended as follows:
(a) At the end of sub-section (1) there shall
'be inserted the words "except where a
Committee is appointed to conduct a
hearing under section 18(8) in which
case it shall consist of not less than
seven members";

The following portion is all to do with
a matter that I referred to a moment
ago, that is, the sizes of sub-committees
of the main body, and the proposal
results from discussions with the
churches on the sizes of the subcommittees.
The clause was negatived.
Clauses 11 to 14 were agreed to.
Clause 15 (Amendment of No. 9667
s. 18)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Plann'ing)-I move:
Clause 15, paragraphs (a) and (b), omit
these paragraphs and insert'( ) In sub-section ( 1) after the word
"Council" there shall be inserted the words
"may. in the case of an a,pplication of any
person in the prescribed form and";
( ) After sub-section ( 1) there shall ~
inserted the following:
"(lA) The Council may require an applicant
(other than the National Trust of Australia
(Victoria) or the owner of the relevant building) to submit further infonnation relevant to
his application before making a detennination
as to whether to carry out an examin'ation.
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person" provision did concern building
owners and churches because they believed that either a vexatious or mischievous application could be made. If
the amendment is adopted, the' Historic
Buildings Council will have the capacity
to judge whether or not an application is of that description and to determine whether or not to accept it. The
amendment deals with the "any other
person" issue, but will make the council
a discriminating body.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern
Province)-The Opposition can understand the importance of what the Minister for Planning is attempting to do.
However, I refer the Minister to a
recent problem that arose in South
Yarra when a church was the subject
ofa mischievous application before an
auction. The Minister has said that
within fourteen days of an auction it
will not be competent for the council
to accept a submission to have the
building that is to be auctioned considered for designation processes. I ask
the Minister to clarify that position.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning)-The intent is clear. The
Government has said that, within fourteen days of an auction, it will not be
competent for the council to 'accept a
submission to have a building that is
to be auctioned considered for designation processes. In other words, it is
not fair to frustrate the normal processes for the sale of a building within
two weeks of the auction.
The HoD. H. R. WARD (South East'ern
Province)-I commend the Minister for
for proposing to take that
The amendment, if adopted, will meet Planning
action. There have been some sad
the "any other person" issue that was cases in the past where this has ocpreviously debated. When the 1981 Bill curred and I commend the Minister
was passed, the Minister for Planning for that proposal.
at the time limited those bodies or
persons who could m'ake application.
The HoD. ROBERT LAWSON (HiginIt was an attempt on the part of the botham Province)-I question the period
then Minister to reduce the difficulties of "14 days" referred to proposed secof mischievous application to hold up tion 18 (la) in the amendment. At least
proceedings as he had determined that 28 days' .notice should be given. The
it was best that major public applica- Minister for Planning would be aware
tions should be made through the that it takes ·more than fourteen days in
National Trust, as that ,is' a responsible which to organize a property 'auction. If
body. At that time, the Labor Party an important building is to be sold by
was not of that view. The "any other auction, the advertisements for the sale
(IB) Notwithstanding anything in sub-section
(I), the Council shall refuse to make an examination as to whether a ,building should be
added to the register where the Chairman of
the Council is satisfied that the building, the
subject of the application, is to be offered for
sale by auction within 14 days of the receipt
of the application in respect of that building
by the Council and has directed the Council not
to make an examination in respect of that
application.";
( ) After sub-section (2) there shall be
inserted the following:
(2A) A notice under sub-section (2) in
relation to land shall include a description of
the land to be examined and the description
shall be provided by a map or plan of the
land or in such manner as the Council
determines. ";
( ) For sub-sections (3), (4) and (5) there
shaH be substituted the following:
"(3) Where the Council is satisfied that the
owner of a building which is the subject of
an application under sub-section ( I ) to add
the building to the register intends to demolish
the building within a time which would justify
an early hearing in respect of a permit to
demolish the building the Council(a) shall in addition to making an examination for the purpose of the application
consider any other matter which would
be considered by the Council if the
application were an application for a
permit to demolish the building; and
(b) may issue a permit, whether subject to
conditions or not, at the same time as
it makes a recommendation to the Minister notwithstanding that the building
is not on the register.
(4) If the building is added to the register
the permit shall take full force and effect as
though it was issued under section 27.
(5) An owner who is dissatisfied with a
decision of the Council with respect to that
part of the application which relates to the
issue of the pemtit may make a submission
under section 28 and sections 29 to 30 shall
appl:y accordingly except that any party to the
heanng under sub-section (3) shall have an
opportunity of being heard under section 30." ,
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The Opposition .notes the comment
must appear in the newspapers well
before fourteen days prior to the auc- of the Minister for Planning on the
tion. The notice board has to be erected provision for fourteen days as against
and all the preparations have to be 28 days, which I should have thought,
made. If the entire process can be would have been appropriate in this
stopped prior to fourteen days before day of auctions, which are advertised
the auction, that could impose an ex- for at least a month prior to the 'aucpensive limitation on the vendors of the tion, but I note the view expressed by
property.
the Minister.
However, I am unclear why a proThe Hon. E. H. WALKER (M'j,nvision
has not been made requiring the
ister for Planning)-The intent is not
to prevent any prospect of a legitimate Chairman of the Historic Buildings
concern being held for a building that Council, once he is satisfied that there
may be offered for s'ale. Notices of the is to be an auction within fourteen
s·ale are inserted in the Age real estate days, to direct the council not to hear
columns months before the auction of the 'application.
When an application is not to be
a building is held. The intent is an
endeavour to stop the mischievous, late entertained, the chairman must be satisinterference that has occurred in the fied that there is to be an auction and
past, as Mr Ward points out. The Gov- he has to have directed the council,
ernment has endeavoured to be fair on but there is no obligation on him to
both counts. The fourteen days provi- do so. I had drafted an amendment to
sion is probably the best compromise. make it compulsory on the chairman to
The Government did consider the inser- give that direction once he is satisfied
tion of a provision stipulating a longer about the auction. However, I Should
period and the matter was discussed like the Minister to further explain the
with representatives of the real estate matter.
industry.
There is a provision in clause 15,
Mr Lawson is incorrect when he says which represents a remarkable change
that in every case of an auction it is from the attitudes that were expressed
always four weeks or more before when last year by the then Opposition. It
the notices for the auction go up. Some- moves close to the position espoused by
times ,it is less. This was considered to the Liberal Party and, for that reason,
be a reasonable compromise to remove the Opposition has to accept it, although
the mischievous, late applicant, which it may have an unfortunate consequence.
is the way in which some applicants
The Minister is saying that where
did work; they waited until very late there is an application to consider the
to frustrate the processes.
designation of a building, and the owner
has an immediate desire to demolish the
I should correct an earlier statement. building, then the council can look at
It is not 'an absolute prohibition. It is economic and other factors under seccompetent for the chairman of the tion 20. That may have an unfortunate
council to refuse, in that fourteen day effect of encouraging people to demolperiod, any applicant and the intent ish buildings when they otherwise
is that he should do so. There is no would not have decided to do so, and
absolute prohibition.
that puts a hole in the argument about
The HoD. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN economic factors. It could have this
(Western Province)-The amendment unfortunate side effect, but it moves
demonstrates the advantage that is de- very close to the position that the
rived from consultation. There was some Liberal Party espoused last year, and
concern that certain persons could use earlier this year in another place, that
the mechanisms of the proposed legis- economic factors should be 'relevant to
lation to upset gen\line auctions of the designation process. I understand
properties. The amendment, when that designation is one thing, and the
adopted, will go a long way towards decision to keep the building is another.
meeting that concern.
This proposal blurs the line.
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There was an application to put the
building in Elizabeth Street on
the register and, after a series of events
over eighteen months, it was decided to
put it on the register. Subsequently
there was an application to demolish
the building because of a requirement
to bring its fire services up to date.
This would have imposed a burden
of $500 000 to upgrade the fire services.
The Historic Buildings Council considered the matter and gave a permit to
demolish the building because the cost
of the fire services were out of all
proportion to the value of the building.
That was a classic case 'where, if this
provision had been law, those two
applications could have been encapsulated together.
The Minister will have many more of
these applications and the issues that
he has argued before and will argue
later on, about whether economic issues
will lengthen the designation process,
to a large extent will arise out of this
provision.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning) -Economic factors
are taken into account in every instance
and the argument of the honourable
member suggests that, when the economic provision is argued, one will tend
to argue for demolition before it is
necessary. That is now the case; 'where
the economic provision is argued with
designation processes, the tendency is
to argue for demolition and to put an
economic case for it at an early stage.
This has been ameliorated by lessening the chance of this happening, but
it is not -fair to do away with the
prospect of a demolition argument being made at the same time as designation. It must be possible to argue but
at the time when the application is to be
heard on a designation basis, it should
be possible to hear the argument. If it
prompts people to push for demolition before it is necessary, that chance·
has to be taken. The 1981 amendments
are what happens in that regard and it
has been ameliorated to some degree.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (Nortth
Western Province) -Professional people
have expressed concern with regard to
AP A
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the option of the fourteen-day period
and believe this could well be extended
for a longer period such as 60 days,
without any great impediment, and it
would be of greater advantage to people
involved in transactions concerning historic buildings.
I take it that debate on this clause
is not inhibited by the amendment I
propose to move on the same clause.
The Minister spoke about economic factors, which is the basis of the amendment 1 intend to move. 1 take it that the
Minister is speaking about economic
factors and demoUtion, rather than
economic factors and registration.
The Hon. ROBE-RT LAWSON .(Higinbotham Province) ~1 maintain my original point about 28 days prior to an
auction sale. The Minister said that
manv auction sales are a·rranged and
conducted in a period longer than fourteen days and shorter than 28 days. I
maintain that properties of substance
and value that would be likely to be
put on the historic register would require a period of at least 28 days before an auction sale in order for them
to be properly advertised.
I suggest that few proper·ties are
advertised for auction in a period of
fourteen days or less. Mr Wright mentioned 60 days. Whether the period is
28 or 60 days is immaterial, but fourteen days is too short a period to protect the rights of owners.

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (M'inister for Planning) -1 do not think that
Mr Lawson understood the essence of
my earlier comments. The intention is
not to inhibit any interest in a building
from an historic point of view, if it
comes up for sale. The endeavour is
to get rid of late, mischievous people,
and the compromise is reasonable.
The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
CampbeU)-The
Min'ilslter 'and Mr

Chamberlain may wish to speak to
their respective amendments in much
the same way as Mr Wright. They have
permission to do so, if they so desire.
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The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (Nolf1th
Western Province)-I move:
Clause 15, lines 10 and 11, omit "architectural
or historic importance" and insert "such
architectural or historic importance as to
warrant preservation of the building and may
at that time consider whether registration would
render the building incapable of reasonable or
economic use."

I will not speak in g'reat detail on this
amendment because I enumerated the
factors behind it during the second-reading debate. I recognize that architectural and historic factors should be considered. That is reasonable but, surely,
a building that is considered for registration is a valuable asset to the owner
and the economic factors should be
considered for him as well as the historic and architectural factors.
The Minister has argued that it will
create difficulties in hearing all the
various cases in which registration is
being requested, but .I submit to the
Committee that this inconvenience is
outweighed by the justice to the person who owns the building and who
ought to have that considered. It would
not be an exaggeration to say that a
building worth $1 million, when
threatened with registration, could lose
$200000 of its value overnight. That is
an immense loss, to the owner of the
building.
In addition, most of the important
buildings of historic and architectural
merit have already been registered.
Younger and younger buildings are
coming within the ambit of this legislation. Therefore, I commend my amendment and I ask the Minister to consider this feature. The National Party
is com~itted to having economic factors
included in this measure.
I understand that M,r Chamberlain, on
behalf of the Liberal Party,is aiming
to have the existing section of the
Act retained. On examination, the
Minister will find that that is more
specific than the amendment I
have moved on behalf of the National
Party and, possibly, my amendment
will be more worthy of support.

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-My amendment
does not really 'impinge on the amendment proposed by Mr Wright or on
clause 15.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Cainpbell)-Mr Wrlght s'eems to tthlink
it does, but that is all right with me.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINWe are homing in on section 18 of
the principal Act, which is dealt with
in clause 15. My proposed amendment
is a consequential amendment that is
unrelated to the issue to be discussed.
I would be happy if that were left. I
will make comments in relation to the
Minister'S proposal.
The CHAIRMAN-I do not know
whether the Minister is of the same
opinion. Does the Minister feel that
his amendment is in any conflict with
Mr Wright's amendment because, if he
does, I believe he is entitled to speak
to his amendment. If it is in conflict
with the amendment proposed by Mr
Wright, the Minister should speak to
it. If not, the Committee may be able
to defer those two amendments and
deal with them at the proper time.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (M'inister for Planning)-I do not agree with
the amendment proposed by Mr Wright
so I indicate that my amendment is in
conflict. I am quite happy to speak to
it, to respond to Mr Wright or to listen
to Mr Chamberlain.
The CHAIRMAN-It would be b€lvter
if the Committee heard the Minister's
reasons for being in conflict with the
amendment proposed by Mr Wright
because that may deal with the Minister's next amendment, is that correct?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes. The
matter is simple so far as the Government -is concerned. I have canvassed it
in my comments on clause 2. I do not
wish to be antagonistic towards the
view put by Mr Wright because, with
every building, a financial aspect is involved. I am not sure that Mr Wright
can say that by designation, there is
always a loss of value of a building; the
opposite sometimes occurs. The point is
that it is important to separate the processes.

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill
In my view, and in the view of ,my
party, two processes are involved. The
first is a process maintained since 1974
with the original Act brought in by the
Liberal Government of the day providing that the first and most important
question to 'be asked is whether the
building has architectural and historical
merit. That fact should be debated
and determined. There may be a parallel economic argument that directly
applies. The building under question
may be -a building that is to be either
altered or demolished. In the Government's view, those are important arguments. If the hearing of those arguments runs parallel, that is fine, but
if the economic argument is heard at
the same time as the architectural and
historical argument, it will confuse the
situation to a degree that a good objective decision on the quality of the
building will not 'be made.
That is the essence of the Government's view. The Government does not
deny the economic argument one bit.
As I understand it, under the 1974
Act, the statistics indicate that something like seven applications for demolition of registered buildings occurred
and three or four of those were agreed
to on appeal. It was not uncommon for
the Historic Buildings Council, in its old
form, to accept arguments because of
development or economic arguments. I
believe that is the proper process.
The Government must determine objectively the value of the building for
its historical and architectural merit
and then deal with the economic factors in a proper fashion as necessary
and at a time when argument is required. If the Government were to determine or debate economic factors in
each case at the time registration proceedings were occurring, that debate
could well have little relevance two
or three years later when the whole
building market had altered. One would
have to argue the economic factors
again.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-H would
not arise unless there was an application for demolition.
Session 1982-66
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Lat us
consider the registration of a building
and how it occurs under the provisions
of the 1981 amendments where economic factors can be taken into account. Even though economic factors
are taken into account, the Historic
Buildings Council still considers the
building to be an important building
and it places the building on the register. In other words, the economic
factor to not register is lost. The time
then comes when a plan for development arises that will result in the
demolition or major alteration of the
building, which is already registered.
Regardless of whether the economic
arguments were good at the time of
registration, they will be made again
in the appeal process.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-My
amendment only says, "may".
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I understand that, but once the discretion
exists, it will be common practice rather than not. I understand the qualification within the amendment put forward
by Mr Wright but, in the Government's
view, the key question must be determined free of that position 'because the
heritage of this community is being
dealt with, and it is a heritage of architectural and historical importance, not
of economic necessity. I appreciate the
point made in the amendment proposed
by Mr Wright, but the Government
does not accept it.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-The
alternative is the existing Act, which
is worse.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-The
alternative can be spoken of in response to Mr Chamberlain who has
endeavoured to indicate that he wishes
the Government to return to the 1981
provisions. It was my hope that Mr
Wright would reconsider his view on
the matter. When the time comes to
vote on the amendment to be proposed
by Mr Chamberlain, I had hoped that
Mr Wright would see the arguments
I had made and ,move the other way.
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (MelboU'flne
Province)-Although the Act is entitled
the Historic Buildings Act, honourable
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members are really discussing heritage
and the point Mr Wright's proposed
amendment fails to grasp is that a
two-stage process is being .discussed.
The first stage is the establishment of
the heritage importance. To mix in
economic factors at this stage is, as
the Minister stated, seriously risking
confusing the, object of that first process.
If honourable members were considering some other part of Victoria's
heritage, for example, some part of the
natural environment, it would seem
quite absurd that economic considerations should be taken into account
when a precious part of the natural
environment was being considered.
Every possible economic use-mining,
farming or whatever-that could possibly be conceived as relating to that
area would have to be considered and
that would make the process of deciding whether the area was part of Victoria's heritage extremely difficult.
What is being asked for by Mr
Wright is that, at the time of deciding
whether the matter has serious heritage or, in this case, historical or architectural importance, all things down
the track that might affect the economies of the building must be taken into
account.
By contrast, the Minister is quite
correct in describing it as a two-stage
process. During the first stage, one
clearly determines the heritage importance and if, at a later stage, it appears
for other reasons-maybe social, economic or planning reasons-that there
is justification for substantial change to
or demolition of that building, that is
when the various other factors can be
put forward. That could be' done in
the clear knowledge that the historical
importance of that building has already
been established. The people making
the decision would then recognize what
is being lost and, in some cases, that
may be overweighed by some other
consideration.
It is a clear choice that should not
be confused in any way by trying to
do the whole thing at the beginning.
That is the important point. It is a step
The Hon. B. T. Pullen

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill

to achieve clarity in this fairly difficult
process and I believe Mr Wright's proposed amendment would be a backward
step. In this sense, the proposed amendment would subvert the whole intention of these amendments and reforms
to the legislation. The Government cannot entertain the amendment proposed
by Mr Wright.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -The Opposition
wants the intention of section 18 (7) to
be retained in its existing form. We
then have three alternatives: Clause
15 (c) as proposed by the Minister; Mr
Wright's proposal; and the existing provisions of the Act. The Opposition will
vote against Mr Wright's amendment
and against the Minister's proposition.
Although I articulated some of the
arguments last night, I shall home in on
a couple now.
Last year, when debating the 1981
amendments. the Minister made his
views on this matter quite clear and
again I articulated this ]ast night. The
process of deciding the intrinsic merits
of the building should be divorced from
the personal idiosyncrasies of the owner
and a building should be judged on its
merits and the other issues should be
dealt with at some later stage. As
reported at page 4890 of Hansard of
11 December last, the Minister seemed
to have blurred the lines of distinction
a little. He said:
I understand the difficulties of finance but
it is not the first duty of the council to consider
financial aspects. The first duty of the council
is to consider the architectural and hiSltoric
merit oJ the building. It can then follow through
to consider financial aspects, and that is
legitimate.

That seemed to say that perhaps even
at the same hearing a decision was
made on whether the building was of
architectural and historical importance,
and then oth'er issues were considered.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-Has the
Minister had a change of heart?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINNo, because the Minister in other
senses has made it clear that he was
concerned about the blurring of the
lines between the two stages of the
process. However, earlier today, by
amending the earlier parts and inserting
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a new section 18 (3), which the Committee a~reed to, the Minister has
blurred the lines. He has said that
where an owner has an immediate intention to demolish. the other issues
can be looked at. It is not merely a
question of principle. The parties are
apart in this case in matters of degree.
There seems to be a feeling in some
parts of the community that are interested in the preservation of buildings
that if one allows the owner to introduce economic factors at the time of
consideration of designation, one is
likely to intimidate the Historic Buildings Council into being sorry for
someone and therefore not pursuing its
principal task of deciding whether the
building has these particular qualities.
I give the example of a matter that
was recently decided before the Historic
Buildings Council to show that that
was not necessarily so. This could be
one of the few matters that the council decided in relation to the 1981
Act which allowed consideration of
economic and other factors. There is a
property called Koonwarra, situated at
549 St Kilda Road, which Mr Lawson
and I visited a couple of months ago.
An application had been made to place
this building on the register. The building was built about 1910 and has some
interesting architectural features. It is
also a relatively small building in terms
of the site. There is a large piece of
land and the building occupies the
central portion of it. Considerable
economic· agrument was put to the
council in relation to that matter and
I think there were three different sets
of opinions by valuers who looked at
possible use of the building. It had a
cost at auction of $761 000, including
stamp duty. I interpose that the purchaser knew when buying at auction
that the Historic Buildings Council was
considering the position of the building.
These, experts, town planners, valuers
and estate agents, considered potential
uses of the building. They considered
it as a dwelling, as being developed as
offices, as a licensed restaurant and
as a convention centre. They worked
out the cost of implementing each of
the proposals and they also worked out
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what return on capital the owner could
expect from each activity. They showed
the 'return on capital in each
of the uses varying from less than 1
per cent to a maximum of 3 per cent.
For instance, Biggin and Scott Pty Ltd,
a well-known firm, showed that if the
property were restored as a dwelling
it could return 0·88 percent on the
capital outlay; as an office it would
return 3 per cent; as a licensed
restaurant it would return 2·46 per cent
and as a convention centre 2·34 per
cent. That evidence is supported by
others who went along. They also gave
the opinion, and this gets to the question that the Minister raised earlier, of
whether it is reasonable to consider
economic factors in a vacuum when
there is no present intention to do
something to the building like renovating it or demolishing it. Are economic
factors relevant at the time of designation if there is no intention to do
something dramatic? One of the valuers,
Henderson and Horning Pty Ltd
stated:
It is my opinion, based on recent sales
evidence in this area, that buildings not subject
to Historic Building designation are returning
about 8 per cent net to the owner where the
rentals are based on current values.
It is also evident .from the few sales of
historic buildings that the return required in
such instances is above that required in the
unrestricted market. It is my view that at least
1 'Per cent over and above normal rates apply_

I do not want to go into that in any
further detail because the council has
just finished its work on it. Strong
economic evidence was given to show
that the owner who paid $761 000 for
this property was looking forward to
the prospect of a return of not more
than 3 per cent on her money if she
put it into anyone of the four uses.
That is obviously a matter that should
be considered at the time.
However, it did not deter the Historic Buildings Council from deciding
to recommend to the Minister that that
building be added to the register. In
other words, the Minister should not
be afraid of this process and say-I
am not saying that he is saying it, but
it is being said-that it will intimidate
the council into arriving at a decision
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on the merits of the building because
it has fallen for a hard-luck story. I do
not believe the differences between the
parties on this issue are as great as
they might think. I can put up a good
argument for the Minister's proposition
and for Mr Wright's proposition and,
I hope, for the view I have just put.
The Opposition supports the retention
of existing section 18 (7) and will vote
against Mr Wright's amendment and
the Minister's amendment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -Mr Chamberlain wants
to retain, amongst other things, that
the question be asked by the council
whether the preservation of the building is economically feasible. Years ago,
as an architect, long before I came into
this Parliament, I took part in the
RiaIto case, on the basis of making
representations to the then Historic
Buildings Preservation Council on an
architectural and economic basis for
the preservation of the Rialto building.
It was a difficult argument to put and,
with hindsight, an improper argument
to make. The intention was to try to
convince the council that there was an
economic use for the building. It was
a laudable aim but it muddied the
arguments that it took over.
It is not that the parties are getting
close; there is a huge difference between
what I am suggesting and what Mr
Chamber1ain is suggesting we should
return to.
The recent hearing showed that costs
are high. When one has to take these
facts into account, the most important
fact is whether the building has great
historic merit. Economic factors are not
important.
During my speech opposing the suggested amendments in 1981, I said that
the economic factors could be taken
into account under a different process,
but the most important decision must
be the quality of the architecture and
the historic merit of the building. I still
hold that view.
Mr Chamberlain sees the merit of
my argument. I submit that his argument is non-tenable and that experience has shown it to be so.
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The Committee divided on the question that the words proposed by Mr
Wright to be omitted stand part of
the clause (the Hon. W. M. Carnpbell
in the chair).
37
Ayes ..
4
Noes ..
Majority
against
amendment ..

the
33

Mr Arnold
Mrs Baylor
Mr Bubb
Mr Butler
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mrs Coxsedge
Mr Crozier
Mrs Dixon
Mr Granter
Mr Guest
Mr Hayward
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Houghton
Mr Hunt
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mr Knowles

AYES
Mr Kennan
Mr Landeryou
Mr Lawson
Mr Long
Mr Mackenzie
Mr McArthur
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr Radford
Mr Reid
Mr Sandon
Mr Sgro
Mr Storey
Mr Walker
Mr Ward
Mr White
Tellers:
Mrs Kirner
Mr Pullen

Mr Baxter
Mr Dunn

NOES
Tellers:
Mr Evans
Mr Wright

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
.
for Planning) -I move:
Clause 15, paragraph (d), after this paragraph insert"( ) In sub-section (8) after the word 'concerned' there shall be inserted the words 'and,
with the consent of the owner, the holder of
an option to purchase the building'."

I do not wish to make another speech,
but I desire to make a verbal amendment to this clause because of a simple
omission. I believe the spokesmen for
the other parties understand the verbal
amendment which means that following
the words in the amendment there will
be added "(sub-section ( 10) shall be
repealed.) "
That was an oversight in the drafting.
Sub-section (10) of the Act refers to
the old provisional register which is
defunct. I seek the indulgence of the
other two spokesmen to have that verbal amendment made.
The
amendment
was
verbally
amended.
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The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -The Opposition is
happy with section 18 (8) (a) of the
principal Act. However, the Opposition
intends to vote against part of the
amendment moved by the Minister for
Planning in an endeavour to retain the
existing section 18 (7).
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
CampbeU)-However, proposed amendment No. 3 standing in Mr Chamberlain's name comes in at exactly the
same spot as the amendment before
the Committee.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINThese are all amendments to section
18 of the principal Act. The Government is attempting to substitute section 18 (7) of the principal Act. The
Opposition has no objection to the
amendment before the Committee.
However, the Opposition is unsure
whether the Government is happy with
proposed amendment No. 3 standing
in my name, which deals with section
18 (8) of the principal Act.
The CHAIRMAN - The amendment
before the Committee deals with the
proposed insertion of words in section
18 (8) of the principal Act, as does proposed amendment No. 3 standing in Mr
Chamberlain's name. It appea'rs that
both the Minister for Planning and Mr
Chamberlain are dealing with the same
issue.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINThe Opposition is opposed to a substitution of section 18 (7) of the principal
Act.
The CHAIRMAN-Order! There cannot be two separate amendments before
the Chair at the same time. Earlier .I
said that the rights of all honourable
members would be preserved. The Minister should outline to the Committee
the intent of his amendment and Mr
Chamberlain should explain the attitude
of the Opposition to the amendment. If
it is discovered that there is no conflict
between the amendment before the
Committee and the amendment foreshadowed by Mr Chamberlain, the
Chair will put the amendment of the
Minister to the vote. The amendment
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mayor may not be adopted, as is the
case with the amendment foreshadowed
by Mr Chamberlain, but that is up to
the Committee. However, if there is a
conflict between the two amendments,
it is up to the Committee to determine
which way it wishes to vote, either
for or against.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINThe Committee has negatived ,the
amendment moved by Mr Wright. I
seek the assistance of the Minister for
Planning. The Opposition has made its
position dear in regard to section 18 (7)
of the principal Act. The Opposi·tion
said that there were three possibilities
open to the Committee: One was to retain the existing section 18 (7); the
second was to adopt Mr Wright's
amendment and the third was to adopt
the Minister's amendment. However,
it is the wish of the Opposition to
oppose those latter two options.
The CHAIRMAN-The Chair has
indicated that there should be no conflict between the amendment foreshadowed by the Opposition and the
other two amendments.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN1 was referring to the proposals relating to section 18 (8).
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning) -I believe the Government can resolve the matter. There
are two sections to the amendment
foreshadowed by M'r Chamberlain; one
already exists in the provisions of the
Bill. However, the Government considers that it would be undesirable to
adopt the second half of the foreshadowed amendment, but the Government will not oppose it in a hostile
fashion. The foreshadowed amendment,
if adopted, would mean that the Historic Buildings Council would have to
give its reasons if the owner requested
the reasons. The only objection the
Government has is to the administrative
workload that those requests would impose. If acceptance can resolve the issue
and there is a degree of commonality
between the Opposition and the Government, the Government will accept the
foreshadowed amendment.
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Mr Chairman, would it be possible
for the Government to withdraw the
amendment before the Committee and
allow Mr Chamberlain to move amendment No. 3 standing in his name?
The CHAIRMAN-That would be
acceptable to the Chair. However, the
Minister would have to seek leave of
the Committee to withdraw the amendment. However. the Committee could
not revert to discussing section 18 (7)
of the principal Act.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -Mr Chairman,
may I address the Committee after you,
Sir. have addressed this issue?
The CHAIRMAN-Yes.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (M'inister for Planning) -A verbal addition
has been made to the amendment,
which the Government would not wish
to withdraw.
The CHAIRMAN-Does the Minister
now wish to move two separate amendments?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Clause
15 of the Bill needs to be amended
'i separately because I added a verbal portion. I suggest that Mr Chamberlain
should consider altering amendment
No. 3 standing in his name.
The Committee is not arguing about a
ma.tor issue. An owner may request the
Historic Buildings Council to provide
reasons for its decision and that has
always been the case. However, if the
council has to provide a reason every
time it makes a decision, that would
become an administrative nightmare.
I urge Mr Chamberlain to review his
decision and allow the present drcumstances to prevail.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -The Opposition
believes it is important for a number of
reasons that the Historic Buildings
Council should provide reasons for
a decision in each case.
The
council is a semi-judicial body and
it is usual for courts of competent jurisdiction to give reasons for
its decisions. Not all the owners who
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appear bef.ore the council will be either
articulate or represented by legal counsel. Not all the owners will be aware of
their rights, and, for that reason, the
provision should be changed.
It is important, for the assistance of
the Minister and for the public record,
tha t the reasons for the decision be
made available. If the Government
accepts the view of the Opposition, that
will solve the issue, and I wish to
delete the words "if the owner of the
building so requests at the hearing".
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (M'inister for Planning) -I seek leave of the
Committee to withdraw my amendment
and move the second part at a later
stage.
By leave, the amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) -On a point of clarification,
Mr Chairman, it appears that the Committee is dealing with clause 15 of the
Bill and the Committee has now reached
the stage where it has deleted paragraphs (a) and (b) and inserted new
paragraphs. In paragraph (c), Mr
Wright moved an amendment which
was negatived and the Committee is
now dealing with paragraph (d).
For Mr Chamberlain to achieve what
he wants to achieve, does that mean the
Committee will have to vote against the
whole of clause 15? That appears to
be quite unreasonable.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell)-Mr Long should be assured
that that is definitely not the case. With
the leave of the Committee, the Minister
has withdrawn his amendment.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I move:
Clause 15, paragraph (d), after this paragraph insert'( ) In sub-section (8)(i) after the word "concerned" there shall
be inserted the words "and, with the
consent of the owner, the holder of an
option to purchase the building";
(ii) in paragraph (b) the words "if the owner
of the building so requests at the hearing" shall be repealed.'
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I presume the Minister is still preserving his rights to have sub-section (10)
deleted.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -Yes.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -As I have stated
before, the Opposition desires to retain
the existing section 18 (7) of the princi pal Act and therefore wishes to oppose clause 15 (c).
The CHAIRMAN (the HOD. W. M.
Campbell)-I cannot accept that. Mr
Chamberlain can speak about it in the
context that he is now dealing with
clause 15, as amended, but there is no
way that I can accept an amendment
dealing with a portion of the clause
that has already been dealt with in
Committee. The Committee has gone
beyond paragraph (c) which relates to
sub-section (7). It has dealt with paragraph (d) and Mr Chamberlain wants
the Committee to go back to paragraph
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the procedures of the Committee and
these sorts of issues should be in the
hands of the Committee.
I am sure the Minister would not
attempt to rely on a technicality to
deny us that position. What is required
to be done should be able to be done
by the Committee.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell)-I will read page 521 of
May dealing with inadmissible amendments. It states:
An amendment must not be inconsistent with,
or contrary to, the bHl as so far agreed to by
the committee.

The Committee has already agreed, as
to that portion, after the section that
Mr Chamberlain now wishes to delete,
being incorporated in the Bill. Now
Mr Chamberlain is asking the Committee to go back and May is clear.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINAt the time this issue was discussed,
I made the position of the Opposition
clear. It wishes to oppose that pro(c).
vision. With respect to the Chair, it
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland should have given guidance that what
Province) -I was on exactly the same the Opposition was proposing was not
point. I was saying that the Opposi- then possible.
tion agreed to clause 15 (a) and (b).
The CHAIRMAN-I do not think so.
Mr Wright moved an amendment to If Mr Chamberlain had wished to move
paragraph (c), which was negatived, an amendment to have that portion of
and therefore clause 15 (c) stands as it the Bill deleted, it was up to him to
is. Now the Committee has dealt with have that on his list of amendments.
paragraph (d), and the only way in I t is not up to the Chair to advise
which the Opposition can oppose para- members where, when, or why, they
graph (c) is to vote against the whole should move an amendment to the Bill.
of clause 15, as amended.
I t is entirely up to each member to
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. make up his mind, but, not having
Campbell)-The Opposition should have done so, I permitted Mr Wright to
had another amendment before the proceed, because the information I have
Committee prior to Mr Wright's before me is all I can deal with. I
amendment.
cannot deal with amendments that are
The .Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN in honourable members' heads.
(Western Province) -Honourable memBefore me I have an amendment in
bers agreed that this was a complex the name of Mr Wright. That amendexercise in relation to clause 15. The ment deals with clause 15 after the
Minister will recall that I spelt out portion that Mr Chamberlain now
clearly that the Opposition intended to wishes to have deleted. Therefore, I
vote against Mr Wright's amendment again repeat that May is perfectly
and the Minister's amendment. It is clear. I will read it again:
not as though the Committee had not
amendment must not be inconsistent with,
been given notice of our intention. The orAn
contrary to, the bill as so far agreed to by
Opposition has done its best to meet the committee.
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The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland
Province) -I do .not think anyone is
saying, Mr Chairman, that you are not
correct. It is possible to recommit a
clause.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell)-By the House. After the
Committee stage, the Bill can be recommitted prior to the third reading and
this matter can be dealt with then.
The Hon. R. J. LONG-The alternative is that the Opposition would have
to vote against clause 15, but it does
not want to do that.
The CHAIRMAN-The Opposition
does not have to do that. It can vote
for clause 15 and when the House
goes Qut of Committee, the Opposition,
at the appropriate time, can move to
have clause 15 recommitted and then
make comments on the amendment.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -I am not sure that it
is able to be achieved in this way
but, by reporting progress, the Committee could go back to the House and
reconsider the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN-It does not matter
how long progress is reported, it is
still the same posi tion. I strongly
recommend that the Opposition takes the
course of action that I have suggested:
That it moves that clause 15 be recommitted and then moves any amendments that it wants to propose to the
House after the Bill is completed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I take your
direction, Mr Chairman. The Minister
is clear as to our position and 1 am
sure we can depend on him not to
rely on technicalities, so we will take
the course of action that you suggest,
Sir.
The CHAIRMAN-I am not trying
to be pedantic, but if precedents are
set whereby the Committee can go
back on a particular clause after an
amendment is made, I would hate to
think what the situation would be
during the Committee stage on some
very important Bill.
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The clause, as amended, was agreed
to.
Clause 16 (Amendment of No. 9667
s. 21)
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
Cia use 16, paragraph (a), after this paragraph insert•( ) In sub-section ( 1) after the word
"land" there shall be inserted the words "and.
with the consent of the owner, the holder of
an option to purchase the land or building concerned" "

The purpose of the amendment is to
virtually tie it in with the proposition
moved by the Minister for Planning to
give certain rights to option holders,
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 17 (Amendment of No. 9667)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I invite honourable
members to vote against this clause. I
shall also invite honourable members
to vote against clauses 18 and 19 because, in each case, they are all related
to the review process, the old review
process of permits and the sixteen-day
automatic issue.
They are being omitted because they
will be replaced with further amendments to follow.
The clause was negatived, as were
clauses 18 and 19.
Clause 20 (Amendment of No. 9667)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning) -I move:
Clause 20, lines 33 to 34, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert"20. After section 32 of the Principal Act
there shall be inserted the .following:"

The amendment relates also to the review of permits. 1 shall explain the
amendment to the Committee and then
the Committee can deal with proposed
amendments Nos. 13 to 25 together.
The Bill proposed that the review process involving the Minister and the
Chief Chairman of the Planning
Appeals Board in relation to applications for permits which are issued to
allow one to alter or demolish the
buildings be repealed. However, because of the wider consideration, which
may be applicable to an application for
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a permit to alter or demolish a building, I felt that some sort of review
process could be appropriate and I
asked for this aspect ~o be reviewed.
It is intended to retain the review
process of using a special division of
the Planning Appeals Board and details
of the proposed amendments to secti.ons 29, 30 and 31 in the principal
Act are contained in amendment No.
31. An appropriate amendment will be
made to the Planning Appeals Board
Act in amendment No. 32.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning) -With the approval
of the Committee, I move:
Clause 20, line 36, omit "28" and insert

"32A".

Clause 20, page 8, line 4, omit "this Act"
and insert "the Historic Buildings (Amendment)
Act 1982".
Clause 20, page 8, line 15, omit "31" and
insert "320".
Clause 20, page 8, line 20, omit "29" and
insert "32B".
Clause 20, page 8, line 24, omit "30" and
insert "32c".
Clause 20, page 8, lines 29 to 30, omit "the
preservation of the building and whether," and
insert "that".
Clause 20, page 8, lines 36 to 42, and page
9, lines 1 to 7, omit all words and expressions
on these lines.
Clause 20, page 9, line 8, omit "31" and
insert "320".
Clause 20, page 9, line 23, omit "32" and
insert "32E".
Clause 20, page 9, line 23, omit "31" and
insert "320".
Clause 20, page 9, line 30, omit "32A" and
insel'lt "32F".
Clause 20, page 9, line 41, omit "32B" and
insert "32G".
Clause 20. page 10, sub-clause (2), omit this
sub-clause.

The amendments generally relate to the
matter of the incorporation of the Government Buildings Advisory Council.
Amendments Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17
are consequential on amendment No.
12, to which the Committee has just
agreed.
Amendment No. 18 relates to
whether provisions for identification of
Government
buildings
and
nonGovernment buildings should be consistent. Therefore, the provision for
a Government building is being
a recommendation on the preservation
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omitted. The matter of preservation
should be examined separately from
the identification process.
Amendment No. 19 is consequential
on amendment No. 18, which I have
just spoken to. It amends proposed
section· 30 (3) of the principal Act to
enable the Minister to request the
council to report to him in relation
to Government buildings. Amendment
No. 20 is consequential also on amendment No. 12. Amendments No. 21 and
22 are consequential on amendment No.
12 and deal with renumbering, as do
amendments Nos. 23 and 24.
Amendment No. 25 is a transitional
provision and is no longer necessary
as a notice under section 11 (2) of
the Government Buildings Advisory
Council (Amendment) Act 1981 has
been published.
The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 21 (Amendment of No. 9667
s. 40)
The Hon.. E. H. WALKER
ister for Planning) -I move:

(M'in-

Clause 21, sub-clause (3), after this subclause insert'( ) In section 40(9) of the Principal Act(a) in paragraph (b) for the word "six"
there shall be substituted the word
"four";
(b) in paragraph (c) for the word "Minister"
there shall be substituted the word
"Council".

Proposed sub-clause (4) amends section 40 (9) to reduce the period during
which a preservation order remains in
force from six months to four months
unless the Minister specifies any further period.
I understand or believe the amendment to be proposed by Mr Chamberlain is similar, in that the first part
is the same. The reduction in the initial
life of an interim preservation order
is in response to submissions made to
the Minister, to my advisers and to the
council, and every effort will be made
to meet the time scale. It will be difficult in some instances.
Sub-clause (4) (b) is included in
consequence of the amendment in subclause (4) (a). The council will no
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longer require the consent of the Minister before it serves an interim preservation order and, therefore, it is
appropriate that the council, having
issued the order, should also have the
power to cancel it instead of the
Minister.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN(Western Province) -The only difference between the Minister and myself
is in relation to whether the right to
cancel an interim preservation order
should be vested in the Minister, the
council or both. Under the proposal put
by the Minister it should be the council; under the Act as it exists it is
vested in the Minister. The Opposition
believes it should be both. The Minister should have an over-riding opportunity in certain cases. I cannot spell
out all the parameters but 1 believe,
over the whole area, it will reinforce
the concept of Ministerial responsibility. I am happy to accept that the
Minister should have the final say with
all the information at hand.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning) -I do not accept
the difference. I understand the point
made by Mr Chamberlain. He is, in
essence, mixing what was with what
is to come. The Government believes
it is aopropriate for the council to
issue the interim preservation order
and that it ought also have the power
to cancel it. 1 am at pains to reduce
the capacity for the public at large to
come running to the Minister as the last
court of aopeal. 1 am sure Mr Chamberlain understands the situation.
There is no reduction of .Ministerial
responsibility as it exists in the general
sense over the whole of the Act and
the Historic Buildings Council. If we
leave the door open for deputation~
to the Minister on the basis of perhaps
wanting him to make a decision different from that reached by the council,
it is really confusing and poor practice.
1 simply do not accept that it is a
sensible remnant of what was in
existence before. 1 hope Mr Chamberlain will understand the heartfelt plea
of a Minister not wanting people
running back to him all the time.
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The amendment was ·agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were the remaining clauses.
New clauses.
The Hon. E.· H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I move:
Insert the following new cia use to follow
clause 3:
'AA. In section 1(4) of the Principal Act
after the expression:
"Division I.-Register of Historic Buildings
ss. 14-32."
there shall be inserted the expression:
"Division lA.-Register of Government Buildings ss. 32A-32G.'"

This replaces clause 4 consequential
upon amendment No. 12 and the consequential renumbering amendments.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I move:
Insert the fol1owing new clauses to follow
clause 9:
'BB. Section 10 of the Principal Act shall be
amended as follows:
(a) At the end of sub-section (1) there shall
be inserted the words "except where a
Committee is a'popointed to conduct a
hearing under section 18 (8) in which
case it shall consist of not less than
seven members";
(b) At the end of sub-section (3) there
shall be inserted the words "except
where a Committee is conducting ~ hearing under section 18 (8) in which case
five members shall constitute a quorum".
CC. Section 11 of the Principal Act shall be
amended as follows:
(a) In sub-section (1) after the word
"officer" there shall be inserted the
words "or a sub-committee appointed
under section 10";
. (b) For paragraph (h) and the word "and"
preceding it there shall be substituted the
following:
"(b) in the case of a delegation to an
officer of the Council its functions
under sections 9 (1) (a), 18, 19, 35,
36 and 40; and
(c) in the case of a delegation to a subcommittee of the Council. its functions under sections 9 (1) ( a) , 18
(6), 19, 35, 36 and 40.".'

The first amendment relates to the
minimum Isize of a sub-committee conducting a hearing in respect of an· examination in relation to registration of a
building. Section 10 of the Act ,provides
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for a sub-com'mittee to ,consist of n'Ot
fewer than three members with a quorum of three. It has been submitted that
for such a hearing the minimum number of members should be seven with
a qUDrum of five, land the amendment
prDvides accordingly. This was a particular request 'Of the ,churches during
our negDtiations, and we have been
happy to a'ccede to' it.
SectiDn 11 of the principal Act is
amended to' enable the council to delegate pDwers land functions to sub-committees of the council with the exception
'Of those listed. Section 11 already provides for the council to delegate t.o 'an
officer of the council, and the ability to
delegate to members 'Of the council will
streamline the administratiDn of the
legislation. Appropriate exceptions to'
the power to delegate are included.
The new clauses were agreed to.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(,Western Province) -I raise a point of
clarification. The Minister 'oropO'ses to
substitute a new section 22 for the existing section 22 of the Act. His propDsed
new section 22 has nDthing to do with
the old section 22. My amendment No. 6
amends the existing section 22, 'and in
those circumstances, I ShDUld have
thDUght that my prop-Dsed amendment
should be considered first.
The Hon. E. H. W ALKFR (MinliSlter
for Planning) -My understanding of
Mr Cha'mberlain's propDsed amendment
is that it now has a different meaning.
As I understand it. the amendment
gives the .owner the right to make submissions to' the ,Minister 'On economic
factors after the council has ,considered
'Only matters 'Of architectural or histDriC
merit.
We are in some difficulty because .of
our intention to' m'Dve out of the CDmmittee stage hack on this very issue
in an amendment that Mr Chamberlain
wishes to move. As the matter stands
nDW, the amendment has some 'meaning because Mr Chamberlain's amendments to' 'a orevious section are not
comolete. I find the situation difficult
because his recommittal a'mendments
after the Com'mittee stage will have
to include ;\ reference to this 'amendment as well.
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The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -Section 22 'at
present provides that where la recommendation is made to the 'Minister to
add a huilding to the register, the owner
of the building may approach the Minister on a number of issues, including
whether the building is 'Of architectural
or historical importance, and on econDmic issues and matters of personal
hardship. If, on recommitting the Bill,
the Committee retains section 18 (7) of
the existing Act, it can be argued that
my proposal is not necessary. On the
other hand, if the Committee rejects that
proposal, my suggestion should at least
be considered.
The problem is that the Minister's
subsequent propDsed amendment would
repeal section 22 and replace it with
something different. I take the point
the Minister made that he wants to be
less involved, particul,arly in the middle
stages, with applicatiDns for designations. That is correct; the 'Minister
ShDUld be involved 'at the beginning and
at the end of such applications. At the
beginning he should refer buildings to'
the council for consideration and at the
end, ultim'ately, the Minister makes a
recom'mendation to' the GDvernor in
Council. If the Minister is to make a
recom'mendation, he should have before him all the relevant information,
including financial and other information, to allow the oDuncil to deal with
the issue.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (MtinliSlter
for Planning) -IMr Chamberlain has
convinced me to proceed, and I oppDse
his fDreshadowed amendment.
To begin with, I have said that, as
Minister, I do not wish-and I do not believe any Minister would wish-tO' be
involved in such a way that there are alternative approaches available to building owners. The approach Mr Chamberlain has taken is unjust. No other parties
have the right to make such submissions, yet he would give the owner this
right.
This would cause uncertainty because
there are nO' statutory provisions to
cover the case, and it cannot be that a
layman's jDb is done. It is unsuitable
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so far as the matters of economic hardships are 'concerned. The council and
the Minister reserve the right to reconsider the building where circumstances allow. Buildings will be 'constantly under review.
Finally, it is unnecessary because economic factors and hardship matters
are still provided for in relation to the
process we have discussed. It would
give the owner access to the Minister
that is not essential and would muddy
the water, so I oppose it.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -I formally move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 16:
'A. Section 22 of the Principal Act shall be
amended as follows:
(a) For the words "An owner of a building

or land" there shall be substituted the
words "Where the Council has recommended that a building or land should be
added to the register the owner of the
building or land";

(b) For the words "matter that the Council

was required to consider under section
18 and in particular in relation to" there
shall be substituted the word "of";
(c) Paragraphs (a) and (b) shall be
repealed.'

The new clause was negatived.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 16:
'DD. For sections 22, 23, 24 and 25 of the
Principal Act there shall be substituted the
following:
"22. The Council, upon' application in the
approved form stating the particulars of any
land in respect of which information is required
and upon the receipt of the prescribed fee,
shall give or send through the post addressed
to the person so applying a certificate in the
prescribed form which shaH be signed by the
Director or some other officer authorized in that
behalf by .the Council stating in respect of the
land described in the application:
(a) whether or not anv building thereon is
a designated building or a registered
building for the purposes of this Act;
(b) whether the land or any part thereof is
registered land for the pur-pose of this
Act;
(c) whether or not any building thereon is
subject to an interi.m ,preservation order
and if so the date of such order; and
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(d) whether or not the building thereon is

subject to examination by the Council
under the provisions of this Act.".'

That is a provision that the real est'ate
fraternity particularly has asked for. It
is a certification that answers directly
what the situation is with any particular building, and has been included at
the request of people involved in the
real estate business, and I commend it.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-The Opposition
supports that. I follow the theme I set
last night: That buildings that are identified for conservation but are not protected by planning schemes or designated on the register should be dealt
with. The Minister should give consideration to including certification that a
building has been so identified. The
position of the Opposition is that the
more warning the community is given
the better, and that prospective purchasers should know that, somewhere
along the line, someone is considering
a building for possible designation. This
would appear to be the appropriate
place, once that mechanism that I
referred to last night has been established.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I note Mr Chamberlain's support and assure him that the
Government will proceed to make it
possible to give as much information
as possible in the certification process
-not just the designated registered
buildings, but buildings that are in
some other condition within the
process.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 17:
'EE. In section 26 ( 11) for the words
"religious or liturgical nature" insert "liturgical
nature where the Council has been, given 28
days notice of the proposed alterations by the
owner and the notice includes a declaration by
an officer of the church authorized by the
church for that purpose that the alteration is
required for liturgical purposes:'.'

The proposed new clause proposes the
substitution of a new section 26 ( 11) ,
which deals with alterations to regis-
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tered buildings which are churches.
This matter has been the subject of
consultation with representatives of the
churches and, as a result, a mutually
sa tisfactory
procedure
has
been
evolved.
Alterations to a registered church
building or registered church land for
purposes which are of a liturgical
nature will not be subject to the provisions of section 26 (2); that is, a
permit will not be required from the
council where the council has been
given 28 days' notice of the proposed
alteration and the notice includes a
declaration by an officer of the church
that the alteration is required for
liturgical purposes. It was of concern
to me and to many others thatmisunderstandings arose when the Bill was
first introduced. This clause and the
wording involved result from extensive
negotiations with the churches. All
parties are now satisfied, and I commend the new clause.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -As I indicated
last evening, it is important that this
compromise has been reached. Honourable members will recall that the
National Trust became excited about
the issue and, in my view, it overreacted. It has now indicated that it is
satisfied with the proposition. It
clearly spells out the distinction between two different issues-a religious
issue and a liturgical issue. Again, it
indicates that the Minister made fruitful use of the interim debate.
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'FF. For section 27 (6) of the Principal Act
there shall be substituted the following:
"(6) Where the Council does not notify the
applicant of its decision pursuant to sub-section'
(3) within 60 days after receipt of the application or any longer period specified by the
Minister the applicant may notify the Council
that he is adversely affected by the failure of
the Council to notify him.
(6A) Where the Council does not notify an
applicant within 14 days of the recei.pt of a
notice under sub-section (6) or any longer
period specified by the Minister it shall be
deemed to have In'anted a permit in respect
of the application.'.
GG. The Principal Act shall be amended as
follows:
( a) In section 29 for the words "the Minister
shall appoint the chief chairman of the
Planning Appeals Board to" there shall
be substituted the words "the Minister
may if he thinks fit refer the matter to
a special division of the Planning Appeals
Board which shall";
(b) In section 30 for the words "the person

furnishing that report" there shaH be
substituted the words "the special division of the Planning Appeals Board";

(c) In section 31(1) for the words "the Chief
Chairman of the Planning Appeals Board
for further consideration there shall be
substi,tuted the words "the special division of the Planning Appeals Board for
further consideration or to the Council
for consideration and report".'

The proposed new clause proposes
to repeal section 27 (6) of the principal
Act, which provided that:
If the Council does not notify the applicant
of its decision pursuant to sub-seotion (3)
within 60 days after receipt of the application
or any longer period specified by the Minister
the Council shall be deemed to have granted
a permit in respect of the application.

The new clause proposes to substitute
The new clause was agreed to.
new sub-sections (6) and (6A).
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
CampbeU)--There lappears to be oonfl~ct.
at this stage. Both the Minister and Mr (Western Province)-The Opposition
Chamberlain are trying to achieve the does not agree with that proposal. It
same end. I think the Committee should does exactly what the Minister said 5
first deal with the Minister's proposed minutes ago he did not want to donew clause and I will then give Mr that is, become involved in the process.
Chamberlain the opportunity of speak- He said he wanted to leave the matter
ing to his proposed new clause if he so to the Historic Buildings Council and
desires.
wait until he had a recommendation,
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister and then he would act. The amendment
for Planning) -I move:
proposes that he should interpose himself
in a way that could involve him
Insert the following new clauses to follow
materially in day-to-day administrative
clause 18:
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matters. That seems to be nonsense and
to run contrary to what the Minister
has said.
It is important that the council be
obliged to respond quickly to applications for permits. The existing legislation provides that it has 60 days to do
that. One representative of the National
Trust suggested to me that the period
should perhaps be 30 days and that
there should be the ability to deal with
applications more quickly. I understand
that the council deals with approximately 100 applications a year; that is
not a large number. It is important that
pressure be kept on the council to
ensure that it acts quickly. The major
complaints in these areas relate to
delays in obtaining decisions.
I refer again to those quotations I
read to honourable members last night
about those buildings in which the Minister was involved. He was obviously
frustrated by having to obtain consent
to a whole range of issues.
I should be happy for the existing
provision to remain. The amendment
of which I have given notice gives, the
council some ice on which to skate,
where the applicant does not give all
the information. The Opposition says
the council should have 60 days from
the date it receives the application or
from the date on which it gets the
further information it requests.
The Minister should accept the
Opposition's proposal. It has been put
to me by officers of the Historic Buildings Council that this would safeguard
the situation where the council may
make a decision to send out a permit
and the permit does not arrive in the
mail. I believe that is a specious argument. This country has methods of
mail to ensure that mail does arrive,
and it is important to enforce the
obligation to respond to a permit in 60
days-or, as my amendment proposes,
60 days after all the information is
received. That is reasonable and I
shall be disappointed if the Minister
does not accept it.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I do not accept Mr
Chamberlain's explanation. It leaves
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open the possibility of a permit issuing
by accident, and that should not be
allowed to occur. The Government has
not altered things much. The provision
of 60 days stands, but it is incumbent
on the applicant to inform the council
if it has not received the decision. A
period of fourteen days then ensues
in which the Ministry may become
involved.
It is necessary to ensure that issue
by accident does not occur. The timing
is not a major extension. I agree that
the matter must be facilitated, but the
amount of work that the council has to
do does not allow the 60 days to be
reduced. The amendment is simply to
clean up the process at the end and to
make it clear that the permit must
issue. It must not issue by accident.
The Government will reject Mr
Chamberlain's proposed amendment.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell)--I w:nl pUlt the Miinister's
proposed new clauses. If they are
accepted, what does Mr Chamberlain
desire to do?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -If the Minister'S
proposed new clauses are accepted, I
will withdraw mine.
The new clauses were agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 25:
'HH. After section 17 of the Planning Appeals
Board Act 1980 there shall be inserted the
following:
"17A. Notwithstanding anything in this Act,
the jurisdiction powers and duties conferred or
imposed on the Board by sections 29 to 31 of
the Historic Buildings Act 1981 shall be exercised or performed by a specially constituted
division of the Board consisting of(a) a senior member;
(b) an architect practising in the area of
building restoration or conservation; and
(c) one other person appointed by the Chief
Chairman who is suitably qualified and
ex'perienced to discharge the duty imposed on him as a member of the division
having regard .to the matter being considered by the division.".'

The proposed new clause will insert a
new section 17A in the Planning Appeals Board Act to establish the special
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somewhat informal arrangement but
senior full-time members of the board,
of whom there are four at present but
they will soon be increased to five,
take responsibility for diviSions of the
board. The board has certain extended
responsibilities, since recent amendments were made. For instance, Professor Siemen, who has an industrial
chemical background, has, at the invitation of the chief chairman, chaired the
environment division of the Planning
Appeals Board.
The Government is indicating that,
with the extra responsibilities that have
been given to the board, there ought
to be a division formed in the board
My principal concern at present in relation in a similar way to deal generally
to the MCCarea planning situation is the with historic buildings matters. It does
remarks attributed to Evan Walker about the not mean that the senior members will
appointment to vacancies on the Planning deal with just that or that there will
Appeals Board.
be a general board of members. As for
The Hon. E. H. Walker-Who is Ithe other issues in the Planning Appeals
author?
Board-for example, drainage envi'ronand so on-there will now be
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN- ament
division
for historic buildings.
I just said that the person was a senior
planning officer. His letter continued:
I explained earlier that a further resource
would be added to the number
I see very little prospect of confidence being
sustained in the PAB if it is to be regarded of part-time members, f'rom which the
as an instrument of the current ,policies of the chairman can choose, and the intengovernment of the day. The legislation already tion is that one of the senior memprovides that the Minister may call in an appeal
if a particular matter of policy is involved: in bers takes particular responsibility for
my view that is a good provision, and a the division dealing with historic
sufficient one.
buildings.
It is important that the Minister spells
The new clause was agreed to, as
out to the Committee exactly what he was the schedule.
means by this special tribunal. 1 can
Title
understand why he is moving away
from the chief chairman and I am not.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
arguing with that concept. However, for Planning) -I move:
1 should like the Minister to spell out
Title, after the expression "( Amendment)
who these people will be. Are they
1981" there shall be inserted the expresgoing to be a specialist tribunal which Act
mirrors the expertise that would be sion ", the Planning Appeals Board Act 1980,".
on the Historic Buildings Council, or
The amendment was agreed to, and
how will they be picked? Can the Min- the title, as amended, was adopted.
ister assure the House whether those
The Bill was reported to the House
will be people who will exercise a
with
amendments,
including
an
genuine independent discretion so that
there is an independent system of amended title.
appeal?
On the motion of the Hon. B. A.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province),
for Planning) -I can assure Mr Cham- it was ordered that the Bill be recomberlain that the Planning Appeals Board mitted later this day for the further
currently has certain divisions. It is a consideration of clause 15.

division of the board that is provided
for in the new clauses to which the
Committee has just agreed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -Last evening, I
spelt out to the House the concerns
of some elements of the community at
the statements of the Minister as
reported in the Age. To some extent,
the Minister has dealt with that.
However, I should like to reinforce
what I said. because I received a letter
from a senior planning consultant on
this issue-I asked that person for his
views on the Minister's proposal about
the interim development order in which
he stated:
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WRONGS (DEPENDANTS) BILL
The debate (adjourned from November 11) on the motion of the Hon.
W. A. Landeryou (Minister for Economic Development) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province) -The National Party
supports the Bill, which has something
to do with another one which is also
on the Notice Paper and which I understand came in the wrong order. There
has been a great deal of consultation on
these Bills, particularly between Mr
Peter Ross-Edwards, Mr Storey, Mr
Kennan and the Attorney-General. I am
satisfied that the amendments included
in this Bill are justifiable as they. will
overcome a rather awkward problem
which has arisen. Therefore, the
National Party supports the Bill.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (Eas!t
Yarra Province) -Earlier in this sessional period, the Government introduced a Bill, the Administration and
Probate (Survival of Actions) Bill,
during debate on which I pointed out
that the Bill was based upon a recommendation of the Chief Justice's Law
Reform Committee, but that it did not
take into account all of the matters
referred to in the report of that committee. In particular, the committee
said that its recommendation to do
away with the cause of action, which
was held to exist in the High Court
case of Fitch v. Hyde-Cates, as referred
to in the second-reading debate, should
be adopted. If that recommendation
were adopted, the committee said that
there should be a further amendment
of the Wrongs Act to extend the class
of people who 'are entitled to claim as
dependants on the death of a person
as a result of the negligence of someone else.
I castigated the Government for picking up only half of what was dealt with
in the report, and I suggested that the
Government should examine that report as a whole, then come back to the
House. Subsequently, the Bill was
introduced and, although the secondreading speech does not· refer to the
reason for its introduction, I suppose
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the comments I made in the House
must have caused the Government to
re-examine the report of the Chief
Justice's Law Reform Committee, and
to bring in the other half of the equation.
A further element of this matter is
that the Administration and Probate
(Survival of Actions) Bill is retrospective. It cuts out not only causes of
action in the future, under the Fitch
v. Hyde-Cates decision, but it also cuts
out causes of action which already existed and which had, in some cases, already
led to actions being commenced in the
courts.
When the Bill now before the House
was first introduced, I said that it
enlarged the category of dependants
who could claim upon the death of a
person as a result of somebody else's
wrong. The Opposition supports that; it
is consistent with the report and therefore, we are pleased to see that being
included.
However, as the Bill stands-and as
the other Bill stands-if they both proceed exactly as they are presented to
the House at present, a number of
people who as dependants benefit from
the Wrongs (Dependants) Bill would
still be unable to claim because of the
retrospective effect of the Administration and Probate (Survival of Actions)
Bill.
In other words, between the two
Bills, in the future the enlarged class
of dependants would be able to take
action, but the enlarged class of dependants in the past would not be able
to take action. That is an undesirable
result. I put that point of view to the
Government and I am pleased that a
proposed amendment will be moved
during the Committee stage to cure
this gap, as it were, between the effect
of the two Bills.
The end result after the two Bills
have become law will be that dependants, as defined in the Bill, will have
a cause of action in the event of the
death of the person upon whom they
were dependant, as a result of the
wrongdoing of somebody else. That
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will apply also to those people in
respect of whom proceedings had already been commenced before the Bills
came into operation. Therefore, those
people will be protected.
I refer to yet another point, which
I have already discussed with the Government. I am pleased that the Government intends to amend this pointI anticipate an amendment in this
respect. I refer to people who issued
proceedings before these Bills came
into the House, under the High Court
decision, but whose proceedings were
not for the benefit of the enlarged
class of dependants. They will find, as
a result of the passing of the Administration and Probate (Survival of
Actions) Bill, that their cause of action
will disappear. If nothing else were
done, they would finish up being liable
to pay the costs of the defendant,
which basically means that of the State
Insurance Office, even though at the
time they issued proceedings they did
so in good faith and in the belief that
they had a good cause of action justified by the High Court decision.
I understand the Government is prepared to give an undertaking that the
costs of the plaintiffs in those cases
will be met by the Government so that
they will not have to bear the loss of
those costs themselves. That is a fair
and just result and I commend the
Government for its approach towards
these Bills.
I recognize that the Government has
acted in the light of what I put to the
House at an earlier stage of the sessional period and that, with the amendment proposed and the undertaking I
expect to be given, we will finally
obtain a reasonable result.
In a previous debate, when referring
to the Chief Justice's Law Reform
Committee report, I did not actually
discuss the recommendation of the
report that contributory negligence
should not avail against dependants
under the Wrongs Act claim. This is
quite a separate point from that which
honourable members have been discussing, but it is incorporated jn the
Wrongs (Dependants) Bill.
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I do not oppose the .measure, but
I pOint out that I have received representations from lawyers who are critical of this aspect. They believe it opens
up the possibility of larger damages
being awarded in cases where dependants succeed in their claims, and the
previous position when contributory
negligence of the deceased was taken
into account will no longer continue.
That criticism has been made and it
seems logical that it will mean that
the award will be higher in cases where
it is no longer possible to rely on the
contributory negligence of the deceased.
That is a recommendation of the Chief
Justice's Law Reform Committee and
it is the provision adopted in New
South Wales. The Government is prepared to accept that result in the
interest of giving effect to the report.
For those reasons, the Opposition does
not oppose the Bill.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province) -Although much of the
discussion in relation to this Bill and
the Administration and Probate (Survival of Actions) Bill has been concerned with the problems that arose
from the case of Fitch v. Hyde-Cates
which propounded the proposition that,
even where there were no dependants,
the estate of a deceased person could
make a claim with respect to the loss
of earnings of that deceased person to
the estate.
The Wrongs (Dependants) Bill includes a number of substantial law
reforms.
For many years, the situation has
been tolerated until it was brought to
a head, in some ways indirectly, by the
High Court decision in the Fitch v.
Hyde-Cates case whereby under the
Wrongs· Act a dependant was narrowly
defined by reference to certain blood
and marital relations. This did not include de facto relationships or other
relationships where there was a real
aspect of economic dependency and a
real loss to a dependant when a person was deceased.
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As Mr Storey observed, the Chief
Justice's Law Reform Committee took
the view that the definition of dependants in the Wrongs Act should be as
broad as the definition in the Workers
Compensation Act and include anyone
who is substantially dependent on the
deceased person. That is an important
step by itself.
As Mr Storey pointed out, the Bill
also implements the recommendation
of the Chief Justice's Law Reform
Committee concerning contributory
negligence of the deceased. The committee took the view that a dependant's
action should not be subject to a
reduction of damages by reason not of
any negligence or fault on the part of
dependants, but by reason of the contributory negligence of the deceased.
It is for that reason-a reason of fairness-that the committee took the view
that the dependant's damages should
not be reduced by reason of the con,tributory negligence of the deceased.
In that sense, the Bill introduces an
important reform. As Mr Storey stated,
it is true, in some ways, that this will
increase the over-all liability of insurance companies but not necessarily by
a large amount.
The interlocking matter of the connection between this Bill and the Administration and Probate (Survival of
Actions) Bill has happily been resolved
with the amendment that the Government proposes during the Committee
stage. It is not a simple matter, but
the point 'about the Fitch v. Hyde-Cates
case was that it stated that the estates
could claim for loss of earnings of a
deceased person even though there was
no dependant. It therefore allows an
unmeritorious claim. Honourable members from both sides of the House, as
well as lawyers, often do not like
retrospective legislation. It is clear that
where a claim by itself is completely
unmeritorious and results in substantial
payments, it is reasonable to state that
if the claim is unmeritorious, a claim
should be put by them.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-That lis 'Cl value
judgment in itself.
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The Hon~ J. H. KENNAN-Yes" lilt is.
In what circumstances does one make
an except;lon to a general principle
against retrospectivity? It seems to the
Government, and honourable members
on the Opposition side of the House
agree, that this is one of the sorts of
cases where one must put the principle
against retrospectivity to one sidewhere there is a completely unmeritorious claim. If retrospectivity does not
apply in this case, I do not suppose it
would ever apply. It is true to say that
if one tries to solve the problem hardship might be caused. If claims are cut
off at a particular date, such a'8 1
October, there is a period from April of
this year, the date of the High Court
decision, until October when people who
happen to bring claims in that time
continue with those claims and thereafter are cut off because they were
thought to be unmeritorious.
It seems fair to have a retrospective
approach to unmeritorious claims that
have not been subject to judgment or
settlement to date. That leaves the other
problem that' Mr Storey addressed,
namely, that those Persons who were
'entitled to make claims, albeit unmeritorious claims,' are not necessarily to
suffer by reason of the cost of lengthy
actions, which they were entitled to do,
and the effects those actions will have.
The Government will be indicating,
through the Leader of the Government
in the Committee stage, that the taxed
costs of those persons, which have been
thrown away, will be met. That seems
to me to achieve a fair result. The
other effect of the amendment is technical and 'is not susceptible from a first
or second reading of the Bill. It took me
a number of attempts to come to grips
with it. It is not an easy problem to
solve and it means that there is a preservation of those claims that have been
pending where there is an element of
dependency that will fall within the
widened definition of dependency
under amendment to the Wrongs Act.
In other words, those claims are in
respect of dependants 'and will be able
to continue.
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Like Mr Storey, I express pleasure
that these problems have now been
resolved. On the positive side, it is
important in amending the Wrongs Act
to make the matter clearer so that the
definition of "dependant" is the same
as it is in the Workers Compensation
Act, which is an important measure of
law reform brought down by the Government.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Repeal of s. 15)
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development) -The
Bill has two distinct parts. Firstly, under
Part III of the Wrongs Act, the persons
who can presently benefit from an action
are Hmited to the lawful spouse, parent
and child of the deceased. "Parent" and
"child" are given a definition that includes
grandparents.
step-parents,
adopted children and children born out
of wedlock. It 'does not include a
divorced spouse or a de facto spouse.
The category of persons to benefit is
limited and does not include all persons
who may be dependent on a person at
the date of his death.
The amendment I shall propose at the
appropriate time will expand the category of persons under this part of the
Wrongs Act to include all the true
dependants of a deceased person at the
date of his death. It will introduce a
definition of dependants based on the
definition of dependant currently contained 'in the Workers Compensation
Act that has been referred, to by Mr
Storey and Mr Kennan. As a result, all
persons who are truly dependent on a
deceased person will now have the
benefit, if the Committee agrees to the
amendment, of an action for the loss
they have suffered as a result of his
death.
Secondly, the Bill addresses the
matter of the relevance of any contributory negligence of a deceased pe'rson in
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relation to his death where his estate
brings an action under Part III of the
Wrongs Act. The action by the estate
is a statutory one granted to the estate
of a deceased person. It does not derive
its existence from any rights of the
deceased person. Accordingly, any
damages to be recovered should be
assessed, in the Government's view,
only in the light of the estate's action.
The contributory negligence of a
deceased in the causing of his own death
relates solely to any action he may have
had. His contributory negligence bears
no relation to the estate's independent
action and should be excluded. The Bill
accords with the recommendations of
the Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee in its report on survival of causes
of action for personal injury. I point out
that the Bill will correct injustices
caused by the present law under Parts
III and IV of the Wrongs Act.
I accept the invitation of Mr Storey
and give the undertaking he has sought
from the Government. I understand that
the negotiations that have perSisted
between the three parties, including the
Attorney-General and relevant spokesmen for the other two parties, contributed significantly to the changes that
have been brought about, not only in
the Bill. but also in corrections in other
areas. With respect to certain classes
of persons who initiated proceedings,
for whom Mr Storey sought an undertaking, I am authorized by the Premier
to indicate that the Government will
need more consolidated funds for those
matters.
I indicate to the Committee that the
reason why the Bill is being dealt with
out of order on the Notice Paper is
because the Clerks advised me that if the
Bill is to become law it must be carried
by this House, referred to the Lower
House and returned to this House so
that we· can proceed with item No. 7 on
the Notice Paper, which contradicts
instructions I received some time ago. I
have given the 'commitment that the
Opposition sought from the Govern'ment
and have taken the liberty of explaining
the amendment that will be made at the
appropriate time.
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The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
New clause
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development) -I
move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 7:

A. Where a cause of action survives for the
benefit of the estate of a deceased person
by reason of the operation of section 29 of the
Administration and Probate Act 1958 and where
proceedings in respect of that cause of action
have been instituted at the date of the coming
into operation of this Act whereby damages
are being claimed for the loss of future probable
earnings of the deceased person after the date
of his death and where by reason of the coming into operation of the Administration and
Probate (Survival of Actions) Act 1982 the
right to recover those damages is removed, a
person(a) who would have been entitled to share

. in those damages had that action -been
successful; and
(b) who would, if the deceased person had
died after the coming into operation of
this Act, be entitled to bring an action
under Part Ill. of the Wrongs Act 1958
but who would not have been entitled to
bring such an action before the coming
into operation of this Actshall be entitled to bring an action under that
Part (notwithstanding section 20 ( 1) of the
Wrongs Act 1958) as if the deceased person
had died on the day upon which this Act comes
into operation."

The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-I shall make two
comments on the amendment. Firstly,
I thank the Government for moving the
amendment and commend Parliamentary Counsel because it is a difficult job to devise a proper formula,
which this amendment will dei
Secondly, I point out, because one
would not want people to miss out by
default, that the effect of the proposed
new clause will be that any existing
action will be preserved, but that a
cause of action will be preserved so
that people who have already commenced action, to have the benefit of
this measure, will need to commence
a fresh action.
The new clause was agreed to.

Wrongs (Dependants) Bill

The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Economic Development), was read a
first time.
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The Bill was recommitted.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
Clause 15, paragraph (c), omit this paragraph.

The effect will be to leave section 18
(7) of the principal Act in the same
form as it was before the beginning of
the debate. The issues have been canvassed and there is no value in reiterating them. I understand the position of
the Minister for Planning and he understands and disagrees with mine.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -Mr Chamberlain has
expressed himself extremely well. I do
not agree with him but I have agreed
to return to the issue in this way. I
have not discussed it with him outside
the Chamber, but I gather that the
effect of what he is doing is to reinstate
the specific clauses he wishes from the
1981 Act in order to retain the situation on economic factors when designation processes are under way. I take
~is word that that is what he is doing;
It was the intent he had originally. I
will oppose it.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province )~On behalf of the
National Party, I have made it abund. antly clear that the National Party
supports the issue that economic factors should be brought into the matter
of registration and, without adding
further to my earlier detailed remarks
I indicate that I shall support
Chamberlain's proposition.

M';

Docks Railways Construction Bill

The Committee divided on Mr Chamberlain's amendment (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell in the chair).
Ayes..
20
Noes..
18
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tee and that funds would be provided
for the construction to start in 1983. I
thank the Government for at least
tabling the report of the State Development Committee. At page 43 of that
report in its recommendation, the committee stated that, notwithstanding
Majority for the amenddoubts it held as to the economic
ment
2
viability of the rail link to Webb Dock,
AYES
it would make certain recommendaMr Baxter
tions. It is strange that the Minister
Mr Knowles
Mrs Baylor
Mr Lawson
omitted to inform the House how it
Mr Block
Mr Long
was proposed to finance the construcMr Bubb
Mr Reid
tion.
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Storey
Mr Connard
Mr Ward
One of the most important points to
Mr Crozier
Mr Wright
Mr Dunn
be considered is the attitude of shipMr Evans
Tellers:
ping companies operating the container
Mr Granter
Mr Guest
link. At page 8 of its report, the State
Mr Hunt
Mr Hayward
Development Committee pointed out
that a challenge was made by South
NOES
Australia in an' attempt to capture its
Mr Amold
Mr McArthur
share of the container trade. Therefore,
Mr Butler
Mr Mier
Mrs Cox sedge
Mr Murphy
the Opposition wants to know what
Mrs Dixon
Mr Pullen
guarantee the Victorian Government
Mr Henshaw
Mr Walker
can give, if the Bill is approved, that
Mrs Hogg
Mr White
the shipping companies will use the
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Tellers:
container terminal. If they do not do
Mr Kent
Mr Sandon
so, the money will have .been wasted.
Mrs Kimer
Mr Sgro
The Opposition is also concerned
PAIRS
about the Forensic Science Laboratory
Mr Houghton
Mr Mackenzie
referred to in the report of the State
Mr Radford
Mr Landeryou
Development Committee and what will
The clause, as amended, was happen to that building. It appears to
adopted.
the Opposition that the Government
The Bill was reported to the House has made a decision to proceed with
with a further amendment, and passed the construction of this rail link without proper feasibility studies having
through its remaining stages.
been carried out and without tying up
the shipping companies to ensure that
RIVER ENTRANCE DOCKS
they continue to use Webb Dock.
RAILWAYS CONSTRUCTION
We should also like to know what
(AMENDMENO BILL
will be the cost of relocating the A. J.
The debate (adjourned from Decem- Wagglen floating dock and what will
ber 9) on the motion of the Hon. R. A. be the position of the Forensic Science
Mackenzie (Minister of Forests) for Laboratory.
the second reading of this Bill was
Subject to satisfactory answers to
resumed.
those questions, the Opposition does
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsltand
Province) -This is a Bill to alter the not propose to oppose th~ Bill.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (NQ'I1th
route of a proposed rail connection to
Webb Dock. In the second-reading Western Province)-The National Party
speech, the Minister stated that the Gov- is amazed that the Bill has been intro,ernment had adopted the recommenda- duced at this time. The report was
tion of the State Development Commit- not tabled in the House until last week
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which,· of course, indicates that the·
Government has acted with commendable speed.
I was a long-serving member 'Of the
State Development Committee that conducted the inquiry. My impression of
the matter was that the inquiry was
to delineate the route of the proposed
rail link and that the execution of the
decision would be something that
would be well into the future, hence
my surprise when this measure was
introduced.
I take this opportunity of commending the State Development Committee
for the work it has done over the years,
particularly on this. inquiry. The members of this House involved in the
inquiry were Mr Knowles, Mr Macke~
zie-the Minister in charge of the B1U
-and myself. I particularly commend
Mr Knowles for the hard and effective
work he did as chairman of the committee because I was chairman of the
committee on several occasions· some
years ago when it was an eas·ier job,
but lately 'being chairman of an allparty committee is very difficult because members seem to have so much
on their plate that it is very difficult
to get them to front up to meetings.
I also commend Mr Mick Castle,
the secretary of the committee for
many years, for the devoted and efficient
service that he gave to the committee.
He will be retiring very shortly, so
I wish him well.

Docks Railways Construction Bill

The conclusions of the committee,
as outlined in the report, were that
significant and continuing annual C?st
savings would accrue to the Austrahan
National Line if the docks were completed, the connection of Webb Dock
to the Victorian rail system would
remove a long-standing impediment to
the rapidly expanding dock complex,
and that the establishment of the rail
link would strengthen Victoria's position with regard to ·a challenge by
South Australia with regard to the
valuable container trade.
South Australia spent a consi'derable
amount of money in establishing container dock facilities. Because of the
expense of utilizing ports, these facilities have been used very little by the.
main shipping companies and consequently containers from South Australia
have been brought to Victoria by rail.
The conclusions contained in the
report then go on to state that, if the
rail access is completed, it will result
in a reduction of heavy com·merciaI
traffic on Williamstown Road and other
major access roads serving residential
areas as well as Webb Dock.
The fourth conclusion was:
Subject to a satisfactory formula being evolved
for the funding on the basis of shared financial
responsibility, the establishment of a rail link
to Webb Dock would be in the best interests
of all port users . . .

of developing any recommended routes;

One then finds that out of those conclusions the committee makes various
recommendations. Perhaps it would be
of assistance to the House if a map
of the alternative rail proposals for
access to Webb Dock were distributed
to honourable members. The National
Party has also had discussions with
the President with regard to incorporating that map in Hansard. I am assured by Hansard that this is practical
so far as they are concerned.

On that particular term of reference,
the Minister has been strangely silent
except for the fact that apparently
the Government has been able to allocate ,money for that purpose.

The DEPUlY PRESIDENT (the HoD.
W. M. Campbell)-The President has
advised me that he has agreed to Mr
Wright's request that the map of Webb
Dock be incorporated in Hansard.

The main terms of reference of the
inquiry were:
(a) present and likely future movements of

containers by land to and from Webb
Dock;
(b) the need for improved land transport

to Webb Dock, through the provision
of a rail link and/or by upgrading the
road systems; and
(c) what organizations should bear the costs

The Hon. K. 1. M. Wright
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The HoD. K. I. M. WRIGHT-I believe that map will be of assistance
and I thank the House. The first two
recommendations of the committee
were that:
(1) A railway line be constructed, as soon
as possible, to connect Webb Dock with the
5' 3" broad gauge system at Pigott Street north
of the Yarra River, in accordance with the
design and specifications outlined by the Railway Property and Construction Board, the
alignment of the railway to follow Route 1C
(Lorimer Street/Todd Road/rear of sites
occupied by the Commonwealth Aircraft
Corporation and the Government Aircraft
Factories) .
(2) In the design and construction of the
rail link, provision be made for the addition
of a third rail at 4' -8i" (1.435 metres) standard
gauge, to supplement the initial 5'-3" (1.600
metres) broad gauge.

I wa-s rather surprised that, in his
second-reading speech, the Minister was
so sketchy in detail about a matter
that is as important as this. I cannot
recall whether the Minister mentioned
that the provision of the third rail line
had been included. If not, I ask the
Minister to consider that factor very
seriously.
The third recommendation was that
the capital cost of the provision of the
rail link would be $11· 826 million together with the cost of the necessary
rail works within the boundaries of
the port area estimated by the Port
of Melbourne Authority to be $4 million
making a total of $15·826 million.
It is surprising that in the short time
since the report was presented, according to the Minister's second-reading
speech, the cost has already escalated
to $20 million.
The report also included a recommendation that there should be a sharing of the cost of the project-a onethird proportion between three different organizations-(a) the State Government, (b) the Victorian Railways
Board and (c) the Port of Melbourne
Authority. I, therefore, ask the Minister
to explain to the House why, if the
Government thought this project should
proceed so rapidly, the contribution by
those other organizations is not taken
into account, particularly the contribution from the Port of Melbourne Authority. If a decision is made and this
Bill is passed, it will be fruitless going
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to the Port of Melbourne Authority
for a contribution because this will be
a fait accompli.
The history of a rail link to Webb
Dock is that over past years these
major rail proposals have been put
forward. I go back to 1952 when the
Co-ordina tor of Transport asked for a
route for a railway which, at that
time, would have a passenger potential
as well, to be constructed to the river
entrance docks. This was included in
the Melbourne Metropolitan Planning
Scheme in 1954 and it provideQ. for a
branch line from the Port Melbourne
line near the North Port station comprising an elevated structure down
Bridge Street and traversing the area
north of Plummer Street.
In 1961 the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works was informed
that the Victorian Railways no longer
required a passenger capability in the
area -so that, under those conditions, the
proposal became unduly costly and
alternative routes were then considered,
preference 'being given to the use of
unused sidings built in 1942.
Reference was made to a route via
unused rail sidings that were built in
1942. 'However, later this area came
under the control of the Housing Commission. There is now an attractive
Housing Commission development in
the area.
In 1965, the Port Melbourne City
Council, the Melbourne Harbor Trust
commissioners and the Victorian Railways Commissioners agreed that the
route to the dock should be along
Howe Parade and, in April 1968, an
amendment was made to the Melbourne
Metropolitan Planning Scheme. The
tragedy of the matter was that the
scheme was not proceeded with even
though the estimated cost at that time
was $2 million, compared with the present estimated cost of $20 million.
My opinion, which was not necessarily shared by the other members of
the State Development Committee or
the municipal council for the area, was
that there would have been no significant problem for the residents of the
area, especially if an arboreal foil had
t
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been provided on each side of the railway line. There was and probably still
is a railway line which goes along The
Boulevard, although to my knowledge
it has not been used for many years,
but it was in use during the second
world war to provide freight facilities
for the wharves situated in that area.
After the River Entrance Docks Railway Construction Act 1970 was passed,
there was considerable public reaction.
There was resentment within community groups on the basis that the
rail line along The Boulevard would
disrupt the residential amenities of the
area.
In 1974. the Government appointed
a steering committee consisting of
representatives of various Government,
municipal and semi-Government authorities. In September 1974, the steering
committee presented a report to the
then Minister for Local Government
outlining the possible routes for the
Webb Dock railway link.
By March 1975, the committee,
chaired by Mr Ashworth, presented its
recommendations. Those recommendations were published in August 1976
and stated: "Having regard to all considerations, The Boulevard surface rail
project be proceeded with in conjunction with a complementary road project".
This subject has obviously been
under active consideration over the
years. At that stage, an environmental
and sociological study of the impact
of the trust's plans was brought forward. This study was carried out by
the Centre for Environmental Studies,
University of Melbourne, with the first
stage being a study dealing with road
development in the port area. The
examination of rail access at that stage
was confined to three routes: The
Boulevard, Howe Parade and Lorimer
Street.
In the first report of the centre
entitled "Land Transport Alternatives
for Webb Dock", it recommended that
a surface railway line to Webb Dock
connecting with the existing Port MelI bourne railway line be constructed
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along the alignment of The Boulevard
subject to certain restrictions on its
operating times.
In May 1977, the State Co-ordination
Council made an assessment of all
oossible alternatives and recommended
that construction of The Boulevard
route should oroceed. However, before
anything could 'be done about that
recommendation, there was considerable
public concern expressed over the
environmenal consequences of construction alon~ The Boulevard and. therefore, in June 1980, the Government
announced that The Boulevard route
would be excluded from all future consideration of rail access to Webb Dock.
On 19 June 1980, the State Development Committee was requested bv the
then Acting Premier to inquire into the
whole question. That brinj~s me back
to where I commenced when I mentioned the work of the State Develonment Committee in this inquiry, which
included manv visits to the area and
the taking of sworn evidence from
interested parties. I wish to comment
on several -matters that arose from the
inquiry and I invite the Minister of
Forests to comment on those matters.
The oresent trade for the Webb Dock
car~o throughout, which was brought
to light in evidence ~iven to the committee, was that in 1980-81, there were
49 482 overseas containers and 65 000
coastal containers, making a total of
114 482 containers.
In addition. the Webb Dock facilities
during 1980-81 handled non-containerized general cargo of 140 000 revenue
tonnes of overseas cargo and 970 000
revenue tonnes of coastal cargo, making a total of 1'11 million revenue
tonnes. It is interesting to note that.
in the evidence given to the committee, it was found that only 10000
of the 114 000 containers were carried
by rail, which was slightly less than
9 per cent of the total over-all container
trade through Webb Dock.
Regardless of the recommendation
that was made by the State Development Committee, it considered that its
main job was to recommend the particular route that that rail access was
to take. I felt that the economic
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viability of the rail access was something that would have to be considered
by the Government of the day. The
Government of the day would have to
consider what increase in container
traffic could result from the construction of the rail access. One must, therefore, study the implications of an
estimated expenditure of $20 million
on the construction of the rail access.
I wonder whether, due to the speed
with which the Bill has been introduced, the Government has given
adequate consideration to this matter.
There are other real problems involved.
The site of the Coronial ServicesForensic Science Laboratory is situated
on the proposed route. The· laboratory
houses many delicate instruments that
would be affected bv vibration from
the proposed rail link-. That laboratory
would have to be relocated if the
recommendation is effected.
Another major problem is the provision of a rail crossing immediately
adjacent to the downstream side of the
Charles Grimes Bridge, which would
disrupt also the present access and
administration' of the A. J. Wagglen
floating dry dock. That floating dry
dock, which is illustrated on the map,
would need to be relocated and, when
the report was finalized, the estimated
cost of relocation was no less than
$1'2 million.
In addition, there would be other
relocation costs, like dredging and
reclamation works, which would be
substantial. At the time the report was
finalized, the estimated cost of those
works was $3'3 million.
One wonders whether the Government
has fully considered the implications of
the necessity to relocate the A. J. Wagglen floating dry dock and the Coronial
Serv~ces---'Forensic Science Laboratory.
Another interesting fact, that came
to the notice of the committee was that
the frequency of rail movements was
estimated to average only two each
24-hour day. The Government is considering spending $20 million to construct a rail line that will carry only
two trains every 24 hours!
The Hon. K. l. M. Wright
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I apologize for going into the detail
of the proposal. However, the explanatory second-reading speech was brief
and I thought it was necessary to bring
these facts to light, but knowing the
thoroughness of the Minister of
Forests, there can be no doubt
that more details will be provided.
The National Party also acknowledges that there will other benefits
from the carrying out of this project.
Those benefits are that money will be
expended almost immediately, as I
understand it, and in this crucial unemployment situation many jobs will be
created in a number of fields and this
can only be good. The project will be
an asset of considerable value to the
people of Victoria and the expenditure
of this money will create new jobs.
The Government must ensure that it is
not creating jobs just for the sake of
creating jobs, but that it is doing something that will be of service to the
State in future in creating this asset.
In the brief time that I have been
speaking, I have given some further
information on what the scheme involves and I have mentioned some of
the difficulties and problems that are
inherent in the proposal. Hopefully, the
Minister will be able to arrest some of
the fears of members of the National
Party. We support the Bill.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province) -I would like to comment
quickly on two provisions of this Bill.
The Minister, in his second-reading
speech, refers to the need for a new
bridge to be built across the river and
the moving of the A. J. Wagglen floating dock. The question of dry dock and
repair facilities in. Melbourne is currently the subject of an inquiry by a
sub-committee of a Parliamentary
Committee, and it is improper to talk
about information emerging from that
committee. However, tp,is matter is
under consideration by this committee
and it is not clear at this stage that
that committee will recommend the
moving of the floating dock. It may be
that the committee could recommend
that the floating dock stays where it is.
Under those circumstances, a major
complication arises concerning thi~
particular project.
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If one looks closely at the report of
the State Development Committee, as
has been pointed out, one sees that the
thrust of that report concerns the route
of this railway, and I join with other
speakers in commending the work of
the State Development Committee in
its inquiry on this route. There is no
question that this route is the ideal
route on which to build a railway,
and I speak with personal knowledge
of the area.
The report of the State Development
Committee clearly states that there is
considerable doubt about the economic
viability of this project. I believe the
project will not stand up to a rigorous
cost-benefi t analysis. It has to be
realized that Victoria is facing a situation of scarce resources and it is
critical to ensure that those resources
are used to the best possible advantage.
If one looks at the information that
is available so far from the State Development Committee report and from
other sources, it appears that the capital investment will be of the order of
$20 million. It also appears that there
will be a need for a considerable ongoing subsidy by the Victorian taxpayer
for the operation of this projectmaybe of the order of $60 a container
in the transfer process. If there were a
rigorous cost-benefit analysis made of
this project-and the State Development Committee was not able to do that
-it could well indicate that the net
present value of this project would be
negative and, either there would be a
need for the State Government to increase taxes to cover the deficit arising
from this project or, alternatively. it
would need to take funds from other
projects to cover this project. The
fundamental point is that nothing is
free; nothing comes without cost.
There is considerable discussion about
who is going to bear this cost. The
agencies that are going to bear the
cost are all public sector agencies and,
in simplistic terms, it is the taxpayer
who will bear the cost.
The point I am attempting to make
is simple. Victoria needs to use its
scarce resources to the best possible
advantage. There is sufficient evidence
to indicate that this project would not
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stand up to a rigorous cost-benefit
analysis and that there could well be
other projects in Victoria that would
provide greater benefits to society as
a whole, including employment benefits.
It could be that a cost-benefit analysis
would indicate, everything taken into
consideration, that the best approach
would be to continue with the current
land transport arrangements.
I am concerned that this project is
going ahead so quickly. 1 am concerned
that proper cost-benefit analysis techniques have not· been applied to _it and
I suggest to the Minister that an
opportunity be provided for that analysis to be presented so that honourable
members can be sure that the project
does provide the best use of the scarce
funds that are presently available.
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (BaUar'alt
Province) -1 wish to make a few brief
comments on this Bill. 1 thank honourable members who have acknowledged
the work of the State Development
Committee in the conduct of the inquiry and the report. While it is true
that the committee gave a lot of
thought - and examination to possible
routes, the committee also canvassed
the economic issues involved, to which
Mr Hayward referred. I acknowledge
that the cost-benefit analYSis that M'r
Hayward spoke of was not conducted,
but there was some consideration of the
issues involved.
The committee report clearly states
that this rail link extension is of
doubtful viability. However. there are
other issues to be taken into account.
It is critical that the port of Melbourne
continues to have access to the
Adelaide trade of something like 10 000
containers transferred through Webb
Dock annually. They are brought to
the port by rail and almost half of
them originate in Adelaide. South Australia has gone to a great deal of
expense to develop its container port
facilities and it is attempting to hold
some of that trade in Adelaide.
Evidence put before the committee
indicated that there was room for a
review by VicRail of the charges made
for freight coming from Adelaide.
There is a very clear differential
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favourable to VicRail, between the
alternatives of VicRail and road transport. The committee suggested that
VicRail ought to review the charges
made on freight from Adelaide. That
would generate more income and allow
some of the off-setting of the losses
involved in the Webb Dock rail link
extension.
The other important issue is that
freight that is currently brought to
Melbourne by rail and exported through
Webb Dock has to be road transported
from the rail head to Webb Dock. That
creates a road traffic problem in the
Port Melbourne area. If the rail link
were to proceed, it would alleviate some
of those problems.
When the Minister responds, I
would like him to comment on whether
the Government has given consideration to the future road requirements.
The committee acknowledged that Williamstown Road will continue for a
few years to provide a suitable road
network. However, in the longer term
there will be a need to develop Lorimer
Street and Todd Road, and the consideration of that issue should take
place when the rail link proposed
under this Bill is finally located.
It will be absolutely disastrous if the
rail Jink is built and some years down
the line it is found that the planning
for future road networks had been ignored. It may well save a lot of cost
and certainly allow for a much better
link if consideration were also given
to the future upgrading of Lorimer
Street and Todd Road. following a
similar route to what has been proposed for the rail link.
The proposition certainly is not economically viable in its own right but,
in terms of job creation, I suspect that
there will be a return on this investment far higher than many of the job
creation schemes that the Government
has proposed. The Bill does nothing
more than allow further planning on the
rail link, and I urge the Government
to consider many of the issues that
have been 'raised before the rail link is
built.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles
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The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Long title)
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of Forests) - I thank honourable
members opposite for their contributions to this debate and also state my
appreciation for the work performed
by the State Development Committee
and Mr Robert Knowles as the former
chairman of that committee. I had the
pleasure of working on that committee.
It was an interesting experience and the
work of the committee was carried out
in a proper manner. A great deal of
evidence was sifted through and many .
people of considerable expertise were
questioned. I believe the committee
developed a route that was acceptable
and took into account many factors.
It has been pointed out that if this
decision to establish a rail link had
been carried out when it was first
mooted, a great deal of money would
have been saved and Webb Dock would
have had the benefit of a rail link. The
major point with this proposed legislation is that it provides a rail link to
a major port operation in Victoria. It is quite ridiculous that
a major port such as Melbourne and
a major container terminal such as
Webb Dock should be without a rail
link. It would probably be the only such
situation in the world. That is one of
the reasons why the Government has
thought to act in the way that it has.
I now take up a few points raised by
honourable members. Mr Long raised
several issues that he was concerned
about. I apologize to the Committee
with regard to the tabling of the report. The Government made a decision
to take a course of action and the report should have been tabled quite
some time ago in the· early stages of
this Parliamentary session. The report
has been prepared for quite some time
and I apologize for it not having been
tabled. However, those honourable
members who have had the chance to
read the report will realize that it is a
unanimous decision of the committee,
which comprises members of each political party.
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Mr Long expressed concern about
the financing of the construction of the
rail link. It is the intention of the Government to fund that link from the
State Development Fund. As honourable members are aware, the object of
that fund is to provide commercial projects in Victoria that will be of lasting
benefit to Victorians and will provide
employment at a time when this type
of work is needed.
Mr Long mentioned that the South
Australian terminal may make great
inroads upon the number of containers
shipped out of Victorian ports, but
that is a reason why Victoria must
press on with the project. Victoria is
in direct competition -with other States
and it is up to Parliament to see that
Victoria's facilities are capable of looking after and controlling the cargo coming into the State. Container ships must
be attracted to the ports by the provision of facilities. Honourable members
would know that the situation exists
where containers are unloaded and
transported by road for several kilometres and then backloaded and placed
on railway trucks. This double handling
costs in the vicinity of $50 to $60 a
container. The Government believes
Victoria must compete with the other
States for cargo.
I draw the attention of the Committee to the fact that the Government
intends to initially put down broad
gauge, but, at the same time, will provide the foundations for the standard
gauge.
In evidence given at another inquiry,
it was brought up that the intentions
of shipping companies was to keep the
number of container ports in Australia
to a minimum of three-one port at
Fremantle, one at Melbourne and one
at Sydney. South Australia has gone
ahead with its project and is attracting
some trade. However, the shipping companies are of the view that there will
be three major ports. I believe the Government has made the right decision in
deciding that Victoria must compete
with other States for valuable trade.
If the 'industrial -relations of the Government continue along the line they are
taking-and negotiations are already
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taking place on the waterfront--and if
the Government can achieve industrial
peace in Victoria, it will be possible to
'attract much more cargo to this State.
If there is 'a rail link and a tie up of
shipping should oc-cur in New South
Wales at any time, ships can divert to
Melbourne and transport their containers to Sydney on the rail link. Even
that would be -cheaper than several
m-onths' tie-up outside the Sydney
Heads. These things have all been taken
into consideration in regard to competition with other States.
The Government intends to re'locate
the Forensic Science Laborato.ry. At
present it has an unhealthy situation
that is both dangerous and volatile for
the people employed there. The G'Overnment has been .concerned about those
people and already a decision has heen
m'ade to relocate the laboratory. Work
is already under way t6 relocate the
laboratory in the Bundoora area.
Mr Long mentioned the cost of moving the present. dry dock. The appendix
shows that it will be moved several hundred metres downstream at a
estimated cost of -approximately $3'3
million. M-r Wright or Mr Haywood
raised the matter of the new dock. There
is a -m,ove towards the -construction of
a new dock which, I understand, will be
a much l-arger dock, similar to the one
in Newcastle. It is possible that it will
be used further down the river whethe·r
at the existing A. J. Wagglen dock or
elsewhere. There is sufficient area t'O
relocate a larger dock. I understand the
committee is conSidering relocating the
dock -anyway. There was some talk
about putting it on the west -arm of the
Webb Dock entry. There is an area there
that was discussed as a possible future
site for a graving dock 'Or ·a floating
dock. I a-m not sure whether the committee is investigating that at present.
The dock must be rem,oved and whether
the existing A. J. Wagglen dock finally
takes responsibility for the new area
does not -matter. It ·will be part of the
project.
:Mr Wright gave a good resume, and
I am pJeased that he incorporated the
plan in Hansard. It makes it much easier
for honourable members to follow the
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route and understand the reasons why
the committee m'ade the decision. It is
an investment in the future. There comes
a time when Governments must make
a decision which looks to the future.
They must be decisions that take some
courage.
The Hon. R. J. Long-Regardless of
vi'ability?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-If the
people who pioneered this State had
carried out a cost-benefit analysis, there
would hardly be a railway built. Governments must show some courage. Mr
-Long and Mr Hayward would understand that from time to time any business enterprise must make a decision on
which the future is not totally assured.
Cost-benefit analyses can be carried out
to a point but there are many variables
in business and there are some in this
matter. For instance, one does not know
what other tnlde will use that rail link.
The figures in the back of the report
indicate the revenue that wou1d he derived from the container trade. However, m'any other industries along that
route could well make use of the rail
link. It is to be a commercial enterprise
and it is not known what revenue will
be derived from it. The department has
carried out a study as far as it can, but
the Government must make some decision. Cost-benefit analyses are not carried out on matters such as defence.
Aircraft carriers and jet fighters are
purchased at enormDUS expense. How
. dDes one evaluate the viability of things
like that? The provisiDn of the rail link
to Webb Dock could be used and be
of much value in times of conflict.
All of these m'atters should he taken intoaccDunt. The overriding factor that
one must 'consider is the -provision of employment.. At present, this State needs
projects 'Of reasonable magnitude that
can provide employment and the
psychDlogical link that the community
needs. People need to see some activity
taking place tD indicate that the Government is interested in the future of
thi,s State. I realize that honourable
memhers opposite, hav.ing lived through
27 years of indecision, and now faced
with a Govern,ment that is not afraid
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to take decisions, are rather frightened
because of their conservative natures.
They are quailing in their conservative
hearts.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-What
about the standard gauge rail?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-During
the course of construction, the foundations for the standard gauge rail will
be laid. The line will not be laid but
provision will be made for it during
construction.
The Hon. R. J. Long-According to
the report, the cost will be 'Only
$280000.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-That
is the understanding I have from the
Minister abDut the orovision for the
standard gauge rail. .I have spoken to the various points
raised bv the honDurable members and
I thank' them for their interest and
suppDrt of the Bill.
The clause was agreed tD.
Clause 3 (Amendment of No. 8009,
s.2)
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (BaIlarat
Province) -Firstly, I ask the Minister
to spell out in a little more detail the
make-up of the costing in this matter.
I am not sure whether the $20 million
encompasses the tDtal CDst or only the
cost of the construction of the bridge
and rail line to Webb Dock. SecDndly,
1 should like' the Minister to spell out
whether the authority will cover the
cost of construction 'On port land .
Thirdly, will the Minister comment on
future planning of the road network in
the Lorimer Street area?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of. Forests) - I understand the $20
million includes the moving of the A. J.
Wagglen dock and has taken account of
the increases in cost which have evolved
since the committee came to its decision.
Another point was raised concerning
the road. I understand that the Minister
has the matter of the future planning
of the roadworks under review. I do
not know how far down the track the
review is, but 1 understand that that
matter has been taken into consideration. 1 cannot say more than that,
What was Mr Knowles's third point?
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The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Whether
the Port of Melbourne Authority will
cover the cost of construction on land
under its control.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-The
Port of Melbourne Authority has always been responsible for the provision
of rail services in the area bounded by
its authority, and it will do so in this
case.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province) -Can the Minister indicate
whether it is intended to service the
debt through charges on the transfer
of containers? Will the cost be passed
on to the user, or is the deficit to be
met from consolidated revenue? It has
been suggested that it will require a
subsidy of $60 for each container
transferred. 1 am not sure whether the
Minister is in a position to advise
whether that is a valid figure, but it
seems clear that a significant cost will
be involved in the transfer of each container. Does the Government intend to
make the user pay both the ongoing
operating costs of the transfer of containers and the servicing charges for
the capital cost?
The Hon. R. A. MACKFNZIE (Minister of Forests) -The Government intends to use the State Development
Fund for projects that fund themselves
and are commercial operations. Discussions with the Minister of Transport
indicate that he believes this operation
can be conducted on a commercial
basis.
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province) -The Minister's response
indicates that he ha~ not done his
homework. Jf it is to be a commercial
operation. the Government should not
be constructing the railway line. It will
price Web Dock 011t ot" business if
the railway line is to cost $11 million,
as estimated. and the cost to the Port
of Melbourne Authority is to be $4
million. To cover that capital cost, it
would be necessary to charge an additional $60 for each container that went
to Webb Dock by rail. If that occurred,
the Australian National Line would be
placed in an impo~sible· position, and
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the whole Webb Dock facility would
be retarded if not rendered totally uneconomic.
The basis of the report of the State
Development Committee was that it
would be necessary to reduce that problem by making a grant towards the
cost of construction. If that grant is
not to be made, the Government should
not proceed with the construction of
the rail line. The room simply is not
there for it to operate on a commercial basis. That, as the Minister acknowledged, was the committee's finding
after extensive examination of a broad
range of witnesses. Unless the Government is prepared to embrace the underlying philosophy behind the committee's report, the railway line should not
be constructed.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (M~n
ister of Forests) -I remind Mr Knowles
that the committee's role was to
choose the route. Certainly it discussed
the ramifications and the costs that
would be involved. but Mr Knowles
must remember that the only costs that
were taken into account were based
on the existing container trade at that
time. The committee did not consider
two factors-one that I have already
mentioned. that many other industries
could well upe that rail Jine; the other,
that one reason why many more containers do not go 'to Webb Dock is
that there is no railway line there.
It is reasonable to assume that, once
the line is constructed, the number ot
containers that are suitable for rail
~hipment will increase considerably. As
I said, a number of variables were not
considered by the committee, because it
was not its charter to consider them.
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province)-In fact, that was the task
of the State Development Committee.
Under its terms of reference, it was
asked to consider the present and
likelv future movement~ of containers
by 1and to Webb Dock.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea
Province) -On a Doint of order, Mr
Acting Chairman, it seems to me that
Mr Know]es is traversing beyond this
clause in raising the question whether
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the project should proceed. That matter is beyond the parameters of this
clause and should not be debated.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
G. A. S. ButIer)-I agree with the
point of order raised by Mr Sandon,
but I have allowed the debate on clause
3 to broaden so that it does not strictly
relate to clause 3, because I assumed
that that would not happen on clauses
4, 5 and 6. It appeared that the Minister was prepared to answer questions
on clause 3 rather than waiting to deal
with them on other clauses. I will
allow Mr Knowles to continue.
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province) -The whole issue is about
the cost of construction and the Bill
provides no money for the construction.
I wonder whether discussion of the
costs can be canvassed on this clause,
which authorizes the Railway Construction and Propertv Board to undertake
construction of the Jine. I should have
thoup.;ht any decision to authorize the
board to llndertake that construction
must be heavily involved in the economics of the matter.
I simply make the point in response
to the Minister's reply that, unless the
thru"t of the report of the State
Development Committee h; accepted by
the Government. the oroiect will not
work. It will place Webb Dock at a
severe disadvantage to other docks in
the port area and it will fail to achieve
the very purpose for which the railway
line i!=; reQuired-to keep the Adelaide
trade coming to Melbourne.
The .clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without
amendment,
and
passed
through its remaining stages.
LAND TRANSPORT TO WEBB DOCK
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-By leave, I move:
That the ·following Order of the Day, General
Business, be read and discharged:
Land Transport to Webb Dock-State
Development Committee Report-To be considered.

The subject-matter of the item was
dealt with during the debate on the
Bill just passed by the House.

Land Transport to Webb Dock

The motion was agreed to.
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES
SUPERANNUATION (ELIGIBILITY)
BILL
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of the Hon.
R. A. Mackenzie (Minister of Forests)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province ) -The Bill was originally proposed by my colleague, the Honourable
F. J. Granter, when he was Minister
for Police and Emergency Services.
The Bill overcomes an anomaly faced
by the industrial officer of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, Mr
McDonald. The industrial officer joined
the board in March 1975 at the age of
56. He was not able to contribute to
the existing superannuation scheme
because the maximum age of entry to
the scheme was 52 years.
When the current scheme was introduced in December 1976, the industrial
officer was 58 years of age and was
still ineligible to contribute because
the maximum age was 57 years. Had
the current scheme been in operation
when he joined the board in 1975, he
would have been eligible to contribute
to the scheme. Therefore, because of
changes introduced in 1976, anomalies
have occurred.
The Bill was well in train when my
colleague, Mr Granter, was the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
Two other members of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board are eligible to
partiCipate in the superannuation
scheme. Thev must make the decision
about whether to take up that right.
The two people involved are Mr Ern
Johnstone, the President of the Metropoli tan Fire Brigades Board. and Mr
Rex Honey, an engineer with the board.
The three men may elect to contribute to the superannuation scheme
if they wish to do so from the date of the
commencement of the Bill or from the
commencement of the superannuation
scheme. If they wish to participate in
the scheme, they will have to pay 7
per cent of their salary to the board
dating back to 1976, which is the date
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the scheme commenced. In other words,
they would have to make contributions
to enable them to enter the scheme
even though they already have
eligibili ty.
I pay tribute to the expertise and
skill of the members of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. One is
inclined to take their services for
granted. Recently, I attended Government House when two members of the
service were awarded the Royal Humane
Society Medal and a commendation for
bravery under the Australian honours
system from the Metropolitan 'Fire
Brigades Board. The two officers involved were firemen G. Cronin and J.
Rodda.
I am sure honourable members would
recall the incident for which the
bravery of these firemen was rewarded.
When a young boy was trapped in the
fountain in the City Square, the two
firemen undertook the rescue, a
dangerous task which is quite apart
from normal fire-fighting services.
FollOwing the function at Government House, I also discovered that
many senior officers of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board will no longer
receive the Queen's Fire Service Medal.
Members of the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board and the Country Fire
Authority are disappointed that they
will not receive recognition in the
Queen's honours system. It is disappointing that fire fighters are not to be
rewarded for providing a sterling
service.
The 1981 annual report of the Metro- .
politan Fire Brigades Board listed the
staggering number of calls received by
the board each year. In 1981, the board
attended 33928 calls. The annual report
also reveals that the board has to contend with a large number of false
alarms. Admittedly, some of the false
alarms are caused by the lack of maintenance of fire alarms which develop
faults and are triggered constantly.
This is a problem with which the board
has to cope.
The board also receives a number
of other calls which seek its services
and skills. It receives calls to rescue
people from lift wells, shafts and buildSession 1982-67
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ings and to assist people worried about
animals and problems with burst water
mains, as well as escaping petrol and
gas. Obviously, the training received
by the officers of the board is suffiCiently high to allow them to cope with
these sorts of problems. Recently, an
inquiry was conducted into the proposed integration of the Country Fire
Authority and the MetropiItan Fire
Brigades Board.
The Country Fire Authoritv and the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade have two
distinct roles.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Mmister of Forests)-On a point of order,
I do not think the material being provided by the honourable member is
relevant to the Bill.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grlmwacle)-Order! I thank the Minister
for drawing that to my attention. I was
wondering whether Mr Reid would relate the amalgamation of the two services with the superannuation scheme.
I suggest that he confine his remarks
to the Bill.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I am pleased that this has been
brought to my attention because if the
Country Fire Authority and Melbourne
Fire Brigade were amalgamated, the
provisions of the Bill would apply to
all personnel, even new people coming
in, who would become eligible to join
the superannuation fund. I am canvassing the issue of our opposition ,to the
proposed amalgamation. The skills of
each fire service that have developed
over a period of time are quite distinct and separate.
The Opposition does not oppose the
Bill. As I said earlier, it was initally
proposed by my former colleague '~ho
picked up an anomaly. It has raised
the matter of a couole of other key
personnel in the Melbourne Fire Brigades Board who are also interested
and could, in the future. include additional specialist staff that the Melbourne Fire Brigade wishes to admit.
It may be that the board wishes to
attract someone with technical expertise in a certain field who wants to
move into the fire brigade service and
who is over the age of eligibility. They
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could still buy their way into the super- the House is that, as a result of it,
annuation scheme by this measure, but thousands of people concerned with
they would have to pay the 7 per cent early childhood development in Vicmade up from their salaries. They toria have lost their confidence in the
would contribute 7 per cent and' the Minister and no longer have the trust
12 per cent would be made up by the that they once had in him. They conboard. The Opposition supports the sider that they have been betrayed and
that the guarantees given and the commeasure.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North mitments made have been dishonoured.
Eastern Province) -This small Bill The Institute of Early Childhood Develdeals with only three people. An im- opment, with a proud history and sigportant point that the House should nific'ant record in the delivery of service
always keep in mind is that, even if and training of teachers in early childthe numbers are small, the principle hood development and in allied fields,
remains. Parliament should devote its is now being put at serious risk. They
attention to repairing anomalies such believe that, instead of a promised
as these that arise. On that basis, the federation of equals, even though difNational Party is pleased to support ferent in size, the larger of the two
the Bill. Mr Reid has explained the bodies will now be in a position to
workings of it most adequately and swallow the smaller.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-That is not
pointed out that it will be optional
for ~he three officers concerned to par- borne out by the Bill.
ticipate. At least they are being given
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Mr Sandon
the opportunity to do so. It is my earn- will have the opportunity to make his
est desire on some occasion to canvass speech on his own; I will make mine
at length the proposed integration of as I see fit. Those many people believe
the Country Fire Authority and the the guarantees given to safeguard the
Melbourne Fire Brigade, but I will re- integrity of the programmes and
sist the temptation tonight.
courses of the two institutes that are
subject to this amalgamation canThe motion was agreed to.
not now be guaranteed at all. They conThe Bill was read a second time.
sider that this has now been put at risk.
The HOD. R. A. MACKENZIE (Min- The whole intent of the arrangement
ister of Forests) -By leave, I move:
was to create a loose federation of
That this Bill be now read a third time.
two institutes under a common council
I thank Mr Reid for his lengthy sup- with separate academic boards in a way
port of the Bill and also Mr Ba~ter which would ensure that the integrity
for his support of it to enable its speedy of the two institutions and their courses
would be protected and preserved. It
passage through the House.
was
envisaged that the two institutions
The motion was agreed to, and the
would continue to exist under an umBill was read a third time.
brella council which would have the task
of examining the courses of both, enMELBOURNE COLLEGE OF
suring the maximum advantage to each
ADVANCED EDUCATION BILL
and identifying areas where possible
The debate (adjourned from the conflicts could arise, where savings
previous day) on the motion of the might be effected or rationalization
Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for Con- undertaken in the interests of both
servation) for the second reading of bodies. They believed that was the
essence of the agreement.
this Bill was resumed.
They believed that was the underThe Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I regard the Honourable taking of the Minister and they beRobert Fordham, Minister of Education, lieved that was the position of the Ausas an honest, decent, concerned and tralian Labor Party. Furthermore, they
trustworthy man. I still say that, but believed, on the most reliable authority,
one of the tragedies of the Bill before that the policy of the Labor Party was
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against forced amalgamations. What is
the position now? The Minister knows
that under the terms of the Bill the
amalgamation in the form contained in
the Bill is completely unacceptable to
one of the parties; yet he is proceeding
with it in defiance of all the policy
statements the Labor Party has made on
the question of forced amalgamations
and in defiance of the policy adopted
by the Federal Labor Party as recently
as November 1982. The ALP then expressly stated that none of the nine uncompleted amalgamations, of which this
is one, would be pressed against the
will of the institutes concerned. That
was the policy of the Australian Labor
Party, reinforced and re-adopted as part
of its Federal platform as recently as
last month.
Why is it then that the Bill proceeds
in an atmosphere of suspicion and fear,
with the Minister knowing that its terms
are unacceptatble to one of the partners?
Why is it that the Minister continues to
press an unwilling institute into this
amalgamation despite the knowledge
that one partner at least has grave concern for the future of its identity, and
for the integrity of its courses? Why
is it that he proceeds against the wishes
of thousands of people associated with
early childhood development and preschool centres and kindergartens
throughout Victoria, of the committees
that run them, of the mothers who support them and their staff, and the Council, students and staff of the Institute
of Early Childhood Development?
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-There are a
lot of unhappy staffs with suburban
amalgamations. You know about those.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-We will deal
with that at the appropriate time.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-You did deal
with that at the appropriate time.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Again, I would
prefer to develop the case in my own
way, but I shall deal with the interjections if and as the appropriate moment
arises. Where one partner to an amalgamation opposes it and another partner
accepts it, it is a fair inference that the
amalgamation is only proceeding for the
benefit of the accepting party. Thus, the
Minister has felt forced to choose the
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larger institution as against the smaller
and to prefer its interest to that of the
smaller.
Neither need have been the case. The
loose federation which was envisaged
in early discussions could' have resolved
basic problems and provided a means of
meeting the funding requirement of the
Commonwealth Government and of preserving the separate identity of each
of those two worthy organizations to
the maximum degree.
I think the House would want me to
refer to some authority for the propositions that I have been putting, and
desire me to trace the history of the
matter and of the negotiations that have
taken place. On 15 May, the Minister of
Education wrote to the principal of the
Institute of Early Childhood Development and asked him to engage in discussions with the Melbourne State College. He said:
I am of the view that it would be to the
benefit of your college to explore consolidation with the Melbourne State College, to
develop an institute which will encompass a
range of educational activities concerned with
human development and having a special emphasis on teacher education.

He went on to describe the sort of possibility he envisaged and then stated:
In placing this view before your council
I should add that the essential element of the
consolidation is that there be one over-all
governing body but this in no way would preclude a federal type structure . . .

I think he means a federation. . . similar to those which have been successfully developed in Queensland and New South
Wales. I also unreservedly accept the conviction expressed by you . . .

That is the institute. .. and Mrs Farrance that any consolidation involving your college should preserve the integrity of the courses of study offered by the
college.

That is one statement envisaging a federated type structure-I hasten to add,
not an undertaking at that stage; but
in respect of preservation of the integrity of the courses offered by the college, there is an unequivocal acceptance
of the claim by the college and the interests associated with it for its protection.
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On the basis of those indications of
the view of the Minister, the Institute
of Early Childhood Development was
happy to participate in the consolidation committee which presented its
report on 13 August 1982. The report
is lengthy and I do not propose to read
it in full. However, if I am challenged
at any point, I shall be happy to add
further details. In the first paragraph
the committee recommended thatThe new institution should have a federated
structure and should be established under an
Act of Parliament in which each institution
is named.

There it is in the first recommendation:
That there should be a federated structure of the kind which the institute
itself raised the possibility, a structure
which the Minister had envisaged as the
type of structure that would meet the
needs! That is the recommendation-a
federated structure established under an
Act of Parliament.
What have we here? A single institution in which the smaller is swallowed
by the larger, rather than a federated
structure with full protection for each
component part. The second recommendation of the consolidation committee is:
There shall be one governing body charged
with the management and control of the new
institution with responsibility, inter alia, for
the allocation of resources.

There is nothing wrong with that; that
was the minimum requirement of the
Commonwealth Minister and one upon
which the State Minister insisted from
the start. There can be no query about
that.
The third recommendation is:
The integrity of academic programmes,
research and special services in the college
and in the institute, will be protected.

That goes to the core of the matter;
that is all that the Institute of Early
Childhood Development demands. No
one is concerned about the precise
words or the precise organization of
the new body, provided that it does
protect, in every way, the integrity of
the two institutions forming the new
one and the programmes and courses
of each.
The legislation should achieve that
minimum result, but anyone who carefully reads the Bill must recognize that
The Hon. A. J. Hunt
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it does not do that, and cannot do that.
as it is presently drafted. The fourth
recommendation is:
The establishment of the new institution
should be effected in such a way that the
rights and privileges of students and the programmes available to them, shall not be
adversely affected by the amalgamation.

That recommendation could be achieved
in a number of ways. The simplest
again is through the use of a federated
structure, which the very first recommendation proposed. Further on is a
reference to effecting the establishment
of the new institution in a way which
would avoid adverse affects on the
,terms and conditions of staff of either
institution, which is an essential prerequisite.
I do not propose to list all the recommendations, but I turn next to recommendation 13 which was that "the
college and the institute shall each
maintain a separate academic board".
A federated structure designed to protect the integrity of each institution in
its courses would obviously need two
academic boards. Without that, it
would not be a federation; without that,
there would be no guarantee that the
protection, which each of those bodies
is entitled to, would in fact exist.
That is at the crux of the reports; it
is at the crux of making a federated
system work; it is at the crux of protecting the integrity of the two institutions and their courses not only for
today but also for the future.
I venture to say that almost everyone
concerned with the amalgamation is
more concerned about what will happen
in 2, 10, 20 and 40 years than they are
about this year and the next alone. So
they should be. Once the Bill takes
effect, the amalgamation will the in
essence irreversible and thus the greatest pains must be taken to ensure
that it is properly effected in the first
instance so that the new college will be
in a position to care sensitively for the
aspirations, wishes and needs of the
two constituent institutions and all
those who comprise each of them, those
who support them and those who have
had long associations with them.
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Surely, that is not too much to ask.
Surely, if, as has occurred, the Minister of Education has been challenged
on his failure to carry out the undertakings that he has given, the expectations
that he has created and the commitments that he has made, he ought to redraft the Bill in order to meet those
commitments and give effect to his
assurances and undertakings and to ensure that the expectations created are
met to the greatest possible degree.
Again, no one concerned with the
Institute of Early Childhood Development believes the Bill as drafted guarantees that this will be the case. The subparagraphs to recommendation 13
recognized that the two academic boards
would allow the new council to plan and
to give appropriate expression to an
over-all educational philosophy and that
a major role of each of those boards
will be to maintain and develop educational programmes in their respective
and distinctive fields of activity. They
recognize that each board should report
to the new council and that it may be
necessary to establish a joint academic
committee to advise the two boards and
the council on the co-operative development of the new institution as a whole
and the national provision of its academic activities-The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Would that
have equal membership?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Not necessarily. On 17 August, four days after
the delivery of the report of the consolidation committee, the Minister of
Education wrote to the principal of the
Institute of Early Childhood Development, referring to a resolution about to
be considered by the institute's council
to implement the consolidation committee's report. It was noteworthy that
the Minister referred to the "Resolution
from the consolidation committee about
matters upon which agreement has been
reached". The Minister went on to say:
I am writing to advise your council that consistent with the resolution forwarded by Mr
Smith-

who was chairman of the consolidation
committeeI will ensure that enabling legislation will
embody agreements already reached, and any
subsequent agreements with the Government
will also be incorporated.
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On 19 August, the chairman of the
institute wrote back to the Minister,
somewhat cautiously. I am sure that he
did not doubt in any way the assurance
given in the letter of 17 August but he
was cautious about it. He said that the
council, under duress and preferring to
remain autonomous, had agreed to
amalgamate under the heads of agreement to which I have referred provided
that resolution was reached on the
composition of the council of the new
institution:
The Council further resolved that its agreement was conditional upon acknowledgement
being received from you-

That is, the Minister. . . that all of the attached heads of agreement will be incorporated in the enabling
legislation and that the final agreement reached
between the two institutions be a public
document . . .

On 26 August, the Minister replied to
the chairman of the institute, adviSing
him that he had informed Senator Peter
Baume, Minister for Education in the
Federal Government, that the councils
of the institute and the State College of
Victoria, Melbourne, had agreed to
amalgamate under the following conditions and that the Victorian Government
had agreed to effect the amalgamation
by introducing the necessary legislative
measure in the forthcoming session of
Parliament, namely:
1. That there be one governing body charged
with the management and control of the new
institu tion.

2. Such governing body shall have responsibility for the allocation of resources, but
within that respect, will ensure that the
integrity of the courses of the two separate
institutions and the rights of students and
staff presently existent in the two institutions
will be fully maintained and protected.

The Minister went on to say:
I am pleased to advise you further that the
principle of two academic boards acting under
the direction of, and responsible to, the council
of the new institution is acceptable to the
Government.

There it is. The Minister of Education
is adopting the federated structure
sought by the institute and provided for
in the recommendations of the committee, under the heads of agreement, as
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they were called, and in other correspondence. The Minister is clearly allaying the fears that the chairman of the
institute raised in the letter of 19
August.
That is not what the Bill now does.
The Bill walks away from it. Is it any
wonder that those thousands of people
associated with early childhood development in the State feel let down by the
Minister and by the Government? I am
perhaps more charitable than they and
understand that the Minister, busy as
he is, has not been able to keep quite
the tight control he should have on the
way in which the legislation was drafted
and that he has perhaps become convinced that it gives effect to the structure he approved, when plainly it does
not. His own letter to which I have
just referred acknowledges the need for
the two academic boards to protect the
integrity of the two constituent parts
and their courses. That is an essential
part of guaranteeing that the two should
work separately, although within a
common fabric under one umbrella. How
otherwise than with a federated structure could these fears be allayed, and
the protection which t~e institute sought
be guaranteed? The Minister went on
to say:
I have received a reply from Senator Baume
in which he has stated that he regards the
proposal as meeting the Commonwealth Government's conditions regarding consolidation.

If the Minister had proceeded as he had

indicated to the institute and to the
Commonwealth Minister, the funding
requirements of the Commonwealth
Government would clearly have been
met, and there need have been no concern about any possible loss of revenue.
There was not the slightest doubt as to
the future flow of funds to the new
council of the federated body.
Instead, the Bill has regressed to a
one-unit council without the protection
sought for the two separate bodies. It
was unnecessary for the Government to
act in that way. The whole purpose of
the amalgamation exercise was simply
to meet requirements laid down by the
Commonwealth Government. Those requirements were satisfied by federation,
The Hon. A. J. Hunt
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rather than the more complete level of
amalgamation now provided for in the
Bill.

The letter went on to state:
Senator Baume also stated that in the light
of my advice, which was forwarded to the
Commonwealth Tertiary Education Commission
through the Victorian Post-Secondary Education Commission, the CTEC has informed him
that it will be recommending funds for the
amalgamated institution in Volume 3 of its
Report for 1982-84 Triennum.

There again, there is no doubt about the
funds flowing.
On 1 December, when the Bill had
been presented, the Chairman of the
Council of the Institute of Early Childhood Development wrote to the
Minister, aghast at the draft, indicating
that his council found it unacceptable
on three major grounds. The letter
stated that:
In the first instance, the legislation as drafted
does not provide for a federated structure
which recognizes the distinct nature of that
part of the new institution derived from the
I.E.C.D. and the distinct nature of the part
derived from Melbourne State College.
The second major reason for judging the
draft legislation unacceptable relates to council's attitude to the need for two academic
boards. The I.E.C.D. Council has maintained
that the part of the new institution derived
from Melbourne State College and the part
derived from the ·I.E.C.D. should each have a
separate Board reporting to council. Each
board would be responsible, subject to the overriding control of council in extraordinary circumstances, for the areas which belong to its
distinctive field of activity.

The institute put those views very
clearly for the very reasons that I have
given.
The letter thirdly raises a query as to
the composition of the council, which
did not appear to the Institute of
Early Childhood Development to be
adequately settled to protect its
interests a,nd those of the Health Commission, with which it has always been
associated.
The sitting was suspended at 6.33
p.m. until 8.8 p.m.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-To remedy
the deficiencies I have already outlined,
to provide the protection which the
Institute of Early Childhood Development, understandably, seeks and to
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honour the commitments made by the
Minister, I propose in the Committee
stage to move a series of 52 amendments to this measure, and have supplied copies of them to the spokesmen
for the other two parties.
I realize that the thought of 52
amendments to a Bill may strike some
horror into the hearts of at least a few
honourable members at this stage of the
sessional period. However, I hasten to
assure honourable mem,bers that these
amendments fall into four simple
categories.
The first set of amendments makes
provision for two academic boards one
in respect of what is now Melb~urne
State College and the other in respect
of the Institute of Early Childhood
Development, to ensure that control of
each of those component parts over its
own courses of study and other services
is maintained. Only separate academic
boards can ensure this. Both boards
should have, as is now set out with
limitations in the provision for the
board of studies, power in relation to
expenditure of funds and the appointment of staff under delegation from the
council. Furthermore, both of those
boards should report directly to the
council, each informing the other of its
reports and recommendations.
The second set of amendments makes
prpvision for a joint academic commlt~e~. Clea~l~ ~her~ should increasingly
be Jomt activIties m a new institution,
and these should help to bring the
parties progressively closer together and
to!,ar~s integration wh~le still providing
pnde In the separate Identity of each
component.
The joint' academic committee would
pr~ferably provide equality of membershIp between the two institutions, although, as I have indicated in answer
to an interjection, that equality does not
need to be an absolute requirement.
There could well be some differentiation.
Representation of the Minister of
Health on the council is considered an
essential requirement by most people
working in the field, as they have had
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close association with the Health Commission over the years. The amendments make provision for achieving
that. The amendments envisage, ,in
addition to a director for a federated
institution as a whole, an assistant director for each of the two separate component parts. Each of those assistant
directors would have equality of status.
Those four broad sets of amendments
are required for the purposes I have
already outlined. They are also desirable on the basis of the historical evidence available as to experience elsewhere.
Throughout Australia and in many
other countries, college mergers have
occurred from time to time. Some have
succeeded and some have failed. A
number of such mergers have involved
institutes of early childhood development or their equivalents. In Brisbane
and in Adelaide, institutes of the kind
existing in Victoria have been merged
into larger institutions in the way envisaged by this Bill. These have given
rise to what are regarded, as disastrous
results by those practicing in the field
of early childhood development. There
has been a similar merger in Western
Australia which was generally regarded
as unsatisfactory, although perhaps not
disastrous.
The only satisfactory merger involving an institute of early childhood development so far in this country has
been in New South Wales where six
institutions joined together in one federation-six institutions with equal
powers and equal authority. They did
not become an amalgamated institution
in the strict sense: they joined a federation of the kind the Institute of Early
Childhood Development believed it
was joining as a result of discussions
with Melbourne State College and of
the work of the consolidation commit~ee. There .were six institutions of varymg types In New South Wales all involved in teacher training of one kind
or another; they have joined together
as a federation and the results have
been satisfactory.
The Opposition asks that the Government draws on the experience of New
South Wales and adopts the succes~ful
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procedure that was followed there; a
precedure which preserves separate
identities for the components, whilst
the umbrella council seeks the prospect of useful rationalization and
economies.
If one looks overseas, one finds that
teaching colleges were merged again
and again with other teacher institutions. These colleges lost their identity
and tended to lose the integrity of
their separate programmes and the re-,
suit has been that the quality of training
for teachers fer kindergartens, preschools and other centres catering for
younger children has deteriorated. The
result in Great Britain is that the process
is now being reversed. Those interested
in early childhood development are now
seeking the re-establishment of separate
institutes specializing, as does the' Institute of Early Childhood Development in
Victoria, in the training of teachers of
children of pre-school age.
How foolish we would be if we did
not learn from the experience of other
States and of Great Britain. How foolish
we would be if we made the same mistakes that have occurred elsewhere.
How foolish we would be if we embarked upon those mistakes in defiance of
guarantees, commitments and undertakings which would have avoided them.
How foolish we would be not to give
effect to the undertakings which would
provide protection for the separate programmes of the Institute of Early Childhood Development, and for its separate
identity.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-Get the
Commonwealth to change its mind!
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-I do not know
whether Mr Sandon -knows what he is
interjecting about. I have referred
already to the communications between
the State Minister of Education and the
Federal Minister for Education which
envisaged, at that stage,. a federated
institution and which was accepted
for funding purposes by the Federal
Minister.
'
If Mr Sandon is suggesting that to
adopt my amendments and to do what
was earlier promised would mean loss
of funding, I say to him that he does not
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know what he is talking about. In response to Mr Sandon's interjection, I
refer to a telex from the Commonwealth
Minister for Education dated this day.
The telex is addressed to the shadow
Minister of Education in this Parliament,
the Honourable Waiter Jona. It states:
I confirm that, in respect of tertiary institutions for which the Commonwealth has required
amalgamations, the Commonwealth's central
condition has been and remains that the
amalgamated institution be controlled by a
single governing body.

That is, of course, consistent with my
amendments. The telex continues:
That body should have full responsibility for
the control and allocation of resources within
the institution, consistent with the Commonwealth's objective of securing the most rational.
efficient and effective use of such resources.

In other words, all the Commonwealth
Government asks for is one council for
the component parts of an institution,
whether fully amalgamated or federated.
The correspondence I referred to earlier
makes it quite clear that Senator
Baume accepted the proposed federated
structure to which the Minister of Education referred at the time.
I have been invited by interjection
to comment generally upon the Commonwealth's policy in relation to
college amalgamations, but for the
purpose of this debate, this would be
irrelevant except in so far as it affects
the two institutions to be merged
under the Bill. I resist the temptation
to deal with that issue generally and I
resist the temptation also to traverse the
course of other amalgamations. I
believe such a course would be out of
order and irrelevant to this Bill. If,
however, other honourable members
seek some way of introducing those
issues, I will also seek to find some way t
with the indulgence of you, Mr President, to respond if it is ruled to be in
order.
With respect to this amalgamation,
there is no doubt that the party which I
represent has been absolutely consistent
in its attitude throughout.
On 5 May last, in responding to certain announcements by' the Commonwealth Government and as Minister of
Education, on behalf of the previous
State Government, I made it very clear
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that, although there had been discussions on many proposed amalgamations with Commonwealth officers, the
announcement of 30 April by the Commonwealth caught us with complete surprise in respect of the Institute of Catholic Education, the Hawthorn Institute of
Education and the Institute of Early
Childhood Development. None of those
organizations had previously been proposed by the Commonwealth for amalgamation. They were however caught
by a general rule which became an absolute one. No educational rationale was
shown then for this amalgamation, nor
has it been shown since.
I invited the Commonwealth Government to give reasons, or otherwise to
rectify the mistake. No such reasons
were given. On 21 July, between sessions of the House, I issued a further
Ministerial statement which made it
very clear that the Comonwealth Government had supplied no educational
rationale, and that the Victorian Government opposed the forced amalgamation of· the Institute of Early Childhood
Development with another institution or
institutions simply to overcome a mistake that had been made at another
level of Government.
Our policy was very plain and absolutely cons~stent. It was supported by
unanimous resolution of the State Council of the Liberal Party of Victoria last
year and by another resolution supporting the independence of the Institute of
Early Childhood Development, which
was carried by some 400-odd votes to
2 earlier this year.
Our opposition to enforced amalgamation, and our determination to stand
firm against these blandishments of
another level of Government were also
made plain during the State election campaign. The Liberal Party
election policy with relation to postsecondary education spelt it out, and
it was made abundantly plain in a letter
from me, as Minister at the time, to the
Council of Academic Staff Associations.
That policy has been maintained consistently since the election in public
statements, in correspondence with the
Institute for Early Childhood Development, by the shadow Minister who
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followed me in responsibility for spokesmanship on education in another place
and by me once more in this House
tonight. My party in this State has
always said that there should be no
forced amalgamation of the Institute of
Early Childhood Development with
other institutions. We have said that we
do not understand the educational
rationale for any such demand. As I
pointed out earlier, the Labor Party has
also claimed to support the same policy.
The Honourable Evan Walker, who
represents the Minister of Educatio.n in
this House, joined with me on the platform of Melbourne State College in
March this year and affirmed that the
Labor Party would oppose any forced
amalgamation.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-What is the
alternative?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-The alternative is the federation to which I have
referred. It is a simple, ready answer;
an answer which the Minister of Education in this State envisaged in his correspondence of May and again of 26
August this year. The Honourable Evan
Walker on the occasion of our debate
at Melbourne State College said that
there would be no forced amalgamations, and affirmed the need to protect
the integrity of colleges. What he said
was absolutely in accordance with
announced Labor Party policy.
I have referred to the policy adopted
and reinforced by the Federal Labor
Party as recently as November this year.
Even more recently than that, last Monday week, the Honourable Joan Kirner
was guest speaker at the Institute of
Early Childhood Development and told
the gathering that the Labor Party
would oppose forced amalgamations,
and that, if they were dissatisfied with
the measure, the way was still open for
negotiation.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-And so it was,
and so it happened?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-And so it
was? What then in fact happened? The
Institute of Early Childhood Development sought amendment of the measure
to comply with what it had been assured
in correspondence, to comply with the
7
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recommendations of the consolidation
committee. On that basis, the institute
was prepared to proceed towards
federation, albeit reluctantly, as the
correspondence shows. Their representative had negotiated in the light of
what they considered to be both an
agreement and a commitment, and had
asked that its essential features be
restored in the Bill. They have however
been brushed off. They have achieved
nothing: no guarantees, and no security
for the future.
As a result, I have received a telex
from the Institute for Early Childhood
Development council dated 14 December, stating:
On December 13, the IECD Council withdrew its conditional agreement to amalgamate
with Melbourne State College. The IECD's
amalgamation position will be reviewed by
council when legislation has been withdrawn
for. redrafting to provide two academic boards
and a federated· structure as agreed in writing
by the Minister of Education, Hon. R. Fordham.

That is this week. If ever there had been
an element of agreement, it has certainly
disappeared now unless the proposed
legislation is changed as envisaged by
the amendments I shall propose. Without those changes, there is no basis
of agreement and the amalgamation
must be regarded as a forced one, contrary to the undertakings of the Honourable Evan Walker, contrary to the
undertakings of the Minister of Education, contrary to the policy announced
by the State Labor Party prior to
the State elections, contrary to the
policy adopted and re-inforced by the
Federal Labor Party last month and
contrary to statements of the Honourable Joan Kirner last Monday week.
The Opposition looks to the Government to exhibit a sense of honour, and
to make the changes necessary both to
meet the reasonable and understandable
requirements of the Institute of Early
Childhood Development and to allay
the fears and concerns for the future
on the part of those many people concerned with early childhood development.
I have said very little about the
position of the Melbourne State College.
That is clear that the Melbourne State
College will clearly be the senior
The Hon. A. J. Hunt
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partner in any amalgamation of the kind
envisaged by the Bill, whether with or
without amendments and has nothing to
lose. In fact, in an unequal amalgamation, it may very well become much
stronger even under the federated
structure which is envisaged by the
amendments I foreshadow. However
amalgamation is effected, neither Melbourne State College nor those concerned for its future have anything to
lose. The whole purpose of a federated
structure is to preserve the identity and
integrity of each organization and its
courses. Thus a federated structure will
and should serve the interests of both.
We in the Opposition, therefore, urge
the Government to honour its commitments to give reasonable security to
both parties and to learn the lesson of
history by accepting our amendments
which ought to pave the way for the
continued growth of both constituent
parts rather than the gradual disappearance of one.
On the motion of the Hon. B. P.
DUNN (North Western Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
PAY-ROLL TAX (FURTIlER
AMENDMENT) BILL

This Bill was returned from the Assembly with a message intimating that
they had made the amendment suggested
by the Council on the consideration of
the Bill in Committee.
The message was referred to the Committee on the Bill.
Postponed clause 4, including the
amendment suggested by the Council
as made by the Assembly, was agreed
to.
The Bill, including the amendment
suggested by the Council as made by
the Assembly, was reported to the
House without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
HUMAN TISSUE BILL

This Bill was returned from the Assembly with a message relating to
amendments.
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It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this day.
SALE OF LAND (AMENDMEN1) BILL
This Bill was returned from the Assembly with a message intimating that
they had made certain of the amendments made by the Council and had disagreed with certain other amendments.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this day.
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DUTY
BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That ths Bill be now read a second time.

It is an important milestone in revenue
raising. It represents a major reform to
provide greater taxation equity by abolishing a range of existing taxes which
fell unevenly on the community, and
replace them with a broad-based duty
on receipts of financial institutions at a
low tax rate of 3 cents per $100.
The existing range of stamp duties is
a hotchpotch of measures which have
emerged over many years in Victoria
and other States. This Bill represents
an important step in reappraising these
taxes, both from the viewpoint of their
impact on the community, and, often,
their inconvenience and costs of collection.
In terms of impact on the community,
two of the most criticized existing taxes
are hire purchase duty and credit duty.
As they stand at present, these duties
further penalize the financially weaker
members of the community. Those who
borrow at interest rates in excess of
the prescribed rate, currently 17·75 per
cent, must pay an additional 1·2 per
cent duty, while those fortunate enough
to be able to borrow at lower interest
rates pay no duty whatsoever. This
clearly disadvantages those individuals
who rely, say, on finance company loans
to buy consumer goods or a motor car,
and those small .businesses, such as
home builders, not fortunate enough to
have access to the limited overdraft
facilities made available by banks at
preferential rates. In contrast, larger
companies borrowing at prime rates pay
no duty.
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Representations have been received
from many people, including the Australian Finance Conference and the
Council of Wool Selling Brokers criticizing credit duty. These views were
supported by the recent inquiry into the
Australian financial system which suggested replacement of existing taxes
with a broadly-based duty which fell
more evenly on the community.
The difficulty with some current taxes
extends beyond the uneveness of their
impact to their inconvenience. The
notion of people in financial institutions
and their customers licking and sticking
duty stamps on documents evidencing
financial transactions sits uneasily with
the realities of the computer age in the
1980s. A simple return system, as is
now proposed, based largely on computer generated d.ata by financial institutions has, notwithstanding the costs
of initial implementation, the potential
to provide a more convenient system of
taxation, both for taxpayers and tax
collectors.
The basic thrust of this new duty
outlined in the Budget speech remains
unchanged-that is, duty on a very wide
tax base, being the receipts of financial
institutions, at a corresponding low tax
rate-0·03 per cent, or 3 cents per $100.
At the same time, a number of existing
stamp duties will be abolishedCheque duty, and like duty on credit
card transactions, to be abolished in
two phases from 1 January and 1 July.
1983;
Hire purchase and credit duty, from
1 January 1983; and
Stamp duty on bills of exchange and
promissory notes, also from 1 January
1983.
Since the impact of the duties to be
abolished was uneven, while that of the
new duty is more uniform, there will
be winners and losers in the changeover.
The 'losers' will mainly be those financial institutions which in the past
have not been required to pay significant duty, or, in some cases, would have
been liable to pay but have avoided
liability by executing documents outside
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the State, more often than not, in Canberra. It is indeed curious that while
the Commonwealth Government has
just begun to react to the massive avoidance of Federal taxes, both domestically
and offshore, the major tax haven from
the States' point of view is Canberra
itself.
The proposed financial institutions
duty will of course produce a number
of 'winners' when seen in the context
of duties to be abolished. It is the case
that the deposit of a pay packet of, say,
$300 with a bank will attract duty of
9 cents, payable by the bank, but equally
the withdrawal of money by cheque
will, by the middle of next year, not
attract cheque duty of 10 cents each
time funds are withdrawn. Similarly, a
$300 payment of money owing on Bankcard transactions will attract 9 cents
duty, but the individual will not be required to pay duty of 10 cents for each
merchant dealt with, excluding the first
merchant, nor will the amount outstanding at the end of the billing period attract credit duty.
The major beneficiaries of the proposed changes will be those individuals
buying goods with personal loans and,
as a result of the exemption from duty
provided in clause 98 of the Bill, those
seeking to buy their first home on mortgage. For example, a person borrowing
$10000 to purchase a car will save $120
duty, while a new home buyer raising
a $30 000 mortgage and filling the normal eligibility criteria will save $91
mortgage duty. Monthly repayments
will be dutiable receipts of the financial
institution, but duty will be quite
modest. For example, duty on annual
repayments on a $30 000 mortgage
would be about $1.30 a year.
As I indicated, the more even nature
of the proposed taxation reform will not
be to everyone's liking. In considering
the inevitable complaints from some institutions regarding the impact of the
new duty, I would ask honourable members to consider carefully the spread of
the current taxation burden between
institutions and individuals.
Before looking more closely at the
details of the Bill, I would also like to
comment on what I believe may be a
The Hon. D. R. White
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unique characteristic of its introduction
-that is, the extent to which the proposed new tax has been the subject of
detailed discussions with many of those
affected prior to its introduction.
So far as Jam aware, this process
has not occurred before with major
taxation legislation. The Treasurer has
had direct discussions with a number of
industry
representatives,
including
members of the Stock Exchange, credit
unions and the Australian Merchant
Bankers Association and these have
been underscored by detailed discussions with these and other financial institutions by senior officers of Treasury
and a member of the Office of Management and Budget Task Force with a
background in the money market.
On behalf of the Treasurer, I should
like to take this opportunity of expressing thanks to those industry groups involved in such discussions for the most
helpful manner in which they have
approached these consultations.
The primary focus of these consultations was, as foreshadowed, the specification of special conditions to attach to
short-term money market operations. It
had been recognized by the Government, right from the outset, that the
application of duty at o· 03 per cent on
each receipt would not be tolerable for
the short-term money market where the
rate of turnover can be extremely high,
often within the same day. A range of
options was put to major participants
for conSideration, together with the
"theoretically" sound approach of an
effective annual rate of duty on each
transaction. While conceptually sound,
it was recognized by the Government
that this option was impracticable to
the extent to which it required the progress of each short-term transaction t(}
be tracked through the institutions"
records.
Clause 7 (2) of the Bill sets out the
resolution of this very difficult area.
Registered financial institutions can
elect to pay duty at an effective 0·06
per cent annual rate on one-third of
their short-term borrowings outstanding
each day. By so doing, they may avoid
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paying a flat 0·03 per cent tax rate on
receipts from each specified short-term
dealing.
This option has a number of practical
advantages. It removes the burden of
otherwise high taxes on those institutions with high turnover in the market,
yet, because it is based on short-term
borrowings of the financial group, including those outside Victoria, it
effectively removes what might otherwise have been a major tax loophole in
regard to interstate transfers. There is
some precedent for this approach in the
pay-roll tax legislation, which taxes em-.
ployers baving regard to the size of
their Australian, rather than Victorian
operations.
The reduction in the national tax base
to one-third for short-term dealings has
been made having regard to a similar
approach being proposed in New South
Wales. Effectively, this distributes
revenue in this area between the two
States which have the major portion of
short-term market activities, while
leaving scope for other States to introduce a similar tax.
This concession for the industry
would have been a hollow one had account not been taken of the situation
faced by non-financial institutions participating in the short-term money
market, including the inter-company
market. Such organizations, while not
liable for duty for receiving money,
would have been affected when they
banked the proceeds-say, of an overnight deposit. To ameliorate this effect,
c1ause 26 of the Bill provides for the
establishment of a short-term dealing
account at a bank by those who are not
registered financial institutions.
Eligibility for such an account is
determined essentially by the minimum
size of $100 000 for transactions of a
short-term character as set out in clause
7-being borrowings, the repaymelit of
short-term investments and the proceeds of the sale of securities held for
less than 185 days. The $100 000 limit
has been chosen, having regard to the
$50000 limit established in 1974 for
exemption of short-term money market
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transactions from some existing stamp
duties. Clause 97 amends this provision
to bring the two areas into line.
The restrictions on operations of this
account are limited only to those funds
which may be paid into it, that is, proceeds of deSignated money market
operations and transfers from other
accounts of the taxpayer, although a
power is now also available to prohibit
by regulation certain debits to a shortterm dealing account. Where the other
account from which funds are drawn
is a general account, duty presumably
will already have been paid when the
funds were deposited into it. Subject to
any regulation, funds may be withdrawn
from the short-term dealing account for
any purpose, and any credit balance remaining in the account each day will
attract duty at a rate of 0·005 per cent
a month.
To ensure the system is not abused,
the Government initially had required
an annual audited statement in regard
to each account verifying it has been
used as intended by the legislation.
However, the Government has now
accepted an amendment proposed by
the Opposition requiring only certification of proper use of the account and
has further acted on the advice of the
Opposition to close a potential loophole
regarding transfer of funds into the
account from interstate.
In regard to short-term dealing
accounts, the level of duty is significantly less than would have been the
case if the much less convenient approach has been taken of taxing shortterm liabilities outstanding which had
been brought through the account.
There will be close monitoring of the
operations of this provision to ensure
its equitable operation.
The combination of these two major
provisions, duty on designated shortterm borrowings of registered financial
institutions and on the credit balances
of short-term dealing accounts, is
intended to ensure the continued
strength and development of financial
markets in Victoria. When considered
in the context of stamp duties to be
abolished, particularly in regard to duty
on commercial bills and promissory
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notes, and the essentially free rein
given to short-term trading in securities,
the Treasurer is confident that shortterm market trading in Victoria will
remain attractive.
This has been 'enhanced by a major
concession on banking arrangements
now to be provided to non-bank financial institutions. Part IV of the Bill provides for a number of exempt bank
accounts for such institutions. Clause
25 (l) provides for exempt bank
accounts for non-bank financial institutions and for banks in respect. of transactions with other banks. Clause 25 (9)
extends this further to exempt from
duty the central banking operation of
a number of associations, including
credit unions and permanent building
societies. Dealers under the Securities
Industry (Victoria) Code who are not
registered financial institutons may receive a similar concession under clause
27 of the Bill.
The aim of these various provisions
is to structure the tax in as neutral a
way as possible by making sure that
non-bank financial institutions are not
disadvantaged by virtue of their use of
the cheque clearing system and to reduce the impact of mUltiple duty when
funds are centralized through a central
clearing account.
The concession on banking operations
by non--bank financial institutions will
affect the revenue estimate. Net revenue
for 1982-83 is considered likely to be
some $15 million below the Budget estimate.
Revenue as reported for the proposed
duty will also be affected by a concession now provided for Government
departments and local government in
clauses 29 and 30 of the Bill. This was
provided essentially as a result of an
offer by the Commonwealth to exempt
the Victorian Government from the new
bank debits tax. While reported revenue
from this particular duty will be lower
as a result, there will be little change in
the over-all budgetary position, as costs
will be saved on the Commonwealth's
new tax, and lower revenue from Victorian Government departments in regard to the financial institutions duty
will be balanced by reduced expenses
The Hon. D. R. White
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for those same departments. The multitude of Government agencies which
exist, other than central Government
departments, are not provided with this
concession.
The institutions liable to pay duty as
financial institutions are defined in
clause 3 of the Bill-the common characteristic being a person whose principal business in Victoria is the borrowing of money and the provision of
finance. For most institutions, such as
banks, money market corporations, and
finance companies, the basic feature is
that duty is paid on receipt of funds,
but subsequent cheque clearing activities do not attract additional duty.
Persons and non-financial institutions
outside the financial area are in the
opposite position. They do not have to
pay duty on the receipt of money, but
when they deposit it with a financial
institution, the latter is liable for duty.
The conceptual strength of this approach
is that it enables some sensitivity to be
introduced in relation to the activities
of non-bank financial institutions, particularly in regard to money market
operations, which may not have been
available if banks alone had been the
point of duty.
There is, however, a middle category
of institutions for which financial
activity is only a part of their over-all
operations-most notably the financial
activities of some large retailers as
credit providers. In these cases, the sale
of goods is often the main activity, and
to cope with these split situations,
special provision is made for their credit
activities only to be included in returns
for duty purposes, with banking of
credit receipts through exempt accounts.
Receipts in the course of normal retailing are not dutiable when received by
the institution, but neither is any concession provided if the proceeds are
placed with a financial institution, otherwise than in short-term dealings.
Two amendments to the Bill have been
introduced to further increase the convenience of its operation and to make
it more equitable. An amendment to
clause 45 now enables the commissioner
to allow certain non-bank institutions,
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undertaking large-scale financial activities, to file a return but not pay duty
directly where they undertake to pay
such proceeds into a non-exempt rather
than an exempt account. This provision
would be particularly useful to institutions such as the Gas and Fuel Corporation which would otherwise have to
separate their financial and non-financial
receipts for banking purposes.
A number of amendments have also
been made to the provisions regarding
pastoral finance companies. Under the
original provisions, pastoral finance
companies undertaking significant financial activities would have benefitted by
virtue of being financial institutions because the receipt of moneys for the sale
of goods would have been exempt, as
well as their banking. Non-financial
institutions selling goods, such as wool,
may not have enjoyed this double benefit. A number of amendments, principally to clause 25, correct this anomaly
by providing an exempt account into
which mixed receipts-financial and
non-financial-may be paid, but only if
the non-dutiable portion is removed to a
non-exempt account within fourteen
days.
To be liable for registration as a financial institution, dutiable receipts must
exceed $5 million on an annual basis, or
pro rata for a preceding month. Clause
33 exempts from registration those
with dutiable receipts of less than $5
million during the preceding twelve
months-and for whom receipts in the
preceding month did not exceed onetwelfth of that amount. Because of the
dual impact of registration with registered institutions liable for duty, but
having their banking exempt, it is
undesirable that there should be frequent switching between exempt and
non-exempt status. Accordingly, once
an institutIon is registered, it will remain so until its annual receipts fall
below $5 million or the commissioner is
of the opinion that they will be below
this amount during the next year.
A significant portion of the Bill is
framed to deal with depositors-that
is, persons dealing with a non-registered
financial institution. "Depositor", in
this context, has a very special meaning,
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and it is designed to cope essentially
with those institutions which might not
register and which thereby could gain
a competitive advantage over registered
institutions. It is not envisaged that
the clauses dealing with depositors will
be required to be used. Registration
provides not just the onus of taxpaying,
but exemptions are then available for
a range of stamp duties.
Within this general framework outlined above, a number of specific measures have been introduced to cope with
some of the special features of particular institutions. These are as follows:
1. BANKS
Banking operations, especially of the
trading banks, is a key part of the proposed duty. To ensure that the proposed
duty is consistent, so far as is practicable, with existing bank procedures,
clause 9 (1) provides that where money
is deposited for credit to a customer's
account in Victoria, then, for duty purposes, the amount will be deemed to
have been received by the bank when
credited to the account, and not when
it is actually received. In any other
case, the point of initial deposit is the
point of receipt. However, under clause
11, a counter transaction, such as the
cashing of a customer's cheque, or the
purchase of a travellers cheque is not
dutiable. Similar arrangements apply
to other financial institutions.
The basic approach that has been
adopted is that it is simply not practicable to seek to differentiate between
types of transactions-only accounts
have been differentiated. Two accounts
in particular affect the banks-a receipt
of money for cheque clearing and a
receipt of money from overseas as part
of a banks dealing as principal in foreign
currency, as distinct from such transactions with customers. Clause 18 (3)
(e) and (I) remove liability from duty
for such transactions.
Another characteristic of the duty is
that transfers between accounts attract
liability for duty. This is dealt with in
clause 9 (2). When funds are credited
to a particular account, it would be
almost unworkable to differentiate between funds which are transferred from
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other accounts of a customer rather
than from the accounts of other customers, or are newly deposited.
2. AUTHORIZED MONEY MARKET
DEALERS
The feature of the Bill which has
particular relevance to the authorized
money market dealers is the provision
of clause 9 (1). This provides that the
dealer receives money at the time a
receipt is recorded through an account
at a financial institution, including the
Reserve Bank of Australia, notwithstanding that the financial institution
or the Reserve Bank is not itself liable
for duty. This is to ensure equity of
treatment with other financial institutions which do not have the advantage
of these special banking arrangements.
3. CASH MANAGEMENT TRUSTS
It is a common feature of the operations of these trusts that funds received
by the fund manager may be transferred directly between manager and
trustee. To prevent multiple duty,
clause 18 (3) (j) exempts from duty
one stage of the transaction.
4. STOCKBROKERS.
Stockbrokers commonly engage in a
wide spectrum of financial activities,
and have a complex flow of transactions
for settlement of share trading and so
on. To reduce the impact of the duty, a
number of concessions have been provided. Aside from exempt bank accounts, as is provided for other financial
instiutions, The Stock Exchange of
Melbourne and its central fund's clearing role will be exempt from duty. In
addition, in light of the duty currently
payable on marketable securities, the
proceeds of purchase or sales of such
securities for clients, such as shares and
debentures, will not attract duty in the
hands of the broker. That is contained in
clause 18 (3) (i).
5. RETAILERS AND CREDIT
PROVIDERS
The relevant characteristic of this
area is the often complex interrelationship between the provision of credit
and sales of goods and services. Retail
activities are not themselves dutiable.
However, where a credit contract is
The Hon. D. R. White
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entered into, this will be regarded as
a financial transaction and receipts will
be dutiable for those retailers large
enough to meet the registration criteria.
However, the receipts can be banked in
a special account free of duty.
Similarly, where third-party credit is
provided, such as for Bankcard, Diners
Club, and so on, receipts are dutiable.
6. TRUSTEE COMPANIES
The special feature of the Bill in relation to trustee companies is that the
initial transfer of funds from a deceased
estate is not dutiable in the hands of
the trustee company. The Public Trustee is to be regarded in the same manner as other trustee companies for the
purpose of the Bill.
7. OTHER INSTITUTIONS
There are a number of other categories of financial institutions contemplated by the legislation-such as finance companies, money market operators, building and co-operative societies,
credit unions and pastoral finance companies. Many of the special provisions
noted above, such as exemptions for
banking, central funds management, and
so on, apply equally to these institutions.
IMPLEMENTATION
The Government is conscious of the
administrative arrangements which will
be necessary, for both taxpayers and
tax collectors, in setting up a radically
new duty such as that which is now
proposed. A number of speCial provisions have been made to ease the burden, and I believe it is fair to say
that an understanding attitude will be
adopted by the commissioner and by
the Government in the early stages of
the duty.
Part X of the Bill allows those seeking designation of certain bank accounts
simply to notify the bank or banks
concerned, and follow this up later by
procedures to have them approved by
the commissioner. In addition, it allows
taxpayers to make payments on an
interim basis for the first three months
from January, with final adjustment in
April. For those engaged in short-term
dealing and choosing to file a return
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I am certain that honourable members
based on designated short-term liabilities each day, clause 89 of the Bill pro- will support the henefits of abolition of
vides that the commissioner may accept some existing and inequitable stamp
a particular day of the week as repre- duties and their replacement by a more
sentative for those institutions which equitable and broadly-based duty on
may experience reporting difficulties in financial institutions. I commend the
the interim.
Bill to the House.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Three other interim provisions have
Province)-Tempted
as I am to move to
also now been included. The Bill has
been amended to backdate to 1 Decem- delay this Bil~ until some time next year,
ber the effective date for exemptions nevertheless I suggest that the debate
of those existing bank accounts eligible be adjourned until later this day. Therefor interim notification of exemption. fore, I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.
In addition, the Government has announced its intention to consider appliThe motion for the adjournment of
cations for ex gratia payments from the debate was agreed to, and it was
those institutions opening new exempt ordered that the debate be adjourned
bank accounts which incurred additional until later this day.
costs in the period from 1 December to
the date when the accounts were
MELBOURNE COLLEGE OF
opened. A new clause has also been
ADVANCED EDUCATION BILL
added to allow duty to be passed on
The debate (adjourned from earlier
to clients where existing contracts or this day) on the motion of the Hon. E.
laws would have made this difficult, H. Walker (Minister for Conservation)
or not possible.
for the second reading of this Bill was
The Bill also implements the Budget resumed.
decision to increase duty on the transThe Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
fer of real property exceeding $125 000 Province) -The Institute of Early Childin value.
hood Development is held in higher
The Government is very aware of the esteem than any other educational
implications for the community in institution or similar body in this
State. It is held in tremendously high
switching to a revised basis of duty. regard
throughout Victoria for the
It is considered that these are justified historically important role that it has
in light of the potential to improve the played in the development of services
over-all equity of stamp duties. The to pre-school age and other young
proposed Bill also offers the potential children in Victoria.
to make both revenue collection and
From the outset, I make it clear that
payment a more simple and straight- the National Party has solidly, strongly
forward process. While financial insti- and consistently supported the institute
tutions have been put on notice since during the many years of its operation.
mid-September that their receipts will
The Hon. D. 'E. Kent~1t had no
be dutiable, I am conscious that, while
success
with you!
the end result will be heneficial, the
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Some of us
transition may not be easy. Accordingly,
the Government has made considerable -and probably the Minister of Agriefforts in framing this Bill to listen to culture was one-did not have the opthe representatives of the banking and portunity of attending a pre-school
business community, to accommodate centre. To have done so might have
the particular practices of many finan- helped both of us. I am thankful that
cial institutions and to ensure interim children today have that oppOrtunity;
arrangements that allow a reasonable they gain tremendously from it.
degree of tolerance and understanding,
The National Party has been conparticularly in the early stages of im- sistent in its support for the institute
plementation.
since its inception and throughout the
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years of its development, and it maintains that stance. However, the Bill has
created something of a dilemma for the
National Party.
Mr Radford, who is interjecting, has
his head in the sand, as usual. Members
of the National Party are realists. Mr
Radford is politicizing the debate from
the outset. Mr Hunt made an emotive
speech-emotional, if honourable members like to put it that way.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Logical, I
thought.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-In some areas
it was logical, but Mr Hunt is a realist
and he knows as well as I do that politicians have to deal with facts and on
occasions must compromise.
The National Party has taken a responsible stance on the Bill. It has not
taken that stance for political gain. I
suggest that Mr Radford's stance has
been developed for political gain.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD
(Bendigo Province)-On a point of
order, Mr President, I take offence at
the remarks made by Mr Dunn and I
ask that he withdraw them.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S.
Grimwade)--I did not hear the remark
to which Mr Radford refers. The remarks that I did hear would not lead
me to take action. I ask Mr Dunn to
continue, and I ask Mr Radford to cease
in terjecting.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -The issue is an emotive one
for honourable members on all sides of
the House. I have some sympathy with
the Minister of Education in the matter.
He found himself in a position that was
thnist on him from Canberra back in
the days of the "razor gang", down
through the administration of the Victorian Liberal Government, and he was
left at the end holding the baby. The
problem for the Minister, Mr Fordham,
was to be able to reach an agreement
between the parties that would work
It is all very well for Mr Hunt to talk
about what we should have. The fact
is that the Minister had to try to reach
an arrangement that was in some way
acceptable to both institutions and had
some chance of working.
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The Hon. A. J. Hunt-This one is not
acceptable.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-As I go
through the Bill, I will examine Mr
Hunt's proposal, which is basically for
two academic boards. The National
Party believes the Minister had some
difficulty in reaching a compromise, and
it has tried to reach some proposal that
might work when this forced amalgamation occurs-and it is a forced amalgamation, as are many amalgamations.
It is the most unrealistic and disappointing decision that I have seen
since becoming involved in education
matters. The Federal Government is encouraging forced amalgamations on
some Victorian educational institutions
on the basis that it will create economies and efficient administrative procedures. I do not think this will be
achieved in either case.
Victoria was given an ultimatum. The
former Minister of Education was aware
of the ultimatum of the "razor gang".
As the Minister stated, 30 colleges of
advanced education were to be amalgamated with 'Other colleges of advanced
education and neighbouring universities
to effect these cost savings. During
1981, some amalgamations took place
and, on many occasions, the former
Minister of Education disagreed with
those proposals. Most of the institutions reluctantly resolved the problems
to achieve the amalgamations and the
results have yet to be seen. In Melbourne, the Melbourne State College and
the Institute of Early Childhood Development were the two outstanding areas
which posed some difficulty.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-What about the
Hawthorn Institute of Education?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-That is another area. Honourable members are
aware of the meetings that took place
with the Melbourne State College and
the problems of the Institute of Early
Childhood Development. The institute,
from the beginning, stressed its unique
role and emphasized that it wished to
retain a high degree of autonomy. The
National Party and the former Minister
of Education agreed with that.
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If one examines the actions of the
Minister, one realizes that he bent
over backwards to reach a compromise
agreement. The former Minister of
Education said that the agreement
should have gone further. That may be
the case and I hope an agreement can
be reached that will work for all parties.
The new Minister of Education was
placed in the difficult situation of trying
to resolve the ongoing problems. The
National Party believes there is doubt
about future funding if the amalgamation does not proceed in a form acceptable to the Commonwealth Government.
Admittedly, the Bill provides an acceptable form and this is true of the proposal put forward by Mr Hunt. If the
two academic boards proposed by Mr
Hunt are implemented and incorporated
in the legislation and agreed to in another place, it may not be accepted by
the Melbourne State College. I do not
believe the amalgamation will be workable under the terms put forward by
Mr Hunt.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-This is not acceptable to the Institute of Early Childhood Development.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-If we can
make modifications, we might be able
to take it even further. The Institute for
Early Childhood Development provides
an important service to the children of
Victoria. A report of the institute summarizes its aims as follows:
The primary aim of the Institute is the
initial and continuing training of professional
personnel in the education, care and development of young children. The activities of the
Institute reflect the belief that early childhood
educators should have close and co-operative
involvement with the family of the child and
with social and community agencies which
affect the development and welfare of the child.
Focus of Institute Programmes and Activities.
The child's physical, emoti9nal, cognitive,
cultural and social development. The interrelationship of family and society in the development of the child. Multidisciplinary perspectives in the education of the child.

This is a field which is far wider than
the pre-school system we know. The
institute currently provides a wide range
of services for Victorian children and
their families. With the changing social
environment, tremendous strains are
placed upon families. This will throw
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increasing responsibility on the institute
to provide the necessary personnel to
meet the emerging problems.
I have studied a publication of the
Institute of Family Studies, Discussion
Paper No. 6, concerning family and
early childhood development. That publication outlines the changes taking
place, firstly, with the number of family
break-ups and the effect on the children involved and, secondly, the dramatic increase in the number of dependent children living in one-parent families. Lone parents face additional problems and the publication outlines the
increasing difficulties associated with
child bashing, abuse and the additional
difficulty for children who have to fit
-in with changing parental structure due
to family break-ups and so on. Page 17
of the publication sums up the need for
early childhood development and states:
Knowing as we- do how unequal families
are in the economic and cultural resources
they provide, our goal should be to build on
each family context, assist parents in their
efforts to develop young beings with a sense
of their own self-worth. That can only be
done with concerted social effort in a time
where rapid social change leaves many parents
floundering and their children adrift. It is up
to you as early childhood educators to take
up the challenge 'and find new ways of involving the community in assisting parents.

That summarizes the need which exists
for the services provided by the institute. I commend the pre-school educators throughout country Victoria. Mr
President, you would be aware of the
many pre-school services and kindergartens provided for children. I have had
the benefit of experiencing the assistance extended to my three young children who attended kindergarten during
the past four years. This has been of
outstanding benefit to them. I cannot
speak too highly of the persons involved
in the provision of pre-school education.
I refer not only to the town of Warracknabeal, but also other country towns
throughout Victoria.
The aim of the Government to provide
one year of pre-school education for
Victorian children is worth-while. I am
concerned at rumours in country areas
that the Labor Government intends to
change the basic structure of pre-school
education. I am concerned that many
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pre-school centres are having programmes withdrawn and funding reduced because of. the reduction in the
number of children attending preschool centres.
That moves away from the whole
meaning behind the provision of preschool education and programmes for
children, regardless of where they live
in Victoria. The importance of the Institute of Early Childhood Development is
paramount. The National Party will not
accept a move that it considers will not
guarantee that the institute can operate
autonomously and continue to do so. If
the evenutual outcome of the Bill is
that the. services and autonomy of the
institute will be reduced, the National
Party will be the first party back in
this House to sheet home to the Labor
Government the need to change the
legislation and its direction.
The Hon. H. G. Baylor-It will be too
late then.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I do not think
it will be. The National Party will not
accept or tolerate any downgrading of
the institute. I put that ultimatum to
the Government, which the National
Party intends to stand by completely.
In my opinion, the Bill should never
have been necessary and should never
have had to be drafted and forced on
these two institutions in this way.
The Melbourne State College is
highly regarded in country areas all
over the State. It has trained many
teachers throughout Victoria and serves
many country students and will continue
to do so. It is a large, important institution and its rights must be protected.
I do not agree with Mr Hunt that just
because the college is big it can look
after itself. That is not necessarily a
fair assessment of the situation. It has
an important part to play in the education scene in Victoria and it must be
considered in that way, not as an afterthought as appears to be the case in
Mr Hunt's speech.
The attitude to the Bill largely depends upon whether one believes it
should maintain sufficient autonomy for
the Institute of Early Childhood Development through the structure that is
laid down in the Bill, or whether a posi-
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tion should be adopted, as Mr Hunt suggested, whereby two academic boards
are set up. The National Party has had
long and e~tensive discussions with all
groups concerned with the proposed
legislation. National Party members
have tried to modify that compromise
so that it will protect the institute and
be accepted by the Melbourne State
College. That compromise may be of
some importance to this Bill. I intend
to move a number of amendments in
the Committee stage and shall foreshadow the amendments in a few
minutes.
The first major amendment relates to
the board of studies of the institute
which was set up by the Minister and
that he claims will be provided with
rights almost to the extent of an academic board. It will provide a direct
link with the council and has specific
and far-reaching powers. This may take
on board one or two basic objections
that were raised by Mr Hunt. The
National Party considers the board of
studies may be a reasonable compromise that is acceptable to the Melbourne
State College, while protecting the institute. I consider that the academic board,
as stipulated in the Bill, will be stacked
against the interests of the institute.
One of the amendments I propose
to move in the Committee stage is to
clause 25. Its aim will be to insert words
so that the statute will provide that the
academic board shall be constituted of
at least one-third of representatives
from the institute. Clause 25 would then
provide that at least one-third of the
academic board must come from the
institute. That would give the institute
a reasonable ratio of representation on
the academic board. I agree that, under
the Bill at present, provisions relating to
to the board are wide open and the
institute could be disadvantaged through
the academic board by a powerful body
of this kind.
The other matter that I consider is
essential is to allow a change in the
structure of the college council to allow
the Minister of Health to appoint a representative to the college council. as
well as the Minister of Education who
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has that right under the Bill. The
National Party considers that the Bill
may work with those amendments.
They would provide an acceptable compromise. Even Mr Hunt would have to
agree that if his amendments were
carried tonight they would not be ac·cepted by the Government. The Government has made it clear that it will not
accept the setting up of two academic
boards. If those amendments were
placed in the Bill tonight, they would
be rejected by the other House in half
an hour's time. Honourable members
would then have to retreat to a compromise.
The National Party believes in being
realistic and trying to find agreement on
this point, instead of going through a
political exercise, which could well
be done. That exercise could not be
adopted by belting the Government and
the Minister on every matter in the Bill.
Surely, it is better to reach an agreement. I only hope Mr Hunt and the
Liberal Party recognize that it is better
to reach agreement in this way than to
head on a straight-out course of confrontation with the Government, when
we know that it will not accept the
provision of two academic boards.
The National Party is concerned that
the Bill needed to be introduced because
I am not sure that the funding to which
Mr Hunt referred is assured and
guaranteed if the Victorian Government
is not successful in achieving the
amalgamation of these two institutions.
We have been advised that funding may
not be assured and if this Bill, after
long and difficult negotiations towards
amalgamation, were cast aside in a conflict over an issue of two academic
boards, the result would be to disadvantage the institutions, particularly
the Melbourne State College, in funding
that would be vital for it in the New
Year. Parliament must be careful to
ensure that it does not jeopardize the
institution in that way.
I have no further comments on the
Bill, except to suggest that the action
being taken may weaken the Institute of
Early Childhood Development. I said at
the outset of my comments that the
National Party has supported the insti-
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tute 100 per cent throughout its existence. The National Party will continue
to do so. It does not believe the foreshadowed amendment will weaken the
Bill any more than Mr Hunt's amendments, which will be thrown out in another place, leaving the Bill as it is.
I also warn the Government that if
this Bill leads to any downgrading of
the institute, the National Party will be
the first party knocking on the Government's door, it will be the first to raise
it in the Parliament, and will force a
change to ensure that the Institute of
Early Childhood Development and the
Melbourne State College can operate
with as much autonomy in the future as
possible.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne
West Province) -It is important that it
is made clear what this Bill is about.
It is about the development of a major
new college of advanced education in
Victoria, made up of two existing institutions, the Melbourne State College and
the Institute of Early Childhood Development; it is about enhancing their
position in education in Victoria and
preserving their rights and protecting
their integrity. It is not about the destruction of either the institute or
the college. It is about their preservation and, out of this Bill, there could
come from goodwill on all sides an
institution that reflects the concern
of the two parties for the education, the
care and the development of youth, from
birth to eighteen years of age.
Mr Hunt and Mr Bernie Dunn are
right in saying that there are two questions to be answered. The first one is
the question of how the integrity of the
two colleges, not just the one college,
will be preserved under the Bill. I believe that will happen in several ways.
The first way is through the council
itself, which will be the overriding
decision-making structure. The decisionmaking power in the governing body is
the key to the future of the college,
despite the fact that, if one were going
to have a sheer numbers game, the institute has approximately 600 effective fulltime students and the Melbourne State
College something like 2900.
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The Government has decided that the
representation on the council of the staff
and the students should be equal. It has
also taken specific steps to protect the
nature of the institute. The board of
studies is not just an academic board,
which position I believe would be
weakened by Mr Hunt's amendment, it
is a board of management. It has powers
not only in the curriculum area, but also
in the area of resources and staffing. It
has the delegated power to match the
teaching staffing resources with the curriculum in the college and advice to
council.
It is also important to look at the
relationships between the council and
the board of studies. In the initial drafting of the Bill, that relationship was not
clear. It is now clear that the council
will have to refer any matter that effects
the institute to. the board of studies, and
that the board of studies will be able to
respond and also to initiate, in its own
right, matters for the council, and
the board of studies will have a member
on the council.
The protection of the special nature
of the Melbourne State College is not
as clearly spelt out in the Bill. Indeed,
the Board of Studies of the Melbourne
State College at its meeting today expressed deep concern that the amendments suggested by Mr Hunt might go
through, and was concerned about the
negative impact they would have on the
support of the Bill by the Melbourne
State College.
It is important in any amalgamation
tc! talk about controlling property. The
Bill clearly spells out the. continuing
control of the Madden Grove, Kew,
property, the Mooroolbeek Hall, the
Institute of Early Childhood Development and .the Grattan and Swanston
streets properties for Melbourne State
College and, moreover, in the debate in
another place, the Minister offered to
take the initiative with the Institute of
Early Childhood Development and the
Melbourne State College in the new
institution to look at the proper use and
development of Abotsford, which is a
magnificent site, for the full use of the
The Hon. J. E. Kirner
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institute. The other part of the agreement that shows the Government's good
faith and the Minister's good faith is
that clause 47 fully protects the rights
of staff.
The second question is a question of
what is a federated structure. There is
not just one view of a federated
structure, as Mr Hunt would have
honourable members believe. There is
more than one view of a federated
structure and the Government's view of
a federated structure has the potential
to create a collaborative decisionmaking structure, which is not present
in the Opposition's hierarchy or two
academic boards. The first point is that
on the council itself the two institutions
will have shared equal weight in terms
of membership. That is the first part of
the federation. The second is that the
academic board, which this Government
believes should exist, with a general
teaching and learning function, is not
the major decision-making body in the
structure.
The third point is that the board of
studies clearly protects and enhances
the role of the institute in the decisionmaking process and the Bill clearly
spells out the process by which those
three bodies will relate and be able to
develop a process of negotiation and
resolution and discussion that will ensure that in the future the two bodies
can work together as one.
On the other hand, if there were a
joint academic committee between the
two boards, or the board of studies and
the academic board, there would be
another level of bureaucracy that would
have nothing to do except to repeat the
debat~ that was eventually held by the
councl~. There can be only one major
body In any sensible decision-making
structure and that ought to tbe the
council-not an artificially-created joint
academic committee.
Both Mr Dunn and Mr Hunt have paid
tribute to the role of the Institute of
Early Childhood Development and to
the role of the Melbourne State College.
Both colleges have much to offer in this
amalgamation. The institute has the
ability to offer considerable expertise in
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the area of family studies and early
childhood development, which includes
not just education, but care.
The Melbourne State College has the
ability to offer a master's degree, a
broad expertise in general duties and
an established reputation in school and
community interaction. They both
specialize
in educa tion for
the
disabled-early intervention in the case
of early childhood development, and
continuing intervention in the case of
the college.
I hope the goodwill at each college
has not been dissipated by the very
strong campaign that both parties have
waged on this Bill, a campaign on which
1 congratulate them. If one is fighting
for the survival of an institution, one
fights hard either for the institute or
the college. But, with goodwill and with
careful provision in each of the areas
for the preservation of both institutions,
the situation will be reached that will
enhance the amalgamated institution for
the services of children and the teachers
and the parents in Victoria.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia
Province) - I was quite astonished at
the tone of Mrs Kirner's remarks because in previous debates before Mrs
Kirner was a member of this House, the
whole concept of amalgamating colleges
of advanced education was severely and
vigorously attacked by members of the
Labor Party. It is an extraordinary turn
of events to hear a member of the
Labor Party, which now constitutes the
Government, supporting the concept of
amalgamation. 1 shall have more to say
about her remarks in due course.
I should like to make an observation
that I believe is worth making. Australians enjoy probably one of the
highest standards of earlv childhood
education in the world and, in particular, Victoria has led Australia in this
level of pre-school and early childhood
education. Victoria has a highly-developed system in this area. It provides
specialized training of personnel and,
through the institute that has been
established for some time, it has produced not only the best specially trained
personnel, who have gone out into the
community for the benefit of the State,
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but it has also developed special programmes which have, over the years,
proved themselves and have been continually upgraded and refined so that
Victorian children can enjoy a high
standard of early childhood education.
By that, 1 do not mean just the preschool system, which is significant in
itself by the degree to which it has been
developed, but also the early intervention programmes and the prevention
and care programmes.
The quality of education in general is
something to be applauded and supported, particularly at this time when, as
Mr Dunn mentioned, so many breakdowns in family life are occurring.
If there ever were a time to reinforce
and support the whole structure of
early childhood development in this
State, that time is now. This is not the
time to consider mitigating the status of
the institute in any way. On reading the
Bill and listening to the words of the
Leader of the Opposition, there is no
doubt that that is what this Bill will do.
lt will destroy the quality for which we
have worked and strived for many years
in this State. It will be the first thing
that will bring about the demise and
the mitigation of that high level and
standard which we have striven so hard
to build up.
The people who have been involved
in the early childhood education field
feel betrayed because of the irrefutable
evidence that has been put before honourable members tonight, in the form
of letters written by the Minister of
Education. The Minister has committed
himself in writing to certain propositions which one would have thought
he would be prepared to stand by. In
fact, he has caved in very quickly in
the whole process on the terms of the
amalgamation. That is something which
when in opposition he criticized and
which he would not brook in any circumstances. What do honourable members find he does when he becomes
Minister of Education? He has got himself into the peculiar position where, on
the one hand, he has agreed to certain
terms of amalgamation and, on the
other, he has turned around and caved
in on the whole issue.
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The Federal Government brought
down its edict that there should be an
amalgamation of the 30 colleges of
advanced education in this State, for
reasons it put forward' and reasons
which the Opposition questioned. Mr
Hunt made it, quite clear that the Opposition was not happy with the process
of amalgamating these colleges. However, none of us can do much about
that. Therefore, the best process is to
accept that we have no choice and to
attempt to bring about the amalgations
in the best possible way in the interests
of all concerned.
There needs to be equality of membership and of education on the council.
That is ~bsolutely essential because, as
has been pointed out, we are amalgamating a fairly large college with a
fairly small institute and, to maintain
the quality of representation and the
status of those bodies, it is absolutely
vital that a federation-type structure be
introduced. It defies all logic to think
that the smaller body will not be swallowed up by the larger one and, unless
built-in structures are provided for in
the Bill to maintain the equal status and
autonomy of both the institute and the
college, there is no doubt that the fears
of many people will be realized and
those very special elements will be lost.
The federation would consist of a
single council with two academic
boards. I cannot see that happening
under the provisions of the Bill. I do
not think there would be, in any way,
a doubling up of the bureaucracy-I
think that was the word used by Mrs
Kirner-in the alternative put forward
by the Opposition, which is, that there
should be two academic boards, one for
the Melbourne State College and one for
the institute.
In answer to Mr Sandon, who is
interjecting, it is simply that the
academic boards have different functions and one can see that the board of
studies would carry out something of a
different nature. It appears that it would
be preferable for the administration of
both of those colleges to have two
academic boards. If Mr Sandon has any
other suggestions, I should like to hear
The Hon. H. G. Baylor
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them. The argument is having two
aCademic boards of administration of"
these colleges as against the structures
set out under the Bill. I will be interested to know whether there are
logical reasons for that, ,because I cannot see them.
The other part' of the federation
structure is to have a joint academic
committee and two equal assistant
directors. It is absolutely necessary to
have these two separate academic
boards so that the proper research can
be carried out for both of those
colleges and courses of study can be
charted for both of them. I do not
see how one academic board can do that
for both of those colleges, the pursuits
and courses of which are quite different.
It is extremely difficult to amalgamate
the Institute of Early Childhood Development with any other college. However, as I said, no one can do anything
about that prospect and we should try
to develop a structure that will retain
the integrity and rights of the institute
as well as of the Melbourne State
College.
One thing that has been quite evident
from the discussions that have taken
place so far is that the interests of the
children seem to have been forgotten.
Of course, children do not have votes
and, therefore, some people in this
Chamber may feel it is not so sensible
to be bothered about them. However,
someone must speak up on behalf of the
children of this State. More than 90 per
cent of Victorian children now enjoy
pre-school education and early childhood development services and the
degree of the prevention by early intervention and the screening processes are
enjoyed by a great majority of children
in Victoria.
The exercise is there to satisfy the
professions and the academics, and the
idea of wanting what is best for the
children of this State appears to be forgotten or to enjoy a low priority in the
arguments I have heard against the proposals that the Opposition is putting.
One cannot invest in a better resource
than the young. They represent the
generations to come, who will have to
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deal with a complex world. It is up to
us, now that we have the chance in our
hands, to set structures for the continuing betterment of education for the
young children of this State, to do so. If
we miss this opportunity we will set
ourselves back by years.
The Opposition will not be a party to
a measure that will bring about a serious
regression in the quality of early childhood education. We must try to convince the Government of the error of
this measure, but we should not like to
think that we were committing ourselves
to something that was going to be a
detriment to the children of the future.
Concern about this legislation is running extremely high in the community.
I shall read briefly a letter I received from the City of Knox, in the
electorate I represent, which states:
I write at the request of the Knox Combined
Pre-Schools Committee to express their dismay that the legislation, for the amalgamation
of the Institute of Early Childhood Development with the Melbourne State College does
not provide adequate safeguards for the future
independence and continuation of strong early
childhood training programmes.
The Knox Combined Pre-Schools Committee
represents some 1800 parents with children
enrolled in 29 centres. They are concerned
that the nature and quality of pre-service and
post-graduate courses provided by I.E.C.D. is
ensured in the future so that the excellent
early education programmes currently provided for their children are maintained.

That is just one of a number of letters
and telegrams that Mr Hunt mentioned
that many of us have received.
I remind members of the Government
party that the Early Childhood Association represents about 80 000 families in
Victoria, and these people are extremely
concerned about this measure. More
than 70 per cent of kindergarten centres
in Victoria have signified their dismay
in view of the promises made by the
Minister. They have felt let down and
misled. In other States where early
childhood services have been transferred to the control of the education departments, particularly in South
Australia, Western Australia and
Queensland, the pre-school services and
early childhood intervention services
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have regressed to a point where they
hardly exist in many cases. That is
certainly true in Queensland to a large
extent.
It is a pity that we are going to allow
a measure to go through here for what
I regard as reasons that totally lack
logic at the expense of the children of
the future. I find it insupportable and I
hope the National Party will see the
error of its argument. On the one hand
its members say they support the proposal, but on the other they say that, if
it does not work, they will come back
next year and tell the Government it is
not working.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-We are proposing a workable alternative.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-I have not
heard any argument to show that our
proposal is not a workable alternative.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-But it won't
be accepted.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Just because we think the Government will not
accept it, is that a reason for not supporting our own proposed amendments?
What we should be thinking about is
what is best for the children of this
State and the future. Members of the
Government party might consider supporting our proposed amendments because what is contained in the Bill will
bring about the demise of the college,
and the Opposition finds that that is
totally unacceptable.
I indicate my support for the amendments that our Leader, Mr Hunt, has
foreshadowed.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea
Province) -As someone who has done
his post-secondary education through
the college system, taught in college and
been involved in the college network in
Victoria for a long time, I understand
the concerns that people have about
amalgamations. We have a situation of
a forced amalgamation that neither
party wanted to have foisted upon it.
That should be taken into account when
considering the Government's viewpoint.
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It has already been indicated that the
State College of Victoria, Mebourne, has
3000 students and the Institute of Early
Childhood Development has about 600.
The numbers of support and teaching
staff follow roughly the same proportions. Against the background of those
sorts of numbers, it is understandable
that there would be fears by the
institute that it would be swallowed up
by the sheer weight of numbers in any
amalgamation.

The Minister has sought discussions
and has bent over backwards to allay
the fears of the people of the institute
in a direct sense by means of this proposed legislation. Let us look at what
the structure is, what is contained in the
Bill and what features provide this
protection.
Both institutions sought to have
the new college established under an
Act of Parliament, and the Minister has
done this. It was requested that the
institute and both colleges be included in
the Bill. The Minister has done this. The
institute is concerned to ensure that the
Bill provides for the continued quality
and integrity of early childhood training
programmes. The Minister has provided
for a board of studies whose powers
and duties are specified in clause 30.
It provides specifically that the board
may:
. . . discuss and submit to the council

Not to the academic boardan opinion on any matter whatsoever relating
to the Institute end in particular may make to
the council such recommendations as it thinks
proper with respect to studies provided in the
institute;

It may also oversee the courses of study

that are part of the institute. The only
requirement is that the board is required
to forward a copy of such recommendations or reports to the council of the
academic board, the body that covers
the whole college and not part of it.
This is the body through which the
Minister has agreed to ensure the continued quality and integrity of early
early childhood programmes. This is
what the institute has asked for, and
this is what the Minister has done.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon
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The House has heard from a number
of speakers from the Opposition that the
integrity of the college is at risk. This
statement is unfounded and untrue. In
the structures he has established and
enshrined in the proposed legislation,
the Minister has ensured that the integrity of the college will be continued.
The institute has expressed concern that
it is small compared with the Melbourne
State College and that this could
lead to its integrity being compromised.
Again, the Minister was particularly
sensitive to this issue, and the Bill
specifically establishes bodies and processes that are not warranted on the
numbers. As the Minister said, the
policy of the Government is that the
major bodies of the new college shall
include in their membership appropriate
numbers of staff and students from the
institute and the college generally.
Thus, there will be on the council 4
teaching staff representatives, 2 from
the ,Melbourne State College and 2 from
the institute; 4 general staff, 2 from the
college and 2 from the institute; 4 students, 2 from the college and 2 from
the institute.
The director of the new college will
be a member of the council as will the
assistant director of the institute, reg'ardless of his background. The academic board will also have a representative on the council, but no prescription is made of whence that person
will come. Provision is made for one
member of the Board of Studies of the
Institute of Early Childhood Development to be a member of the council.
Again, in terms of representation, there
is equality that is not based on the numbers attending either organization. The
institute has been specifically considered, is referred to and is given equal
grounding.
The Minister stated that four of these
Governor in Council appointments will
be drawn from the existing councilstwo from each. I quote from the Minister's second-reading speech:
The clauses which define the membershi,p
of the new college incorporate provision for
membership drawn from staff and students,
and for people with a special interest in early
childhood development, which are unusually
wide if the respective sizes of the two colleges
were the sole criterion.
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To suggest that the Minister would be not be to the detriment of the Melbourne
party to a downgrading of the integrity State College and would have the enorand the services of the institute is mous advantage of allowing the institute
to continue its unique work. Mr Dunn
preposterous.
said that, if the merger does not work,
Honourable members should note that the National Party will be the first to
the reason why this action has occurred bring the matter to the attention of the
is that an ill-formed Federal Government Government, but that will be too late.
has foisted this amalgam'ation upon these The institute is special and unique; it
two organizations. The Minister has has attracted outstanding people of
stood up to ensure that each organiza- world class in research work. Those
tion is effectively represented. Some out- people will not remain in an unsatisfacrageous com'ments were made in this tory situation. Those very special reChamber tonight ahout the Minister and courses and skills will have gone and
his role in ensuring that the integrity, Victoria will have lost something that
the services 'and the facilities of those is worth while.
organizations would not be impaired.
I do not intend to 'contribute at length
He has not aHowed that to occur and he
to the debate. I simply reiterate that, in
is to be congratulated.
my opinion, it would be a retrograde
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (M'Onash step to force this uniquely special orgProvince ) -The issues have been thor- anization into a structure ,which may be
oughly canvassed in the debate, and I detrimental to it and which may result
wish to make s:ome short comments, in its losing many :of its qualities. The
mainly because I have observed the in- fedeflated structure that has been prostitute over a number of years. It is an posed by Mr Hunt is entirely workoutstanding organization of world class. able and would enable the special qualIt is unique in 'character and is doing ities of the institute to be preserved.
valuable work, especially in the ,research
The HOIL J. W. S. RADFORD
area in respect of young children. It is
unfortunate that there should be any am- (Bendigo Province) --Honourable memalgamation. The institute should be al- bers ,must consider carefully Mr Hunt's
lowed to continue as a single entity. proposal of a federated form.Mr Dunn
Nevertheless, the amalgamation is to s'aid that the federated form may not
be acceptable to the ,Melbourne State
occur.
College. I ask why that is so. What disMy worry is that, under the proposed advantage would they see to themamalgamation, the unique aspects of the selves? I m'ake it clear that I have the
institute will be lost. It requires a special highest regard for the Melbourne State
type of approach. It is an institute whose College.
like does not exist elsewhere in Victoria.
An examination of the situation reIt is different from -any other college of
veals
that those at the Institute of Early
advanced education.
Childhood Development are specialists.
In the circumstances, the Govern- It has, as other speakers have said, a
ment should formulate a structure to need for a continuing role by specialists
allow the integrity of the institute to who are unfettered by any form of
continue rather than forcing it into a domination by 'another :organization, no
structure which may be adm~nistratively matter how good it is.
convenient but which will not necesI take Mrs Kirner's point that the
sarily meet the situation that the in- institute has an enrolment of some 600
while the Melbourne State College has
stitute is fadng.
an enrolment of 2900 and that there is
I believe the federated type of struc- to be equal representations of the two
ture that is proposed in Mr Hunt's fore- bodies on many of the organizations.
shadowed amendment is entirely work- Despite those assurances, I fear that the
able, would meet the requirements of role and the quality of the -institute will
the Commonwealth Government, would disappear in the long term.
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Mr Dunn, on behalf of the National
Party, issued an ultimatum to the Govern-ment for the future, but that is a
puerile threat. In a year or two when the
merger may prove to be a failure, I cannot see the Government, at the behest
of the National Party, trying to unscramble the omelette it will have created. I believe the federated form will be
the best form in which the Institute of
Early Childhood Development can remain as a strong and independent
specialist organization in pre-school
education and it will be able, in a federated famt, to retain its full equality.
A federated form will allow little opportunity for its role and its -course of study
to be undermined.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
com-mitted.
Clause 1 (Short title)
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) -I move:
Clause I, page I, line 15, omit "The Academic Board" and insert "Academic Boards",

The amendment is crucial to the whole
concept that I put during the secondreading debate. As those honourable
members who were present during the
second-reading debate would recognize,
the structure that I was proposing on
the basis of the heads of agreement, the
recommendations of the consolidation
committee and the Minister's letters
both before and after the event, was
that this was a federated structure. A
federated structure requires two academic boards: One in respect of the
segment now known as the Melbourne
State College and the other in respect
of the segment now known as the Institute of Early Childhood Development.
Without those two separate academic
boards, the federated structure becomes
meaningless.
I point out to the Committee that this,
therefore, is an important amendment
and indeed a test amendment, which
will indicate the feelings of the Committee on the general structure proposed
by the Opposition on this issue.
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation)-The Government
does not accept the amendment. It is a
test amendment that is the key to the
series of amendments that Mr Hunt has
foreshadowed will follow. During the
second-reading debate, I listened carefully to the comments of Mr Hunt and
to other members of the Opposition. The
Government does not accept the reason
that Mr Hunt has put forward.
During the second-reading debate,
Government party members indicated
the reasons for their opposition to the
arguments advanced by Mr Hunt. The
Government rejects the amendment.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -As has been indicated by
both Mr Hunt and the Minister for Conservation, the amendment before the
Committee is the crux of the argument
in relation to the academic board and
the proposal that two academic boards
be established.
During the second-reading debate, I
indicated that the National Party felt
that the Bill, with some modifications,
represents an alternative that is better
than the establishment of two academic
boards, which would be unacceptable
to the Melbourne State College and to
the Government. It is on that basis that
the National Party is unable to support
the amendment.
The Committee divided on the question that the words proposed by Mr
Hunt to be omitted stand part of the
clause (the Hon. W. M. Campbell in
the chair).
Ayes"
23
Noes, ,
17
Majority
against
amendment
Mr Baxter
Mr Butler
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
Mr Dunn
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie

AYES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

the
6
McArthur
Mier
Murphy
PulleD

Sandon
Sgro
Walker
White
Wright

Tellers:

Mr Amold
Mr Evans
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NOES

Mrs 'Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Guest
Mr Hayward
Mr Hunt

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Lawson
Long
Radford
Reid
Mr Storey
Mr Ward
Tellers:

Mr Houghton
Mr Knowles
PAIR

Mr Henshaw

Mr Granter

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) -The result of that division
has given a clear indication of the feelings of the Committee. However, I
propose to ask the Committee to divide
on amendment No. 2 standing in my
name. The reason is simple: Although
an indication of the feelings of the Committee has been given pursuant to the
Acts Interpretation Act, the singular includes the plural and the plural the
singular and, thus, the negativing of
the first amendment is not conclusive,
as it merely seeks to provide two
academic boards in place of one.
Although the first amendment that I
proposed to clause 1 was negatived and
the word "board" remains, under the
law as it stands, "board" can be interpreted as board or boards. Therefore, I
move:
Clause 1, page 1, lines 16 and 17, omit
"Board of Studies (Institute of Early Childhood
Development)" and insert "Joint Academic
Committee".

I indicate to honourable members that,
if the amendment is supported, I shall
proceed with the remainder of my
amendments; if not, I shall be reluctantly forced to abandon them as
their very basis will have disappeared.
I indicate disappointment that the
Committee has not adopted the
federated structure and I ask the
Minister for an assurance that in any
event the project will be monitored and,
if it appears that at any time the interests of the former Institute of Early
Childhood Development are not being
properly looked after, the Government
will take action to ensure the integrity
of the programmes of the institute.
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I regret to inform Mr
Hunt that the Government will not be
supporting his second amendment, but
I reassure him that the projects of the
Institute of Early Childhood Development will be monitored and tha,t both
colleges will be monitored.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Of course.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I give Mr
Hunt an assurance that the integrity of
both colleges will be assured by the
Government and any actions that are
necessary will be taken if there is any
sense of jeopardy for either.
The Committee divided on thequestion that the words proposed by Mr
Hunt to be omitted stand part of the
clause (the Hon. W. M. Campbell in
the chair).
Ayes ..
Noes ..

23

17

Majority
against
amendment ..
Mr Arnold
Mr Baxter
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kirner
Mr Landeryou
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Guest
Mr Hayward
Mr Houghton

AYES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

the
6
Mackenzie
McArthur
Mier
Murphy
Pullen
Sandon
Sgro
Walker
White

Tellers:

Mr Butler
Mr Wright
NOES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Hunt
Knowles
Radford
Reid
Storey
Ward

Tellers:

Mr Lawson
Mr Long

The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 2 to 6.
Clause 7 (Composition of Council)
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
J;>rovince) -I move:
Clause 7, page 5, line 28, omit "eleven" and
insert "ten".
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The amendment provides that, in the
constitution of the council, a member'
of the council can be named later who
will be appointed by the Minister of
Health. In order to do so without increasing the size of the council, it is
necessary to reduce the number of
eleven ,members stipulated to ten
members. Mr Hunt may have canvassed
this argument before. The basic reason
is that pre-school education in Victoria
is under the administration of the Minister of Health. The National Party
believes that responsibility should stay
with the Minister of Health and that
if there is a right of the Minister of
Education to appoint one member to
the council that right should be extended also to the Minister of Health.
A further amendment will be proposed
to the clause to give effect to that
purpose.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eias,tern
Province)-The list of amendments circulated to all parties yesterday by the
Opposition made provision for a representative of the Minister of Health to
be ·appointed. The amendment of the
National Party made available today
also makes provision for the appointment of that representative of the Minister of Health. In other words, the
Liberal Party and the National Party
are agreed and I understand that the
Government also agrees that there
should be a representative of the Minister of Health on the council, as the
Minister of Health has been responsible
for early childhood development for
many years 'and, naturally, has very
close links with the Institute of Early
Childhood Development and with preschool centres in the State.
It is a sensible move and one that
was proposed- by the Liberal Party in
the first set of amendments to the
Bill that were made available. The
amendment now before the Committee
is facilitatory only and applies equally
to the amendment that is proposed to
be moved later by the National Party
and the proposed amendment of the
Liberal Party. The National Party has
pre-empted the Oppos'ition by moving
the same amendment in an earlier part
of the Bill. The Opposition does not
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begrudge that and, if the National
Party wants to get its amendment in
first, let it do so.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation)-I 'am pleased that
there is accord on the matter. The Government will support the amendment.
It believes a representative of the Minister of Health is a worth-while addition to the council.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I move:
Clause 7, page 5, lines 35 and 36, omit all
words and expressions on these lines and insert:
.. ( ) One member shall be appointed by
the Minister of Education and one member
shall be appointed by the Minister of Healtth;".

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 8 to 24.
Clause 25, relating to the Academic
Board of the college
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I move:
Clause 25, line 5, omit "25. There" and insert
"25, (1) Subject to sub-section (2), there",

Until one reads the next proposed
amendment on the list of amendments
circulated in my name, this amendment
is confusing.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Jot is as pla'in
as a pikestaff.
The Hon~ B. P. DUNN-That lis right.
I t is clear when one reads the next
proposed amendment, as I said, although I foreshadow that I shall slightly change the wording of the next
proposed amendment to better clarify
the situation. It will read that the statutes shall provide that the 'academic
board shall be constituted of not less
than one-third of representatives from
the institute.
The Hon A. J. Hunt-As at least onethird.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I am 'advised
that the wording ,meets the requirements. It better spells out the intent.
The proposed amendment will ensure
that on the academic board a recognized proportion of the members will
come from the institute. The National
Party believes there was 'a real danger
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that on the board the institute may
not have a sufficient voice. Therefore, the most acceptable way in which
to ensure that the institute has a fair
say is to provide that no less than
one-third of the membership shall be
from the institute.
It is a safeguard that, when read in
conjunction with the other safeguards
in the Bill, particularly the board of
studies, will provide a degree of security for the institute and will give
it a recognized voice on the ac'ademic
board. I hope that through these mechanisms the institute will retain its autonomy in continuing its important programme. The institute is unique in
Victoria and it is essential to the State.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NoI1th Western
Province)-For the reasons that I have
put forward, I move:
Clause 25, line 14, after this line insert:
"(2) The Statutes shall provide that the
Academic Board shall be constituted of not
less than one-third of representatives from the
Institute." .

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Bastern
Province)-With the refusal of the
proposal for two academic boards, it
is clear that the National Party has
recognized that on a single academic
board with an institution as large ,as
the Melbourne State College merging
with a small institution such as the
Institute of Early Childhood Development, the latter could well be swamped
and the amendment provides that at
least one-third of the academic board
will come from the institute. Clearly,
it would be possible still for representatives of the Melbourne State College
to outvote those of the institute but
I sincerely trust that the representaIves of the entire body will approach
their duties in a bipartisan way.
Different members of different political parties have different views on the
~est way of putting this amalgamation
mto effect. Regrettably, the Opposition
has lost its argument. The argument
having been lost, it is incumbent on all
parties not to think simply in terms
of being representative of this former
institution or that former college.
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Now goodwill will be needed on both
sides. The Melbourne State College is
a proud institute with a long history
of faithful and effective service. The
Institute of Early Childhood Development has a grand record of 'service
in the community. The two bodies will
now be working together as one and,
although the objective will be to protect the integrity of the programmes of
each, progressively now that the Bill
is going through in this form, they will
have to work together, and I hope they
will. I hope jealousies and territorial
claims are forgotten as far as is possible. After a period of time, it may well
be that that will be easier to do. In ,the
meantime, the assurance that the institute will have, in the initial representation, at least a number that will not enable either of the two bodies to be
swamped out of hand, should offer them
some greater sense of security and for
that reason the Opposition welcomes the
amendment. ,It may not be the longterm answer.
Now that the new college becomes a
totally amalgamated body rather than
a federation, the time will shortly come
when this sort of approach-so many of
ours and so many of yours-will need
to be forgotten. The Opposition wishes
the new amalgamated institution well
and trusts that the representatives from
both parties will look upon themselves
in the future as members of the united
institution and seek to work together
for the development of the organization
as a whole. Unless that spirit is
adopted, it will fail. If that spirit is
abroad and if endeavours are made to
put those territorial jealousies behind
each other, this could well be a great
institution. That is the spirit that will
be needed. I commend the amendment
which may help in the early stages.
The Opposition does not believe it is
good; perhaps it is not even second best
or third best, but it will help in the
initial stages.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -The Government
supports the amendment. I am delighted
to hear Mr Hunt's language now, at the
end of this debate, because he began
this evening using words such as "an
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institute with a proud history is being
put at serious risk" and "the larger
of the two bodies will be swallowing
the smaller". I am pleased to hear that
Mr Hur.t is now becoming optimistic,
as he should, and talking of the two
bodif's working as one, and I agree.
Mr Hunt hopes they will work together,
each respecting the integrity of the
other, and I also agree. I am pleased to
note that, the debate having run its
course, there is now some optimism on
hoth sides of the House re·garding a
goqd amalgamation and a good partnership formula. I thank Mr Hunt for his
comments and indicate that I too wish
the new institute the very best for the
future. It will be unique and could have
an exciting and prosperous future.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-From the comments of Mr
Hunt and the Minister, it appears that
the debate may well be. drawing to a
close. At this stage I also wish the
new college well. I hope what honourable members have done here today
in trying to reach a degree of agreement will, through this amendment and
the other measures that have been canvassed widely, assist in the early and
difficult years. The National Party
wishes the Melbourne College of Advanced Education well. As I said a
Uttle earlier, the National Party will
be watching its progress closely to ensure that it works and that the rights
of both institutions and their important roles are well safeguarded.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 26 to 29.
Clause 30 (Board of studies (Institute of Early Childhood Development»
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-This is an interesting clause.
The powers given to the board of
studies are, if construed in a strict and
legal sense extremely narrow, yet, if
construed liberally and with the goodwill that I mentioned earlier, they can
be extremely wide. There is no automatic finance to the board of studies
and technically its powers are only to
oversee courses, to discuss and submit
opinions on various matters, to report
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on matters submitted to it and to forward copies of any recommendations it
makes to the academic board. On
finance or staffing matters, it may' exercise only such powers as are delegated
to it, which, of course, could be none.
It is also able to exercise any other
powers delegated to it under the Act
or the regulations. I know of none under
the Act, and the regulations have not
yet been thought through or foreshadowed. I do not believe it is the
precise legal wording of this provision
that matters. Rather it is the spirit
in which it is administered, and I ask
that the liberal interpretation be
adopted rather than the narrow and
legal interpretation. I hope the council
would, of its own motion, ensure that
the board of studies is given ample
powers and authority in a way that recognizes the special role of the institute.
I hope the Minister will talk to the
appointees and indicate his expectation
that this will be done. I believe that
would set off the new board and the
new college on a proper footing.
This board of studies, in the early
days of an amalgamation where there
could easily be an element of suspicion by one side or the other or perhaps by both, will need to have some
confidence in a degree of autonomy
and believe that it is able to safeguard
the courses which honourable members
on all sides of the Chamber have indicated should be safeguarded. As trust
grows and as the sense of the identity
of the total college is built, that need
may become less but in the early years
it will be extremely important.
Firstly, I ask the Minister to use his
influence to ensure that his colleague,
the Minister of Education, takes the
approach I have suggested. Secondly,
I urge that the &cademic board and the
council of the new college to adopt
the liberal approach that I have commended. Thirdly, I ask that . the Minister of Education make a request to
the Victorian Post-Secondary Education
Commission to monitor the way in
which this works and to give every
encouragement it can to the liberal and
co-operative approach, and that the
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Post-Secondary Education Commission
be asked furt.her to report to the Minister on the deficiencies, if any, that
occur so that he can take steps to
overcome them, whether through the
use of influence or- changes to the legislation or regulations.
If those undertakings are given now,
I am sure that those involved in the
institute who may be uneasy about the
form of the Bill will at least be somewhat relieved. The Minister will realize
that the unease that has occurred has
been damaging to morale. Firm undertakings by the Government for support
and encouragement are needed to ensure that the important role to be
carried out and the integrity of the
programme and courses are protected.
Those undertakings ought to be given at
this moment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -I have noted carefully the comments of Mr Hunt and I
thank him for them. I indicate that they
are in accord with my own views and
the views of the Government. I will
undertake to transfer the comments to
the Minister of Education and, if necessary, to reassure the honourablemember in a second fashion that the Government is in accord with the sentiments
he so ably expressed.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 31, relating to statutes and
regula tions
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province ) -The clause deals with
statutes and regulations. In the first
instance, the statutes will be the business of the new council. The regulations will be the business of the Government. I ask for an assurance that,
in framing any regulations, not only
will the new council be consulted but
also the two constitutent parts of it.
It is important that the consultative
spirit be restored and that both be
taken properly into account in the
formulation of the regulations.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Conservation) -I note the comments of Mr Hunt and indicate that I
agree with them.
Session 1982-68
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The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
MOTOR CAR
(GENERAL AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests), was read a first time.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of Forests) -I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

It contains a variety of unrelated
amendments designed to facilitate the
administration and enforcement of the
provisions of the Motor Car Act.
The major amendments relate to the
enforcement of the mass and dimension
limits prescribed for heavy vehicles and,
in particular, the overloading provisions. The Act prescribes maximum
mass and dimension limits for motor
cars, which have particular application
to transport vehicles. The purpose of
these limits is to minimize damage to
the roads and to ensure the safe operation of heavy vehicles.
The Act currently empowers enforcement officers to request the driver
of a vehicle to allow his vehicle to be
weighed on a portable weighing device
or to take his vehicle to a weighbridge
and to allow it to be weighed. Failure
to comply with such a request attracts
a penalty of $2000 or imprisonment for
seven days. Where the mass limits are
exceeded, a penalty of $360 plus $80
for each tonne in excess of the limit
applies.

Officers of the Country Roads Board
and the Transport Regulation Board
are primarily responsible for the enforcement of these provisions but they
are continually experiencing difficulties
caused by truck drivers exploiting anomalies in the legislation in order to
avoid having their vehicles weighed and
thereby incurring substantial oenalties.
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Three principal means of evading a
requirement to weigh a vehicle have
been employed by truck drivers at
various times. Firstly, if a vehicle is
stationary at the time of interception
and the Hdriver" is not seated in the
cabin, the courts have ruled that no
person is the "driver" of the vehicle at
that time and, -because a request must
be made of the driver, a valid request
to weigh cannot be made. Further, there
have been instances of the driver running from the scene in order that a
request to weigh cannot be made of
him.
Secondly, if a vehicle breaks down,
or a break-down is fabricated, en route
to a weighbridge, enforcement officers
have no power to move the vehicle or
to arrange for it to be towed to the
weighbridge. Also, in these circumstances, the driver may unload the
vehicle to remove any excess load and
thereby avoid a penalty.
Thirdly, the power to request a driver
to allow his vehicle to be weighed
applies only on a highway so that a
request may be avoided by driving onto
adjoining private property.
In all of these instances, enforcement
officers have no alternative but to keep
the vehicle under observation, which
often results in a farcical situation to
see who can outwait whom. In one
recent instance, such a charade was
maintained for three weeks.
In order to ensure proper compliance with the mass and dimension
limits imposed by the Act and to aid
the enforcement of those provisions, the
Bill effects the following amendments:
Firstly, it empowers enforcement officers to require the driver, person in
charge or the owner of the vehicle to
take or allow the vehicle to be taken
by whatever means, including towing,
to the nearest weighbridge. Secondly,
it provides that, if a request to take
the vehicle to a weighbridge is not
immediately complied with or the
vehicle breaks down, the enforcement
officer is empowered to impound the
vehicle to avoid off-loading. And,
thirdly, it empowers a request to weigh
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie
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to be made other than on a highway
where the vehicle has been on a highway prior to the making of the request.
The Bill also repeals a proviSion in
the Act which enables the weight of
goods carried on a vehicle to be determined by measuring the dimensions of
the goods. This provision has proved
to be of little value to enforcement
officers as, in most cases, the accurate
measurement
of
goods
is
not
practicable.
Further major amendments are made
by the Bill to the drink -dri ving J?rpvisions of the Act. These provIsIons
create the offences of driving under
the influence of alcohol or of a drug,
driving with a blood-alcohol content in
excess of ·05 per cent, refusing a preliminary breath test or a breathalyzer
test or to attend a police station for
that purpose and of being drunk in
charge of a motor car. The penalties for
these offences are severe and are generally similar for each offence. All
ofIences carry a higher penalty for a
second or subsequent offence.
The Act also provides that where any
person convicted of a ·05 offence has
previously been convicted of driving
under the influence, that conviction
counts as a second offence and the
higher penalty applies. However, there
is no such nexus between the other
drink-driving offences so that a person
convicted of exceeding '05, of refusing
a preliminary breath test and of refusing a breathalyzer test on three
separate occasions is subject only to t~e
penalties applying to a first offence In
each case.
In order to further increase the deterrent value of the drink-driving penalties, the Bill creates a nexus between
all the offences thus requiring the
courts to apply the penalty for a second
offence where a person convicted of
anyone of the drink-driving offences
has previously been convicted of any
of the other offences.
In enforcing the '05 provisions of the
Act, the police and motorists have at
times been inconvenienced by the impreciseness of the "puff-bag" type of
preliminary breath-testing device.

Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill
The "puff-bag" device requires the
motorist to blow through a tube containing crystals which change colour
if the sample of breath contains alcohol
in excess of '05 per cent. I thas been
the experience of police that, on occasions, a subsequent breathalyzer test
has not indicated that the motorist
should be charged with exceeding . 05,
thus resul ting in unnecessary delays to
motorists.
An electronic preliminary breath testing device is now available which indicates the actual blood-alcohol level of
the person tested and its use would
largely overcome these problems. Accordingly, the Bill provides for the use
of these devices by police at breath
testing stations.
As honourable members are aware,
breaches of the drink-driving provisions
carry a penalty of mandatory licence
cancellation. The Act also provides
that, where a licence is required to be
cancelled under any provision of the
Act, the court shall cancel all licences
and learners' permits held by the
offender.
Prior to the introduction of the proposed legislation, it was possible for
a situation to arise where a court had
ordered, for example, that a motor car
driver's licence be cancelled, but the
offender was still able to continue to
use the roads on the authority of a
motor cycle licence if the person held
one, or if he applied for the issue of
a motor cycle learner's permit. It was
considered that this situation was
contrary to the intention of the legislation, which was to prohibit an offender
from driving on the roads for a specified period following the person's conviction for the commission of a serious
offence and, in particular, of a drinkdriving offence. Although the amended
legislation has had the desired effect
of prohibiting a person convicted of a
drink-driving offence and certain other
serious offences from driving on the
strength of an alternate licence or permit, it has given rise to a situation
which was not intended in that, in some
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circumstances, it requires the cancellation of all licences and permits held
by a person convicted of a lesser
offence.
The Motor Car Act requires a court
which convicts a probationary licence
holder of anyone of a range of traffic
offences listed in the Fourth Schedule
to the Act to cancel his licence. By
virtue of the current legislation, that
cancellation also applies to all other
drivers' licences and permits which
may be held by the offender.
A number of instances have been
brought to notice where the holder of
a probationary motor cycle licence has
been convicted of a speeding offence
committed on a motor cycle, has had
his probationary motor cycle licence
cancelled and has, as a result, also had
his motor car driver's licence cancelled. If the speeding offence had been
committed whilst driving a motor car
on the strength of a driver's licence,
the penalty would not include the mandatory cancellation of the licence. As
this effect was not intended, the Bill
corrects the situation by requiring the
cancellation of all licences and permits
only in relation to the drink-driving
offences and certain other serious
offences.
In addition to these provisions which
require a court to cancel a driver's
licence, the Act also requires the Chief
Commissioner of Police to suspend the
licence of a motorist who has committed sufficient breaches of the road
laws to accumulate twelve demerit
points.
Prior to 20 December 1981, any
person who recorded twelve demerit
points in a period of three years immediately preceding the date of the
commission of an offence, incurred a
licence suspension of three months. Because of the terminology of the Act, a
Magistrates Court upheld an appeal
against a licence suspension although
the appellant had in fact recorded
twelve points over a period of three
years. The Act was amended on the
above date to correct this anomaly
and now provides that a licence suspension is incurred if a motorist records
twelve points in any three-year period.
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As a safeguard against a suspension
being imposed some time after the
motorist became liable, a notice of suspension was required to be served
within eighteen months of the date of
the last offence.
Experience has shown that, because
of delays in court hearings, which in
many cases occur as the result of adjournments granted at the request of
defendants, details of offences are not
recorded in the demerit points register
in sufficient time to enable suspension
notices to be served within the present
time limit. Further, the practice of
motorists who know that they have
incurred a licence suspension of changing their addresses and not notifying the
Motor Registration Branch and not
leaving forwarding addresses is becoming more prevalent. Suspension
notices thus cannot be served until the
person is located and this may not be
within the prescribed limit of eighteen
months.
It is apparent that there are two
avenues available to avoid a licence
suspension under the demerit points
system, adjournment of court hearings
and change of address, which are
effective because of the time limit
on the service of the suspension notice.
In order to remove this anomaly, the
Bill repeals the requirement for the
service of licence suspension notices
within eighteen months of a suspension
being incurred.
A further on-road provision in the
Bill arises from a recent court decision
which highlighted the fact that the
person in charge of a driverless motor
car which is involved in an accident
after rolling from a parked position
is not required to exchange names and
addresses or, where any person is injured, to report the accident to the
police. Such requirements only apply to
the driver of a motor car involved in
an accident. As the consequences of
an accident may be the same whether
or not the car is being driven at the
time, the Bill places the same obligations on the person in charge of a
driverless car which has been involved
in an accident as apply to the driver
of a car.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie
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The Bill also effects a number of
amendments designed to facilitate the
administration of the Act. The most
important amendment involves the
provisions dealing with the appointment
of a nominal defendant against whom
action may be tak·en to recover damages arising from a motor car accident where, amongst other things, the
motor car which caused the accident
cannot be identified, the driver cannot
be located or the driver is not covered
by a compulsory third-party insurance
policy.
With the withdrawal of all insurance
companies other than the State Insurance Office from the field of compulsory
third-party insurance, there is no longer
a need for the Minister to appoint a
nominal defendant in each case as is
currently required by the Act. When
there were numerous insurance companies in this field, the task of acting
as the Incorporated Nominal Defendant was rotated between the companies and the costs of damages
awarded were shared by the companies.
As the only remaining insurer in this.
field, the State Insurance Office bears
the total cost of damages awarded and
its officers act as the Incorporated
Nominal Defendant. Appointment of
the Incorporated Nominal Defendant in
each case by the Minister is thus now
an outmoded and time-consuming exercise. To reflect the current situation,
the Bill provides for persons who wish
to take action against a nominal defendant to simply notify the Incorporated Nominal Defendant that they intend to take action against him. This
procedure will be of benefit both to
claimants and the Minister and his
officers by removing an unnecessary
procedure from the litigation process.
Finally, the Bill contains two housekeeping measures to enable the prescription of seat belt standards by
regulation and the adoption by reference into the motor car regulations of
Australian design rules as amended
from time to time. I commend the Bill
to the House.
The HoD. N. B. REID (BendigO Province)-The Opposition does not oppose
this Bill. It is the sort of Bill that is
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brought before the House from time
to time to tidy up the Motor Car Act.
There are several amendments in this
measure. I notice one new innovation,
the introduction and use of electronic
preliminary breath testing devices.
There are a number of matters in
the Bill on which I wish to comment
because the Bill covers a wide range
of amendments to the Act. One of the
principal amendments is the enforcement of the mass and dimension limits
prescribed for heavy vehicles, particularly the overloading provisions. I am
aware that on occasions trucks are
overloaded, but one would hope that
with the increase of the penalty to
$2000 or imprisonment for seven days
for refusing to allow the vehicle to
be taken to a weighbridge or to be
weighed that truck drivers and farmers
would not be prosecuted by Country Roads Board or Transport Regulation Board officers.
I had some discussions with the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association, which has a particular interest in
this matter. Concern was expressed
tha t from time to time there are very
large grain harvests throughout Victoria and it is necessary to overload
the grain carrying trucks and cart the
grain harvest to a silo. My attention
was directed to a provision which
exists in South Australia which allows
for a variation of perhaps 40 per cent
over the normal weight to be carried
in a vehicle during the peak times of
the harvest, provided that the vehicle
travels at a slower speed and does not
do extensive damage to the roads.
The initiative of the South Australian
Government to allow the grain harvest
to be carried to the silo was commendable. One must consider the
border anomalies that could occur when
grain is being carried from South Australia to Victoria and vice versa. I hope
the officers enforcing that law do not
prosecute the farmers who have
occasion to cross the border with a
load of wheat which is above the
normal weight.
Clause 3 concerns demerit points and
the notice of suspension. The period
involved is eighteen months and no
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time limit applies to the notice of suspension.Honourable members will
appreciate that it is difficult to contact
people from time to time because they
change addresses frequently. Clause 4
includes a slight modification prescribing seat belt regulations, which must
conform to the Australian Standards
Association requirements. Clause 6 provides that the Minister will not have to
go through the laborious task of signing
all documents relating to accident claims
appointing an incorporated nominal
defendant. I am sure the Minister will
appreciate not having to sign hundreds
of consent forms.
Clause 7 refers to the duties in case
of accident of a person who leaves a
car standing on the highway. When I
first read that provision, I was reminded
of the television advertisement of Australian Associated Motor Insurers Ltd,
where a person leaves a vehicle and it
rolls down a hill and crashes into an
antique shop. The Bill provides that a
person in charge of a vehicle is responsible for any damage that might occur
when that vehicle is without a driver
and runs out of control.
Clause 8 deals with a new electronic
preliminary breath testing device.
Although I have not obtained one of
the devices, I have examined one. I
understand the devices, which are
manufactured by Drager, are in short
supply. Honourable members should
remember not to drive while under the
influerice of alcohol because the new
device is extremely accurate. It is
absolutely foolproof and much more
accurate than the puff bag. I understand the initial cost of providing a
puff bag is $1.20, whereas the new
device costs approximately $600. However, it can be used for many years
and will be able to perform hundreds
of tests.
It is estimated that the new device
will save the Police Force approximately $500 000 a year and will improve the accuracy of breath testing,
as well as implementing cost savings.
When I tested the machine, I had consumed one glass of light ale and one
glass of wine. The reading registered at
0·01. Judging by that reading, the wine
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must have accounted for the reading
of 0'01. The new device is much more
accurate and durable than the puff bag.
It is simple and quick to operate. The
breath testing station officers have been
concerned that drivers who had consumed only one or two alcoholic drinks
may become agitated because of the
delays when being tested en route to
appointments or business meetings.
Clause 9 deals with drink driving; it
is appropriate that honourable members are dealing with a Bill such as this
so close to the Christmas season. I
.urge them to observe the rules of the
road and have a safe Christmas.
Clause 10 refers to persons under
the influence of drinks or drugs while
in charge of a motor car. This includes
people in a· car park or some other
public place who may be observed by
police officers trying to drive a vehicle
while under the influence of drink or
drugs.
The Opposition does not oppose the
Bill. The innovation of the new electronic breath testing device will make
the work of the Victoria Police Force
easier, and I support the Bill.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province) -The National Party agrees
that the Bill should pass. The Bill
reveals some fascinating ways in
which people try to avoid the law. My
first reading of the second-reading
notes revealed the length to which
some people will go to avoid the law
and, if this were not the case, the
Government would not be required to
introduce the proposed legislation.
I was interested to learn about the
new electronic breath testing device.
I was once tested on the puff bag and
it failed to register at all. On that
occasion the police officer said, "This
is your Police Force at work. Please
do not blow too hard or you will break
the bag". I was a little concerned that
the second-reading speech did not
describe the test that may have been
carried out to ensure that the new
breath testing device was accurate and
that the reading is accepted by the
courts and is beyond dispute.
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No doubt, that has been done. If it
has not, it will be certainly tested
before the courts at some time by a
person who is found to exceed the '05
blood alcohol content limit by the new
machine. The Minister's second-reading
speech should have commented on that
issue. I should like to comment on
a licence being suspended if 12 demerit
points are incurred over a period of
three years. Certain motorists have
chosen' to avoid paying the penalties
that they have justly earned by exceeding the number of demerit points. in one
way or another. It seems to me that if
the eighteen-month period does not
work effectively in practice, it is because of subterfuge being employed
by motorists. Perhaps it would have
been more appropriate to extend the
eighteen-month period by two or three
years. Those who get away with it for
that length of time probably deserve to
do so for ever and a day.
I am not keen on the provision by
which a person can be dragged in after
any length of time for the committal
of a fairly minor offence. Perhaps some
limitation on the length of time would
have been advisable. I do not press
the point, but it is a matter of a minor
driving offence and I do not believe
a person should be hounded on the
matter for ever more. That would not
be the case with a more serious crime,
and a limitation should be placed on
the time for motoring offences, which
the Bill does not provide. It would have
been advisable to extend the period
from eighteen months to two years.
The other matter I found interesting
was vehicles that avoid being weighed
simply by being driven off the highway onto a private property. The
second-reading notes state:
it empowers a request to weigh to be made
other than on a highway -where the vehicle
has been on a highway prior to the making
of the request.

I stress the words "where the vehicle
has been on a highway". It concerns
me that that matter is not carried forward in the proposed legislation. It
simply provides that the vehicle can
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be weighed when it is not on the highway. Mr Reid made an interesting
observation that from time to time
farmers who are harvesting wheat or
similar crops put heavy loads on
vehicles. I know that some leniency
has been allowed in the application of
the law in those cases, the general
reason being that wheat is normally
carried in the summer season when
the road surfaces are much harder,
whether they be gravel surface or
asphalt on top of gravel. In the case of
asphalt, the foundations can generally'
take a heavier load, whereas the normal
weight limitations are applied in the
expectation of conditions other than
the optimum ideal that normally
occurs in summer. Therefore, it is not
unreasonable in certain circumstances
to allow for some degree of excess
load in the summer period for the
carriage of grain.
What concerns me is that under the
measure there is no reason why a
zealous officer of the law could not
enter a private propery to examine a
truck standing in the paddocks near
the road, which may never have been
on the road and may be loaded for the
farmer's own silo with an enormously
heavy load and, weighed under those
circumstances, the farmer could be
fined and the penalty extracted when
all he intended to do was to take the
load to the farm silo. In that case,
there is no danger or likelihood of
damage being caused to roads.
Although the intent of the proposed
legislation is spelt out in the secondreading notes, I am not sure that it is
carried forward in the Bill. I hope no
one in the law enforcement agencies
will take the action I have described,
but in the event of animosity existing
between a farmer and a law enforcement
officer, the facility is available for that
to happen. I hope it never occurs and I
direct the Minister's attention to the
matter because it may be an anomaly
and weakness' in the Bill.
The last point I make is that a somewhat better understanding of the legislation has been proposed. I referred to
a copy of the Motor Car Act from the
table of this House. It is the next
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best thing to a paper chase. The Act
contains so many amendments-the
copy on the table of this House is the
most up-to-date copy in Victoria-that
I consider it is time the Act was consolidated and reprinted. One would
have to be the proverbial Philadelphia
lawyer to read the Act. It is a disgrace
and it is time that the Minister's colleague considered the possibility of
reprinting the Act to provide a clean
copy.
The provisions of the Bill appear to
be reasonable and sensible. It is wrong
that any person can use a peculiarity
of the law to avoid just penalties and
Parliament should rightly support a
Government that cracks down on that
sort of practice in the motoring public.
With those reservations, the National
Party does not object to the passage
of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of Lands) -By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

In so doing, I thank honourable members for their support of the Bill. I
appreciate the comments made by
honourable members. A couple of minor
areas could present problems. I am
sure the Minister will keep the matter
pointed out by Mr Evans under close
scrutiny. I will take up the matter of
the Act being reprinted with the Minister and determine whether that can
be done.
The motion was agreed to, and thp.
Bill was read a third time.
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
DUTY BILL
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of the Hon.
D. R. White (Minister for Minerals and
Energy) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province) -I rise with some trepidation to deal with this major and complex Bill at the hour of 11.30 in the
evening, and in the dying hours of
Parliament. The reason I say this is
that this measure took 8 hours to be
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dealt with in another place and it was
hotly contested in many areas. Many
amendments were moved by both the
Government and the Opposition and
many speakers felt the need to involve themselves in the Bill.
In the interim, between the conclusion of proceedings in the other place
and my rising to my feet here, a great
deal of work has been done by the
Opposition, the National Party and the
Government, to see if we can reach
agreement, at least in some areas. to
ameliorate the more onerous conditions
of the Bill as they would have imposed
themselves on various sections of the
finanCial community of Victoria. I am
pleased to report to the House that
there seems to have been some measure
of agreement in a number of areas. This
will reveal itself more in the Committee
stage than it can in the second-reading
debate, and I would wish at this stage
to commend the late co-operation that
has come from many sections.
This Bill seeks to impose a financial
institutions duty on the commercial
world and on the individuals of this
State. It is a most dramatic Bill, and
the impact it will have, firstly, on the
revenues of the State and on the financial institutions generally, not in terms
of the volume of the duty that will be
imposed on anyone particular institution or on anyone individual, but on
the enormously difficult implementation
measures that will have to be worked
out by the various financial institutions
in order to implement the requirements
of the Bill.
It would not be putting it too
strongly to say that the financial community, by and large, is outraged by
the way in which this Bill has been
brought before them. Before I go into
some of the difficulties that will be
created by the Bill, I would like to
outline some of the problems that could
have been overcome if a little more
forethought, a little more consideration,
a little more respect, for what is after
all the motor power of our society, the
financial community, had been shown
by the Government, I would like to say
The Hon. P. D. Block
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this: This tax has the potential of being
a good tax. It has the potential of being
a broadly-based tax, at a low level
of impact on the individual or on any
grouping of individuals, and it attempts
to set out to follow the recommendations of the Campbell committee that
sought to set aside certain stamp duties
and certain impositions on credit which
is collected and given in society, and
to impose, instead, a broadly-based tax,
neutral in its implications-in other
words, fair in the way in which it is
imposed-and brought in in a way that
could be considered to be just and
efficient.
This tax has that capacity. Given
time, given a reasonable measure of
consultation in depth, given the chance
for the financial community to examine
the implications of it, to come back
to the Government with its suggestion,
to have the give and the take of the
very complex and difficult-to-understand measures in order to iron out
the various wrinkles in it-given all
that-it could be, and will be, perhaps,
eventually, an acceptable taxation
measure. But as it is being imposed
today by the Government, it is looked
upon with almost universal horror by
the financial institutions. It is a sad
exercise in public relations, because
there was a measure of ~oodwill on
behalf of the people to whom I have
spoken, both from the Treasury level
and from a business level. It has not
been done because the Government obviously found itself in an immense bind.
The Government first indicated in its
Budget in the middle of September that
there was going to be a financial institutions duty. The Government allowed for
it in its Budget, and in excess of two
months has passed since the time the
Government foreshadowed this particular duty to the time it is now completing its run through Parliament,
and, in order to complete its run
through the Parliament, the Opposition
and the National Party have facilitated
its progress through all stages. One of
the reasons we have done that is that
we know that the Government is in
such a financial bind that it cannot do
without the duty. Members of th~
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Opposition, and I speak for the
National Party on this as well, I would
hope, have conducted ourselves in the
most reasonable and the most responsible way possible, not only in the way
that we have accepted the measure in
both Houses, but in terms of the particular amendments that we have
devised.
It is not an exaggeration to say that,
up until 9.30 tonight, the 9pposition was still receiving representations from the financial community. I
will show the House the extent of these
representations. This is a telex that
came addressed to the Minister for
Economic Development, Mr Hunt and
myself, from the Chairman of the Australian Bankers Association. I will not
quote at length, but it states that:
Banks have been placed in an intolerable
position when it is considered that, as late as
today, fourteen days after the indicated introduction date, the final details of the Government's statutory requirements to apply from
1 December are still not available.

There is the crux of it. We have received telex after telex.
Here is another one, of almost equal
length, from Mr R. J. Hadler, Secretary of the Australian Merchant
Bankers Association, wherein he states:
To compound matters, draft legislation has
only been available on a very limited basis for
a day or so prior to both introduction into
Parliament, and the date, 1 December 1982,
from which the tax begins to accrue.

There is a telex from Mr J. D. Booth,
the Chairman of the National Bank,
which states:
The result of rushing this legislation through

will in our view result in chaos and confusion

in all areas of the financial community, which,
like us, would be similarly unprepared.

I am not going to bore the House
by reading endless telexes, but I have
them here to draw from. There have
been numerous representations, thick
files of special pleadings by people
who see themselves consumed by the
need to suddenly understand the most
complex matter that is going to be
applied retrospectively to the financial
community. It is the worst exercise
in public relations that I have ever
witnessed. It could have been a tax
that ultimately the financial community
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could have borne and accepted and
perhaps ultimately will, but only after
extraordinary
goodwill
has
been
generated.
The financial community has not,
until this day, any knowledge of the
impact this duty will have on them.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Let alone the
people of Victoria.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I thank Mr
Dunn for that interjection. There is no
question, in every way one looks at this
Bill, what the ultimate impact of it will
be on the average citizen of this State.
I have one telegram from a reputable
financial institution indicating that, in
its estimate, this measure will cost
every man, woman and child in the
State of Victoria $50 a year, so I thank
Mr Dunn for his interjection, because
that is one of the things we stated at
the outset.
Although this measure is specified
as the Financial Institutions Duty Bill,
the ultimate resting place of its burden
will be on the average citizen. Perhaps
I should not even have been critical of
that aspect if it had been thought
through, if consultation had taken
place and if people knew what it was
about. One of the reasons that we are
facilitating the passage of this Bill
through the House tonight is that, until
it is passed through both Houses of
Parliament, members of the financial
community cannot begin . to work up
their systems to cope with the necessity
of levying and paying the duty, they
cannot start programming their computer systems, and they cannot start
drawing up books or programmes because amendments are being made up to
the last minute. Thirty-three amendments were made by the Government in
the Assembly yesterday and 22 by the
Opposition, and proposed amendments
were still coming in as late as 5 p.m.
and 6 p.m. today. It is no wonder that
the measure has to be passed immediately, because the tax will apply from
1 December 1982.
I cannot stress more strongly-and
I wish I could summon up a stronger
impression-that the way in which this
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BiJI has been introduced is a disgrace
to a civilized community, to the democratic system, to Parliamentary democracy and to procedures, because so
little consultation and consideration
has taken place before the Bill was
implemented.
The Bill was discussed fully in the
Lower House and, as a result of
activities that have taken place today,
by and large measures of agreement
have been entered into that will
ameliorate some of the more onerous
conditions of this duty, but I want to
comment on the cost of collection. I
was saddened bv the fact that the
second-reading speech contains the
following words:
The Bill represents an important step in
rea,ppraising these taxes, both from the viewpoint of their impact on the community and
often, their inconvenience and costs of collection.

The Government has decided that this
is a tax that is not· going to cost much
to collect. That is true; it is not going
to cost the Government much to collect,
but the immense complexity of it and
. the collection procedures that will have
to be adopted- by the financial institutions boggle the mind. There will be
interweaving and special conditions
depending on whether an organization
is a financial institution and pays on
dutiable receipts, whether it is an
organization that pays on its banking,
or a short-term money market operator
that pays on the special rate that has
been created by the Government of
0·06 per cent a year on its daily average
liability, or endless other variations that
have been introduced by the Government, in latter days anyway, eager to
find some accord with the community.
The Government has gone a long
way, prior to introducing the Bill,
towards removing some of the deadly
multiplier effects that were going to
cause financial chaos, but nevertheless
the cost of collection has not been
examined by the Government.
It is thought 'by members of the
financial community that it will cost
them far more to collect this tax than
the Government is likely to receive in
The Hon. P. D. Block
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revenue. That is their suspicion; they
have no way of knowing, but one can
see that when one looks at the complex
way in which the tax must be collected.
I shall not go through it in detail or
examine the Bill clause by clause, or
reveal to the House the fine details of
the implications of the Bill, but I point
out that the cost of collection will be
very high, yet the Government has the
hide to say that this Bill will introduce
a new method of taxation which will
ameliorate some of the inconvenience
and cost of taxation methods. That is
nonsense.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-It is a double
tax.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-Of course
it is. I have mentioned the impossibility
of financial institutions implementing
this Bill in the time they have been
allowed. It is an impossibility in the
true sense of the word, because the
duty will be implemented as of 1
December, and the measure is only
passing through the two Houses finally
on this day-rapidly approaching 16
December-sixteen days after the duty
became payable, so it is impossible for
it to be imolemented in time. Certainly
the Government has introduced into its
measure all sorts of ways in which the
duty can be paid on an ad hoc or pro
tem basis until the system is worked
out, but it is all being done by "guesstimate". They will be paying the Government that figure on the 21st day of
the month, and it will all be worked
out when the computer systems come
into operation.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-They cannot
put them in retrospectively.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-No, they
will have to estimate because, as my
Leader says by interjection, they cannot
put their computer systems in retrospectively.
A computer system has to go ~hrough
a cycle. It will take at least three
months to work out software programmes and introduce them into the
system, because the cycle has to be
completed before a new cycle can be
started. It will be March or April
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before they can start to do this in an
automated way. Until then it will cause
the most unbelievable confusion for the
various financial institutions that have
to collect the duties on behalf of the
Government.
I would' not want to be a member
of the Government at present, having
one of those nice lunches they sometimes have with representatives of
various banks, because Government
supporters would get their ears burnt
off. The Opposition has received many
representations from banks pleading
with us somehow to stop the implementation of the Bill, delay it until
February or March-do anything to
stop it. Of course we are in the difficult position of knowing that the Government's revenue and programme
depend to a large measure on getting
this duty paid. We, as a responsible
Opposition, have undertaken not to use
our numbers in this House, even in
conjunction with the National Party,
to frustrate a Government money
measure, but that does not stop us
from saying that this Bill will have
horrendous consequences and we intend to move a number of amendments
tonight, as I said, to lessen the impact
of those consequences on the community.
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difficulties, and it suspects that this
Bill will do it, and I have reason to
believe the Government is right.
It will be successful in doing this,
but will earn disrespect in the financial
community for ever and a day because
of the way in which it introduced the
measure. the Bill is immensely complex and difficult to understand. It has
more than 100 clauses, and many of
them take a great deal of study before
one can even begin to understand the
impact they will have. Many clauses
of the Bill, starting from clause 24 and
including clauses 40, 41, 42, 43, 44
through to 96, which constitute a large
number of the pages of the Bill, are
totally related to trying to stop the
Commonwealth Bank from gaining a
financial advantage in the commercial
community as a result of it being
relieved of the responsibility to register
itself as a financial institution by constitutional provision.
In the Bill, the Government has made
the Commonwealth Bank an offer that
it cannot refuse. It has said,' in effect,
that if the bank does not register as
a financial institution, its customers
will have to pay duty on their deposits,
and that, if the bank's customers draw
cheques on their accounts, instead of
having their duty reduced to 5 cents,
it will be raised to 25 cents as from
Another matter that should be con- 1 January 1983.
sidered is the Tattslotto implications
Few people are aware of the action
of the revenue-raising provisions of that has been levelled at the Commonthis Bill. The Government has no idea wealth Bank. I do not necessarily disof the final figure it is going to achieve agree with it, but I want honourable
as a result of introducing this measure, members to know that a good onelet alone as a result of the amend- third of the Bill is related to bringing
ments that have been made right up to the Commonwealth Bank into line. The
the 24th hour or the lessening effect Commonwealth Bank has agreed-not
because it does not want
the Government has included which surprisingly,
to
lose
its
customers-to
register as a
brought about a lowering of its own financial institution. As much
as oneestimate. We susoect that the Govern- third of the Bill is not necessary. It
ment does not have a clue what this is there as a preventive measure. I
measure is going to bring in in revenue. mention that so that honourable memI strongly suspect that it will be a great bers will have an idea of the comdeal more than the Government thinks plexity and the circumlocution that
-certainly the Government hopes it occurs in the meandering complications
will be. It is like taking a ticket in of the Bill. Some of the things that
Tatts. The Government has some hope have gone into it boggle the mind.
that Santa Claus will come with pockets
The sitting was suspended at 11.52
of money and help it out of its financial p.m. until 12.22 a.m. (Thursday).
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The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-Prior to the
suspension of the sitting, I had some
rather harsh things to say about the
Government-in my opinion, they were
totally justified-about the lack of
consideration given to the financial
community by the Government in seeking to implement this complex taxing
measure so rapidly. The Victorian Government has been almost tardy in its
introduction of the Bill, as compared
with New South Wales. The New South
Wales Government raced the entire
measure through its Parliamentary system in one day.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Thank goodness for the Legislative Council!
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-If ever there
was justification for the continued
existence of a Legislative Council, that
would be it. That all stages of an
immensely difficult and complex measure such as this could be taken
through both Houses of a democratic
Parliament in one day must give all
honourable members cause for thought
about what now passes for democracy
in New South Wales.
To its credit, the Victorian Government has, even in the condensed space
of time allowed, given people the opportunity of studying, consulting and
listening to members of the financial
community. Of course, dozens of institutions have not had time in which
to prepare a case against the Bill 'and,
in the past 24 hours, when it was
suddenly confronted with the knowledge
that the Legislative Council would perform its duty to the Victorian community, the Government has become almost
sweet reason personified in its consideration of amendments and in its consideration of people from both the communityand the Opposition who have
made last minute submissions. Some
of that sweet reason will reveal itself
in the Committee stage!
I now touch briefly upon some of
the measures that will probably cause
difficulty within the financial, community. If some of those matters had been
thought through and discussed more
fully, the difficulty could perhaps have
been avoided. Some of those measures
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will, I believe, cause the Bill to be
brought back to Parliament early in
the New Year when the crescendo of
complaints, howls of anguish and justified doubts that are being expressed
about the Bill are sheeted home to the
Government and the Government will
be forced to consider making many
further amendments to the Bill. Honourable members will be receiving telexes that are 2 or 3 feet long-I
received two today-from the major
financial institutions. No doubt there
are many more to come.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-Have you
got a telex in your office?
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-Yes, I have.
I will touch briefly on some of the
issues that cloud the Bill.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-See if you
can finish by half past twelve!
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I will not
be finished by 12.30; nor will I submit
to that sort of blackmail. I am as tired
as any other honourable member.
Under the Bill, the authorized money
market will be forced to trade Commonwealth securities at the lessened
rate of 0-06 per cent per annum on its
average daily liabilities, as compared
with 0-03 per cent on its receipts. In
effect, duty will be levied on dealings
in Commonwealth Government securities. Those securities and their trading
are one measure by which Australia'S
liquidity base is underpinned. The authorized short-term money market will
be savagely affected by the Bill. It does
not have the capacity to pass on to
its customers the impact of the duty
in the way that is open to most other
financial institutions.
Last year, the authorized short-term
money market had a return of 7 -2 per
cent on shareholders' funds. It is estimated that, as a result of this duty,
if the same conditions prevail next
year, it will show a return of 4·4 per
cent on shareholders' funds. That is
a savage reduction of profitability2·8 per cent-yet the Government
claims that the Bill is equitable in the
way it introduces the tax. It will cause
a major fall in one important financial
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fine-tuning instrument that exists in the
Australian context. That is an unforeseen consequence of the Bill.
For the first time, a tax will be imposed on charitable institutions. The
Opposition received a three-page telex
from Archbishop Little complaining
about the impact of the tax on the
whole spectrum of the charitable workings of the Catholic Church. It will
have an impact on institutions such as
the Red Cross, on the activities of
such groups as the Lions clubs and on
the whole range and web of charitable
underpinning that complements this
society and does so much good work.
For the first time, a taxing measure
will affect their capacity to do that
work.
Public bodies in Victoria will be taxed
by the measure. In New South
Wales, the Government has decided
that non-commercial public bodies will
not be subject to the financial institutions duty or even have their banking
taxed; they will have exempt bank
accounts. The Victorian Government has
decided not to do that. It has decided
that the way in which to handle the
matter is that if public bodies run
out of money, it will make ex gratia
payments to enable them to balance
their books. That is a complex concept.
All trust accounts will now be taxed at
.03 cents of their banking transactions.
Many statutory trust accounts held by
solicitors, real estate agents, trustee
companies and a wide range of statutory
trusts established by Acts of Parliament will be subject to the duty. The
Government has not thought through the
effects that the Bill will have.
I do not criticize the Government for
introducing a taxation measure. When
the Liberal Party was in Government, it
introduced a whole range of taxes which
were levied on business and commercial
operations prior to the declaration of
any profit. No consideration was given
to the profitability of a company. Payroll tax and other tax measures and
charges were imposed regardless of
whether or not a business was either
going to the wall or it was profitable.
The Bill, when pas·sed, will impose a tax
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on turnover, receipts and banking transactions over and over again and it will
have no regard to profit. It w.ill bea
direct charge against businesses ·and it
will have an effective impact on employment within the community.
It will also have an impa'ct on the way
in which businesses will conduct themselves. It will be'come profitable for
companies not to interchange cheques
between bank accounts of the same entity because the Bill will have a multiplier effect that has not been taken into
account. For example, if Broken Hill
Proprietary Co. Ltd shifts money from
one account in New South Wales to
another account in Melbourne, or if it
shifts money from one account in Melbourne to another account in Melbourne.
it will be taxed on interchanging money
between its own bank accounts. Companies wiU organize their affairs so that
they are not subject to the imposition
of this tax. Businesses will use other
ways and 'means to reorganize their
financial affairs, but I will not go into
them now in deference to the time. The
Bill will have an impact on that type of
business practice.
A gond tax should be inert. It should
not be a business partner. It should not
impose its will on the business com.munity. The Bill will have a multiplier effect,
and I referred to two brief examples.
Finally, I refer to the solicitors' trust
funds. Any conveyancing activity conducted according to normal practice will
attract a triple dose of tax. It will attract
tax when the purchaser pays money into
his solicitor's trust fund or pays money
to his solicitior, who, under statutory
requirement, pays the money into the
trust fund. The money is then transferred from the purchaser's account to
the vendor's so!icitor, where the money
enters the vendor's solicitors trust fund
and it is taxed again, and from the
vendor's solicitor the money is then
transferred to the vendor and it attracts
tax when it enters his bank account.
A similar imposition will be placed
on real estate agents' trust a·ccounts in
a similar w·ay. I will not outline it again,
but the Bill will have an inbuilt. unfair,
inequitable multiplier effect on business
transactions of a conveyancing nature
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and it will mean that these groups will
have to alter their practices. The Bill
will not be inert, it will dictate the way
in which business will conduct itself.
That is a bad tax.
A little bit of thought, co-operation
and consultation would have solved that
matter, but the Government has charged
on. The tax will be inequitable and it
will have a harsh effect on some and it
will lightly brush others. As late as today, the Opposition received representations from Mayne Nickless Ltd, which is
a major company that conducts 70 per
cent of the pay-roll business in Victoria.
That firm is responsible for billions and
billions of dollars annually. That company has estimated that, for example, as
a result of taking money from G. J. Coles
and Co. Ltd and putting it into its accounts and dividing it up into pay packets and paying it to the employees of
Coles and many other similar companies
where there is no value added to the
transactions. in a full financial vear the
company will have to pay $1·7 million
worth of duty. I urge honourable members to examine the figure.
One firm will pay $1· 7 million worth
of duty and the Government has estimated that in a full financial year it
expects this tax to raise $130 million.
One firm will pay vastly in excess of
1 per cent of the duty that the Government expects to collect. How can that
be equitable and just? The Government
claims that it will be a broadly-based

tax.
However,a special consideration has
been made for short-tenn money market dealers, who will be charged a much
lower rate a's a result of the high turnover of their activities. It would a'ppear
that the pay-roll companies have a
strong 'Case to put on the insertion of
an a'meliorating provIsion. In relation
to the dispensation the Government has
given to the short-term ,money market dealers, who willbe able to establish
a special account which will only attract o· 06 per cent duty per annum on
their annual average daily liability, the
minimum short-term money market,
which will qualify for this lesser duty
The Hon. P. D. mock
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on any transaction, will apply only to
transactions in excess of $100000. Any
transaction of less than $100 000 will not
qualify for the lesser duty but it will
attract 0·03 cents tax.
That will cut right across a longtime standing practice of the short-term
money market in both the authorized
and the unauthorized sectors. Under the
rules of the Reserve Bank of Australia
since 1974, the authorized money market has been trading in minimum packages of $50 000. The Opposition has had
representation :after representation from
both the authorized and unauthorized
sectors of the short-term money market
seekin~ to have that figure of $100000
reduced to the standard practice of
$50000. The Opposition has made strong
representations to the Government on
that and now I have some hope that the
Government will listen to our plea. Time
will tell. The fact is that this was a matter that was not considered 'by the Government until the Opposition "brought it
forcibly to attention.
The New South Wales Government
will have to alter the $100 000 limit
if the Victorian Government accents our
recommendation. The tax will hit small
investors and it will protect larger investors in the short-term money market. Any amount over $1 million that is
raised in ordinary transactions will attract a maximum tax of $300. Any
amount over $1 million that is banked
at one time will attract no duty.
While the Government claims to be
on the side of the small investor, it will
ameliorate the conditions for large investors and ensure that the small banking person will pay 0·03 per cent. I
mention this in passing because it is an
interesting insight into the thinking of
the Government. I am running briefly
through some of the unthought-out implications the Bill will have.
Certain sectors of the financial community believe that financial institutions
will have to become brokers rather than
principal dealers. This has been seriously put to the Opposition by some of
the major financial institutions in the
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community. Instead of acting as prin- most fearful unholy mess ever seen
cipals and receiving money and within the financial institutions. The
then paying it out, the institutions Government needs to be condemned for
will have to start banking as bro- the haste with which the Bill has been
kers and taking their profit and introduced. It will unquestionably give
bringing together int~rested parties. impetus to the cash economy because
That is another major potential impact no duty is applied on cash transactions.
of the Bill that has not been examined If one takes a cheque to a bank and
has it cashed, no duty is applied so
by the Government.
long as no entry is made into an
The Bill removes some duties in an account.
attempt to lessen the impact of duties on
The measure will increase the cash
purchases on credit, which is commendable. It removes some duties currently economy and firms such as Mayne
imposed in the community and illogic- Nickless Ltd which handle pay-rolls, will
ally leaves other duties such as the duty organize their affairs so that the cash
currently imposed on rental business. If that they receive does not enter bank
duties on hire purchase and credit are accounts. It will go out again in cash
removed, there is no logical reason for payments, which will create all sorts
retaining rental duties. The only logical of security risks and is another reason
reason is a financial reason as $18-5 why th~ simple amendment that could
million will be raised by the duty this be accepted by the Government could
year and, therefore, it will remain. solve the problem immediately. The Bill
Rental businesses feel savagely imposed will unquestionably increase the cash
upon as a result of the fact that they economy at a time when it is thought
to be one of the worst things that can
are being ignored.
take place. The Government attempted
I shall make three more points on to achieve conformity with the New
the potential difficulties that will be South Wales Bill, but it missed out in
caused by the Bill. It is thought that many ways. The New South Wales
the Bill will launch 1000 tax avoidance Government introduced its taxing
industries on its own. It contains more measure as an amendment to the New
than 100 clauses covering ten pages. South Wales Stamp Duty Act so that
It contains many complications and it operated within the stamp duty
potential loopholes, one of which was framework. The Victorian Government
pointed out by the Opposition yester- has seen fit to introduce the measure
day in. another place. The Government as a completely separate duty and, as
grasped the matter and amended the a result, almost all credit duty and
Bill because the Opposition generously hire purchase documents will have to
pointed out the loophole. If the Bill be amended at considerable cost to
launches an industry in tax avoidance, financial institutions because they will
it will at least help the unemployment no longer be carrying stamp duty. This
situation and, as shadow Minister for will affect all their paperwork.
Employment and Training, I should not
The Opposition has worked extremely
complain about that matter. Neverthe- hard on this matter. I assure Mr Arnold
less, I am not sure whether the Gov- that I am reaching a summation of
ernment intended to do that when it my speech. The Opposition has aimed
introduced the Bill.
to lessen the damaging effects of the
I am sure the loopholes and compli- Bill on the community in the time that
cations will eventually be corrected. I has been available, which has virtually
am reasonably confident that the duty been nil. In the past 24 hours, the
will eventually become a reasonable Opposition has finally received the sort
taxation measure after many people of co-operation that it and the comwi th good brains have spent time and munity should have been receiving
done the work necessary to make it a over the past two rnonths since the
good measure. Given time, it will be, Government announced publicly that
but in the meantime it will cause the the measure would be introduced. The
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Opposition intends to move amendments in the Committee stage seeking
to reduce the short-term money market
level from a $100000 transaction to
a $50 000 transaction. The Opposition
seeks to have charities exempted from
the need to pay duty on banking. The
Opposition will seek to have the authorized money market receive some sort
of consideration by the Government.
preferably to have their dealings and
trading in Commonwealth Government
securities absolved from the payment
of the financial institutions duty or
even the short-term money market
duty.
An amendment moved by the shadow
Treasurer in the Lower House, the honourable member for Balwyn. and agreed
to by the Government, had the effect
of removing the onerous audit requirements being imposed on people who
had exempt bank accounts. That would
have caused a major problem as an excessive audit measure. The Government
has accepted one of the Opposition's
recommendations, for which I congratulate it for being so reasonable. This
Bill will return to the House some time
early in the New Year because the Government will be besieged by revelations
of the way in which the duty will impact
on the financial community. The Opposition knows that the Government will
be responsible and does not want to
destroy the financial base of the
economy.
Before I conclude, I should like to
commend a few people. The Opposition has 'received considerable co-operation from Treasury officials in trying to
understand this complex Bill. Normally,
those people remain unnamed and .I
suppose they would prefer to be unnamed. They have been coyly described
in the second-reading speech as senior
Treasury officials and somebody who
works for the Office of Management and
Budget with prior financial management
experience. I personally thank John
Magowan and Geoff Ballard for their
co-operation on the many times they
have answered the Opposition's queries
and put up with telephone calls and
our lack of understanding. It is thanks
The Hon. P. D. Block
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to their efforts that the lack of understanding of Opposition members has
been overcome to a considerable measure. I also thank the silent and unsung
people Parliamentary Counsel particularly one person who has
assisted the Opposition-Rowena Armstrong-for the immense amount of
work in helping the Opposition understand the clauses of the Bill and in
preparing amendments. The Opposition
does not com'mend the Bill to the
House. It should be redrawn and should
not be implemented for at least another
four months. The Opposition will be
moving amendments in the Committee
stage.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (Nortth Western
Province) -This Bill will be considered
as one of the greatest lessons ever
learnt in this session of Parliament on
how not to introduce a Bill and achieve
some agreement in the community. The
Government allowed little time for Parliament to debate the measure. The
biggest mistake was in not allowing
sufficient time for the community to
understand its implications and to have
some input into the proposed legislation. The Government may say that the
matter was raised during the Budget
speech, but the actual Bill was seen
by the business community and the
people of Victoria only a few weeks
ago. It is now almost 1 a.m. on the
last day of this sessional period of
Parliament-we hope it is the last day
-and the House is dealing with the
most complicated and difficult Bill dealt
with this sessional period. It should be
a lesson to the Government on how not
to progress and on how not to introduce
a measure to Parliament and have it
accepted by the community as a whole.
As Mr Block said, the benefits of the
Legislative Council show through on a
Bill such as this. It is absolutely
frightening to contemplate the effects
of this Bill on the people of Victoria
without the benefit of the Legislative
Council. The Government would have
been able to pass the Bill through the
Legislative Assembly, as happened in
New South Wales, in virtually a oneday sitting, and have it law on the
streets the next day. That should be
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a lesson to the Victorian public and
should show the necessity of the Legislative Council and the benefits that
flow from it. The Legislative Council
is now having an opportunity of giving detailed consideration to a Bill such
as this.
I commend Mr Block for the work he
has put into this Bill, and for his comments. He gave a very fair summary
of the Bill and he detailed the effects
that he saw in the Bill that are opposed
by his party. The National Party shares
the concern of Mr Block and his party
on almost all the points that he raised,
and it is not my intention to canvass
all those clauses because it will be a
long procedure through the Committee
stage. Debate should not be limited on
such an important measure if that debate can achieve some improvements
to the Bill.
The National Party has received
numerous representations on this Bill.
Our Leader, Mr Ross-Edwards, has
said that it has brought to the party
the most representations that he can
recall during the period that he has
been Leader of the party. There have
been a mass of comments and representations coming in as late as a matter
of hours ago. Members of the National
Party were still receiving comments on
this Bill from people deeply concerned
about its implications and from people
who were starting to realize the impact
it would have on them and on the
community as a whole.
The one factor that cannot be got
away from in this Bill is that it is a
taxing measure. It will hit the pocket
of the average person in Victoria. They
will pay in the end because, in almost
all instances, this duty will be passed
on to the people and they will pay this
estimated $130 million, or whatever it is,
that the Government intends to raise
through this measure.
Although the Government might say
it has taken action to abolish some
forms of stamp duty, such as cheque
duty and like duties on credit transactions, which will be abolished in two
stages on 1 January and 1 July 1983,
the abolition of stamp duty on hire
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purchase and credit duty from 1 January, and stamp duty on promissory
notes and bills of exchange from 1
January 1983, under the existing Bill
being debated tonight there will be
serious effects on sections of the Victorian community through this measure.
There could be a fairer way of sharing
the burden.
The basic philosophy behind the
thinking of the National Party on this
measure is that people should have to
pay only once. The Bill, as it stands,
will lead to the incurring of payments
two or three times, at least by some
people, and that is bad legislation. It
is a triple or a double tax and it is
grossly unfair in that regard. It is the
duty of this Parliament, and a responsibility of the Government, to correct
what is obviously a great injustice.
That injustice shows that the Government has not really thought through
this Bill. I do not think that the Government has thought through the full
implications of it and I am sure that
Mr White, the Minister for Minerals
and Energy, and his Government
would not accept a provision that provided for a double or triple tax, on
people because of the way money
transactions take place. I am sure that
if the Minister for Minerals and Energy
had thought this matter through more
fully, this provision would not have
been in the Bill today.
The basic philosophy of the National
Party in coming to grips with the Bill
is firstly that people should not have
to pay more than once. We also agree
that there should be a number of other
philosophical changes to the Bill, some
of which have been mentioned by Mr
Block, and I will touch on them also.
The National Party received representations from the Law Institute of
Victoria and this institute made some
valid points in regard to solicitors'
trust accounts and the deposits they
make with the Law Institute. In that
letter, a copy of which was forwarded
to the Treasurer, the Law Institute of
Victoria, when referring to solicitors'
trust accounts states:
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To impose duty on these accounts would
mean that the same transaction will, in many
cases, bear duty three times. For example, in
the usual conveyancing transaction duty wiU
be imposed once on money received by the
purchaser's solicitor from his own client and
banked (as required by law) in the solicitor's
trust account; it would be subject to duty once
again when it is paid at settlement to the
vendor's solicitor and banked (as required by
law) in that solicitor's account. It would be
subject to duty a third time when the vendor's
solicitor ;pays that money to his own client who
banks the cheque to the credit of his account.
If the solicitor's trust account is debited with
the duty this -will result in a deficiency in the
accoullit and involve the solicitor in a breach of
the Legal Profession Practice Act 1958.

The fact is that people engaged in conveyancing, through the requirements in
the Bill, will contribute three times to
the tax measure that the Government
has proposed. That is a matter that the
Government must deal, with in the
House tonight. The National Party believes solicitors' trust accounts in conveyancing should be exempt from the
provisions of this BilL The Law Institute
of Victoria proposes that, and with
justification.
In this letter to the Treasurer, the
Law Institute of Victoria also seeks
exemptions from the following. The
letter states:
Deposits with the Law Institute.
It is also submitted that an exemption from
finan-oial institutions duty, and the exempt
accounts provision, should apply to the following funds which are kept by the Law Institute
of Victoria:-

It then goes on to outline the accounts,

and states:
(1) Amounts deposited by solicitors with
the Law Institute of Victoria under section
4O(2A) of the Legal Profession Practice Act
1958.
(2) The Solicitors' Guarantee Fund established by the Law Institute ,pursuant to section
52 of the Legal Profession Practice Act 1958.
(3) Accounts and investments pursuant to
section 53 of the Act through the Solicitors'
Guarantee Fund' Capital Investment Account.
(4) Accounts and investments established
under section 40 (2CA) , (2CB) , (2D) and (2F).

Clearly, the Law Institute of Victoria
makes a case for certain exemptions.
The National Party believes the Government should give consideration to
that during the Committee stage of the
Bill. Mr Block has foreshadowed some
moves in that direction.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn
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This cumulative contribution can also
be applied to trust accounts held by
real estate companies. There, again,
there can be a multiple effect so far
as a double or triple payment is concerned. Some of these people have indicated that substantial amounts could
be involved if duty is applied across
the board to those accounts.
The other factor that deeply concerns
the National Party is that, under this
Bill, charitable organizations, such as
churches, religious groups and hospitals,
are also required to pay this tax on
transactions. All the church groups and
charitable groups throughout Victoria
will be required to contribute. That is
a grossly unfair situation, when people
are, in the main, working voluntarily
for the community, in a charitable way.
It is unfair for the Government to turn
around and tax the money they may
well have raised through fund-raising
measures. It is totally unreasonable and
there is a good case for the Government to provide some exemptions in
that regard, to exclude those bodies that
are working in the interests of this
State, and which should not be taxed
out of existence by the State. It would
be unfair to do so.
Mr Block also raised the situation
with rental duty. The National Party is
at a loss to understand why the Government has exempted duty on hire
purchase and so on and has still retained a rental duty. Clearly, there is
a good case for that to be included
with other exemptions that have been
provided for in the Bill. We believe the
measure can be improved. In one regard,
I think, like Mr Block, the Bill will
require further debate and honourable
members will receive many more representations on the measure-there is
no doubt about that.
I only hope that this House can improve the Bill to some extent tonight,
to make it at least reasonably acceptable. No doubt, in the course of the
years, people will find loopholes and
anomalies in the 'measure, and it will
be the requirement of this Parliament
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and this House to review it. As a taxing measure, it may be fair and it may
be easy, but it may also push more
people and funds out of Victoria.
Severe changes will have to be made
in the way in which businesses operate
their accounts. There will need to be a
major reorganization because, in the
present way in which many garages
and other businesses throughout Victoria operate, they could be taxed a
number of times under this proposed
legislation. Therefore, they will obviously have to make substantial
changes to their accounting measures.
With those general comments on the
Bill, I indicate that the National Party
does not like it, but it is forced to
accept it, if it can be improved for
the time being. I hope, during the
course of the Committee stage, that
honourable members will be able to
reach some agreement on some of the
problems that have been raised by the
National Party and by Mr Block; the
poin'ts were raised by Mr Block with
justification.
The HOD. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-This is an extraordinary state of affairs. During the
period in which I have been a member
of this place, I have never known the
Legisla tive Council to be treated in
such a cavalier manner. The House is
discussing an important fiscal Bill, but
it so happens that it was read in the
Legislative Council earlier this evening,
at which time the Minister for Minerals
and Energy read the second-reading
speech. It has always been the practice
in this House that debate on such a
measure be adjourned for at least one
week, but that did not occur tonight.
Honourable members had an hour's
grace and are now to go on with the
Bill, which will be completed tonight.
Another basis for complaint that .t
have is that only six copies of the Bill
are available in this House. Of course,
as a back-bench member, I do not rate
one of those copies and, because of this,
I am not able to make any contribution to the debate.
I am a member of the same committee as Mr Block and have devoted -much
thought and study to the measure in
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its original form. However, I do not
know what has been taken out and
what has been left in the Bill. The fact
that I represent 108000 people in the
Higinbotham Province does not seem to
matter, because I can say nothing during the debate about what will happen
under the provisions of the measure.
All I know is that, for the first time,
this place is being treated with contempt and it is not an experience which
I particularly care for.
I believe Mr Block is correct when
he says that this Bill will have to be
returned to the Parliament in the New
Year to have some fine tuning work
done on it because, from what I saw
of the original draft, it was full of
faults. I only hope that the Legislative
Assembly, during its 8 hours of debate on the Bill, has managed to remove
some of the major anomalies and difficulties that were present in the original
draft. It is only a hope on my part, but
I do not think my hope will be justified in the event. All I can do is sit
here as a spectator and watch the
Leaders of the House debate the Bill
and, because of the circumstances, I
am unable to take any part.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 (Short title)
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (NUJl!awading
Province) -I rise, unusually on clause
1, to say something about this clause,
because it contains the implementation
date of 1 December 1982, for the
bulk of the Bill to come into operation, or the effect of it. I have already
said in my remarks during the secondreading debate that it is one of the
most disgraceful, onerous, un thoughtout and provocative acts that any Government could commit on the financial
base of the society in which we live
to have such a complex and sweeping
measure. introduced retrospectively before it could be properly considered by
the people whom it will affect. The
Opposition bitterly opposes that and
would very much like to vote against
the measure. However, it recognizes
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that that would be undermining the
revenue base of the Government, and
we do not wish to do that because
we do not believe that is the proper
role of an Upper House but, by golly,
we do think the Government will rue
the day, in terms of the future cooperation it will receive from industry
and commerce in the community for introducing this measure in this fashion!
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 2 to 6.
Clause 7 (Short-term dealings)
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawad~ng
Province) -A number of amendments
have been circulated in my name
and I do not propose, by and large, to
go into a full discussion on them because I covered most of the matters
that I wished to cover during my remarks on the second-reading motion.
However, I shall briefly explain to the
House the amendments and the reasons
why
they
are
being
proposed.
The proposed amendments Nos. 2, 3
and 4 are consequential on the first
proposed amendment being passed by
the Committee. The amendments seek
to exchange the figure of $100000 with
the figure of $50000. I foreshadowed
this proposal in my second-reading
speech. This would allow the shortterm money market to operate in the
way to which it has become used to
operating in what is its standard practice, in minimum amounts of $50 000,
and still attract the lesser duty that the
Government has seen fit to allow for
short-term money market operators.
It will mean there will be no change
in practice and that smaller investors
will still be able to gain the benefits
that they have always gained. There
will not have to be a fine judgment
made on whether to wait to accumulate $100000 before investing in the
short-term money market, or to invest
less than $100000 and incur the ·03 per
cent duty on one's banking.
The Opposition believes this is a
most important amendment. We have
received many representations from
short-term money market operators of
both the authorized and unauthorized
versions.
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I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendments in the
Bill:
Clause 7, page 11, line 3, omit "$100000"
and insert "$50 000" .
Clause 7, page 11, line 13, omit "$100 000"
and insert "$50 000".
Clause 7, page 12, line 10, omit "$100 000"
and insert "$50 000".
Clause 7, page 12, line 23, omit "$100000"
and insert "$50 000".

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -The Government has considered the amendments, and agrees to the proposal.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) -The National Party also
agrees with the suggested amendments
for the reasons that have been fully
explained by Mr Block.
The suggested amendments were
agreed to, and the clause was postponed.
Clauses 8 to 17 were agreed to.
Clause 18 (Financial institutlons
duty)
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province) -I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the
Bill:
Clause 18, page 20, after line 7 insert:
"( h) a receipt of money by a person in
respect of the issue, sale or purchase of
securities issued by the Commonwealth
or the issue by a public statutory body
constituted under the law of the Commonwealth of securities guaranteed by
the Commonwealth;".

This proposed amendment is brought
about by the position I explained in my
second-reading speech, that the authorized short-term
money market
dealing in Commonwealth Government
securities, as a result of the ·06 per
cent short-term money market duty
that would apply to the average daily
liabilities, would now for the first time
find itself subject to a duty on the
dealing in Commonwealth Government
securities.
As I explained, this will savagely
inhibit the operations of the market,
badly affect its profitability, cause a
grievous undermining of the entire way
in which the financial structure of this
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country works, and on the way the
liquidity base of the Commonwealth
Government is underpinned.
This proposed amendment will go a
long way towards alleviating that
situation, and I therefore commend it
to the Committee.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -The Government recognizes the particular difficulties of the authorized money market
dealers in regard to this Bill which this
amendment seeks to overcome. These
arise not so much because of the
provisions of the Bill, which seek to
establish uniform provisions for all
market participants in regard to shortterm borrowings and security trading,
but essentially because of the restricted
operational scope of the dealers within
the limitations imposed by the Commonwealth Government through the
Reserve Bank.
It would not seem an equitable solution to simply exempt the authorized
dealers from duty, thereby putting
them in a privileged position in the
market vis-a-vis their competitors.
Nevertheless, the matter warrants further examination. The Government
rejects the suggested amendment, but
undertakes to take up this matter, in
conjunction with New South Wales,
directly with the Commonwealth Treasurer to seek a review by all three
parties of what action can be taken
to ensure that the efficient operation of
the money market is not impeded.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawadirtg
Province) -Although I regret that the
Government cannot support our proposed amendment, I welcome the
statement made by the Minister, which
shows that, as a result of the Opposition's activities and in co-operation
with the National Party, to whom I
give full credit for the support it has
given us, the Government has seen the
problem that will be created for the
authorized short-term money market.
The Minister indicated that the matter
will be taken up with the New South
Wales Government and the Commonwealth Government to bring about a
lessening of the effect of this duty on
short-term money market operations of
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the authorized variety. I commend the
Government on that, and on that basis
we will not press ahead with the
amendment, but I accept the Government's guarantee.
The suggested amendment was negatived, and the clause was agreed to,
as were clauses 19 to 24.
Clause 25 (Special bank accounts of
non-bank financial institutions)
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province) -I move:
That it be a suggestion to .the Assembly
that they make the following amendment in the
Bill:

Clause 25, page 29, after line 10 insert:
"(7) An amount shall not be paid to the
credit of a special account kept by a bank in the
name of the Law Institute of Victoria unless
the amount(a) is an amount deposited with the Law
Institute of Victoria under section 40
(2A) of the Legal Profession Practice
Act 1958; or
(b) forms part of the Solicitors' Guarantee
Fund under that Act.
(8) An amount shall not be paid to the
credit of a special account kept by a bank in
the name of a person who carries on an
armoured car service unless ,the amount is an
amount received by that person in the course
of carrying on that service.
(9) An amount shall not be paid to the
credit of a special account kept by a bank in
the name of a charitable institution unless the
amount received hy the charitable institution
wholly and exclusively in furtherance of its
objects."

These are important amendments we
are proposing. The first is related to
the oroblem to which we were alerted
by the Law Institute of Victoria, and
that is that certain accounts the institute keeos, one imposed on it by
section 40 (2A) of the Legal Profession
Practice Act, and one that forms part
of the Solicitors' Guarantee Fund,
would' be subiect to normal duty under
the terms of this Bill. If this happened,
it would have an impact on the funds
available for legal aid and for legal
education.
The Opposition is happy that the
Government did not believe this should
be one of the consequences of the Bill.
We believe these accounts should not
be subject to the duty, and the proposed
amendment would cause them to become exempt bank accounts under the
Act.
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The second part of the amendment
also takes into consideration something
raised by me in the second-reading
speech, and that is the unfair disadvantage that armoured car pay-roll
services are placed in by the activities
of this duty. The amendment seeks to
allow armoured car services to operate
an exempt bank account for the purpose of offering that service to the community.
A third arm of the suggested
amendment proposes that charitable
institutions as defined in the amendment also escape the onerous effects
of the duty in their banking activities.
I commend the suggested amendment
to the Committee.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -The Government foreshadows a suggested
amendment, namely the omission of
proposed sub-section (8) of Mr Block's
suggested amendment, because it is of
the view that armoured car services do
not need to be exempt from the provisions of the legislation and should be
treated on an equal basis.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (No-11th Wesltern
Province) -The amendment moved by
Mr Block gives effect to a number
of concerns I raised during the secondreading debate, particularly as it relates
to the accounts kept by banks in the
name of the Law Institute of Victoria.
The National Party agrees that those
accounts should be exempt under this
Bill. That is reasonable. We also agree,
as I said during the second-reading
debate, that there is a need for exemption for charitable institutions.
1 do not think there would be any
dispute in Victoria about both of those
amendments. The Government would
be wise to accept the amendment as
it is an improvement on the Bill and
is fairer and more equitable than the
situation at present. The National Party
supports the amendment.
1 was interested in the Minister's
comments about armoured cars. 1
thought Mr Block made a valid point,
that the account could have included
money for payment of this duty when
it was merely passing through an
account for the sake of convenience.
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The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -I indicate
on behalf of the Government that with
the exception of proposed sub-section
(8) the Government accepts the suggested amendment moved by Mr Block.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawadiing
Province) -I very much welcome the
acceptance by the Government of twothirds of the amendment. I am sorry
that the Government cannot see its
way clear to accept the other onethird. In accepting two-thirds of the
amendment, the Government ha~ gone
a long way towards cutting out one of
the gravest impositions this Bill was
going to make on society in taxing
charitable and religious institutions and,
as we have seen, public hospitals and
certain classes of schools. I commend
the Government for accepting twothirds of the amendment.
Mr Chairman, I seek your guidance
on how to proceed.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell)-Mr Block should seek
the leave of the House to withdraw
the original amendment he moved.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I do not
actually wish to withdraw it.
The CHAIRMAN-lit 'itS difficult if
Mr Block does not. Mr Block can move
another amendment in a form which
I will suggest to him.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-Mr Ohairman, I am in your hands. My point is
that I do not wish to be ,seen withdrawing an amendment I want to make.
The Opposition will not press it to a
division but I would very much like to
have it put on record.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -In view of
Mr Block's attitude, I move:
That the suggested amendment be amended
by the omission of proposed sub-section (8).

Mr White's amendment on Mr Block's
suggested amendment was agreed to.
The
suggested
amendment,
as
amended, was agreed to.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nll'nrawadilng
Province) -I move:
That it be a sugge~on to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the Bill:
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Clause 25, page 29, after line 20 insert:
U( ) there has been a contravention of subsection (7) by reason of the payment of an
amount to the credit of a specia,l account kept
in the name of the Law Institute of Victoria;
( ) there has been a contravention of subsection (8) by reason of the payment of an
amount to the credit of a special account kept
in the name of a charitable institution; or".

The Hon. P. D. Block-Yes.

The suggested amendment was agreed
to, as were consequential suggested
amendments.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nu11!awadJing
Province) - I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the Bill:
Clause 25, page 30, after line 2 insert:
'( ) the Law Institute of Victoria;
( ) a charitable institution, that is to say(i) a public benevolent or a religious institution;
(H) a 'Public hospital or a hospital that is
carried on by an association or other
body of persons otherwise than for
purposes of profit or gain to the individual members of that association or
other body; or
(Hi) a school, college or university that is
carried on by an association or other
'body of persons otherwise than for the
purposes of profit or gain to the individual members of that association or
other body;'.

The amendment gives effect to and
defines who will be the beneficiaries
of the suggested amendment to which
the Committee has already agreed. The
Committee already has an indication
of the effect of the suggested amendment that has been made, and accepted
by the Government, and the very great
service that this will do for what are,
in effect, non-profit making charitable
insti tutions.
I do not suppose that schools and
hospitals are thought of as charitable
institutions but, because this definition
was established in the Commonwealth
Bank Debits Act, it has been seen fit
to call all· these institutions charitable
institutions for the purpose of the Act
and they will receive the benefit of
being able to operate exempt bank
accounts.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NoIith Wesltern
Province) -Mr Block excluded the
section relating to pay-rolls. Is that
correct?
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The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Naltiooal
Party supports the suggested amendment which meets the requirement for
charitable institutions. It is wider than
that and takes into account schools,
colleges and hospitals. The National
Party believes there is a necessity to
exempt those institutions from the payment of duty because of their contribution to the welfare of the State.
It would be unfair for the Government to tax those institutions, including churches, as well as various other
charitable groups, which provide a
benefit to the State. The National Party
supports the suggested amendment and
commends Mr Block for introducing it.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) - I foreshadow an amendment to the suggested
amendment before the Committee. After
considering the amendment moved in
another place and the suggested amendment currently before the Committee,
moved by Mr Block, the Government
wishes to respond 'by nominating that,
with respect to the words "charitable
institution, that is to say-a public
benevolent or a religious institution"
the Government is prepared to accept
the suggested amendment.
The Government accepts the second
paragraph about the public hospital,
but wishes to amend the third paragraph with respect to the words "school
college or university". The Government
wishes to omit the words "school
college or university" and insert the
words "primary or secondary school or
secondary college".
The distinction we draw is that provisions of this legislation ought to apply
to tertiary institutions, both colleges
and universities. However,. for the
reasons indicated. in Committee by Mr
Block and Mr Dunn, primary schools
and secondary schools, both private and
public, ought to be excluded from the
provisions of the legislation in accordance with the amendment moved hy
Mr Block. The effect of the words we
propose would be that all the tertiary
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colleges and universities would be subject to the proposed legislation. Accordingly, I move:
That the suggested amendment be amended
by the omission of the words "a school college or university" and the insertion in place
thereof of the words "Drimary or secondary
school or secondary college".

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -With respect to
the latter remarks of the Minister, 1
address remarks to the Committee concerning universities. Honourable members would be aware that 1 am the
representative
of the
Legislative
Council on the University of Melbourne
council. Those institutions are having
a difficult time and suffer a number of
imposts by the Government arising
from surcharges on pay-roll tax and
aspects of the Freedom of Information
Bill which the university considers will
be a further impost.
No effective discussions have taken
place with these institutions. The attitude of the Government is parsimonious. Clearly, the Government sees
the money, which is given to tertiary
institutions, as coming from the Commonwealth Government and believes
the Commonwealth Government can
afford that impost.
The universities are going through
difficult times. Research funds are
being reduced and the Government
should reconsider its attitude to the
reasonable proposals of Mr Block.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawadiing
Province) -I endorse the sentiments of
Mr Chamberlain. For the life of it, the
Opposition cannot understand the distinction the Government makes in
terms of the services provided by
university and tertiary institutions.
The Opposition believes they provide
a similar sort of service to the community. They are not run for the profit
of the people who operate them; they
are run for the benefit of the community as a whole. For the life of it.
the Opposition cannot see why those
institutions should be subject to this
duty. Once again, the Opposition does
not propose to push the matter to a
division, but indicates strong objection
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to the Government removing tertiary
institutions from the suggested amendment.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M.
CampbeU)-Order! Mr Block moved
his amendment No. 12 with the subclause dealing with pay-rolls being
deleted. To that amendment, the Minister has moved that, in paragraph (iii) ,
the words "school college: or university" be deleted with a view to inserting the words "primary or secondary
school or secondary college". I will put
Mr White's amendment first.
Mr White's amendment on Mr
Block's suggested amendment was
agreed to.
The suggested
amendment,
as
amended, was agreed to, and the clause
was postponed.
Clause 26 was agreed to.
Clause 27 (Trust fund account)
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawadi'ng
Province) -I seek your guidance, Mr
Chairman. The Opposition has a minor
suggested amendment, No. 13, which is
really consequential on the Committee
accepting suggested amendment No. 14.
It would look odd if the Committee
agreed to No. 13 and not No. 14.
The CHAIRMAN-Order! It is always
agreed that when one moves a motion
in Committee, which the Committee
cannot understand because the real
motion follows, one can explain that
motion to the Committee.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-Suggested
amendments Nos. 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17
are all related to the same matter and
will be explained when I discuss amendment No. 14.
The CHAIRMAN-The honourable
member can explain them, but should
not discuss them in detail.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-This gives
effect to the strong view of the Opposition that solicitors' trust funds and
estate agents' trust funds should be
free from the need to pay receipt duty
on their banking transactions. As I have
already explained during the secondreading debate, trusts funas of solicitors and estate agents are used.largely
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for conveyancing matters and the practice of the community over a long
period has meant that the way in which
these trust funds are used will cause
a triple taxing on conveyancing
matters.
I will not go into detail because I
did so during the second-reading
debate. As the Bill currently stands,
this will be a major impost upon home
buyers, which is something the Bill
should not do. As a consequence, I now
move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in the Bill:
Clause 27,page 31, line 17, omit "or".

The Bon. B. P. DUNN (Norlth Western

Province) -The National Party agrees
with the concept behind this because
the trust funds of solicitors and estate
agents are basically for conveyancing
matters. As was pointed out during the
second-reading speech, it would subject
money moving through those accounts,
particularly in the case of conveyancing, to be taxed on two and up to three
occasions.
Obviously there must be a mechanism whereby these funds can be
exempt from paying the tax. The solicitor will not pay the duty, nor will
the estate agent; it will come out of
the pocket of the person involved in
the transaction. This would be detrimental to the Government's intentions
for home ownership. It would counterbalance a number of other measures the
Government has introduced to ease the
burden on home buyers.
It also would be a burden on everybody in all transactions that pass
through these trust accounts. As Mr
Wright said, it would be $30 000 in the
case of one estate agent. Other examples
have been given to our party, so it supports the suggested amendment that has
been proposed by Mr Block.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD
(Bendigo Province)-There are only six
copies of the Bill available and many
members in the House do not have a
copy. Might I point out the great concern felt by country solicitors. I have
received correspondence and a telegram relating to this clause. I have
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received a telegram from Mr John
Adams, a solicitor from Kyabram, and
he states that he objects strongly to
solicitors' trust accounts being included
in the Financial Institutions Duty Bill.
In correspondence from Mr Michael
John, of the firm of Byett Ellinghaus
J ohnand Morrison of Bendigo, he
raised the point that has been made
by Mr Block and Mr Dunn relating to
the home purchaser and, in a case
of three transfers being concerned with
the one deal, the transaction is levied
0·09 per cent. I quote from this letter
from Mr Michael John:
I fail to see why clients of stockbrokers
should be given special treatment, while money
paid to purchase a house will effectively be
taxed three times.
The simple solution is to amend section 27 by
the insertion of a new paragraph 27 (l) (c)
and a new paragraph 27 (6) (c) as follows:
27 (1) (c) that is a trust account for the purposes of the Legal Profession Practice
Act 1958.
27 (6) (c) a practitioner as defined by the
Legal Profession Practice Act 1958.
If this anomaly is not rectified, the result is
obvious-clients will bypass solicitors' trust
accounts with their settlement moneys. This
will, I think, not only provide great administration difficulties, but a]so make the task of
policing trust funds extremely difficult.

He goes on further to state:
Apart from the inequity of the situation, it
could result in a dramatic reduction in the
moneys which are at any given point in time
in solicitors' trust accounts. This will reduce
the moneys which are placed on deposit with
the Law Institute. which in turn will result in
a significant reduction in the moneys which are
available from tha,t source for Legal Aid Commission, the Leo Cussen Institute for Continuing Legal Education, the Law Reform commission and the Solicitors' Guarantee Fund.

Bearing in mind these points made by
Mr Michael John, I trust the Minister
in charge of the Bill will give serious
consideration to these points and
others that have been raised and see
his way towards accepting the suggested amendments that I have outlined.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy)-The Government has considered the matters
raised by Mr Block, Mr Dunn and Mr
Radford on suggested amendment No.
13, and has taken into account their
calls in respect of the operations of
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solicitors' trust accounts and estate
agents' trust accounts. Having considered those arguments, the Government
rejects the proposition that is before
the Committee.
However, in recognition of part of
the argument that has been put forward, I foreshadow a further amendment to a subsequent clause, which
will reduce the duty that will have to
be paid in respect of solicitors' trust
accounts. That matter will be introduced ata later stage in discussions
in .committee.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province)-Again, I express disappointment that the force of persuasion and
argument that the Opposition has been
able to bring to bear on this matter
has not caused a change of heart in
the Government. It is apparent that
there is a grave injustice in solicitors'
trust funds and real estate agents' trust
funds,which are set up by a statute of
Parliament, being subject to this tax.
They are procedures where money is
placed in trust by solicitors and agents.
They are not trading accounts, by and
large, and there is no way in which
they should attract this duty. It is
hoped that the Government will do
something to ameliorate the impact of
this duty upon conveyancing and upon
people purchasing houses.
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The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province)-I move:
That it be a suggestion tQ the Assembly that
they make the foJ]owing amendment in the Bm:
Clause 32, page 34, after line 26 insert:
( ) a s'pecial account kept in the name of
the Law Institute of Victoria;
( ) a special account, kept in the name of
a charitable institution within the meaning of
section 25;.

This is 'a consequential amendment on
previous decisions of the Committee
concerning the Law Institute of Victoria and charitable institutions 'and
I move this amendment as a suggested
amendment to the 'Legislative Assembly.
The central paragraph of the printed
suggested amendment that relates to
armoured car services is no longer
applicable, as that was earlier dealt
with in a cavalier fashion by the Committee. Therefore, I should have withdrawn that paragraph.
The suggested amendment was
agreed to, and the clause was postponed.
Clauses 33 to 46 were agreed to.
Clause 47 (Refunds)
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawadting
Province)-I wish to explain to the
House this suggested amendment that
the Opposition feels strongly about. I
move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that

The Opposition commends the Gov- they make the following amendment in the Bill:
ernment for the reasonable amendClause 47, page 42, after line 15 insert:
ment that it is proposing to move,
(2) A person may apply to the Commissioner
which will become apparent to the in the prescribed form for reimbursement of an
a.mount, not being less than $100, referred to
Committee later, but it does not accep~ in
sub-section (3).
the Government's rejection of its argu(3) The amount for the purposes of subment. However, it does not intend to section (2) is an amount paid by a person to
a bank in respect of duty paid by the bank at
take the matter to a division.
any time within the period of twelve months
the application is made, 'being duty in
before
The suggested amendment was negarespect of amounts transferred from an account
tived.
kept in Victoria or New 'South Wales in the
name of that person (or of another ;person who
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading is
a member of a group within the meaning of
Province)-That was a test and, asa section 23 of which the first-mentioned person
a member) to another account kept by the
result of that, I shall not move sug- is
bank in the name of that person or that other
gested amendments Nos. 14 to 17.
person.
Where the Commissioner is satisfied that
The clause was agreed to, as were an(4)
applicant under sub-section (2) has paid
clauses 28 to 31.
to a bank the amount claimed in respect of
duty paid by the bank -by reason of a transfer
Clause 32 (Audited returns of ex- referred to in sub-section (3), the Commissioner
may reimburse that amount to the applicant.
empt bank accounts)
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This amendment would help to overcome one of the very sad effects of
this Bill, in terms of the multiplier
effect connected with the interchange
of funds from one account to another
of the s'ame person, or body, or groups
of bodies or financial entities. As the
Bill stands now, if a person transferred '
money from one of his accounts to
another of his accounts, even in the
same bank, or even between banks or
between States, that transfer would
attract duty. This seems to be an
onerous imposition on the commercial
world.
If one moved house from Mount
Waverley to Hawthorn and transferred
one's account from one branch of the
same establishment to another one, ,iust
asa matter of moving house, that
transfer would be subject to duty.
This will be escalated if applied to the
normal practices of the business community where a company like Br,oken
Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd, as a matter of
course, moves money, for instance from
New South Wales to Victoria, which
move will attract the duty. It is an unfortunate consequence of the Bill and
the suggested amendment that I have
moved would overcome it.
I have noted the potenial loophole
that, if one moves money into a nonduty State like South Australia or
Queensland, where it would not be subject t'O the duty. and then that money
w'as moved into Victoria or New South
Wales to escape the duty that way,
such action will be precluded because
the provision wilt apply only to New
South Wales and Victoria under paragraph (3) of the suggested amendment.
The suggested amendment is very important and will correct a major mistake in the' Bill and a sad consequence
of it in its effect 'On the banking habits of
the financialcom,munity.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NoI1th W'esttem
Province)-Mr Block has made a genuine attemot t'O try to overcome the problem but it must be considered to create a real administrative nightmare.
The basic phil'Osophy of the National
Party is that people should be required
to pay the tax only once and a way must
be found to overcome the situation
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where people-and ·most ,people do have
a number of accounts--do not have to
pay that duty when transferring money
from one account to ,another. Everyone
d'Oes that at one stage. Most people have
more than 'oneacc'Ount and some businesses have many accounts. The way
in which the suggested amendment
would work causesconcem.
The Hon. P. D. Block-It lis difficullt.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-A mass of
exemptions would be sought and I do
not see how it can be achieved. The
National Party 'cannot provide a solution t'O it. Perhaps there win need to be
a rethinking of people's ·accounting
methods, particularly businesses, right
through to bank accounts. The National
Party supports the thrust of the suggested amendment, but it is concerned
whether it is feasible 'and whether it is
administratively possible.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -In 'addition
to the reservations expressed by IMr
Dunn, the Government is of the view
that the suggested amendment allows
people to get reimbursed if the bank
charges duty when the money is tmnsferred between accounts and that being
the intention of Mr Block in addition
to it being an administrative difficulty,
it would also be constitutionally a risky
proposition 'and would come close to
contravening section 92 of the Constitution Act. Further, the suggested amendment, if agreed to by the Committee,
would seriously erode the tax base as
set out in the Bill. For those reasons,
the Government rejects the suggested
amendment.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nun;awading
Province)-The Opposition has sought
in every w~y possible through the suggested amendment to place the burden
not on the banking community. It would
bean undesirable burden for bank~ to
have to trace individual transactions
through their own organizations to identify a partkular bank account where 'a
deposit was made by the same or a different entity. It becomes impossible to
deal with the matter in that way. The
only way in which to manage it was to
allow companies that could identify in
their own transactions that they were
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merely moving money from one of their
accounts to another could apply to the
Government at the end of the year for
a re'fund of the excess duty paid if it
attracted duty of more than $100000.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-There could
be a lot of those.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-The Opposition sought ways of overcoming the injustice in the Bill. I am not sure that
there is another way. It is unfortunate
that the Minister should raise the possible contravention of the Constitution
Act on excise tax ·because he will note
that yesterday, in another place, an
amendment was made, which has now
become clause 105 of the Bill which does
not do exactly what this particular
amendment seeks to do. It also means
under that reasoning and its impact on
excise that it will come under the same
sort of critical, scrutiny. The Minister
was on safer ground wben he said that
it would attack the revenue base which
the Opposition has agreed not to do. For
that reason, I will not press for a division on the suggested amendment. However, as the Government does not like
the suggested amendment I have moved,
it should have created its own suggested
amendment to give the desired effect.
The suggested amendment was negatived, and the clause was agreed to, as
were clauses 48 to 94.
Clause 95 (Exemption from credit
business duty)
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nun'awad~ng
Province) -I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make' the following amendment in the Bm:
Clause 95, 'page 68, line 32, after "credit
business" insert "or rental business".

Suggested amendments Nos. 20, 21
24 and 25 circulated in my name are all
related. They are related to the desire
of the Opposition to ensure that rental
business also receives the same beneficial attention that the Government
has given to hire-purchase and credit
duties. I referred to this matter durin~
the second-reading debate 'and I shall
not be long-winded about it. The Opposition considers that this is a major
anomaly in the Bill. The Government
has gone a long way towards removing
one of the less fair duties 'imposed at
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present by the Government on those
who purchase products through hirepurchase and credit agr:eements and it
generally affects the less wealthy in the
co'mmunity.
I recommend that the Government removes these duties on rental business
and agreements which are major charges
against those in the community who are
struggling to afford to buy goods and
services. The Opposition would like the
Government to examine this suggested
amendment and to accept it.
'The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -The suggested amendment seeks the abolition of
rental duty. The Government has considered the matter. It believes the effect
of the suggested amendment, if agreed to
by the Committee, would be to seriously erode the revenue base of the Bill
by about $20 million a year. The Government believes it cannot be afforded this
financial year, but it is prepared to reexamine the issue in the next Budget.
Therefore. at this stage. the Government
is not able to agree to the suggested
amendment.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawad~ng
Province) -Obviously the Opposition is
disaooointed at the Government's intransigence on the matter but. as the
Minister pOinted out. it does affect the
revenue base of the Government and the
Opposition will not press it to division
as would be the policy of the Opposition.
The Opposition accepts the Government'~ assurance that it will look at
it in the next Budget and, once again,
the Oppo~ition points to the fact that,
as a result of pressing this matter
in the Legislative Council, yet another
injustice has been brought to the attention of the Government that the
Opposition hopes it will correct.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Provit}Ce) -I am pleased the Minister
has stated that the Government will
review this. The National Party believes
it could have come to terms with it
in the Bill. Although it was stated that
it would cost the Government a considerable amount of money this year,
the National Party believes it is unfair
that this aspect remains in the Bill
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when credit businesses and hire-purchase transactions have been excluded
from it. Members of the National Party
believe the Government will act quickly
to .eliminate that duty. The National
Party supports the thrust of the amendment and trusts that the Government
will move quickly to correct the
situation.
The suggested amendment was negatived.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province) -1 do not propose to proceed
with my suggested amendment No. 21.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 96.
Clause
97
(Short-term
money
market)
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province) - I do not propose to proceed
with suggested amendment No. 22.
Suggested amendment No. 23 is a
consequential
amendment
referring
back to suggested amendments Nos.
1, 2, 3 and 4 standing in my name,
which sought to change the short-term
money market minimum from $50 000
to $100000. As a consequence of the
Government's intention to raise the
minimum from $50000 to $100000, an
amendment that was to be proposed
to the Stamps Act 1958 that would
have changed the words in that Act
from "not less than $50 000" to "not
less than $100 000" is no longer
required as a result of the amendments
already made. Suggested amendment
No. 23 seeks to omit them. Accordingly,
I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendment in clause

97:

Clause 97, page 69, lines 24 to 26, omit all
words and expressions on these lines.

The suggested amendment was
agreed to, and the clause was postponed.
Clause 98 was agreed to.
Clause 99 (Stamp duty on conveyances, &c.)
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) - I move:
That it bea suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the following amendments in the Bill:
Clause 99, page 70, omit "2.50" and insert

"2.45".
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Clause 99, page 70, omit "2.75" and insert

"2.70".

Cl'ause 99, ,page 70, omit "3.00" and insert

"2.95".

Clause 99, sub-clause
"3.50" and insert "3.45".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"3.75" and insert "3.70".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"4.25" and insert "4.20'.
Clause 99, sub-clause
"4.50" and insert "4.45".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"2.50" and insert "2.45".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"2.75" and insert "2.70".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"3.00" and insert "2.95".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"3.50" and insert "3.45".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"3.75" and insert "3.70".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"4.25" and insert "4.20".
Clause 99, sub-clause
"4.50" and insert 1<4.45".

(1), page 71, omit
(1), ,page 71, omit
(1), page 71, omit
(1), page 71, omit
(2), page 71, omit
(2), page 71, omit
(2), page 71, omit
(2), page 71, omit
(2), page 71, omit

(2), page 72, omit
(2), page 72, omit

Suggested amendments Nos. 1 to 14
represent a step in the recognit~on «;»f
conveyancing fees and a reductIon In
the rate of duty on such fees.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (NuOIaw,ading
Province) -The Opposition welcomes
the move by the Government to lessen
the effect of its duty and the fact that
it will not allow solicior's trust funds
and real estate agent's trust funds to
be exempt from the duty. As a result
of that, the amendments suggested by
the Government to lessen the current
duty on conveyancing and sale of land
is commended as being something towards what the Opposition wishes and
it supports the Government.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North W'eSlte:m
Province) -The Natio~al .Party aI~o
supports this move, which IS a step m
the right direction. It overcomes one
of the major concerns the party has
had with the Bill in relation to conveyancing in solicitor's and estate
agent's trust funds. It is one way round
it where the duty will still be payable
on transactions on those accounts but
the actual stamp duty on the transaction will be reduced to counterbalance its effect. The National Party
supports it and commends the Government for agreeing to this change.
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The suggested amendments were
agreed to.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
they make the foJJowing amendment in the Bill:
•( ) In the Third Schedule to the Stamps
Act 1958 under the heading "VI.-CONVEY·
ANCE OF REAL PROPERTY AND LAND
TRANSFER"(a) for the expression "1.50" (where twice
occurring) there shall be substituted the
expression "1.45";
(b) for the expression "1.75" (where twice
occurring) there shall be substituted the
expression "1.70";
(c) for the expression "2.00" (where twice
occurring) there shall be substituted the
expression "1.95";
(d) for the expression "2.25" (where twice
occurring) there shall be substituted the
expression "2.20".'.
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"AA. (1) This Act shall remain in force until
30 June 1983 and no longer.
(2) The expiry of this Act shall not affect
its previous operation or the validity of any
action taken under this Act or any penalty
incurred in respect of any contravention of or
failure to comply with this Act or any proceed·
ing or remedy in respect of any such penalty or
punishment." .

This is a sunset clause and the Opposition proposes it not with a view to
the tax disappearing at the end of June
next, but in the knowledge that this
legislation must come back to this Parliament having regard to the circumstances in which it is passing tonight.
The tax was foreshadowed in the
Budget on 21 September and one would
have thought that the Government
would have known by then all its implications and have studied its impact on
The suggested amendm~nt is conse- every aspect of the business community.
quential and represents a change to the In fact, those consultations took place
Stamps Act to bring it into line with after the proposal appeared in the
what has just been agreed to by the Budget, not before. The consultations
were at officer level, not at Ministerial
Committee.
level.
The suggested amendment was
The financial institutions in this State
agreed to.
received four different versions, sucThe Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister cessively modified, as to how the tax
for Minerals and Energy) -I move:
would operate. On 19 November this
That it be a suggestion to the Assembly that year, the fifth version was published,
they make the following amendment in the Bm:
together with an explanatory backClause 99, page 72, lines 1 and 2, omit "and ground statement. Some institutions
(2)" and insert ", (2) and (3)".
were informed that that statement
As with the previous suggested amend- would be available at 10 a.m.; a press
ments, this suggested amendment is conference was convened for 2 p.m.;
consequential.
it was postponed until 4 p.m.; then
The suggested amendment was until 6 p.m. and ultimately took place
agreed to, and the clause was post- at 7 p.m. Throughout the day, the
poned.
Government was hurriedly making furClause 100 (Exemption from instal- ther changes to the scheme, and consultations with the New South Wales
ment purchase agreement)
Government were taking place by teleThe Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nun1awading phone. The fifth version was published
Province) ~I do not propose to proceed at 7 p.m. that night. Over the week-end,
with suggested amendments Nos. 24 draftsmanship in accordance with the
and 25 in my name.
further version hurriedly took place
The clause was agreed to, as were and, on Monday, 22 November, an incomplete Bill went before Cabinet. The
the remaining clauses.
Bill was still not completed; there had
Suggested new clause
been no time to cross reference it, or
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eiastern to check out loopholes.
Province) -I move:
On that day, certain major financial
Tha.t it be a suggestion to the Assembly that
institutions were seen by the Treasurer
they make the following amendment in the Bill:
Insert the following new clause to follow for the first time. On 24 November,
the Opposition was able to have a first
clause 106:
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conference with officers as to the implications of the measure. The officers
then flew to Sydney to discuss with
officers handling the New South Wales
Bill even further changes. As -a result
of that visit, further changes were
made. The New South Wales Bill and
the Victorian Bill came closer together,
but even then some inconsistencies between the two still existed.
On 19 November, it had been promised that a Bill would be available by
22 November, but it was not. On
25 November, it was available to a
select handful of people. On 26 November, one member of the Opposition obtained a Bill that was heavily marked,
"Draft-not final". In fact, further
changes again were made b~fore the
Bill was introduced the follOWIng week.
The Leader of the Opposition did not
obtain a copy of the Bill that day; nor
did the Opposition spokesman on the
issue. Three copies were received on
29 November, the date on which the
Bill became readily available to the
finance industry, although some members of the industry did not obtain
copies until later. On 30 Nov~mber,
the Bill was introduced to ParlIament
with further changes.
Incidentally, on 19 November, the
financial institutions had been advised
that they would have three weeks in
which to make representations after
seeing the Bill. In fact, most of the~
saw a Bill on 29 November and It
was introduced in Parliament on 30
November. Over the next nine days,
major representations were made by
those organizations that had had time
to assimilate this huge Bill, and as
a result of those representations,
amendments were made in another
place. In another place, one amendment
was even made on the run during the
third-reading stage by way of recommittal following a comment made by
the Opposition.
Today, as a result of further representations that have been received, further major amendments are being
made. As honourable members have
heard, a further major set of representations has been received as late as
9.30 this evening, by way of telex.
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The Hon. G. A. S. Butler-From

whom?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-From the
banking industry. Representations are
likely to continue to be r.ece~ved ~or
many months yet as organizations, Institutions and sections of the finance
industry and commerce recognize the
impact of the measure.
The Opposition has this evening
drawn attention to a number of anomalies which exist and which have not
been remedied. However, I corn-mend
the Government for having remedied
some anomalies by accepting suggested
amendments tonight.
Clearly, the Government still needs
to undertake a major exercise in evaluating all of the submissions that have
been made and those that are yet to
be made. It will need to reconsider
many provisions of the Bill; it will
need to provide many exemptions, and,
as they emerge, it will need to remedy
more anomalies. That ought to be done
at the earliest opportunity and an
amending Bill ought to be brought forward as quickly as possible when the
task has been undertaken. It is for
that reason that this amendment is
moved-to give an opportunity to the
Legislative Council of having another
look at the Bill when all concerned
have presented considered submissions
and the Government has been able to
evaluate them properly. That has not
been possible in the time available; the
time has been far too short for a
major Bill of this kind.
I ask the Minister to give an undertaking to the Committee that all submissions will be carefully evaluated
and that any necessary amending Bill
will be presented as quickly as possible.
The amendment is a vehicle for ensuring that that will occur. However, if
the Minister is able to give such an
undertaking, it is possible that a .division on the measure may be aVOIded.
The .Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy)-As the
Leader of the Opposition indicates, the
suggested new clause has the effect of
adding a sunset clause. It must be
understood by honourable members
and by all parties concerned that the
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Bill is to be a continuing measure. this matter was last before the House,
To introduce a sunset clause at this I moved a reasoned amendment which
stage would give the community the called upon the Government to examine
impression that the Bill is of a tempor- the report of the Chief Justice'~ Law
ary nature. Further, it must also be Reform Committee and to take certain
understood that, with the introduction action. Since that time, the Government
of the measure, many companies will has responded and this House has dealt
be establishing computer programmes with a Bill resulting from that response,
to enable them to meet their commit- namely the Wrongs (Dependants) Bill.
ments under the Bill, and those pro- In the light of that action taken by
grammes ought to be ongoing. In addi- the Government and of undertakings
tion, if a sunset clause came into effect, given during the debate, I seek the
it would have the by-product of reintro- leave of the House to withdraw the
ducing the stamp duties that are pro- reasoned amendment.
posed to be abolished by the Bill.
By leave, the amendment was withThe Government intends-and I give drawn.
this assurance to the Committee-to
The motion was agreed to.
consider all of the submissions that
The Bill was read a second time and
are made. They will be evaluated and committed.
further consideration will be given by
Clause 1 was agreed to.
the Government to the introduction of
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6191
amendments in both the autumn and
spring sessional periods of 1983. The s. 29)
Government is unable to support the
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
amendment.
Yarra Province) -An amendment has
been circulated in my name. The amendThe suggested clause was negatived.
ment was prepared prior to the GovernThe schedule was agreed to.
ment introducing the amendment to the
Progress was reported, and the sug- Wrongs (Dependants) Bill which was
gested amendments were reported to dealt with earlier tonight. In the light of
the House and adopted.
that amendment, it is no longer necesIt was ordered that the Bill be re- sary for me to proceed with the amendturned to the Assembly with a message ment because the matter has been dealt
with differently.
intimating the decision of the House.
The clause was agreed to.
ADMINISTRATION AND PROBATE
The Bill was reported to the House
(SURVIVAL OF ACTIONS) BR..L
without amendment, and passed through
The debate (adjourned from October its remaining stages.
6) was resumed on the motion of the
Hon. \V. A. Landeryou (Minister for
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL
Economic Development):
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (MinThat this Bill be now read a second time.
ister for Economic Development)-I
and on the Hon. Haddon Storey's move:
amendment:
That this Bill be now read a second time.
That all the words after "That" be omitted
with the view of inserting in place thereof "the
Bill be withdrawn and re-drafted in the Jight of
the repolt of the Sub-committee of the Chief
Justice's Law Reform Committee on Survival of
Causes of Action ,for Personal Injuries dated 2
December 1981 and to ensure that the principles
set out in clause 2 (1) of the Bm do not apply
to causes of action arising -before the date of
the second reading of the Bill in the Legislative
Assembly".

The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) (By leave) -When

I understand the House labours under
the disability of having a "certified
dummy copy" of the Bill from the
Assembly. I leave it to honourable
members to make their own value
judgment.
The issues involved in the Bill have,
in my view and I hope in the view
of other honourable members, been
adequately canvassed in another place.
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Therefore, I do not propose to read
the suggested notes for the secondreading of the Bill, but I have made
copies available to honourable members. The principles and substance of
the proposed legislation are well known
and understood and, on behalf of the
Government, I commend the Bill to the
House.
The Hon. HADOON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -It is a mark of the
lack of efficiency of this Govell1ment
that at 2.30 a.m. on what is, I suppose,
intended to be the last day of the
sessional period, honourable members
are asked to deal with a Bill which was
heralded by the Premier to be a tremendous law reform project. The
Premier spoke about the Bill for three
years when in opposition and he promised that, if the Australian Labor
Party achieved office, it would be the
first legislation to be introduced by
the incoming Government. He said that
it would be dealt with expeditiously
and would lead Australia. The Premier
has done none of these things.
The Bill took a long time to reach
the Parliament. and it took a long time
to reach this House. It is not even as
good as the Bill which this House dealt
with twelve months ago. On that
occasion a Freedom of Information Bill
was introduced by the former Government. It is a pity that this Housf! is not
really being given the opportunity of
discussing the Bill in detail. I could
speak for an hour or so on this Bill, but
I would not expect any honourable member to listen to me, but I might like to
do that in order to make various comments on the Bill. Perhaps I should
because, after all, on the last night of
the last sessional period, this House sat
until approximately 5.45 a.m. and,
therefore, there is still plenty of time
ahead of honourable members!
It is a shame that a Bill which, in the
judgment of the Government and the
Opposition, is an important one, cannot
be debated in the way that it ought to
be. There are Government members
who would like to say a great deal
about this Bill and perhaps they will.
However, the Opposition at any rate
has been placed at a disadvantage by
Session 1982-69
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being required to deal with the Bill in
this way. The reason could be that the
Government is not really as keen on
freedom of information as it claims to

be.

It is a great thing to claim that this
Government, ahead of all other Governments in Australia, believes in the right
of people to know, but the claim has
not been borne out in practice. The
Minister for Minerals and Energy has
left the House, and I have no doubt
that he will return in due course because that is when he will provide the
House with the answer to any question the Opposition will ask him, that
is, in due course. That due course
has not yet arrived. The Leader of the
Government said that, in due course,
he would provide the House with
details of the committees that have
been appointed under his administration. That due course has not arrived
yet either.
In many ways, the Government has
failed to live up to the promises that
it has made. I susPect it is not the
fault of the Premier. The honourable
gentleman does believe in freedom of
information. The Opposition can only
surmise that it is the other members of
his Cabinet who are holding back on
this and who really do not believe in
open government at all.
It is because the Opposition does
believe in open government that it is
prepared to proceed with this Bill
tonight, despite its inadequacies. However, the Opposition wants the Bill to
pass. I do not think I should take up
the time of the House in explaining the
reasons why the Opposition supports
proposed freedom of information legislation. It has been discussed in the past.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-If you have
information for our benefit, let us have
it.
The Hon. HADDON STO~EY-I
would be delighted to,' if the Minister
of Agriculture promises to listen and
take notice of what I say. All honourable members would agree that it is an
important element of democracy that
people be entitled to gain information
that provides an opportunity of assess-
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ing what the Goverment is doing, to
debate issues on an informed basis and
to participate, to the best ability
possible, in the issues that face both
the Government and the community of
the day.
Incredibly, so much for the principles
of freedom of information because I do
not believe the House really wants
to participate in a lengthy discussion
about that. However, I turn now to the
nature of the Bill itself.
The Bill follows the same features
as the Commonwealth Bill and freedom
of information legislation in the United
States of America. The Bill will establish the right of a person to have
access to information, but it will deny
that right by listing a whole series of
exemptions. The Bill will provide a
right of appeal against a refusal to
grant access to information.
The Bill draws heavily on the
Freedom of Information Bill that the
former Government introduced in this
House twelve months ago. It was
interesting that the then Leader of the
Opposition, the now Premier, circulated
a draft Bill approximately eighteen
months ago. That Bill underwent a
change. Another draft Bill was circulated and then, finally, this Bill emerged
some few months ago and it is much
closer to the Bill that the former Government introduced than it is to the first
draft that was introduced.
The Premier realized that his original
Bill contained many gaps and inadequacies. There are only three areas of
the Bill that I should like to refer to
in any detail. I refer to those areas
because they represent a failure to protect freedom of information to the
extent as did the Bill of the former
Government.
The first area of concern in the Bill
refers to access to Cabinet documents
and other similar documents. The Bill
of the former Government allowed for
an appeal against a decision on access
to Cabinet documents. It did not permit
access to them if it was determined on
appeal that they were Cabinet documents, but at least there was an opporThe Hon. Haddon Storey
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tunity for an independent assessor to
determine whether the document was
either a Cabinet or Executive document. This Bill does not allow that.
This Bill provides for a conclusive
certificate to be given by the Secretary
to the Department of the Premier and
that is the end of the matter. The Bill
does not go so far in protecting the
rights of individuals as the previous
Government's Bill did nor indeed as
the Commonwealth Bill does.
The second area of the Bill which
causes concern deals with the nature
of the appeal provisions. The appeal
provisions in this Bill are to the County
Court. The Opposition does not agree
with that form of appeal. It is a most
expensive form of appeal that will cost
people dearly. It will involve delay and
paperwork. It will present an impediment to people being able to have their
appeal heard and a decision given
expeditiously and cheaply. The Bill of
the former Government provided that
an appeal should be to the Ombudsman.
That would be by far the preferable
course. The Ombudsman has a position
in the community of standing apart
from Government and thus able to
make objective assessments. Both the
present Ombudsman and the former
Ombudsman established that position to
the satisfaction of everybody. Such a
person would be an ideal person to make
the assessments that are required by
this Bill when an appeal takes place.
However, the Government has chosen
to require an appeal to go to the
County Court. That will lead to delays
and expense and it will be another
impediment to people being able to
exercise the rights that will allegedly
be conferred under the Bill.
The third area of the Bill to which
I refer is that of charges. If one wanted
an appearance of freedom of information
without the reality, the simplest way of
doing it would be to introduce a Bill
like this and to then impose substantial
charges on people who want access to
the information and, hence, bar them
from effectively gaining that access.
The Bill does not set out the amendments, although an amendment proposed in another place placed a maxi-
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mum figure of $100 on the charges
that can be imposed for documents to
be discovered under the Bill, but the
way in which the provisions of the Bill
are worded makes it impossible for the
Government to prohibit people from
having access to documents because of
the expense incurred by them.
The Premier has said publicly that
the Freedom of Information Bill should
be administered on the "user-pays"
basis. If that is the Government's intention, the Government is not genuine
in its approach to this extremely important democratic right. If it is a
democratic right as it is claimed to
be in the second-reading notes, which
were circulated to honourablemembers, it should not be a right which
can be exercised only by those who can
afford to pay the cost of obtaining the
documents.
One can imagine all sorts of circumstances where a person wants access
to documents that may require some
digging in the recesses .of the Public
Service and, if a genuine charge were
made based on the cost of access to
those documents, it could be beyond
the reach of those persons.
If one examines the Bill, one will discover that, although it follows the normal form of freedom of information
legislation, it has those impediments
which suggest a lack of genuine commitment !by the Government. The measure is
a step towards confirming those rights
and obviously the Opposition supports
the Bill, although it would have liked
to have seen it closer to the Bill that the
former Government introduced last
year.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-I would
have liked to have seen it, period!
The Hon. HADDON STOREY-Indeed, it has taken long enough to see
this one. As Mr Crozier points out,
where is it? I have not seen it for that
matter, but that does not stop me
talking about it!
During the Committee stage, I shall
comment on a number of clauses and
I shall move one or two amendments.
I will not take up the House's time
in discussing them now.
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The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North
Eastern Province)-The National Party
has been interested in the progress of the
Bill since its inception some months
ago. I am inclined to think-the best
analogy I can produce for the legislation is this-that it is a little like the
dog chasing the motor car. It becomes
tremendously excited when it sets out
but, if it does catch the car, it is
not sure what to do with it.
Although a great deal of good sense
is exercised in having information
available to the public, to suggest that
it leads to better and more open government is extremely attractive when
one first suggests it, yet, in practice,
the difficulties that are encountered
when implementing such an excellent
idea clearly shows in the history of
the Bill.
First, when it was introduced it lay
on the table for a long period while it
was considered in draft form by a number of different organizations. A huge
number of representations were obtained and were forwarded to all members of Parliament by many different
organizations, and many amendments
have been made to critical areas.
For example, local government was
concerned about the additional costs
that may be imposed upon it for something that is considered to be of little
advantage and as a result amendments
were made to the provisions in the Bill
dealing with local government. Concern
was also expressed that if information
given in the course of public inquiries
to committees of Parliament or committees of the Public Service on areas
of concern in the community and given
by private individuals or by firms was
then to be readily made available to
the public, the flow of information may
well dry up. Once again, amendments
were introduced to restrict the availability of certain information given
under those conditions, the same as
restrictions were imposed on information given to shire councils.
On examination of the Bill, one discovers that school councils will be exempted from the freedom of information provisions in the Bill because it
was realized that school councHs and
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schools may well contain confidential
information on students which should
not be made readily available to the
public.
It was also realized that certain information on private individuals spould
not be made available to the public.
Although the Government started out
with the excellent idea of having information freely and readily availabl~,
it is not as simple as that and restrictions were necessary. The Bill has
evolved to provide a freeing up of inf&-mation available to the public; it is
not a total freedom of information
measure. That is just not possible and
the Government has realized that. The
Bill produced set out an excellent idea
but it hedges around many conditions.
Once the Government started with
the good idea, it hedged around the
measure and many long and tortuous
legal arguments were put forward and
the Bill, 38 pages long, was immediately
faced with restrictions that are set out
in the interpretations clause. It will
take an extended period before the real
meaning of the proposed legislation is
clear. Many clauses will have to be
tested before the courts.
It is clear that within a few months
-twelve months at the outside-substantial amendments will be required
to the Bill as experience shows how it
works. Clearly the measure .is experimental and grave concern is expressed
in the community about whether trade
and commercial se~rets may be made
available more freely than they should
be and that technical information may
be made available to those who should
not have access to it. Again, restrictions are placed on those areas in the
proposed legislation. They are reasonable. but they will need to be tested
by the court or by people who wish to
use the provisions of the Freedom of
Information Act before they can understand exactly what they mean.
As a result of the interpretation arguments and the decision-making process,
the proposed legislation will become
more refined. Universities were not
given the same consideration as local
government or schools. They are not
The Hon. Haddon Storey
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exempted from the provisions of the
Bill, although, as I understand it, a
number of very real concessions were
made about the concerns expressed by
those bodies. Certain unpublished documents will not come within the ambit
of the Freedom of Information Bill and
neither will information on students
held by universities or the internal
working documents which form part of
management also will not be made
available.
The area of costs of implementation
within the universities is a matter' of
grave concern; however, it has not been
satisfactorily resolved. The universities
will have substantial administrative
costs in 'meeting the requirements of
the proposed legislation. Perhaps if one
is to be most critical of the Bill, it
must be in the area of cost of implementation throughout the community
and the many public bodies falling
within the ambit of the Bill. The idea
of freedom of information is excellent
but it will be costly. It may well be that
in some areas a cost-benefit analysis
may show that the community will lose
out.
Again I make this comment believing
that, as the saga of this Bill unfolds,
perhaps a better judgment in that area
can be made. The National Party does
not intend to oppose the Bill, but will
allow it to pass. It is an experimental
measure which we recognize and the
National Party will watch with interest
the way in which it works in practice.
There is one clause on which I found
some concern-clause 34-and during
the Committee stage I shall be more
specific in my concern on that issue
and shall move an amendment to the
clause.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Object of Act)
The HOD. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -Clause 3 states:
The object of this Act is to extend as far
as possible the right of ·the communitr to
access to infonnation in the possession 0 the
Government of Victoria and other bodies constituted under the law of Victoria-

Freedom of Information Bill
I point out that the Bill is restricted
to documents that have come into
existence within a period of five years
of the coming into operation of the Act.
In another place, the Opposition moved
an amendment to the relevant clause
of the Bill to enable access to documents going back 25 years. Earlier than
that they would be picked up under
the provisions of the Public Records
Act. The Government did not accept
that amendment in another place. That
means that the Bill still does not live
up to· the statement in clause 3 because it is restricted in its effect.
The Opposition still believes the Bill
should extend back in time for 25 years,
but it must accept that the Government
has made a decision in another place
on the practicality of the situation and
that it is not a matter of principle on
which the Opposition can insist in this
Committee. However, the principle as
enunciated in clause 3 of the Bill will
not really be fulfilled by the Act because of its limitation and I can only
hope that the Government will, after
the Act has come into operation and
experience has been obtained in its
operation, see the sense of the Opposition's view on this matter and introduce
an amendment to extend the reach of
the Act backwards to that period of 25
years.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 4 to 21.
Clause 22 (Charges for access to
documents)
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -I move:
Clause 22, line 35, at the end of this line
insert:
.. ( ) A charge shall ,be waived if the appli.
cant is a member of the Legislative Council or
of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria; and".

The effect of this amendment will be
that existing members of Parliament
will from time to time be able to avail
themselves of the provisions of the Act
without having to pay the fees or
charges that would otherwise be imposed. The reason for that is simple.
Otherwise, this Government would be
able to use the provisjons of the Act
to deprive members of Parliament of
Session 1982-70
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access to documents to which they can
presently have access by charging fees
or, alternatively, the Government could
waive those fees. In another place, the
Premier said that in appropriate cases
fees would be waived. One cannot be
certain what those appropriate cases
will be. The amendment in another
. place referred to former members of
Parliament and that cannot be justified
on the same basis as existing members
of Parliament; so this amendment is
more narrowly expressed and I invite
the Committee to adopt it.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-The National Party believes
there is some merit in the amendment
proposed by Mr Storey and has some
sympathy for it, particularly now that
a change has been made and former
members of Parliament are removed
from the proposal that was originally
put in another place in a copy which
was circulated to members of the
National Party today.
It seems more correct that there
should be no charge from a State Government authority for information supplied to a member of Parliament
because it is essential that honourable
members have as free as possible access
to the necessary documentation to
allow them to carry out their duties
fully and freely. I make the comment,
however, that if this clause is passed
by the Committee, I hope it will not be
used by members of Parliament on behalf of constituents to obtain information for which the constituents would
otherwise have to pay. In other words,
the only time at which the provision
suggested by Mr Storey should be used
is if it is actually needed for the honourable member -to obtain information
for carrying out his duties and not
.iust simply to assist a constituent.
But there appears to be some merit
in it, and I look forward to hearing the
comments of the Minister and whether
he is prepared to accept what appears
to be a pretty ·reasonable suggestion.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development)
-It seems to me that a member of
Parliament should be able to have
reasonable access to whatever informa-
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tion' is required and available at Government level, but I understand that
an assurance is being sought by Mr
Evans with respect to that which would
be available in the ordinary course of
events. I unhesitatingly assure Mr Evans
and the Committee that, in appropriate
cases, as he puts it, members of Parliament should have free and open access
without charge to the documents and
the information that would in those
circumstances be made available.
The Committee divided on Mr
Storey's amendment (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell in the chair).
Ayes ..
Noes ..

17

22

Majority
against
amendment ..
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Butler
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Granter
Mr Hayward
Mr Arnold
Mr Baxter
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
Mr McArthur

AYES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

the
5
Hunt
Knowles
Lawson
Long
Storey
Ward

Tellers:

Mr Radford
Mr Reid

NOES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Mier
Murphy
Pullen
Sandon
Sgro
Walker
White
Wright

Tellers:

Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon

Clauses 23 to 33 were agreed to.
Clause 34 (Documents relating to
trade secrets, &c)
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province) - I move:
Clause 34, lines 38 and 39, omit "in improved
competition or".

During the second-reading debate, I
indicated my concern about certain provisions :in clause 34. The Committee will
understand that clause 34 exemots
certain documents from the right of disclosure under the Act if they have
certain effects on business secrets.
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Clause 34 (1) (b) is significant in this
respect in that a document will be an
exempt document if the disclosure of
the information under the Act would be
likely to expose the undertaking to disadvantage. In other words, if by giving
information to a public body, which
would afterwards be disclosed, a commercial firm or individual could suffer
disadvantage. However, in sub-clause
(2), there are further provisions which
water down the original protection.
Clause 34 (2) states:
In deciding where the disclosure of infonnation would ex.pose an undertaking to disadvantage, for the purposes of paragraph (b) of
sub-section (1), an agency or Minister may take
account of any of the following considerations:

In other words, there are exemptions
to that exemption. I am particularly
concerned about sub-clause (2) (d),
which states:
Whether there are any considerations in the
public interest in favour of disclosure which
outweighs considerations of competitive disadvantage to the undertaking, for instance, the
public interest in improved competition or in
evaluating aspects of government regulation
of corporate practices or environmental controls;

In other words, the exemption will
not apply if the Minister or the agency
considers that there are matters of
public interest which outweigh the need
for exemption.
I suggest that the words "in improved
competition or" need to be taken out
otherwise information could be disclosed of either a new commercial process or method which is superior to that
of competitors and which gives an individual or a business an advantage and
allows him to manufacture more
cheaply.
If information about that should be
sought~ the Minister could decide that
by making the process or the method
more readily available, cheaper goods
could be made readily available to the
public and, therefore, that commercial
secret could be disclosed. 1 believe that
would be a real inhibition on firms and
individuals providin,g information to
Government agencies. It does not sit
well with clause 35 (1) (b), which
states:
The disclosure of the information under this
Act would be contrary to the public interest

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill
by reason that this disclosure would be reasonably likely to impair the ability of an agency
or a Minister to obtain similar infonnation in
the future.

I suggest that without the removal
of the words "in improved competition
or" from clause 34 (2) (d) there will be
a real inhibition on the provision of information to many public agencies.
For that reason, the Government
would be wise to accept the amendment
I have moved as it will make the Bill
much more workable. I understand it
was a straight lift from the Commonwealth Act and I suggest 'it has been
included without sufficient attention. I
ask the Government to consider the
amendment I have moved.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic Development) -The
Government accepts the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 35 to 57.
Clause 58 (Costs of proceedings)
The Hon. HAD DON STOREY (East
Yarra Province) -I move:
Clause 58, page 34, line 11, after "58." insert

.. (1) Subject to sub-section (2),".

Clause 58, page 34, after line 12 insert:
"(2) The Court may order that the costs
incurred by an a'pplicant in the proceedings
shall be borne by the defendant."

The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted, as
were the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments.
On the motion of the Hon. W. A. Landeryou (Minister for Economic Development) , the Bill was recommitted for the
further consideration of clause 22.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Pr--ovince) -I move:
Clause 22, line 35, at the end of this line
"( ) A change shall be waived if he applicant is a member of the Legislative Council or of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria."

The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
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HISTORIC BUILDINGS
(AMENDMEN'I) BILL
This Bill was returned from the
Assembly with a message intimating
that they had made certain of the amendments made by the Council and had
disagreed with one other amendment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) -I move:
That this House do not insist on the amendment disagreed with by the Assembly.

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) -Could the Minister explain the action taken by the
Assembly?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning) (By Ieave)-Earlier today,
honourable members had an extended
debate on this Historic Buildings
(Amendment) Bill in this House. It was
a complex debate and a number of
amendments were moved by the Opposition and by myself. One amendment
was moved by the corner party. There
was an extraordinary amount of agreement at that time. In fact, there was
only one essential disagreement, but it
happens to have been on a most important issue.
What has occurred is that the amendments that were passed and moved by
this House went back to the Assembly
and, with the exception of one important
amendment, the other amendments were
agreed to. That amendment has been
returned to this House. I have had
consultation with the Opposition parties
and it is my understanding at the
moment that they will not be supporting
the position taken in the Assembly.
It is a matter connected with the
economic factors that we bel'ieve should
not be taken into account at the time
of the registration or designation of an
historic building. This is one of the most
important factors in the view of the
Government in relation to this Bill. The
Government has stated that on a number
of occasions.
I am disappointed to hear that the
spokesmen for both Opposition parties
in another place indicated that they
needed more time to consider the Bill.
They did not have the guts to say that
they opposed the measure, but suggested
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that they would like to rethink the
matter and perhaps in a few months'
time they. will come back and allow an
amendment to go through. That is being
lily-livered.
Full consultation has occurred. Since
June, this issue has been canvassed with
all parties, particularly with the
churches, building owners and managers
and real estate people. That is not to
say that they have whole-heartedly
agreed with the measure. They agreed
the Gove,rnment should proceed in the
manner represented by the amendment.
I have letters to that effect.
It is a misuse of this House, when
that kind of consultation has occurred
and when in rea1'ity there have been
agreements by the people who will be
affected, for the Opposition parties in
this House to use the numbers they have
simply to go against the will of the
people. That is a total misuse of this
House.
The economic factors have been
properly taken into account. Experience
with the 1981 amendments that have
applied since June indicated that they
were unworkable and the Government
has been forced by this House to go
back to the 1981 Act which means that
all those parties to a designation of an
historic building are forced into major
expense for no good reason.
I have tried to explain the position
at length and some Opposition members
have understood, but their party will
not allow them to make a move in the
right direction. The spokesman for the
major parties has indicated to me that
he agrees with the Government but he is
not free to move that way.
The Hon. H. R. Ward-I think you
had better couch your argument in a
better way and you might get somewhere.
The HoD. E. H. WALKER-Mr Ward
has shown that he knows something
about historic buildings. Perhaps he
could have spoken up today in regard
to this issue.
I am amazed tha t there is this
specious argument about the need for
more time. Twelve months ago, the
position of my party was put strongly,

Historic Buildings .(Amendment) Bill

It is not as though the Opposition parties

did not know about that because my
speech was quoted to me today by Mr
Chamberlain. The Opposition parties
have had six months since the Bill was
introduced and this provision was part
of it. They have had one full month with
notes and two weeks with the actual
a'mendment-a situation not afforded
to members of the Government when in
opposition. How much more time is
needed. They have had full access to
the staff of the 'Department of Planning.
It is a specious argument to claim
that more time is needed so that they
might understand. The accord the Government has had with key community
groups has been reported in the press
and the Opposition parties know that
because they have reported that as well.
It is nonsense to suggest that the
Opposition parties do not know that the
Government has support for the provision it is putting forward. It is nonsense
to say they do not realize they are
germane to the other part of the amendment moved by the Government. It is
a lily-livered approach on the part of
the Opposition parties that they are
wining to admit that in fact proper consultation and community involvement
had occurred.
The Government has received letters
to indicate that the major parties agree
that we go ahead on the understanding
that we continue talks during the next
twelve months, but they do not have the
good sense to understand that the Government ought to be allowed to proceed
with properly prepared legislation which
was part of Government policy prior to
the election and clearly stated in this
House wth plenty of time given for them
to understand the position. This is a sad
reflection on the biased statements made
by Opposition parties on the matter of
a mandate. They do not give a damn.
I indicate to the Opposition parties
that I intend to call a press conference
tomorrow and tell those members of the
press who attend exactly what kind of
Opposition parties we have in this
House. Mr Wright will get the opportunitv to make comment in a momp.nt..
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He seems to think it is great to have tration proceedings were bec<?m~ng
the power to frustrate a proper piece of imminent the owner of the budding
would Write to the council and
proposed legislation.
say
he believed he would be affected,
The Hon. K. I. M. Wrlght-To reand so on. The council can then
view, not frustrate.
make up its mind about what it is
The HoD. E. H. WALKER-.To review going to do about the economic factors.
be damned-you have had time to do If it decides it will not, the registration
that and you are clearly frustrating the just proceeds the way it did before.
Government. This means that a total Two of the main professional bodies
piece of worth-while legislation cannot are opposed to the amendment, namely,
proceed now until the Parliament recon- the Real Estate and Stock Institute of
venes. I indicate absolute disappoint- Victoria and the Australian Institute
ment about the humbug and hypocrisy of of Valuers. They realize the unjust and
the Opposition parties who are unwilling unfair way in which this might react
to understand what a mandate means. against property owners.
It is a sad day for the Parliament.
Finally, the National Party sees no
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (NorItb reason for the Minister to proceed
Western Province) -It is absolutely with the latest amendment. In the
ridiculous that the Minister should say opinion of the National Party, the old
that there has been full consultation, section of the Act can stand and will
when one takes into consideration that do as good a job as the amendment
there are probably hundreds of owners proposed by the Government.
out there in the community who have
On the motion of the Hon. W. A.
no idea of the existence of this proposed
legislation. Those people own older LANDERYOU (Minister for Economic
the
debate
was
homes and- at any moment could be faced Development) ,
with a request that their properties adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
should be registered but the registration
proceedings, according to the amend- adjourned until later this day.
ments introduced by the Minister, are
only on the basis of architectural and
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
historical value.
DUTY BILL
The point is that the property may be
This Bill was returned from the
valued at $1 million and the moment Assembly with a message intimating
registration procedures are brought into
operation that property could lose that they had made the amendments
$100000 or $200000 in value. The Min- suggested by the Council on the conister is taking a very narrow view. He sideration of the Bill in Committee.
is considering only those people who
The message was referred to the
are looking at the historical side. We Committee on the Bill.
on the other side are, by reality, dealing
Postponed clauses 7, 25, 32, 97 and
with the people who actually own the 99, including the amendments sugproperty.
gested by the Council as made by the
The Minister was very scathing in his Assembly, were agreed to.
remarks about the Opposition parties.
The Bill, including the amendments
What we are doing is serving our proper
by the Council as made by
suggested
role 'in this Parliament by being a House
of review. We are merely reviewing the Assembly, was reported to the
legislation which is not common-sense House without amendment, and passed
legislation and 'is not just legislation, it through its remaining stages.
it unfair.
HUMAN TISSUE BILL
The amendment that we moved and
The message from the Assembly
which said that the economic factors
may be considered by the council merely relating to the amendments in this Bill
means, for instance, that if regis- was taken into consideration.
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Assembly's amendments:
Clause 4, lines 1-6, omit sub-clause (1).
Clause 4, lines 8 and 9, omit "other than a
hospital referred to in sub-section (1)".
Clause 15, line 14, after "presence;" insert
"and",
Clause 15, lines 15-26, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert:
"(b) that he explained to the parent before
the consent was given the nature and
effect of the removal from the body of
that child of the tissue specified in the
consent and the nature of the transplantation of that tissueand(c) that(i) he is satisfied that, at the time
consent was given, the child was
capable of understanding the
nature and effect of the removal of
the tissue and the nature of the
transplantation;
(ii) he explained those matters to the
child;
(Hi) the child understood those matters;
and
(iv) the child was in agreement with
the proposed removal and transplantation of tissue; or
(d) where the consent relates to the removal
of specified regenerative tissue for the
pUllpOse of transplantation of the tissue
to the body of a obrother or sister of the
child-that he is satisfied(i) that the ·brother or sister is likely
to die unless the tissue is transplanted to the body of that brother
ot: sister; and
(ii) that, at the time the consent was
given, the child, by reason of his
age, was not capable of understanding the nature and effect of
the removal of the tissue and the
nature of the transplantation.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That the amendments be agreed

to.

The motion was agreed to.
SALE OF LAND (AMENDMENT) BILL
The message from the Assembly
relating to the amendments in this Bill
was taken into consideration.
The HoD. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -I move:
That this House does not insist on the
amendments disagreed with by the Assembly.

The HoD. K. I. M. WRIGHT (NQrth
Western Province)-Could the House
have more information on the matter?

Sale

of

Land (Amendment) Bill

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) (By leave)For the benefit of Mr Wright, who during
the sessional period has sought amendments to the Local Government Act,
State Electricity Commission Act and
the Historic Buildings Act, the matters
were discussed at length during the
Committee stage. The amendments were
moved by the Council and were disagreed with by the Legislative Assembly. The motion before the Council
is that it does not insist on the amendments disagreed with by the Legislative
Assembly. It represents the three days
after the completion of the contract of
sale of a period of time in which the
person can exercise his right not to
continue with that transaction.
The Hon. R. J. Long-You want to
go back to three days.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Yes.
The motion was agreed to.
MINERALS AND ENERGY FEES BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 14) on the motion of the Hon. D.
R. White (Minister for Minerals and
Energy) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -This has been a most
extraordinary night in the history of
this place. At this stage, I am tempted
to remark that at last we have a Bill,
and that is a significant improvement.
Furthermore, we have a title to the Bill,
which is a money Bill, that actually
reflects its true purpose, and that is
no mean achievement either.
Honourable members interjecting.

The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-With
some difficulty, I shall endeavour to
return to the Bill but I am tempted
to make a few comments about the
conduct of procedures in this place
tonight. I do not remember a more disgraceful episode from what was billed
and croaked as the most talented front
bench in this country. Either this is
a studied denigration of the Parliamentary process or the most colossal
and monumental incompetence ever
perpetrated in this place.

Minerals and Energy Fees Bill
I now return my remarks to the Bill.
Four objectives are contained in an
apparently straightforward Bill to increase certain fees under the Mines Act
and fiv~ other Acts. I might add that
one of these Acts is the Explosives
Act and perhaps I should, in the best
interests of local government, declare
my interests because I have a licence,
and a current one at that. I might add
that at this point I am tempted to employ it, but that would not be quite
appropriate.
My criticism of the Bill has nothing
to do, I hasten to add, with any
apparent vested interest on that score.
The second objective enables certain
fees provided in regulations under
these Acts to be increased; the third
objective is to provide power to enable
certain new fees to be introduced; and
the fourth objective provides for heads
of power to enable certain fees to be
prescribed by regulation.

The first observation I make is that
the Bill provides for substantial increases in fees and, although the
Opposition does not intend to oppose
the Bill, I point out that substantial
increases in fees are prescribed. For
example, the miner's rights fee may
increase, under this measure, from $4
to $10.
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Honourable members interjecting.

The PRESIDENT (the HOD. F. S.
Grimwade)-Order! There is .too much
noise in the Chamber and I am having
difficulty in hearing the remarks of the
honourable member.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-With
some difficulty, 1 shall refer to the
Government's definition of the fee for
service principle.
The HoD. J. W. S. RADFORD
(Bendigo Province) -On a point of
order, Mr President, I find it impossible
to hear the remarks of the honourable
member due to the interjections from
the Government side of the House.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I suggest
that honourable members control their
laughter and listen to the honourable
member.
The HoR. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) - I shall try again. I return
to the Minister's definition of the fee
for service principle. He stated:
That is, the user pays as far as reasonable for
the actual cost of .providing and maintaining
the service.

1 ask the Minister and the Government

whether this fee for service principle
will apply simply to the amending Act
and the other five Acts which are the
Clause 14 amends section 93 (1) of subject of this amending Bill, or
the Mines Act, which will increase the whether it is a principle that will flow
fees prescribed under that section from through to every aspe·ct of Govern$50 to $500. I. would have thought that ment administration. I am sure that
even in the electorate of these master honourable members on this side of
money managers, that would be a sig- the House would be interested in an
answer to that question.
nificant increase.
Another clause of the Bill refers to
Clause 30 amends section 64 (5) of
the Petroleum Act and that increases the the "graticular section". I wish to make
prescribed fee from 8 cents to $15, and a suggestion-and 1 hope that honourthat is pretty good going in one piece of able members on the Government side
proposed legislation. Another significant will take it in the spirit with which it is
point about this Bill is that it intro- offered-that a graticular section is that
duces what the Minister blandly portion of the earth's surface abounded
described in the explanatory second- by two meridians of longitude at the
reading notes as "the fee for service distance of 5 minutes, and two parallels
principle". The fee for service prin- of latitude at the distance of 5 minutes.
ciple, which is, again, I suppose, part At our latitude, that means that the
of this modern money management actual area is round about 70 sqt,lare
technique, is explained very nicely in kilometres. In fact, more precisely, I
the second-reading notes.
make it 70· 167, but the Minister, being
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a figures man, would know whether
or not that is right. I suggest to him
-in fact, this was something to which
the previous Government intended to
give attention-that because there is
some difficulty, in layman's terms, with
graticular sections as being the actual
conventional unit of area, he should
give consideration to making the literature relate simply to square kilometres.
If. that is not acceptable, I believe
there ought to be another recognizable
unit, which I suggest should be called
a "sub-graticular", which would assist
his department in dealing with mining
leases and off-shore tenements.
The major criticism of the Bill. is
that, as I have mentioned, as one of the
objectives, a number of fees or regulatory powers are introduced to enable
the fixing of these fees by regulation.
The Opposition believes that Parliament ought to have an over-riding
power wherever there is no maximum
fee prescribed. I foreshadow that during
the Committee stage a number of
amendments will be moved with the
objective of specifying maximum fees.
I well remember when the Honourable John Galbally was Leader of the
Labor Party in this House. The Labor
Party was a much more disciplined
party in those days! The House has not
yet experienced anyone from the Labor
Party either in opposition or in government in this place who could match his
powers of advocacy. However, I well
remember the very powerful advocacy
that Mr GalbaUy brought to bear whenever he believed the powers of this
Parliament were being diminished by
the Executive arm of Government and,
whenever a piece of proposed legis~
lation like this came before the Parliament, he would point out that this
diminution of power was d'erogating
from the Parliamentary process. That is
an argumerit with which the Opposition
totally concurs~ If the foreshadowed
amendments are adopted, they will correct that deficiency.
The HoD. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-The National Party
supports the main thrust of the Bill.
Although the National Party appreci-

Minerals and Energy Fees Bill

ates that the fees should be increased
in line with the rate of inflation, it
disputes the mandate claimed by the
Government to increase the fees by
excessive amounts.
The Bill seeks to increase the fee payable for a miner's right from $4 to
$10, which would represent a modest
increase of 150 per cent!
The Bill seeks to increase the annual
rent payable for a gold mining lease
from 62 cents per hectare to $5 per
hectare, which would represent an increase of only 700 per cent!
The Bill seeks to increase from $6 to
$100 the security costs to be lodged in
respect of an application for an inquiry
into an alleged breach of a labour covenant of a tailings licence. That would
represent an increase of no less than
1600 per cent. What type of mandate
does the Government have to increase
fees by those amounts?
I agree with the comments made by
Mr Crozier when he spoke to clause 32,
which states, inter alia:
In section 8 after the word "may" there
shall be inserted the words "on payment by
him of the prescribed fee and";

The National Party has always been
concerned about the setting of prescribed fees. Parliament could lose its
ability to monitor those fees. If the
Bill is passed as it is, what will happen
to the fees if they are set by the Governor in Council? The National Party
will look most favourably at any alteration of that provision.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 31 were agreed to.
Clause 32 (Assignment of interest in
lease or licence)
The Hon. D. G. C~OZIER (Western
Province) -I move:
Clause 32, page 7, after paragraph (d)
insert:
'( ) After section 45 there shall be inserted
the following section:
"45A. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so
as to enable the prescribing of fees for which
no maximum fee is specified in this Act (as

Minerals and Energy Fees Bill
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amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees Act
1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation prescribing such a fee."'.

The amendment seeks to give substance
to an established point of view about
which many honourable members have
strong views, and about which the Opposition certainly has a strong view. The
need to adopt the amendment is reinforced by the fact that, if the Bill is
passed unamended, the Government will
have the power to increase the fees to
unspecified levels without referring
them to Parliament for review.
During the election campaign, the
Labor Party claimed that if it was elected to Government it would reduce
public fees and charges. Ironically, the
Government introduced this Bill in another place on the very day when newspaper headlines exclaimed, "Cain freeze
on fares and power". Those headlines
were a bit of a furphy because the
power charges had already been jacked
up. However, the Government made
great play of its supposed freeze on
charges.
However, here is a Bill that is being
snuck into Parliament, which not only
seeks to substantially increase licence
fees, but also introduces new heads of
power to enable the Government to prescrihe these fees by regulation. A qualification ought to be placed on that regulatory power.
The HoD. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy) -The fees that
are set out in the Bill and the basic
framework of the Bill are the result of
e~tensive consideration by the Departm'ent of Minerals and Energy. The Bill
is the result of consultations which were
held with representatives of those persons who will be affected by payment
of the fees. It is for thos'e reasons that
the Government will not support the
amendment before the Committee.
The Committee divided on Mr Crozier's amendment (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell in the chair).
Ayes..
Noes. .
Majority for the amendment

20
19
1

Mr Baxter
Mr Bubb
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
MrDunn
Mr Evans
Mr Granter
Mr Hayward
Mr Hunt
Mr 'Knowles
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Lawson

Lo~

Rad ord
Reid

MrSto~

Mr Wa
Mr Wright
Tellers:
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block

Mr Amold
Mr Butler
Mrs Cox sedge
Mrs Dixon
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
Mr McArthur

NOES
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr PulleD
Mr Sandon
Mr Sgro
Mr Walker
-Mr White
Tellers:
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan

Mr Guest

PAIR
Mr Henshaw

The clause, as amended, was agreed
to.
Clause 33 (Duplicate licences and
duplicate identification plates)
The HoD. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I move:
Clause 33, page 7, after paragraph (a) insert:
'( ) After section 10 there shall be inserted
the following section:
"lOA. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Aot 1982 this Part is amended so
as to enable the prescribing of fees for which
no maximum fee is specified in this Part (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees Act
1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation
prescri'bing such a fee." '.

1 suggest to the Minister that as the
amendments in my name are identical
in content, and certainly identical in
purport, with the exception of one,
which is a consequential amendmentamendment No. 3-that the Minister
might agree to treat them in toto.
The CHAIRMAN (the HoD. W. Me
CampbeB)-The Committee can deal
with only one clause at a time.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister
for Minerals and Energy) -For the help
of the Committee, it is clear that the
matters are related and are consequential. I wish to indicate that the
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Government does not oppose the
amendment moved by Mr Crozier, because it has already been tested.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 34 (Transfer of licence)
The HOD. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I move:
Clause 34, line 30, omit • "; and' and insert:
"16D. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so
as to enable the prescribing of fees for which no
maximum fee is specified in this Act (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees Act
1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation
prescribing such a fee."; and'.
.

The amendment was agreed to.
The Hoa. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I move:
Clause 34, after paragraph (b) insert:
•( ) After section 22 there shall be inserted
the follOwing section:
"22A. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so
as to enable the prescribing of fees for which
no maximum fe·e is specified in ,this Act (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees
Act 1982), Parliament may disallow any
regulation 'prescribing such a fee." '.

The amendment was agreed to, as
was a consequential amendment, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
New clauses
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 14:
'AA. After section 93 of the Principal Act
there shall be inserted the following section:
"94. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Part is amended
so as to enable the -prescribing of fees for which
no maximum fee is specified in this Part (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees
Act 1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation prescribing such a fee." '.

The new clause was agreed to.
The HoD. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 19:
'BB. After section 383 of the Principal Act
there sha.ll be inserted the following section:
"383A. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Act 1982 this PaIt is amended so as to
enable the prescribing of ,fees for which no
maximum fee is specified in this Part (as

Minerals and Energy Fees Bill
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees
Act 1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation prescribing such a fee." '.

The new clause was agreed to.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 30:
'CC. After section 82 of the Petroleum Act
1958 there shall be inserted the following
section:
"83. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so
as to enable the prescribing of fees for which
no maximum fee is specified in this Act (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees
Act 1982), Parliament may disallow any
regulation prescribing such a fee." '.

The new clause was agreed to.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province) -I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 31:
'DD. After section 73 of the Explosives Act
1960 there shall be inserted the following
section:
"73A. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so
as to enable the prescribing of fees for which
no maximum fee is specified in this Act (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees
Act 1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation prescribing such a fee." '.

The new clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the
directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on the table by the
Clerk:
National Gallery-Reports of the Council of
Trustees, together with financial statements;
for the years 1980-81 and 1981-82.
National Musewn-Financial statements for the
year 1980-81.
Railway Construction and Property BoardReport for the year 1981-82.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961-Melboume Metropolitan Planning SchemeAmendment No. 222 (with two maps).
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Report and
accounts for the year 1980-81.
West Gate Bridge Authority-Report and
financial statements for the year 1981-82.

Adjournment

ADJOURNMENT
Chrfstmas feHcitations
The HoD. W. A. IANDERYOU (Mini,ster for Econom'ic Development) -By
leave, I· ,move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until
a day and hour to be fixed by the President
which time of meeting shall be notified to
each member by telegram or letter.

1 take the opportunity at the close of
the session to wish to you, IMr President, and all members of the House
and their families the compliments of
the Season. I do that in the spirit of
acknowledg.ing my sincere personal
appreciation of the co-operation and
assistance 1 have received on most
occasions from all members of the
Legislative Council.
On behalf of the Government, 1 extend personal appreciation to the officers of the House and members of the
staff, particularly those ,who are
closely associated with the Council who
have put up with many idiosyncracies
including that which leads us to still
be here at 4.15 a.m.
To the offi'cers and families and members of the staff and those associated
with the refreshment rooms, the Parliamentary Libl'lary and Hansard, the
compliments of the Season. 1 express
the wish and hope that they enjoy the
festive season and come ba'ck bri~hter
and fitter for what 1 hope will be a
better year.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) ----I join with the Leader of the
Government in his Christmas felicitations and, first and foremost, Sir, 1 thank
you for the impartial w'ay in which vou
at all times have administered the business of this House and for the way you
have tempered your sometimes stern
approach with numour to make it acceptable to the whole Chamber. I often
think ,a sense of humour is a most valuable asset 'in a presiding officer.
To your colleague, the Chairman of
Committees, members of the Oppositi,on
also extend their thanks. He has a very
difficult job as Deputv President and as
Chairtnan of Committees and he adopts
a delicate balance with the cross-fire
that suddenly occurs;
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To the Leader of the House who, like
me, can flare at times but who nevertheless displays humour and a desire to
achieve mutual co-operation, I tender
the thanks of my party and myself for
the co-operation that he has engendered.
His deputy, the Minister for Conservation, has been unfailing in .his
courtesy and consideration. The Ministers, new in their jobs, have nevertheless proved themselves to be very capable in their duties 'and assiduous in the
way they undertake them.
To my deputy, Mr Haddon Storey,
1 'also give thanks. He has been ,a,magnificent back-stop. 1 would like to thank
'Mr Dunn and his deputy, Mr Baxter, for the ready co-operation they have
shown and for their willingness at all
times to discuss with us and, if and when
necessary, to advise. The Clerks have
been absolutely impartial 'and have assisted 'all political parties equally. It is
great t'O know that h'Onourable members
can rely on their ab salute integrity.
To Hansard, who correct ahd improve
our speeches and somehow manage to
make sense where none exists from time
to time, we also express thanks. To
George Oliverand his officers, we would
like you to know that your efforts and
those of your officers and their consistent courtesy, even under difficult
circumstances such as those that exist
this morning at 4.20 a.m., are greatly
appreciated.
To all those who assist to make life
at least tolerable in and around the
House, we offer our thanks and Christmas felicitations.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Provin'ce)-The National Party would
also like to join in the tradition'al motion.
We agree, IMr President, that your
usual fairness in the course of this session has led to the Legislative Council
'being a place that is a pleasure to work
in. During the course of the sessional
period, this place has well and truly
proved its worth. Members of the
National Party thank you, Mr President, for your fairness and impartiality.
We thank the Chairman of Committees
for the fairness he has also e~hibited.
1 thank Mr Landeryou and Mr Hunt
with whom members of the National
Party have had reason to confer on
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many occasions. Mostly, we can reach
agreement on the business of the
House and I think that can only
benefit the operations of this place.
Sometimes arrangements come undone
and we have difficulty in keeping to the
order in which we have arranged to
deal with matters that are listed on the
Notice Paper, but we get through them
in the end.
I thank Ministers for their willingness, in the main, to confer and consult
on the Bills. That can lead only to an
improvement in Bills and to better
govem'ment.
I thank my colleagues in the National
Party. There are not many of us and
each must carry more than his share
of the load of Bills, at question time,
and in other matters. The attendance
record of those members and the work
that they put in is outstanding. 1 pay
particular tribute to each one of them
and I especially thank the honourable
Bill Baxter, my deputy, who is consistently ready to support me and the
party in this House. 1 hope the contribution that we as a team make is
of benefit to the people we represent
in country Victoria.
1 reiterate the thanks that have been
expressed by Mr Hunt and others to
the staff around Parliament House. For
country members, this place is more or
less our home for a large part of the
year, and the staff around Parliament
House make life that little bit easier.
From the time one walks in the door
in the morning, people like George
Oliver. Andy Bumess and Clarrie Quinn
and the other boys are friendly. .I cannot recall an occasion on which they
have not met us with a friendly greeting in the mornings, and that is a good
start to any day.
We thank the Hansard staff, the
Library staff and the dining-room staff.
On behalf of the National Party, I wish
all honourable members a happy
Christmas at their homes and with their
families. I compliment the new members who have settled into this place so
well. They are all making Significant
contributions. I look forward to meeting you all in the New Year and in
the new sessional period.
Tile Hon. B. P. Dunn

Adjournment

The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE (Melbourne West Province) - I t would be a
pity if the proceedings for 1982 concluded without proper rega'rd for the
idiosyncrasies of this House. My contribution this year is entitled, A New
Year's Resolution:
Lords and Ladies of this place,
Please listen to my confessions.
Watch the tears run down my face
As I recant all my transgressions.
No longer wiU I shock this House
With odours nauseating.
I know that sort of thing upsets
Those members hibernating.
I'll not again for photos pose,
Perched high above the Speaker's chair
Like Fido on ,the tuckerbox.
Think what I IIli8lt ,be doing there?
I hope that all of you forgive
And heed my New Year resolution:
Next year there won't be any pranks;
Instead I'll start the revolution!

In the meantime, I wish all a peaceful
New Year.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea
Province) -As a back-bench member
of the Government, and 'on behalf of all
back-bench members, I express appreciation of the working men and women
of this Parliament who help to make
our stay here a pleasant one and who
help to make our contributions meaningful on behalf of the people that we
represent. I wish everyone a merry
Christmas and I offer these few words
which should be rendered to the tune
of Way Down Upon the Swanee River:
Way up in the golden Chamber
Far, far away,
Ward, Vasey and Kent grow greyer.
There's where the old blokes stay.
Hunt and Guest grow very weary
W.fth every White banter
Oh, polies, how debate is fiery
When led by old Jock Granter.
Way up in the golden Chamber
Every ,boring day,
H()gg renowned for Ethnic Affairs
While Connard longs to play,
Bubb and Knowles, two BaUaratarians
Keep the benches gay.
Oh, wouldn't life be drearier
If Joan hadn't sat on the throne!

The PRESIDENT (the Hoa. F. S.
Grlmwade)-Before putting the motion,
I should like to add a few words. I do
not intend to read poetry or sing a
song, but I should like to thank the
Leaders of each of the parties for their
courtesy and their kindnesses and the
words that they have said tonight.
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I also congratulate the new members
of the House. Being one of the longerserving members of this place, I am
not surprised at the depth of talent
that is here and developing as time
goes on. I congratulate each and every
one of you on the way in which you
make this place work, even at 4.30 a.m.
On your behalf, I again reiterate our
thanks to the staff of this marvellous
institution. There are so many who are
dedicated and who work long, hard
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hours. I shall not name them. They
have all been mentioned before by the
Leaders and by other members . .I know
that they appreciate the words that
have been said here tonight and the
quiet way in which each of you makes
their job much easier. To George Oliver
and all of the others, I express sincere
thanks.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 4.27 a.m.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

MINISTERIAL STAFF
APPOINTMENTS
(Question No. 120)

The Hon.

B.

A.

CHAMBERLAIN

(Western Province) asked the Minister
for Economic Development, for the Premier:
Further to question No. 13, answered in this
House on 15 June 1982:
(a) What are the educational qualifications
of each of the Ministerial advisers and private
secretaries set out in attachment B?

(b) Immediately prior to their appointments
as such, which of those were-( i) employed
in private industry; (ii) employed in State
Government departments and agencies; and
(Hi) unemployed?

The

Officer

Edu('ational Qualifiration

A. Oxley
M. Salvaris
J. MacmiJIan
S. Kelty
H. Nathan, Q.C.
J. Betson
T. Tovey
I. Wykes
T. Larkins
B. Stroud
J. Hattam
M. Henry
J. Love
J. Lane
P. Kerr
D. Cou,hlin
V. Dugan
S. Huttley
I. Watson
J. Stabb
A. Marshall
P. Staindl
R. Joiner
D. Jones
S. Wooldridge
B. Grant

B.A. (Hons)
B.A., LL.B.
B.A. (Hons), Dip.Ed.
Leaving
LL.B.
B.Comm., Dip.Ed.
B.A., A.C.T.T.
Assoc. Dip. of Geol.
Dip. Loc. Govt. Admin.
H.S.C.
Leaving
B.Sc., B.Ed., Ph.O.
B.A. (Hons), M.Env.Sci.
H.S.C.
British. Equiv. H.S.C.
TSTC, Dip.App.ScL
B.Sci.
Intermediate
B.Comm. (Hons)
Leaving
Sec. Diploma
B.A. Media Studies
H.S.C.
Ass. Dip. Civil Eng.
Tas. equiv. 4th Form
B.A., Dip. Journ. Niemen
Fellow Harvard University
B.A., Dip.Ed.
M.Sc., Ph.D., M.Bus.Admin.
B.Ec .• Dip. Sec. Studies
B.Eng., M.Eng.ScL M.Phi\'
(Planning)
Merit Certificate
B.Ec., Dip.Ed.
B. Comm .• Dip.Ed.
Leaving
B.A. Economics
H.S.C.
B.SeL. Dip.Ed.
Cert. Bus. Studies
B.A.
Leaving
H.S.C.
B.A .• Dip.Ed .• B.Ed .• Dip.
Librarianship
B.A. (Hons l , Dip.Ed .•
M.PoI.Sci.

S. Perryman

J. Morris
E. Blake

B. Hartnett
S. Sinclair
R. Galbally
B. McGowan
C. Carter
D. O'FarreU
A. Herrington
R. Bladier
J. Robertson
J. Nieuwenhuizen
K. Goldhahn
D. Dollis
A. Jurjevic
B. Moore

Hon.

W.

A.

LANDERYOU

(Minister for Economic Development)
-The answer supplied by the Premier
is:
Details requested in the question are set
out in the following table:
Formrrly
Pril'at('
Industry

Formrrly State
GOI't. Df'pt.
or ARf'ncy

Formerly
Unemployed
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SIMPLIFYING THE LAW
(Question No. 140)

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province) asked the Minister
for Economic Development:
How will the Government embark on its
policy commitment of simplifying the law,
educating the community about it, and consolidating the statute law?

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU
(Minister for Economic Development) The answer is:
The Government has taken the first step in
the implementation of ts policy of simplifying
and modernizing the law through the recent
introduction to Parliament of the Interpretation
Bill.
The Bill, when enacted, will go some way to
shorten and simplify the language used in
Acts of Parliament by providing definitions of
expressions frequently used in Acts and generally providing a more comprehensive Interpretation Act applicable to Acts of Parliament
and subordinate instruments.
Simplicity will always be relative to the inherent complexity of the material to be dealt
with and schemes of regulation are generally
very sophisticated and necessarily complex.
However, an ongoing programme of review
and recommendations for restatement of the
law by departments will ultimately achieve this
aim. In this regard, I have directed departments through their Ministers to prepare,
among other things, °an ongoing programme of
review and consolidation of all existing regulations to be implemented in collaboration with
the Chief Parliamentary Counsel.
The Legal Aid Commission has a responsibility to initiate and carry out educational programmes designed to promote an understanding by the public and by sections of the public
who have special needs in this respect, of their
rights, powers, privileges and duties under the
laws in force in the State. The Government
will continue to provide resources for the commission to implement legal education programmes on its own initiative and co-operation
with community legal centres.
All Government departments will be expected
to undertake a constant programme of amending and consolidating the statute law including subordinate legislation. Such programmes
will be co-ordinated with the Government
Printer's new printing systems and development of the computer retrieval project. The
Chief Parliamentary Counsel has assured me
of his full support in this undertaking.

Questions on Notice
BEAUMARIS AND BLACK ROCK
POLICE STATIONS
(Question No. 176)

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo
Province) asked the Minister of Forests,
for the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(a) Is it the Government's intention to proceed with the closure of the Beaumaris and
Black Rock police stations?
(b) Does the Government intend to provide
a high level of police presence in those areas
during the busy summer period; if so, how?

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services is:
(a) There is no proposal before the Government to close either the Black Rock or
Beaumaris police stations.
A plan to optimize police resources at the
Black Rock, Beaumaris and Sandringham
police stations, including a variation in the
strength and hours of the operation of the
Black Rock and Beaumaris stations, was introduced recently and is now being monitored.
(b) The current plan to optimize resources
in the Black Rock/Beaumaris/Sandringham
area provides a higher level of police presence
throughout the year than that previously available in this area by:
(i) Providing two mobile units constantly on patrol in the City of
Sandringham-which incorporates the
Black Rock, Beaumaris and Sandringham sub-districts;
(ii) providing a third vehicle as a backup for the divisional van as, or when,
required;
(iii) providing better supervision and
guidance of younger members by
two additional sergeants based at
Sandringham; and,
(iv) providing a more efficient system for
the performance of warrants and files
duties.
Furthermore, "Operation Salamander" will
commence on 18 December and continue until
30 January. This operation, which will increase
pOlice presence in the bayside suburbs and
resorts, involves the following:
(a) Mounted Branch
(b) Water Police
(c) Traffic Operations Group
(d) Air Wing.
Moreover, "Operation Countdown" commenced on 1 December and will continue until
31 January. Although its aim is to detect traffic
offenders throughout Victoria and reduce the
road toll. "Operation Countdown" also increases the level of police presence in the
Black Rock/Beaumaris/Sandringham area.

